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Preface
The Sixth International conference on Computer Science and Information Technology (CCSIT 2016) was
held in Zurich, Switzerland, during January 02~03, 2016. The Fourth International Conference on Signal,
Image Processing and Pattern Recognition (SIPP 2016), The Fourth International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence, Soft Computing (AISC 2016), The Fourth International Conference on Control, Modelling,
Computing and Applications (CMCA 2016), The Fourth International Conference on Software Engineering
and Applications (SEAS-2016), The International Conference on Computer Science, Information
Technology (CSITEC 2016), The International Conference on Data Mining & Knowledge Management
(DaKM 2016), The Fifth International Conference on Parallel, Distributed Computing Technologies and
Applications (PDCTA 2016) and The Seventh International Conference on Networks & Communications
(NeCoM 2016) were collocated with the CCSIT-2016. The conferences attracted many local and
international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of intellect from the East and from the West.
The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and
industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to establish new
collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by submitting articles that
illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences describing significant advances
in all areas of computer science and information technology.
The CCSIT-2016, SIPP-2016, AISC-2016, CMCA-2016, SEAS-2016, CSITEC-2016, DaKM-2016,
PDCTA-2016, NeCoM-2016 Committees rigorously invited submissions for many months from
researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant themes and tracks of the
workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized
top-level researchers. All the submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised
expert reviewers. These reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members
and external reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their
contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the submission,
review and acceptance processes, was done electronically. All these efforts undertaken by the Organizing
and Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high quality technical conference program, which
featured high-impact presentations for all attendees to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in the
latest developments in computer network and communications research.
In closing, CCSIT-2016, SIPP-2016, AISC-2016, CMCA-2016, SEAS-2016, CSITEC-2016, DaKM-2016,
PDCTA-2016, NeCoM-2016 brought together researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners
to exchange and share their experiences, new ideas and research results in all aspects of the main workshop
themes and tracks, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. The book
is organized as a collection of papers from the CCSIT-2016, SIPP-2016, AISC-2016, CMCA-2016, SEAS2016, CSITEC-2016, DaKM-2016, PDCTA-2016, NeCoM-2016.
We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the Technical
Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We sincerely wish that all
attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every success in their research. It is
the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional dialogue among the researchers,
scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond the event and that the friendships and
collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many years to come.
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ABSTRACT
Sustainability, appropriate use of natural resources and providing a better quality of life for
citizens has become a prerequisite to change the traditional concept of a smart city. A smart city
needs to use latest generation Information Technologies, IT, and hardware to improve services
and data, to offer to create a balanced environment between the ecosystem and inhabitants. This
paper analyses the advantages of using a private cloud architecture to share hardware and
software resources when it is required. Our case study is Guadalajara, which has seven
municipalities and each one monitor’s air quality. Each municipality has a set of servers to
process information independently and consists of information systems for the transmission and
storage of data with other municipalities. We analysed the behaviour of the carbon footprint
during the years 1999-2013 and we observed a pattern in each season. Thus our proposal
requires municipalities to use a cloud-based solution that allows managing and consolidating
infrastructure to minimize maintenance costs and electricity consumption to reduce carbon
footprint generated by the city.

KEYWORDS
Smart Cities; Cloud Architectures; Cost Estimation; City Services

1. INTRODUCTION
Improving the services offered by a city and promoting a balance between the environmental
sustainability and citizen’s quality of life has become an important goal of what we define today
as Smart Cities [1]. IT offer a convenient way to connect processes in a city, optimize resources
for the benefit of communities and forecast dynamics of the urban environment to better adapt
solutions towards the well-being of citizens. However, citizens in smart cities have to deal with
the physical and digital dimension.
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During the living activities in the urban fabric, inhabitants have a unique identity to access and
engage services such as energy, water, communication, and transport, among others. In addition,
cities need to offer secure digital platforms for their inhabitants and IT infrastructure becomes
vital in terms of communication and processing capabilities and availability. One solution to
adapt and scale to the cities services demand is to shift city IT departments to the Cloud
Computing paradigm [8].
The Cloud allows grouping various types of hardware and to merge them into a single entity for
better and efficient management. Hence, Cloud Computing can work in three categories of
services. First, we have the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) which provides of virtualization for
using hardware resources and this category can offer sensors, storage or processing capacities on
demand. Second is the Platform as a Service (PaaS) where users can run Web applications
without the complexity of maintaining and running the associated infrastructure, this is critical
for e-government service portals. Third, Software as a Service (SaaS) where licenses for critical
software in processes such as analytics can be used on demand.
A key aspect of the cloud is the use of virtual machines to achieve its elasticity; a virtual machine
is a software application that emulates be a real computer with software and hardware features
limited to execute some task. Cloud computing provides a set of principles establishing the rules
and principles among suppliers and customers. An important aspect of Cloud is the use of
resources based on a “pay as you go” basis, in which the customer must pay for the time that a
service, platform or software license is executed/used on a cloud provider.
A service as a process for a Smart City may need hardware, software or a combination of them.
Cloud computing proposes benefits of elasticity, resilience, performance, productivity, scalability
etc. Hence, this technology offers a better strategy for city governments to manage IT services.
This paper is based on the Guadalajara Smart City project selected as IEEE pilot project to share
the experience of best practices for smart cities worldwide. Moreover, Guadalajara is not only a
city but also a metropolitan area composed of seven interconnected municipalities and we
observed and analysed that each municipality has a traditional IT infrastructure consisting of a
cluster of servers, routers and intranet access to communicate with other municipalities. In its
current state, the data centers on each municipality are isolated infrastructure because they are not
interconnected and sharing information and processing capabilities for the metropolitan area.
Our proposal is to consolidate municipal infrastructure by setting up a private cloud for the
metropolitan area with the existing infrastructure. The benefits of using a cloud computing
architecture allows the acquisition of any hardware configuration (supported by virtualization) in
a few minutes. To better understand how Cloud Infrastructure can bring value for Smart Cities,
we introduce a Use Case that is based on historical data about pollution in the metropolitan area;
an alert system executed in the cloud can inform citizens when bad conditions can expose them to
health threats. In Fig 1 we can see the core of the city which is deployed on a typical cloud
computing architecture, in which a set of mobile devices or computers are interacting with users
continuously to figure out how an alert system for city services can work on the cloud.
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Fig. 1 A cloud infrastructure supporting City Services

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the previous section, we discussed the benefits of Cloud Computing in its different layers
(IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) for Smart Cities. We also referred to the case of Guadalajara Smart City
looking to shift from traditional IT infrastructure to a cloud computing environment to deal with
the city dynamics.
We should mention that an additional important project is the interconnection of all government
offices with optical fiber as per the project Connected Mexico, which offers to municipalities the
conditions to share their IT infrastructure as a cloud entity. In Mexico, it is possible to process
data outside the environment where they occur, i.e., each municipality can analyse data of
citizens in another municipality; if and only if the citizen is informed how it will be used his
personal data, thanks transparency and access to information law [11].
Current challenges in data centers include identifying the best practices to support a cloudcomputing environment. Thus, we propose basic building blocks for this to migrate the
traditional IT datacenters to a private cloud as shown in Fig 2. The hardware layer represents the
physical resources (routers, computers, switches, hard drives, RAM memory, video cards, etc.)
owned by the IT Municipal Datacenters. The second layer is the Virtualization, which enables
create virtual machines when a process required it, with its own resources and its own operating
system. The third layer has the software tools to complete integrate layers one and two.
For managing virtual machines can use applications such as OpenStack, VMware vSphere,
CloudStack, Xen, among others. Government entities usually use open source solutions to
minimize licensing costs nonetheless; they could use paid software to manage their virtual
machines.

4
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Fig. 2 Layers in a cloud computing environment

We can identify the Administrator as the process of monitoring the behaviour of each virtual
machine in the cloud and to perform operations such as: increase or decrease resources hardware
or software, delete, or create a new virtual machine. OpenStack Dashboard is an option for this
type of module to support a better management. Given the layers in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 shows how the
cloud service categories already explained fit into the Smart Cities cycles.
The city deploys sensors and actuators that can be connected to the cloud as an IaaS, offering a
global management, security and capacity to scale on demand. In particular, sensors produce data
to be curated and stored in the open data city repository. Cloud PaaS is the most indicated to
curate and provide storage as well as processing capabilities for analytics. To deal with the
complexity of Open Data repositories, specialized software for analytics should be used requiring
a SaaS service to use licenses on demand.
One of the key elements of Smart Cities [4] is to break the silos of information among the
different government offices offering to share all in a common open data city platform. This
action allows avoiding duplicated efforts and investments to understand the city dynamics and
provide solutions.

Fig. 3 Smart City Cycles related to the cloud

In order to provide more efficient services, it is possible to correlate information datasets from
different indicators. Moreover, a Smart City needs to have a strategy for metrics to understand its
performance and where to invest to reach its sustainability.
Metrics for smart cities need to have Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as well as a subset of
indicators for example in Cohen’s Wheel there is a section called: Smart Gov, which contains
infrastructure, this option could generate alternative metrics such as latency, multitenancy and
others. This means that Smart Cities should work with a holistic vision integrating KPIs [5] and
indicators to understand city dynamics and decide how the services should adapt. This concept is
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based on a systemic approach where a city is a System of Systems or can be modelled and
understood as a Complex System.
For this reason, the city should decide how to select KPIs and indicators. Given our work at the
IEEE Smart Cities initiative, the model used is shown in Fig. 4 based in the Cohen Wheel. The
model proposes five important KPIs related to Smart Economy, Smart Government, Smart
People, Smart Living, Smart Mobility and Smart Environment [2][3]. Each KPI has a subset of
actions and indicators in a secondary ring. It depends on the amount of sources of information
available to feed indicators to be provided by the city, there could be more outer rings, which
themselves induce more external rings.
This means that the more the city deploys sensor/actuator networks, the more rings that will
appear, resulting in more accurate models to analyse the behaviours and dynamics of the city.
That is the reason to have a good cloud strategy in order to scale the KPIs, Indicators and Actions
management [6]. Hence, the Smart City project in Guadalajara, following the principles of
Metrics based in the Cohen Wheel KPIs, requires an architecture to migrate the metropolitan area
of Guadalajara to the cloud. This is the main problem and challenge presented in this paper.
A new issue to introduce is that the metropolitan area of Guadalajara, and for every city that is
composed of interconnected municipalities, each one has autonomous infrastructure and budgets.
Since all municipalities are interconnected, a challenge is to connect all data centers respecting
their autonomy them. A proposed solution is to create a private cloud to support the three types of
cloud services. As a use case to create a methodology to estimate the performance and cost of the
private cloud integration among the interconnected municipalities, we identified sensors, open
data and processing requirements as an example that can be used as reference for all KPIs of the
Smart City in Guadalajara.
The sensors are real devices in the city creating datasets of air pollution in various zones of the
city. The created datasets are stored in an open web service, and we propose a system that
analyses the air pollution data flows to identify harmful pollution levels in zones of the
metropolitan area to provide actions for the benefit of citizens (alarms, transport re-routing, etc.).
The contribution of this paper is to process and analyse the information produced by an alert
system. The system will be fully supported by the Cloud resulting in a consolidation of
infrastructure across municipalities in the metropolitan area.

Fig. 4 Representative diagram Cohen’s Smart City Wheel
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Finally, we propose a methodology to estimate costs of cloud services, which is based in the
current municipalities data center
enter infrastructure modelled and extended with a plug in created for
the Cloud Simulation Tool Cloudsim [7].

3. METHODOLOGY
We use Java framework to simulate the behaviour of a cloud, CloudSim.. CloudSim’s goal is to
provide a generalized and extensible simulation framework that enables modelling, simulation,
and experimentation of emerging Cloud computing infrastructures and application services,
allowing its users to focus on specific system design issues that they want to investigate, without
getting concerned with the low-level
level details related to Cloud
Cloud-based
based infrastructure and services.
Also, ann additional goal of our simulation was to generate an equation to create the actual cost of
implementing the service using the cloud, we considered aspects such as payment of electricity,
preventive and corrective maintenance, and key and support staff. Wee decided to group the
different environments that are necessaries to get the real cost of a specific service. These groups
were:
1. Physical configuration: itt represents the required configuration to execute correctly the
service (i.e. hard disk, memory ram, video target, bandwidth, kind of network).
2. Software configuration: it refers to the set of programs that the service needs (i.e.
operating system, database, file system, simulation programs and parallelism).
3. Supplies: items that the provider needs to active the mentioned above services (i.e.
electrical power, cables,
ables, air conditioning, license fees, space, staff, payment to other
providers).
This aggrupation allowed us to understand the elements to be evaluated in each process and we
made an equation as follows:

where:
ω = a service/process
Ψ = the total amount required resources
Ω = a specific used resource from physical or software configuration
ϕ = fixed cost of used resource finished by the provider
λ = execution time of each resource
µ = execution time needed to complete all the proc
process
Υ = sub process of ω
Τ = the total sub process of ω
M (Ω) = maintenance cost of θ
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Using this formula, we can obtain the cost computation of each resource in a specific
time. We decided to use a recursive function to recover the used re
resources
sources of a certain
process/service that required a distribution of its job ((parallel tasks). The primary goal of our
formula is used to specify the economic cost in each process to have a log of all the physical
resources (hardware) used in a service. Each municipality has its autonomy to decide what kind
of software and hardware is needed to accomplish the tasks. With this equation we could also
determine the efficiency of a process versus another for each municipality to identify the fastest
execution and best low price service for the same service.

4. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
Guadalajara is located in western Mexico; it has a current population of about 4,299,000
according to the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI for its initials in Spanish)
[9] in 2008. It is one of the three main cities in Mexico for its economic growth, technological
and demographic region.

Fig. 5 Metropolitan area of Guadalajara1

The city is formed by 9 municipalities: Guadalajara, Zapopan, Tonala, Tlaquepaque, El Salto,
Juanacatlan, Ixtlahuacan de los Membrillos y Tlajomulco de Zuñiga. In Fig. 5, we show the
structure the metropolitan area of Guadalajara. Since 1995, the city of Guadalajara has been
monitoring air quality 24 hours a day, to make re
recommendations
commendations to care health of its citizens and
animals. The Metropolitan Index of Air Quality [10] (IMECA in Spanish) is a Mexican official
standard for gauging air quality since 1988. It reports chemicals such as: ozone (O3), sulfur
dioxide (SO2), nitrogen
ogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO) and particulate less than 10
micrometers (PM10). IMECA is used as a reference for all the states of Mexico to measure
environmental pollution. IMECA has a set of ranges for activing notifications, which are shown
in the Table 1.
When the range of pollution is above 120 IMECAS, it may cause respiratory problems for some
people, mainly children and the elderly. However, if the range is greater than 200 IMECAS a
contingency plan is activated: the PRECA (Emergency Res
Response
ponse Plan Contingency and
1

Image taken from: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mapa_ZMG.svg
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Atmospheric Jalisco), which contains various levels, see Table 2. Guadalajara has registered as an
open dataset, the information collected about pollution levels from 1996 to 2013, it is in a excel
format and files contain data for each metropolitan area and its levels of pollution sensed per day
and time (0 - 23 hours).
IMECA

Air quality level

0 – 50

Good

51 – 100

Regular

101 – 150

Bad

151 – 200

Very Bad

>201

Extremely Bad

Table 1. Classification pollution levels

Table 2. Levels of activation and deactivation of PRECA

Registered contaminants are: O3, NO, NO2, NOx, SO2, CO, PM10, direction and wind speed
and temperature. In our case study, we considered the use of CO as a contaminant, because most
Guadalajara inhabitants are in direct contact with it. The CO is an odourless and invisible toxin,
thus constant attention is required to monitor its level and to detect when it is higher than
environmental health standards in Mexico, to activate contingency plans for the population. The
extracted information on the levels of contamination of the ZMG, which is in Excel format, it
was migrated to a MySQL database, we normalized the information and we analysed the
behaviour of the contamination by zone based on hours, days, months and seasons.
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In Figs. 6 to 8, we can observe the behaviour of contamination of three major areas of
Guadalajara, where we no increase in pollution levels at the beginning of January, May and
December. A decrease in the months of August and September. These factors should be for the
rainy season and the reincorporation of students and teachers to their schools. We noted that there
is a relationship between the work and school activities with the emission of pollutants, with this
premise determined in 3 phases: 1 = low level, 2 = intermediate level and 3 = maximum level.
We mapped these levels with an alert system (we did it) to inform to the citizens and to initiate a
feedback process to provide recommendations and avoid crossing by this zone.

Fig. 6 Co Levels in Las Pintas 2013

Fig. 7 Co Levels in Miravalle 2013

Fig. 8 Co Levels in Tlaquepaque 2013

These levels allow us to identify when a municipality zone needs to share resources among others
through the private cloud to manage services. When a level is in phase 1, the municipality may
process its information by itself, in phase 2, it could need the assistance of one or more
municipalities to improve response time, and the last phase this municipality requests the
intervention of others to process the high demand for information to be processed in the shortest
possible time. Once the simulation has been performed, we create nine datacenters with
hardware features provided by each zone also. The purpose of representing the nine
municipalities in a cloud environment, it is to verify that sharing the resources of each
infrastructure, improving quality of service to the city, maintenance costs are optimize and the
purchase of computer equipment benefits all municipalities and not just one. That is reason, we
generated a mechanism to share resources between each area and we built a coordinator agent,
which monitors the workload of each area to grant access to other data centers when is necessary.
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After we configured a datacenter with the following characteristics: 16 Memory Ram, 4 Tb Hard
Drive, Two Xeon X3430 processors and multi-node optical fiber with 100 Mbps transfer rate.
This configuration represents the average of resources that a municipality has. The application
was executed in two phases: the first, it was using the traditional scheme of each municipality and
phase two: it used a cloud-based scheme. In the Fig. 9 we show the workflow, we did for this
extraction, interpretation and results obtained.

Fig. 9 Workflow process

5. RESULT ANALYSIS
In Fig 10, we show on the left side the number of milliseconds that a service took to execute
during a certain time in a traditional scheme, and on the right side the result of our proposal
where we suggested use of resources using a private cloud. A considerable decrease is observed
and thus electric power consumption was reduced and the cost of use is lower than with other
scheme.

Fig. 10 Traditional IT vs Private Cloud
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES
Historical data of pollution levels helped to determine the system of events that should be present
in the city to inform and organize services for each zone. For example, when pollution levels are
high, systems could report to citizenship through their smartphones of this situation and suggest
changes in their routine. Thus begins a process of feedback where the user could request new
routes to arrive his destination not passing by contaminated areas.
These kind of services are useful for smart cities. Cloud computing allows enhancing resources
and adapt to new hardware equipment that may be present in a data center and to share its
resources with other areas. As a future work, we could use docker containers to perform in situ
the information that is enclosed within a metropolitan area instead of moving it to another
location for processing.
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ABSTRACT
The DNA sequences similarity analysis approaches have been based on the representation and
the frequency of sequences components; however, the position inside sequence is important
information for the sequence data. Whereas, insufficient information in sequences
representations is important reason that causes poor similarity results. Based on three
classifications of the DNA bases according to their chemical properties, the frequencies and
average positions of group mutations have been grouped into two twelve-components vectors,
the Euclidean distances among introduced vectors applied to compare the coding sequences of
the first exon of beta globin gene of 11 species.

KEYWORDS
DNA sequence, chemical proprieties, DNA bases, position, frequency, group mutations.

1. INTRODUCTION
DNA Sequence similarity is fundamental challenge in bioinformatics to predicting unknown
sequences functions or effects, constructing phylogenetic tree, and identify homologous
sequences, several of DNA sequence similarity measuring approaches have been developed,
divided into several categories, the alignment-based, alignment-free, statistics method and others.
Most methods based on the concept of the sequence alignment defined as a way of arranging the
sequences of DNA, RNA, or proteins to identify regions of similarity that may be a consequence
of functional, structural, or evolutionary relationships between the sequences, such as BLAST[1]
(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool), was developed as a way to perform DNA and protein
sequence similarity searches, is a heuristic method considered as a rapid approach for sequence
comparison, based on the comparaison of all combinations of nucleotide or protein queries with
nucleotide or protein databases. there are several types of BLAST, Another method call Fasta [2]
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
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uses the principle of finding the similarity between the two sequences statistically. This method
matches one sequence of DNA or protein with the other by local sequence alignment method. It
searches for local region for similarity and not the best match between two sequences.
In addition to performing alignments, is very popular due to its availability on the World Wide
Web through a large server at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and at
many other sites. Has evolved to provide molecular biologists with a set of very powerful search
tools that are freely available to run on many computer platforms.
Also, they are UCLUST [3] and CD-HIT [4] and many more, Obviously it consumes time while
running however, the similarity can be quickly computed with the alignment-based method that
converts each piece of DNA sequence into a feature vector in a new space. To generate feature
vectors some algorithms exploit probabilistic models of which the Markov model [5-6], SVMbased approaches [7], widely used in bioinformatics applications.
Other technique used statistics method for sequence comparison, based on the joint k-tuple
content in two sequences called K-typle Algorithm One of the very popular alignment-free
methods [8, 9], in which DNA sequence is divided into a window of length k (word of length).
The feature vector is generated by the calculated to the frequency value of each tuple; the
similarity can be quickly measured by some distance metric between vectors. Such as KLD [10]
from two given DNA sequences, was constructed two frequencies vectors of n-words over a
sliding window, whereas was derived by a probabilistic distance between two Sequences using a
symmetrized version of the KLD, Which directly compares two Markov models built for the two
corresponding biological sequences.
On the other hand, these methods cannot completely describe all information contained in a DNA
sequence, since they only contains the word frequency information, therefore, many researches
modified k-tuple are proposed to contain more information. [11] used both the overlapping
structure of words and word frequency to improve the efficiency of sequence comparison. [12]
Transformed the DNA sequence into the 60-dimension distribution vectors.
In order to help improve DNA sequence analysis methods ,the graphical representations of DNA
sequences on 2D or 3D space [13-14] applied by several researches, but there are some
disadvantage as loss of information due to crossing and overlapping of the curve representing
DNA with itself [15-16]. To avoid this problem many new graphical representation methods
recently [17-14] have been invented.
Other works [18-19] have based on the dinucleotide analysis. To reveal the biology information
of DNA sequences. Based on qualitative comparisons used the three classifications of the four
DNA bases A, G, T and C, according their chemical properties.
[20] Present the DNA sequence by a 12-component vector consisting of twelve frequencies of
group mutations, and calculated the similarity between deferent vectors by the Euclidian distance.
While [21], converted a DNA sequence into three 2-dimension cumulative ratio curves the R/Yratio curve, the K/M-ratio curve and the W/S-ratio curve, the coordination of every node on these
2-D cumulative ratio curves have clear biological implication.
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Li and Wang [22] presented a 16-dimension binary vector based also on the group of nucleotide
bases. These methods give encouraging results, they are focused much more on the sequence
frequency that the position for sequences analyses, Dong and Pei [23] argued that the position
inside sequence is important information. Therefore, unsufficient information in a feature vector
is important reason that causes poor similarity results.
In this paper, we combine the advantages of other methods with our own proposal. We presented
each DNA sequence by three symbolic sequences according to their chemical proprieties, the
group mutations have been grouped into two twelve-components vectors. The first represent the
frequency and the second represent the average position, to compare the coding sequences of the
first exon of beta globin gene of 11 different species, we applied the Euclidean distances among
introduced vectors.

2. MODELLING
2.1 Data Set
We have used in our experimentation DNA sequences derived by the data Set obtained by [23] ,
the data set contain the first exon of beta globin genes of 11 different species in Table 1
Table 1. The first exon of beta globin genes of 11 different species
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2.2 Proposed Method
It is difficult to obtain the information from DNA primary sequence directly; in our approach we
based on the three classes of DNA bases, according the chemical properties, the purine group R =
{A, G} and pyrimidine group Y = {C, T}; amino group M = {A, C} and keto group K = {G, T};
weak H-bond group W= {A,T} and strong H-bond group S= {C, G}. They call RY classification,
MK classification and WS classification correspondingly. Whereas, for the primary sequence X =
S1..S2…S3…. Sn, with length n, is presented by three different sequences according the three
classification, RY, MK and WS by

Each DNA sequence represented by the three symbolic sequences according the three formula
above.
2.2.1 Frequency Analyses
In each classification we focus on group mutation information, for the three symbolic sequences
there are twelve group mutations, R →R, R →Y, Y →R, Y →Y, M →M, M →K, K →M, K
→K, W →W, S →W, W →S, S →S.
As a first step, we calculated the frequency of each mutation information defined by the
following formula used by [19].

The table 2 present the frequencies of group mutations of the first exon of β-globin gene of
eleven species based on the three symbolic sequences of DNA.
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Table 2. Frequencies of group mutations of 11 species

2.2.2 Position analyses
The position inside sequence is important information Therefore; unsufficient information in a
feature vector is important reason that causes poor similarity results.
For instance, if two sequences have the same frequency of components but have two different
sequencing directions, if we calculate just the frequency similarity. We get them identical, but the
position of their components is completely different, there is no biological relationship between
them. For this reason and to improve the effectiveness of similarity study of DNA sequence, that
considered as a main challenge in the field of bioinformatics sequences. We used the concept of
the position of the DNA components.
We based on the group mutations presented above for calculate the average position (average
distance); we have proposed the following formula.

K is the number of word UV.
Wherein the position of each component is defined as the average position of the word uv divide
by the length of the DNA sequence n.
The Table 3 present the average position of group mutations for the first exon of β-globin gene of
eleven species based on the three symbolic sequences of DNA.
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Table 3. Average Position of group mutations of 11 species.

2.2.3 Example
For the Following Sequence
ATGGTGCACCTGAC
We get the three symbolic sequences:

From the three sequences we constructed two twelve-component vectors, the first for calculate
the frequency of group mutations and the second for their average position.

2.3 Similarity and Dissimilarity
In order to analysis the similarity and dissimilarity between two DNA sequences, each sequence
represented by two twelve-component vectors as presented above , The similarities between such
vectors calculated by the Euclidian distance between their end points for both vectors frequency
and average position. In the next, we calculated the average distance by the following formula.
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SP Define the similarity between two sequences related to the position of their components
(twelve component average position vectors)
SF Define the similarity between two sequences related to the frequency of their components
(twelve component frequency vectors).
More similarity between two DNA sequences defined by smaller value of Euclidian distance.
The following tables present the similarity/dissimalirity matrix of frequencies and average
position of group mutation of 11 species and average similarity between them.
Table 4. Similarity/dissimilarity matrix relative to the frequency of group mutations for 11 species.

Table 5. Similarity/dissimilarity matrix relative to the average position of group mutations for 11 species.
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Table 6. Average Similarity/dissimilarity matrix between frequency and position of group mutations for the
11 genes sequences.

We have observed in (Table 6) of similarity above, that is a great similarity between the sequence
of human with gorilla, human with Chimpanzee and chimpanzee with gorilla another similarity
between mouse, lemur, and mouse with rat, such as mouse and rat belong to the same Muridae
mammalian family. Also for the bovine and goat, they belong to the same Bovidae mammalian
family.
Each of opossum and Gallus are far from the rest species, because opossum is the most remote
species from the remaining mammals and the Gallus is the only non-mammalian animal among
all other species of the dataset. However, the rest nine species are mammals family.
The obtained result it is not an accident, but shows the relationship in evolutionary sense between
the twelve species.
The relationship between the 11 species according our own DNA analysis presented in the
following dendrogram.

Figure 1. The dendrogram of twelve species.
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3. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
Similarity analysis of DNA sequences are still important subjects in bioinformatics, the similarity
between two DNA sequences defined by the frequency and position of their components. The
representation of a DNA sequence by three symbolic sequences helpful to define all possible
mutations groups. We build two-dimensional vectors, the first represents the frequency of
mutation groups and the second represents their average positions,
To calculate the similarity and dissimilarity of DNA sequences, Euclidean distances are applied
based on the frequency and position of mutation groups
The evaluation results of 11 different species coincides with the evolutionary sense. The
proposed method has a wide Range of applicability for analysis of biological sequence.
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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing has become the ubiquitous computing and storage paradigm. It is also
attractive for scientists, because they do not have to care any more for their own IT
infrastructure, but can outsource it to a Cloud Service Provider of their choice. However, for
the case of High-Performance Computing (HPC) in a cloud, as it is needed in simulations or for
Big Data analysis, things are getting more intricate, because HPC codes must stay highly
efficient, even when executed by many virtual cores (vCPUs). Older clouds or new standard
clouds can fulfil this only under special precautions, which are given in this article. The results
can be extrapolated to other cloud OSes than OpenStack and to other codes than OpenFOAM,
which were used as examples.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has become the new ubiquitous computing and storage paradigm. Reasons are
e.g. the pay-as-you-go accounting, the inherent elasticity, flexibility and user customizing. An
example therefore is the arbitrary creation and deletion of virtual machines (VMs) with individual
numbers of vCPUs and flexible amounts of virtual main memory per VM. Companies,
institutions and individuals can profit from this paradigm by off-loading computing and storage
to commercial cloud service providers (CSPs), because CSP services range from simple data
backups to entire virtual data centres. These advantages make cloud computing also attractive for
scientists, since they do not need any more to provide and maintain their own computer
infrastructure, but can out-source it to CSPs, which is then hosted as virtual IT. However, for the
case of High-Performance Computing (HPC) in a cloud, as it is needed in simulations or Big
Data analysis, things are getting more intricate, because HPC codes must stay highly efficient and
thus scalable, even when executed by many virtual cores (vCPUs), which are located on different
physical servers. This is not necessarily the case in older clouds and also not in newer standard
clouds, as measurements made by several research groups have shown. For example, the US Dep.
of Energy (DoE), which is responsible for HPC in the USA, has questioned the usefulness of
clouds for HPC in 2011 [1] in general. Other authors with the same opinion are [2]-[4], for
example. We believe that further research effort is needed to improve the execution efficiency
and the speed-up for HPC in clouds, but it is also our opinion that this is possible. In this
contribution, multiple reasons for cloud inefficiencies are presented for the case of OpenStack [5]
as cloud operating system and for OpenFOAM [6] as HPC example code. Suggestions are made
how to solve or circumvent them. The results can be extrapolated to other cloud OSes and other
HPC codes. The contribution is organized as follows: In chapter 2, the state-of-the-art is
reviewed. Chapter 3 describes our project and what equipment and tools we were using. In
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
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chapter 4, the conducted measurements and findings are presented and discussed. The paper ends
with a conclusion, followed by an outlook and a reference list.

2. STATE-OF-THE-ART
Several HPC-related scientific projects dedicated to cloud optimization and scheduling were
studied by us, and a thorough literature search was conducted to determine which characteristics
of the cloud are needed to make it HPC-capable. The papers, that are reviewed here are [3], [4]
and [7]-[11] (in rank of importance as we felt it). Also the author of this paper has worked
previously on cloud performance issues in [12] and in [14]. In [3], [4] and in this article, it is
stated that the overhead in virtualized communication can lead to bad performance because of
inter-server bottlenecks. This is true if not the latest hardware-accelerators for virtualized
communication are used. Furthermore, according to the studied literature, existing cloud
schedulers ignore the needs HPC codes have, as well as the heterogeneity and the multi-tenancy
clouds have with respect to their resources. It is furthermore said that these are the major cloudintrinsic bottlenecks that prevent from effective HPC.
Scheduling: In order to address the HPC bottlenecks, the authors of [3], [4], for example, have
enhanced the Nova scheduler of OpenStack with the information that a job is a HPC application.
Together with other meta-information for Nova, they achieved a performance improvement of
45%, which is a remarkable result. In [7], a monograph on scheduling approaches is given, which
is also relevant for clouds. In [8], inter-cloud meta-schedulers are discussed, that consider cloud
system dynamics, interoperability and heterogeneity issues. The intention of the authors is to
elicit the characteristics of a given HPC code and to produce from that information a model that
reflects the resource requirements of the HPC job in so-called cooperative e-science
infrastructures. In [9], it is reported that schedulers in Hypervisors, such as in XEN, cannot
handle adequately heterogeneous workloads from high and low performance compute jobs at the
same time. The reasons for that is that inter-VM communication inside of the same HPC job is
degraded by the fact that a VM can be descheduled in the very moment of their communication
with another VM that is not descheduled. As a result, both cannot proceed. The authors suggest to
schedule HPC jobs not on a cloud-wide basis, but only inside of isolated subsets of cloud
resources to limit inter-job interferences. The authors are using a predictor model and a software
implementation of it for a prognosis, which VM will communicate with which other, in order to
avoid descheduling at the wrong point in time. Furthermore, they migrate a communicationintensive group of VMs to another resource subset, in order to make IO-dominant HPC more
effective. This is accomplished by a scheduler that is aware of the IO activities of VMs, i.e. of
their ongoing communication relationships.
VM Placement: In article [4], the idea of a better placement of VMs by Nova is deepened. The
authors have modified Nova, in order to make it aware of the underlying cloud hardware, of the
topology of the interconnect network, of the arrangement of resources and of interferences
between jobs because of noisy neighbours.
Throughput vs User Satisfaction: In [10], it is reported about a distributed job management
system that is supposed to support millions of small HPC jobs. This system aims to the big
commercial CSPs such as Amazon and Google. The focus lies on high throughput and good
utilization, which is exactly what CSPs need, but not in minimizing the elapsed time for
individual HPC jobs. In [11], the term HPC-as-a-Service is introduced as a new offer from CSPs.
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The project tries to bridge the gap between what a CSP can offer as compute resources to his
clients at a specific moment in time and for a specific price, and what clients want to have at that
moment. It is explained that both sides (clients and CSPs) exhibit big variances and
heterogeneities. It is furthermore pinpointed that a multi-criteria optimization of cloud resources
is needed because of that. The authors used for that purpose mixed integer linear programming
and a stochastic optimization model for efficient HPC resource sharing for service provisioning.
Their focus lies on the cost-benefit of cloud resources.
Trustfulness of Results: The papers we have reviewed have contributed to HPC-efficient clouds.
However, some papers were using not a real cloud, but some simulator, or they have not used a
real HPC code, but synthetic load generators. From our point of view, it was not always clear
how realistic the achieved results are. Therefore, we followed the path of real hardware executing
a widely-used HPC package, and to make with this package real measurements on a standard
cloud in the hope to achieve more realistic results.

3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
For our project, we built an own cloud, installed OpenStack and used OpenFOAM as HPC
benchmark, which is based on the MPI parallelization standard [13]. Furthermore, shell scripts
were written to automate the OpenFOAM benchmarks by running them with various parameters
and set-ups.

3.1 Easier Possibilities
Before we started to establish an own cloud, we have investigated the subsequent easier
possibilities:
1) Installing a cloud on a set of VMs (nested virtualization)
2) Using a cloud simulator
3) Doing all measurements in a commercial cloud or on a University cloud in a computing
centre.
All three options were evaluated, and it is explained in the following why we dismissed them all
together.
Nested Virtualization: We found out that already a single virtualization that is not nested,
decreases HPC speedup and efficiency, unless the latest available hardware accelerators for
virtualized computation and communication are engaged, which are described in [14], for
example. To install OpenStack on a set of VMs in order to create VMs insides of VMs was
therefore not an option. Cloud Simulators: From the set of easily available open-source cloudsimulators, we started with a closer look to CloudSim [15]. The alternatives we have considered
before and dismissed were GreenCloud [16], iCanCloud [17] and an improved version to the
MaGateSim simulator, which is described in [18]. GreenCloud and MaGateSim are for energysaving cloud-computing, which is not in our focus. From our point-of-view, they were too limited
for the required performance analyses. Furthermore, iCanCloud helps to predict the trade-off
between cost and performance, which is also not relevant for us. A closer look into CloudSim
revealed that it contains a very limited model for communication, which cannot reflect
sufficiently the MPI-based communication of OpenFOAM, and also not the complex virtualized
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communication of OpenStack. For example, it does not model separately inter-core, interprocessor and inter-server communication. CloudSim alone is too restricted for what we need.
Additionally, we found the paper [19], which stated that the results from CloudSim are not
realistic. Because of that, the authors of [19] created a substantial update called
NetworkCloudSim, which supports a more advanced bandwidth/latency model. We concluded
that from all network simulators only NetworkCloudSim has relevance for us. It is in principle
possible to profit from NetworkCloudSim by a simulative exploration of models for cloud
applications. These models are typically defined in terms of estimated job duration and
communication times between the parallel tasks of a job. However, the claim of the authors that
NetworkCloudSim allows for precise evaluation of scheduling algorithms in scientific, MPIbased applications, including the modelling of a data centre’s interconnection network could not
be verified by us. The problem with this claim was that the authors did not provide any figures or
examples from real measurements to gauge the many NetworkCloudSim parameters.
Furthermore, hardware accelerators, such as Single Root IO-Virtualization (SR-IOV) [14], [20],
for example, which are nowadays indispensable for an efficient virtualized computation and
communication, are not contained in NetworkCloudSim. They must be implemented by the user
with high effort. Furthermore, no predefined model exists for inter-VM communication via the
KVM Hypervisor or for the OpenVSwitch [21] of OpenStack. Such a model would have been
very hard to realize by the user, because the virtual networks in OpenStack follow the principle of
Software-Defined Networking (SDN), with the result that they are dynamically variable over
time, which is a challenge for every model. Furthermore, NetworkCloudSim does not provide a
ready option to model the influence of tunneling protocols, such as GRE [22], and of VLAN or
VXLAN [23]. We cannot ignore them, since they are frequently used in clouds. Finally, due to
our literature search, nobody else has modelled so far in NetworkCloudSim the distinct
configuration parameters of a Hypervisor, of a hardware accelerator, of VLANs or of tunneling
protocols. This meant for us that it was not possible to obtain realistic results without tremendous
own efforts for software development and parameter gauging: NetworkCloudSim does not
provide ready options to model the communication structure and setup of an HPC application
reliably enough. This made a real cloud indispensable for us. The only question was, whether an
own cloud or an alien cloud would be the easier solution. Existing Commercial or University
Clouds: We learned quickly that it is not possible to change on-the-fly the interconnect structures
in a commercial or University cloud, or to add contemporary hardware accelerators, because this
disturbs productive operation. Furthermore, system administrator rights would have been needed,
which cannot be obtained for an alien infrastructure. Further problems have been that no CSP
known to us allows for specific placements of user VMs in his computing centre in order to
influence deliberately the other loads, which co-exist at the same time. Because of that, it was not
possible for us to exclude measurement errors caused by the Noisy Neighbour problem. Neither
could we ensure this way the reproducibility of the measurement results. For that reasons, we
decided that all three options discussed above are not viable, and we decided to establish an own
cloud.

3.2 Our Project Cloud
Our cloud consists of 17 used servers from Dell and Sun, which were at the time of the
measurements older than 4 years. We had a total number of 76 Cores, 292 GB RAM and 19 TB
as Disk Storage. The servers were coupled by 17 Infiniband network interface cards of 40 Gbit/s
each and a 40 Gbit/s Infiniband switch. The interfaces are of type Mellanox MHQH19B-XTR
and are using QSFP copper cables, as well as the switch itself, which is of type Mellanox
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Infiniscale IS5023. The switch has 18 ports and a low port-to-port latency of 100 ns only. In
parallel to that high-speed network, a standard communication system was installed, that
comprises 17 Ethernet cards of 1 Gbits/s each and a Ethernet switch with 24 port of 1 Gbits/s,
respectively, to allow for performance comparisons between the two couplings. The host OS for
the cloud was Ubuntu 14.04.01 with the OpenStack IceHouse release installed, while Ubuntu
12.04.05 was used throughout as Guest OS.

3.3 Integration of Infiniband in Our Cloud
For the integration of Infiniband in our cloud, the virtual Ethernet-network interface-cards
(NICs), which are the standard API of KVM for the user, were realized by us by means of the
TAP device driver [24]. TAP simulates a NIC by software, and users communicate via TAP by
read/write file operations. These operations are translated by TAP into payloads for virtual
Ethernet frames, which are subsequently forwarded by OpenVSwitch by means of L2 switching.
OpenVSwitch is as KVM an important component of OpenStack. Both are initialized and
configured by OpenStack. After that step, OpenVSwitch provides for every TAP a virtual switch
port, at which TAP can feed-in its virtual Ethernet frames. Additionally, OpenStack and KVM
provide for the VMs of every customer an own VLAN, which is isolated from the VLANs of
other customers, in order to provide for IT security. OpenVSwitch processes each virtual Ethernet
frame such that the frame is either delivered by means of the user VLAN to a VM in the same
server, or alternatively, such that a switch output-port forwards the frame via a GRE tunneling
protocol to another Host OS. Since the transportation of an IP packet in an Infiniband Frame is
not possible, the Infiniband-over-IP (IPoIB) protocol [25] was added as carrier. We have found
no other possibility to integrate Infiniband in OpenStack without SR-IOV.

3.4 Our HPC Application
As an example for a HPC application, the widely used OpenFOAM was selected, which is based
on Open MPI [26]. It is a parallel HPC code for the numeric solution of Laplace and NavierStokes equations, i.e. for the calculation of laminar and turbulent flows of compressible and
incompressible fluids, which are gases or liquids. OpenFOAM has additional solvers for general
particle flows, for combustion, molecular dynamics, heat transfer, electromagnetic problems,
solid elastic bodies, and other purposes, which were not used by us. The reason for the latter was:
before we started with OpenFOAM, we performed a questionnaire by asking users of
OpenFOAM what they are exactly doing, and what their expectations are when executing the
code on a cloud. From that questionnaire, we understood that OpenFOAM is mainly used to solve
the Navier-Stokes equations, and we learned also that users considered OpenFOAM and
OpenStack as unfavourable combination, unless the latest server generation is used in the cloud.

4. PERFORMANCE TESTS
Initially, we configured OpenFOAM to execute the Dam Brake example that comes with the
2.2.1 distribution, because it is well documented. In this example, there are 7700 grid points for
geometric objects in two dimensions. One second in reality is simulated by 1000 time steps. After
a first simulation run, we modified the initial configuration to make more advanced tests. All
measurements were repeated 50 times, and the first run in each measurement cycle was deleted in
order to exclude transient effects.
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4.1. Measurement Results
The execution-time results of all test set-ups are shown in table 1. The results were postprocessed by calculating the speed-up and the efficiency of the cloud. These two metrics are
defined by:
Definition 1. Speed-up S is the ratio of the execution times of a sequential code before and after
virtualization and parallelization.
Definition 2. Efficiency E is the utilization of n server cores or OpenStack vCPUs and defined as
E = S/n.
Table 1. Measurement results for the set-ups 1-7.

4.2 Evaluation of Measurement Results
According to set-up 1a, the reference execution time for all subsequent measurements was
determined as 144 s. This value indicates that the problem size compared to usual HPC execution
times is too small, although it is the standard example of OpenFOAM. From set-up 1b, it can be
seen that parallelization is beneficial in our cloud if the code execution takes place in the same
server. However, efficiency already drops by 22 percentage points to 78% on 4 cores. On a
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supercomputer or a parallel computer, OpenFOAM should scale well until about 1000 cores,
according to its manual. A drop of 22 points already at 4 cores is a sign that the communication
time cannot be neglected compared to the computation time. It confirms that the used problem
size is too small. From set-up 2a, it can be seen that virtualization causes the efficiency to drop by
20 percentage points. This can be explained by the fact that only the relatively old AMD V [14]
accelerator in the CPUs was used, but not newer methods, which could reduce better the
efficiency losses that are caused by virtualization. Set-up 2b shows that the simultaneous usage of
virtualization and parallelization reduces efficiency by 42 percentage points, which could be
expected already by adding the figures 1b and 2a. Set-up 3 was not possible to conduct, because
the VM that was created by KVM inside of another VM -according to nested virtualization was
not able to run its guest OS. The reason for this is unknown. Set-up 4a shows that the cloud OS
incurs an overhead, such that the efficiency drops by 6 percentage points which is low. However,
Set-up 4b shows an efficiency drop of 40 percentage points for the parallel code. In Set-up 5, a
drastic drop down to 11% can be observed in case of code distribution over 4 vCPUs, which are
residing on 4 different servers, which is not tolerable for HPC. In set-up 6, the situation escalates
to 5% efficiency, when the code is executed in parallel on 16 vCPUs from 4 servers. Finally, the
biggest surprise to us was the measurement in setup 7a, because efficiency increased only to
15%, although Infiniband with the 40-fold data rate was used instead of 1 Gbits/s Ethernet. In
setup 7b, Infiniband is even worse than Ethernet in setup 6, which is remarkable. In the
following, it is explained how this has happened.

4.3 Communication Overheads
We explain the surprising behaviour of Infiniband by the following facts: 1.) the payload of the
Infiniband network in setup 7b is shorter than in setup 7a, because the same problem size is
divided by 16 vCPUs instead of 4. Shorter payloads, however, increase the Host OS overhead
and thus decrease efficiency, because the Infiniband header remains the same. 2.) the minimum
transport unit Infiniband can carry is 256 Bytes, while Ethernet needs only 64 Bytes. However, as
soon as the problem size gets too small, not enough intermediate computational results can be
exchanged between grid borders. As a consequence, more padding bytes are needed in case of
Infiniband than for Ethernet. 3.) Infiniband was integrated by us by means of several additional
device drivers and protocols, because without SR-IOV there was no other possibility. As a
consequence, two VMs, which are located on different servers, communicate with each other by
means of payloads in virtual Ethernet frames, which are transmitted via Berkeley Sockets and
TCP/IP in the Guest OS. In the Host OS, we used TAP [24], OpenVSwitch, GRE, IP, IPoIB,
TUN, and OFED verbs [27]. This creates significant overhead.

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The measurements in our cloud have shown that under the given hardware and software
configuration the best speed-up and efficiency could be achieved, if the code was executed by the
cores of one CPU or by the CPUs of one server. This is explained by the multiple overheads for
virtualized communication that are involved otherwise. Furthermore, the measurements have
shown that it is not sufficient to replace the Ethernet network in a standard cloud by Infiniband.
Other improvements must be added as well, otherwise a 40 Gbits/s Infiniband can be even slower
than a 1 Gbits/s Ethernet. Furthermore, in case of HPC code distribution to different cloud servers
it was not possible for the servers to compensate for the resulting communication overhead,
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because modern hardware accelerator for virtualized communication, such as SR-IOV, were not
used by us. Because of that, vCPU data multiplexing and VM data switching was accomplished
by OpenVSwitch. The communication overhead made it also impossible to use the remote DMA
feature of Infiniband, because multiple extra protocols, device drivers and interfaces had to be
added. Our first conclusion is that it is not possible to use clouds with old servers or with standard
servers that do not include the latest hardware accelerators for both, virtualized computation and
communication. Otherwise OpenStack +KVM +OpenVSwitch is no efficient combination.
According to literature and our own findings, there are some cloud-intrinsic problems that make
HPC potentially HPC-inefficient. These problems are: 1.) existing cloud schedulers ignore the
needs of HPC tasks. One example for that is that heterogeneous cloud hardware and software
with different performance capabilities can easily be coupled in a cloud, but with the
consequence that the scheduler allocates parallel subtasks of the same HPC job to hardware of
different performance, although the subtasks have the same computational intensity. Another
example is that communicating subtasks can be scheduled at different points in time, thereby
disabling efficient rendezvous-based communication. A third example is that we could not findout, whether KVM memory protection provides for fast inter-vCPU and for inter-VM
communication. However such a communication is indispensable for Open MPI data exchange
via shared cache or share memory. 2.) Multi-tenancy and its consequence, the noisy-neighbour
problem, effects that the vCPUs of the same VM and that the VMs of the same parallel job are
competing with each other for cloud resources. Or second conclusion is therefore that the
improvements, which are listed below, should be added to OpenStack to achieve HPC efficiency.
Or third conclusion is that it is also not sufficient to install OpenStack on an existing parallel
computer, in order to obtain the benefits clouds have. This will result in faster job execution, but
efficiency problems were still not solved. A way-out is what most HPC Cloud providers, such as
Nimbix, Sabalcore and Nephoscale are doing: they run HPC load on bare metal and with
Infiniband. In addition, companies like the UberCloud are using Docker containers [28] and
enhancements of it, which are as flexible as VMs, but very lightweight, in order to reduce
overhead. Furthermore, customers can use bigger servers in the cloud with more cores and more
main memory as they have at home, and thus run their code faster on the one CPU or on one
server as at home.

6. OUTLOOK
It is our working hypothesis that it is possible to turn every standard cloud into an HPC-capable
tool, provided that several or all of the subsequent improvements are made. Of course, not all of
them are new, but nevertheless important, which is why we have listed them below.
1. Replacement of Standard Ethernet for inter-server communication by fast Ethernet or
Infiniband of at least 10 Gbit/s (better 40 Gbit/s) that is driven by 8-lane PCIe interfaces as
minimum.
2. Engagement of the latest hardware accelerators for virtualized communication and
computation not only in the CPU, but also on the server motherboard and in the PCIe
peripherals. The accelerator that is mandatory as minimum equipment is either SR-IOV or
VT-d [29]. However, both do not come for free and have disadvantages as well with
respect to system administration and IT security: they do not allow splitting the real
interconnection network of the cloud into separate tenant VLANs or VXLANs. A
workaround is to use Infiniband partitions. Unfortunately, partitions cannot be configured
by OpenStack Neutron.
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3. Proper configuration and activation of BIOS-, Hypervisor and Cloud OS options and flags
to fully exploit the aforementioned accelerators. In practice, this can be quite difficult.
4. Avoidance of memory and core over committing by too much virtualization. The amount
of VM launches and virtual main memory should be limited and carefully monitored. This
prevents from excessive paging in guest and host OSes.
5. Avoidance of nested virtualization, unless proper accelerators are available.
6. Employment of Open MPI because of its efficiency, its automatic selection of the fastest
communication paths between processing elements and its reluctance in using TCP/IP.
7. Replacement of TCP/IP in the Guest OSes and of IP in the Host OS by stubs such as the
Mellanox Messaging Accelerator MXM [14], [30] or by Myrinet Open-MX [31]. This is
possible because OpenStack replaces L3 routing by L2 switching, as long as the cloud is in
the same hall or rack.
8. Replacement of the existing Guest OS und Host OS Schedulers by an approach that allows
for priorities and that is aware of the cloud hardware, its network topology and the problem
noisy neighbours, and that differentiates jobs into classes ranging from low performance to
high performance computing.
9. Adding to the cloud OS scheduler a gang scheduling in space that allocates communicating
vCPUs and VMs to cores in the same CPU chip or to cores in the same server, in order to
improve inter-process communication.
10. Adding to the cloud OS scheduler a gang scheduling in time that that schedules
communicating vCPUs simultaneously, in order to allow for rendezvous Host OS via
blocking Send/Receive.
11. Adding to the cloud OS scheduler a gang scheduling in capability: IO-intensive HPC jobs
should be scheduled to servers with fast peripherals. To accomplish that, a job control
language (JCL) is needed for clouds, which informs the scheduler about IO-intensiveness
of the jobs.
12. Avoidance of waiting for IO resources by an advanced reservation of peripherals, that
should be implemented already in the jobs JCL suggested previously.
13. Enhancement of the cloud OS scheduler by a performance delivery model of the cloud and
by a resource consumption model of its clients for predictive resource planning. These
demand/offer models should allow for interconnect topology-awareness, server hardwareawareness and application awareness and contribute to more profound scheduling
decisions.
14. Avoidance of the noisy-neighbour problem by partial batch processing in the cloud. The
cloud OS scheduler should make an exclusive allocation of vCPUs to jobs, without any
time sharing of cores between jobs and users. The time sharing in the cloud should be
restricted to another subset of cores, because it disturbs inter-VM and inter-vCPU
communication.
15. Incrementing of the problem sizes to at least 100 000 grid points to make the ratio between
computation and communication better.
16. Integration of Infiniband management into OpenStack Neutron to avoid alien tools.
17. Provisioning of two different Infiniband device driver, one that is optimized for short L2
frames, the other that is optimized for long L3 IP V6-Jumbo packets: this allows to adapt to
the communication requirements of the various VMs.
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ABSTRACT
Web and internet computing is evolving into a combination of social media, mobile, analytics
and cloud (SMAC) solutions. There is a need for an integrated approach when developing
solutions that address web scale requirements with technologies that enable SMAC solutions.
This paper presents an architecture model for the integrated approach that can form the basis
for solutions and result in reuse, integration and agility for the business and IT in an enterprise.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rise of mobile apps has been causing increasing demand for accessing functionality from
outside the infrastructure of enterprises. Consumers are demanding information relevant to their
context anywhere, anytime, on any device. At the same time, the rise of “Internet of Things” also
requires a standard interface for devices to communicate the data captured by different types of
devices (such as refrigerators & dish washers) through published interfaces. Additionally, social
media applications (Facebook, Twitter etc.) are fast becoming access channels for consumers to
interact with products (e.g. Salesforce CRM) and services (such as internet banking) of
enterprises. All these taken together constitute web-scale demand that needs to be addressed by
solutions of enterprise.
Web and internet computing technologies are making significant advances with evolving
technologies that may be grouped under four categories – social media, mobile, analytics and
cloud computing [1]. Enterprises employ these technologies to deal with the web-scale demand
when offering products and services to their customers.
The problem, however, is that point solutions are being provided in several enterprises without
taking a holistic view of the current and future needs of the enterprise leading to “patch work” of
the IT in the enterprise thereby increasing the cost in the long run.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 35–43, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2016.60104
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The purpose of this paper is to provide reference architecture to address the above problem and
enable in reuse, integration and agility thereby reducing the total cost of ownership for the
enterprise.

2. WEB-SCALE DEMAND
“Web-scale describes the tendency of modern architectures to grow at (far-) greater-than-linear
rates. Systems that claim to be Web-scale are able to handle rapid growth efficiently and not have
bottlenecks that require re-architecting at critical moments” [2].
Some of the sources of web-scale demand are as follows:
1) Data from sensors (such as electricity meters) to applications that manage business
processes (e.g. power load management).
2)

Consumer devices (such as wearables) that provide data on continuous basis to remote
healthcare monitoring systems.

3) Data feeds from social media sites that provide insights on consumer buying behaviour.
4) Mobile devices accessing news sites when sensational events happen round the world.
Engineering firms that deal with large number of sensor data and enterprises that provide
products and services to a substantial volume of consumers are likely to experience the web-scale
demand. Gartner predicts that “By 2017 Web-Scale IT Will Be an Architectural Approach Found
Operating in 50 Percent of Global Enterprises” [3]. This is because of the disruption in how,
traditionally, business has been conducted and the trend towards digital business models.

3. SMAC SOLUTIONS
Several key technology advancements have been taking place in social media, mobile, analytics
and cloud computing that are collectively referred to by the term SMAC.
Social media platforms are being leveraged by enterprises as one of the access channels for
customers. For instance retail banks (such as ICICIBank) provide apps on social media platforms
(e.g. Facebook) to allow customers to perform the day-to-day banking transactions. This requires
business solutions of the enterprise (e.g. core banking solution) to be integrated with the social
media platform to enable large number of transactions to flow through the social media channel
[4]. Social media platforms being open to all, can potentially result in millions of transactions that
have to be handled in a secure manner over relatively short periods of time.
Mobile platforms are presenting both a huge opportunity and significant challenge to large
enterprises. It is necessary to provide mobile apps to enterprise users and customers to interact
with the enterprise for products and services while supporting a wide variety of mobile operating
systems (iOS, Android, Windows etc.) that run on a multitude of devices with varying form
factors. The mobile apps have to be continuously kept up-to-date and have to interact with the
core business solutions of the enterprise in a secure and a user-friendly manner. The back-end
solutions for the mobile enables need to be highly scalable, insulated against the regularly
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changing front-end mobile apps. An MBaaS platform, mobile backend as a service, may also be
part of solution mix to support integration and address the mobile notification requirements of the
enterprise [5].
Analytics solutions typically extract intelligence from structured and unstructured data to help
enterprises make business decisions. The business enterprises require real-time decisions to be
made based on the large amount of business and transaction data that flows from the social media
and mobile applications. Big data solutions based on technologies such as Storm and Hadoop are
central to organization IT landscape for this purpose [6].
Cloud platforms and related solutions provide the back-end infrastructure to host and deploy
applications that support business in addition to traditional IT within enterprises. The cloud
platforms are enabling scalability and reducing total cost of ownership (TCO) through pay-peruse cost model while providing one or more of the following “as a service” offerings [7]:
•
•
•

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Platform as Service (PaaS)
Software as a Service (SaaS)

4. NEED FOR INTEGRATED APPROACH
In most enterprises, the solutions for each of the SMAC technologies are being led and managed
by different teams from various units without taking into account an enterprise-level view. Often,
this is because the driving factors for the solutions for each of the SMAC technologies are
different and justification for business investments and return on investment (ROI) are measured
differently. While an enterprise architecture view may exist in many enterprises and SMAC
technologies may be formally be identified as strategic in their roadmaps, the fact that they are
managed by different groups in the enterprise with goals that are not necessarily aligned does not
foster an integrated model for the SMAC solutions. Consequently, SMAC solutions in enterprises
have evolved to be disparate systems with little or no integration resulting in efficiencies,
increased total cost of ownership (TCO) and lesser time to market [8].
An integrated approach with a common layer acting as “broker” for social media, mobile,
analytics and cloud platforms can enable scalable (due to cloud support), customer facing (due to
social media and mobile touch points) and intelligent (drawing from analytics system interfaces)
solutions. An example of such a solution is a travel solution that gathers intelligence related to
customer buying behaviour from social media and airline web sites and pushes alternate or
related product purchasing options to clients through mobile apps. Another example is a power
company that switches users to different power providers based on load, time of the day and
pricing using data from sensors in the power meters and informing users through mobile text
messages.

5. SERVICES MODEL – THE FOUNDATION
The services model that provides loose coupling of service consumers with service providers and
integrated with a “broker” pattern, provides a good foundation for an integrated architecture
model for SMAC solutions [9]. Equally important is the fact that most enterprises with mature IT
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practices have made substantial investments in implementations of Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA).
A generic services model for an enterprise may be defined based on four types of services,
namely, activity services (A), business process services (B), client services (C) and data services
(D) [10]. Figure 1 depicts such an enterprise-level generic architecture based on the four types of
services.

Figure 1: Enterprise-level generic architecture based on services model

The generic architecture shown in Figure 1 represents a logical perspective of the four types of
services and their relationships.
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A description of the services is as follows:
1. Activity services (or Business services): The activity services encapsulate functionality
exposed as services in various business applications. These services are reusable business level
services that can be orchestrated as part of a configured business process. These services will be
referred to as type “A” services.
2. Business process services: Business process services handle workflow requirements (e.g.
approval processes) through orchestration of business processes, each step of which is
implemented as a service. These services enable externalization of business processes through
their specification as workflows and orchestration by process orchestration engine resulting in
agility for the enterprise. They will be referred to as type “B” services.
3. Client services: Client services provide content meant for “front-end” applications of the
enterprise to enable clients/partners to access their business data (e.g. order information) and
enterprise users to get an aggregated view (e.g. enterprise dashboard). APIs defined by an
enterprise for consumption by clients/partners may be implemented with this category of
services. These services will be referred to as type “C” services.
4. Data services: Data services provide access to data in various sources. There are typically two
types of data services that have to be provided in an enterprise:
•

Structured data stores (e.g. relational databases)

•

Unstructured data stores (e.g. Big data data stores that run analytics)

These services will be referred to as type “D” services.
The Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) in the integration layer enables a smooth communication
between the service providers and service consumers. An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) pattern
abstracts the mediation and interaction elements needed for communication on a bus that is used
for integration of services.
The generic architecture in Figure 1 also addresses the need in enterprises to define policies for
key non-functional requirements and their enforcement through elements in governance and
quality of service (QoS) layers:
1. Governance – Service interaction (service calls from service consumers to service
providers) has to be governed. To make this happen, policies are defined in governance
layer for non-functional requirements such as security taking into account key
performance indicators for business and SLAs for IT.
2. Quality of Service (QoS) – Service interaction has to be monitored and secure and in
accordance with the policies defined. This is ensured through monitoring of service
interactions (application monitoring, business activity monitoring and IT systems
monitoring) and enforcing of policies at runtime.
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6. REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE FOR SMAC SOLUTIONS
The emergence of APIs as human readable, externally facing, light-weight services has made
APIs central to solutions based on SMAC technologies. In fact, the one aspect common to social
media, mobile, analytics and cloud solutions is access of functionality through APIs exposed by
the respective platforms. Social media sites (such as Twitter) provide APIs for enabling solutions
that respond to user posts (or tweets). Mobile apps consume content by making calls to APIs
exposed by back-end applications in the enterprise. Big Data solutions are headed towards
providing “intelligence as a service” for use by applications across the enterprise. Thus, APIs can
serve to be the “glue” for the integrated architecture model.
With the APIs gaining rapid adoption, technologies that support API solutions such as API
Gateways have also come into existence that enable integration and play the role of a “broker”
for solutions based on SMAC technologies.
Building on the services model based generic architecture, described in the earlier section, and
applying the considerations of web scale demand and trends in SMAC technologies, Reference
Architecture may be defined for SMAC solutions as shown in Figure 2.
The Reference Architecture for SMAC solutions depicted in Figure 2 brings together the social
media, mobile, analytics and cloud solution components through exposing their functionality
through services, integrating them through integration layer and orchestrating them through the
business process layer.
The consumer layer in Figure 2 shows social media client applications and mobile apps making
API calls to the integration layer. API Gateway and Mobile Backend as a Service (MBaaS)
platform are key elements of the integration layer. API Gateway is a “broker” pattern that
exposes a standard set of APIs defined to support both intranet applications as well social media
and mobile clients. SMAC solutions expose light-weight APIs (which are RESTful web services)
instead of SOAP based web services and thus the API Gatway can effectively take the place of an
ESB. Enterprises that have significant number of SOAP based web services (or non-customer
facing applications) and have made substantial investments in ESB infrastructure may continue to
use the ESB for service integration. But given the trend in the industry, the API Gateway is
expected to play a key role in integration of SMAC solutions. Another important element in the
integration layer is the MBaaS platform that handles the needs of social media and mobile clients,
especially by providing push notifications to them. The webscale demand generated by social
media and mobile clients are handled by the combination of MBaaS and API Gateway elements
in the integration layer.
Analytics applications are part of the information layer and Figure 2 shows data services being
exposed to support the requirements of applications in the enterprise. Of particular relevance in
this context are the Big data based analytics applications that will see widespread adoption in
future. The webscale demand by social media and mobile clients may generate large volume of
data relevant to analytics that may be captured by Big data applications as the API invocations
are made to the integration layer.
The analytics applications enable business intelligence
decisions to be made and data services provide the means of querying the analytics applications
through service calls in order to make business decisions.
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Figure 2: Reference Architecture for SMAC solutions

Enterprises are increasingly expected to move towards hybrid cloud model in future. This would
mean a certain amount of business functionality would be implemented in cloud applications and
the rest in on-premise applications. Figure 2 shows elements to support both cloud and onpremise applications and their services.
The API Gateway forms the “binding glue” bringing all the services/APIs together to support
improved agility and dynamism and reducing the total cost of ownership through reuse and
integration [11].
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The Reference Architecture so defined provides a consistent and integrated approach to
addressing the needs of SMAC solutions.

7. IMPLEMENTATION OF REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
The Reference Architecture for SMAC solutions is best suited to be implemented at enterpriselevel. To that end, the architecture groups within enterprises may consider its adoption as part of
their enterprise architecture initiatives.
The following steps are recommended in implementing the Reference Architecture:
1) Review of the IT Roadmap of the enterprise.
2) Determination of strategic importance of SMAC technologies in meeting the
organization goals.
3) Assessment of maturity of implementation of services model within the enterprise.
4) Identification of products to implement API Gateway and MBaaS platforms.
5) Development of business case to justify the investment required for implementation.
6) Execution of pilot to provide the technology choices and ROI.

8. CONCLUSIONS
SMAC technologies are seeing increased adoption in web and internet computing. On account of
webscale demand and changing needs of organizations, an integrated approach is needed in
architecting and implementing SMAC solutions. The services model provides the right
foundation for defining a Reference Architecture with an integrated approach. The Reference
Architecture proposed in the paper can enable reuse, agility and integration to reduce the total
cost of ownership and provide a competitive Enterprise IT architecture to an organization.
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ABSTRACT
Progressive efforts have been evolving continuously for the betterment of the services of the
Information Technology for Educational Management(ITEM). These services require data
intensive and communication intensive applications. Due to the massive growth of information,
situation becomes difficult to manage these services. Here the role of the Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure particularly data centre with communication
components becomes important to facilitate these services. The present paper discusses the
related issues such as competent staff, appropriate ICT infrastructure, ICT acceptance level etc.
required for ITEM competence building framework considering the earlier approach for core
competences for ITEM. It this connection, it is also necessary to consider the procurement of
standard and appropriate ICT facilities. This will help in the integration of these facilities for
the future expansion. This will also enable to create and foresee the impact of the pairing the
management with information, technology, and education components individually and
combined. These efforts will establish a strong coupling between the ITEM activities and
resource management for effective implementation of the framework.

KEYWORDS
ITEM Competence, Data Centre, Educational Management

1. INTRODUCTION
We have seen the strength of Information Technology (IT) in providing innovation and
competitive edge to any organization (Talero & Gandette 1995). Further, using the Management
Information System (MIS), many benefits have been observed in the education system (Visscher
et.al. 2001) ,that is how the MIS systems affect the control of educational institution and
educators performing administrative functions too. The use of educational information
management system provides a greater degree of standardization of administrative functions.
Embedded software enables a kind of automation to some extent the job to be performed without
any control. But, policies of decentralization are yet to be achieved. Three levels of training
(Donnelly, 2000) have been claimed as appropriate to both the leadership team and administrative
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
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staff viz. training in generic software, training in the use of institution specific MIS software, and
training in the use of the internet. Additionally, the leadership team should be trained to use data
or information for the improvements of the educational standards. So, ICT acceptance level
should be high among the members.
During the ITEM-2002, a Discussion Group was formed. This discussion group analyzed that the
emerging technologies are not very well adopted by the educational institutions. These
institutions are failed to provide the coherent and effective training programs as reported the
unsatisfactory use of ICT means for the teaching, learning and administrative purposes (Lambert
& Nolan 2002, DfES 2002, Newton 2002). Therefore, appropriate ICT infrastructure should be
considered to facilitate the services required. As a result, the Discussion Group designed a model
or framework to enable to plan the ITEM training and achieve an ITEM- competent staff ( Ian
Selwood & et. al. 2003). The present paper analyzes the appropriate ICT infrastructure,
competent staff, and ICT acceptance level required in the following sections of ICT infrastructure
and ITEM competence building framework for its proper implementation.

2. ICT INFRASTRUCTURE
Information management system mend for the educational institute enables central education
authorities to exercise a form of “control at a distance” over the institutional operation without
appearing to intervene directly. Enactment of more e-enabled services learning activities through
asynchronous or synchronous processes is being effectively performed.
While analyzing the adoptability of emerging technologies, the designed framework by the
Discussion Group is consisted 36 competences across the three dimensions. The first dimension
points for the four inextricably linked dimensions; they are Information, Technology, Education
and Management. The second dimension is set for the management and planning concerned. For
this purpose, it has three levels viz. operational, tactical and strategic. The last, third dimension
defines the stage of growth. Three growth labels are considered i.e. initiation, expansion and
embedded. Thus, altogether this form a matrix of 4 * 3 * 3 and out of this, 36
competences/activities have been emerged out.
We cannot limit the workability in the collaborative environment and this phenomenon has been
increased tremendously with the effective use of IT. For effective global operations, use of IT is
fundamental (King & Sethi 1999) as it coordinates the dispersed activities and establish coalition
in between different activities. So, organizations are trying to uncover this potential of usage of
IT which could only be achieved if the organization has the appropriate technological
infrastructure. For example, issues as proposed (Bhatt, 2007) such as wireless technology,
cabling, Ethernet & Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), iSCSI and IPv6 are important to
consider to support and integrate e-communication for the massive information. In the recent
past, progressive efforts have been evolving continuously for the betterment of the services of the
information system for educational management, which require data intensive and
communication intensive applications. Due to the massive growth of information, situation
becomes difficult to manage these services and in this respect the role of ICT infrastructure
particularly data centre with communication components becomes important to facilitate these
services. Therefore, the emerging concept of data centre model (Clabby Analytics, 2008) can be
considered to handle data intensive and data communication intensive applications becomes
inevitable for the e-learning process. Till data modernization of data centre have been performed
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in the business organization (Barnett, 2008). But a lot of transformation is needed in the
educational institutions. This is because modern data centre are based on object-oriented
technology, standard format for data sharing e.g. XML; Java technologies & internet protocol
(IP) for interoperability and network communication. During the data intensive applications,
large data sets are connected for distribution and may be further connected with intranet, extranet
and internet. For this purpose, data centre provides data searching, retrieval and sharing quickly
via its data consolidation process. For communication intensive applications, high efficient data
search, retrieval and large scale collaborative multimedia system supports are required. For
example, real-time multimedia interactive requires high network bandwidth for efficient data
transmission in the collaborative working environment. This is achieved with the help of server
virtualization process.
Therefore, through consolidation and virtualization, performance of systems and communication
network for storage and sharing resources is enhanced for data as well communication intensive
applications where increased traffic poses bandwidth constraints. So, to enable network
responsible (McGillicuddy, 2012), server virtualization is essential to ease the operation of data
centre infrastructure.
In addition to the benefits in providing standardization of administrative functions as discussed
above, another kind of standardization should be considered for technological advancement so as
to integrate the existing technological infrastructure components with their counterparts to come
in future i.e. components should be compatible in their operations with each other. This
technological integration would automatically integrate the collaborative and sharing efforts at
the interaction level of the defined three axis of the model so that mapping with its existing
policies and programs and investigate goodness of fit in accordance to the ITEM competencies
can be achieved. In order to control the growth, the feedback process at the management level can
be enforced.

3. COMPETENCE BUILDING FRAMEWORK FOR ITEM
Visscher and Branderhost (2001) have addressed five skill areas - to recognize the information
value & policy development, to determine the type of information needed, to discover the
information out of the MIS, to interpret information from the MIS, and to make decision and
evaluate the policy. But, in addition to these five skills, one more skill is required. It can be
named as the feedback-skill and is useful while interacting with the existing MIS at any level
which would strengthen the management for its strategic, tactical and operational competences.
These levels can be categorized as level-1, level-2 and level-3. The type of levels can be defined
as the Level-1 is the type of structured competence; which is a prerequisite for transition to the
Level-2, a semi-structured competence and Level-2 competence is a prerequisite for the transition
to the Level-3, which is a kind of unstructured competence. So, the order of priority among the
competences to be given is a complex task and pertains to the strategic competence; which comes
at the top of all these three levels, partly can be matched with the Level-3 competence.
Further, where to initiate or expand or embed in order to retain the balance as such and for how
much time. For example, strategic competence takes less time to take quick decisions; technical
competence takes some more time and operate competence takes longer time consumed in
providing its services and interactions processes.
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Thus, to evaluate the ICT skills and pedagogy for ICT enabled teaching process, following points
are needed to be analyzed:
a) The level of acceptance of ICT skill varies from school level to post-graduate level of
institutions.
b) The level of ICT skill also reflects the level of procurement and integration of ICT
equipments.
c) ICT skill is also influenced by the availability of the ICT facilities exist in the institute.
These points should be considered the most important activity, hence the management
team/authority (comprising educationists and technocrats) should have a very broad vision so as
to open ICT windows at all levels of learning and teaching to enhance the availability of the ICT
usage. This phenomenon will also empower the management process through the feed back
received instantly by building the ICT means besides the ICT skill. However, this empowerment
will also be benefited by the advantages from the proposed model (Ian Selwood et.al., 2003) such
as it is platform independent, and it is descriptive and prescriptive. In meeting the three-group
competencies such as using tools interactively, interacting in heterogeneous groups and acting
autonomously, teaching process should also be under the adequate educational
environment(Kollee, C. et. al., 2009). Therefore, suitable mapping can be done with the existing
activities for its fitness.

The above analysis covering all the three points would help the strategic support to
distribute the ICT resources uniformly. Essentially a problem of management, relates
with the process of managing the information systems can be implemented by providing
best support technologies components to maintain the richness of the information. So,
this will ease the management work in the proposed model of ITEM competence by
considering the relevance and compatible technology for education and vis-à-vis
segregate them ( information, technology and education) for strategic, tactical and
operational levels of actions. Then the steps towards the initiation, expansion and
embedment can be taken accordingly.
This would lead to the ITEM competence building properly. Therefore, it is recommended for the
management process to analyze the levels of:
a) acceptance of ICT skill,
b) procurement and integration of ICT tools/ equipments, and
c) ICT facilities,
This analysis will help to create and foresee the impact of the pairing the management with
information, technology, and education components individually and combined. This would also
improve the base for the ITEM training and achieve an ITEM-competent technology and staff.
This will then become easy to anticipate the inevitable changes. Attributed benefits accruing out
of it can also be traced and understood.
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To extract standards to support teaching and learning for ITEM “Technological Standards for
School Administrators”(TSSA collaborative 2001) is suitable approach. Further, Bhatt (2007) has
pointed out that the ITEM-competence is also strongly influenced by the appropriate selection
and use of information and technological components. Therefore, this kind of integration, data
centre concept and the TSSA approach can be considered for the better ITEM competence
building. Further, the UNESCO ICT Competency Framework (Wallet, 2014) has also been
designed for Teachers which is a useful tool to inform education policymakers, educators and
providers of professional learning of the role of ICT in educational reform. It also assists Member
States in developing national ICT competency standards. Emphasis has been given on to
collaborate in problem-solving and creative learning so as to enhance the student outcomes. It
this connection, it is also necessary to consider the procurement of standard and appropriate ICT
facilities. This will help in the integration of these facilities for the future expansion. This will
also enable to create and foresee the impact of the pairing the management with information,
technology, and education components individually and combined. These efforts will establish a
strong coupling between the ITEM activities and resource management for effective
implementation of the framework.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Legacy storage and communication support systems should be transformed to modernize the data
centre in order to resolve constantly changing demands for various kinds of applications
overcoming the interoperability, data sharing problems and quality of information delivery. The
aforesaid efforts could provide the benefits in the proposed structured approach of the model by
solving the complex, dynamic and distributed behavior of the information operations with the
help of virtualization, data consolidation and network management. Therefore, for the better
competences and to accelerate the interactions more effectively, it is strongly believed that with
appropriate implementation of technological components and analyses of management with
information, technology, and education components individually and combined; a strong
coupling can be established between the ITEM activities and resource management to nurture the
ITEM building process.
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ABSTRACT
We consider a variant of socially stable marriage problem where preference lists may be
incomplete, may contain ties and may have bounded length. In real world application like
NRMP and Scottish medical matching scheme such restrictions arise very frequently where set
of agents (man/woman) is very large and providing a complete and strict order preference list is
practically in-feasible. In presence of ties in preference lists, the most common solution is
weakly socially stable matching. It is a fact that in an instance, weakly stable matching can have
different sizes. This motivates the problem of finding a maximum cardinality weakly socially
stable matching.
In this paper, we find maximum size weakly socially stable matching for an instance of Stable
Marriage problem with Ties and Incomplete bounded length preference list with Social
Stability. The motivation to consider this instance is the known fact, any larger instance of this
problem is NP-hard.

KEYWORDS
Stable Marriage Problem, Socially Stable Matching, Bipartite Matching, Stable Marriage
Problem with Ties and Incomplete list.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Stable marriage problem was first introduced by Gale and Shapley in 1962 [1]. The classical
instance I of the stable marriage problem has a set of n men U, a set of n women W and
preference lists of men over women and vice versa. Each preference list contains all members of
opposite sex in a strict order. A man mi and a woman wj are called acceptable to each other in I
nstance I if mi is in preference list of wj and wj is in preference list of mi. Let α is the set of all
acceptable pairs in the instance I. A matching M is a set of independent pairs (mi, wj) such that mi
∈ U and wj ∈ W. If (mi, wj) ∈ M, we say that mi is matched to wj in M and vice versa and we
denote M (mi) = wj and M (wj) = mi.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
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A pair (mi,wj) ∉ M is called a blocking pair for matching M if both mi and wj prefer each other to
their partners in M. A matching M is called a stable matching iff there is no blocking pair with
respect to M. Gale and Shapley gave a deferred acceptance algorithm and proved that every
instance I of the stable marriage problem admits a stable matching which can be found in
polynomial time [1].
The largest and one of the best known applications of Hospitals Residents problem is National
Resident Matching Program (NRMP) and Scottish medical matching scheme which match
graduated medical students (residents) with their preferred hospitals on the basis of both side
preference lists.
The research work in the field of The Stable Marriage Problem has a long history. As we have
mentioned earlier, the first problem on stable marriage problem was introduced by Gale and
Shapley in 1962. After that lots of variation on first problem came into the picture. Some major
variations are Stable Marriage problem with Ties (SMT), Stable Marriage problem with
Incomplete list (SMI), Stable Marriage problem with Ties and Incomplete list (SMTI) and Stable
Marriage problem with Bounded length preference lists.

1.1 Stable marriage problem with ties (SMT)
In Stable Marriage problem with Ties, each man can give a preference list over a set of women,
where two or more women can hold the same place (ties) in the preference list and vice-versa. In
SMT there are three notion of stability: weak stability, strong stability and super stability [2, 3]. A
blocking pair (mi, wj) ∉ M with respect to a weakly stable matching M can be defined as follows:
(a) mi and wj are acceptable to each other. (b) mi strictly prefers wj to M(mi) (partner of mi in
matching M) (c) wj strictly prefers mi to M(wj). For an instance I of weakly stable matching
problem, a weakly stable matching M always exist and can be found in polynomial time [3].
A blocking pair (mi, wj) ∉ M with respect to a strongly stable matching M can be defined as
follows: (a) mi and wj are acceptable to each other. (b) mi strictly prefer wj to M(mi) and wj is
indifferent between mi and M(wj) and vice-versa.
A blocking pair (mi, wj) ∉ M with respect to a super stable matching M can be defined as follows:
(a) mi and wj are acceptable to each other. (b) both mi and wj either strictly prefer each other to
their partners M or indifferent between them. There could be an instance I that have neither super
nor strongly stable matching but there is an algorithm which can find super and strong stable
matching in I (if exist) in polynomial time [4]. Among these three stability notions, weak stability
has received most attention in the literature [5-12].

1.2 Stable marriage problem with incomplete lists (SMI)
Stable Marriage with Incomplete list (SMI) is another variation of stable marriage problem in
which number of men and women in an instance I need not be same. Each man and woman can
give a preference list over a subset of opposite sex. For an instance I a pair (mi, wj) is called
blocking pair with respect to a matching M if: (a) mi and wj are acceptable to each other (b) mi is
either unmatched in M or prefer wj to M(mi) (c) wj is either unmatched in M or prefer mi to M(wj).
A matching M is called stable if there is no blocking pair with respect to M.
In an instance I of SMI we can partition the set of men and women such that, one partition have
those men and women which have partners in all stable matching and other partition have those
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men and women which are unmatched in all stable matching [13].

1.3 Stable marriage problem with ties and incomplete lists (SMTI)
Stable Marriage with Ties and Incomplete list (SMTI) is an extension of classical stable marriage
problem in which number of men and women in an instance I need not be same. Each man gives
a preference list over a subset of women and vice-versa. Each preference list may contain ties
(two or more men/women have same rank). A pair (mi, wj) ∉ M forms a blocking pair with
respect to matching M if (a) Both mi and wj are acceptable to each other and (b) mi is either
unmatched or strictly prefers wj to M(mi) and (c) wj is either unmatched or strictly prefers mi to
M(wj). A matching M is called a weakly stable matching if there is no blocking pair with respect
to M.
It is known that a weakly stable matching in an instance I of SMTI can have different sizes and
finding maximum cardinality weakly stable matching is an NP-hard problem [6]. NP-hardness
holds even if only one tie of size 2 occurs on men's preference list at the tail and women's
preference list contain no ties [6].

1.4 Stable marriage problem with bounded length preference lists.
The idea behind bounded length preference list is, in case of large scale matching problems, the
preference list of at-least one side of agent tend to be short. An example of large scale matching
is Scottish medical matching scheme [14] where each student is required to rank only three
hospitals in their preference list. This variation leads to a question, whether problem of finding
maximum size stable matching becomes simpler? (For an instance, with one side or both sided
bounded preference list).
Suppose (p, q)-MAX SMTI denotes such variation on MAX SMTI problem (finding maximum
size matching in an instance of SMTI) where each man can give at-most p women in his
preference list and each woman can give at-most q men in her preference list. Halldorsson et al.
[7] showed that (4, 7)-MAX SMTI is NP-hard and not approximable within some δ >1 unless P =
NP. A reduction from Minimum Vertex Cover to MAX SMTI, shows that later problem cannot
be approximable within 21/19 unless P = NP [9]. Another study in [15] uses NP-hard restriction
of minimum vertex cover of graph of minimum degree 3 in producing NP-hard result for (5, 5)MAX SMTI. Irving et al. [16] shows that (3, 4)-MAX SMTI is NP-hard and not approximable
within δ >1 unless P = NP.

2. RELATED WORK
Another variation of stable marriage problem is socially stable marriage problem. An instance I"
of socially stable marriage problem can be defined by (I, G) where I is an instance of classical
stable marriage problem and G = (U ∪ W, A) is a social network graph. Here U and W are set of
men and women respectively and A is set of man woman pair who knows each other in social
network G. Set A is called the set of acquainted pairs which is the subset of all acceptable pairs
(A ⊆ α). A marriage M is called socially stable marriage if there is no socially blocking pair with
respect to M. A socially blocking pair (mi, wj) ∉ M is defined as follows: (a) both mi and wj
prefers each other to their partner in M and (b) mi and wj are connected in social network G.
In large scale matching like NRMP and Scottish medical matching scheme, social stability is a
useful notion in which members of blocking pair block a matching M only if they know the
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existence of each other. Thus the notion of social stability allows us to increase the cardinality of
matching without taking care of those pairs which are not socially connected in social network
graph.
The work in this paper is motivated by the work of Irving et al. [16] where they study about
stable marriage problem with ties and bounded length preference list. They show that if each
man's list is of length at most two and women's lists are of unbounded length with ties, we can
find a maximum size weakly stable matching in polynomial time.
Our work in this paper is also motivated by the work of Askaladis et al. [17] where they study
about socially stable matching problem with bounded length preference list. They gave a O(n3/2
log n) time algorithm for (2, ∞) - MAX SMISS problem. Where (2, ∞)-MAX SMISS problem is
to find a maximum size socially stable matching in an instance of stable marriage problem with
incomplete list under social stability, where each man's list is of length at most two (without ties)
and women's lists are of unbounded length (without ties).

3. OUR CONTRIBUTION
In an instance I of (2, ∞)-MAX SMISS problem if we include ties on both side preference lists,
where the length of a tie could be arbitrary, this instance converts into an instance I’ of (2, ∞)MAX SMTISS. In this paper we will show that we can find maximum size weakly socially stable
matching in instance I’ in polynomial time. Due to presence of ties in both side preference lists
there are three notion of stability: weak, strong and super. In this paper we are considering
maximum size weakly stable matching in I’ of (2, ∞)-MAX SMTISS.
As we mention earlier, Irving et al. [16] shows that (3, 4)-MAX SMTI is NP-hard and not
approximable within δ >1 unless P = NP. It follows that the complexity status of (3, ∞)-MAX
SMTI is also NP-hard. Similarly socially stable variation of (3, ∞)-MAX SMTI problem, “(3,
∞)-MAX Weakly SMTISS” is also NP-hard.
Given an instance I’ of (2, ∞)-MAX Weakly SMTISS (Stable Marriage problem with Ties and
Incomplete bounded length preference list under Social Stability), we present an algorithm that
gives a maximum size weakly socially stable matching with time complexity O(n3/2 log n), where
n is the total number of men and women in the instance I.

4. STABLE MARRIAGE PROBLEM WITH TIES AND INCOMPLETE
BOUNDED LIST UNDER SOCIAL STABILITY (SMTISS)
An instance of Stable Marriage Problem with Ties and Incomplete bounded list under Social
Stability (SMTISS) can be defined by (I, G) where I is the instance of SMTI and G = (U ∪ W, A),
where A (the set of all acceptable pairs). A man mi and a woman wj are called socially connected
to each other in graph G if (mi, wj) ∈ A. Each preference list is a partial order on a subset of
opposite sex. A matching M is called weakly socially stable if there is no socially blocking pair.
A pair (mi, wj) ∉ M is a socially blocking pair if (a) (mi, wj) ∈ A and (b) mi is either unmatched or
strictly prefers wj to his partner in M and (c) wj is either unmatched or strictly prefers mi to her
partner in M. In general, for any instance I of SMTISS problem, one of the aim is to compute a
maximum cardinality socially stable matching (weakly, strong, super etc). In an incomplete tied
preference list, arbitrary breaking of ties need not always lead to a maximum weakly socially
stable matching. The following example shows that if we break ties arbitrarily we can find
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weakly socially stable matching of different sizes.
Example:

Men’s preference lists

m1: (w1, w2)
m2: w1

Women’s preference lists

w1: m1, m2
w2: m1

In above example the underline shows a social connection in G. Here man m1 has a social
connection with woman w1. Observe that if we break the tie of m1 as m1 : w1, w2 then maximum
weakly socially stable matching will be {(m1, w1)} of size 1 and if we break tie of m1 as m1 : w2,
w1 then maximum weakly socially stable matching will be {(m1, w2), (m2, w1)} of size 2. The
above example motivates us to find maximum cardinality weakly socially stable matching in an
instance I of SMTISS.
Observe that if we restrict the length of all ties equal to 1 in an instance I of SMTISS then it will
reduce into an instance I" of SMISS. Since it is known that finding a maximum cardinality
socially stable matching in an instance of SMISS is NP-complete [17], finding a maximum
cardinality weakly socially stable matching in an instance of SMTISS is also NP-complete.
Askalidis et al. showed that the problem (2, ∞)-MAX SMISS ((2, ∞)-MAX SMTISS with ties
length 1) is solvable in polynomial time [17], this result directed us to a more general version
called (2, ∞)-MAX Weakly SMTISS problem where ties length could be two or more. It may
seem that one can consider that if we break the ties arbitrary and apply (2, ∞)-Max SMISS
algorithm then we can find maximum cardinality weakly socially stable matching for (2, ∞)SMTISS instance, but this is not always true. We can verify this by above example.

4.1 ALGORITHM FOR (2, ∞)-MAX WEAKLY SMTISS
The objective of this problem is to find a maximum cardinality weakly socially stable matching
in SMTI instance under social stability, where each man can give a preference list of length at
most two and each woman can give unbounded length incomplete list, with or without ties of any
length. We present an O(n3/2 log n) time algorithm for this problem. Similar to (2, ∞)-MAX
SMISS given in [17], this algorithm also completes in three phases. In phase 1 we delete all pairs
which can never belong to any weakly socially stable matching. The intuition behind phase 1 is,
if there is a man mi who is socially connected to his first choice woman wj then any man who is
less preferable than mi in wj preference list, cannot match with wj in any socially stable matching.
If it happens, (mi, wj) will be blocking pair for resultant socially stable matching M.
In phase 2, first we build a graph from the reduced instance from phase 1 and weight each edge
(mi, wj) by rank(wj , mi), where rank(wj , mi) is rank of man mi in wj’s reduced preference list. Now
we construct a minimum weight maximum matching MG in graph. Finally, in phase 3 we settle
those pairs which are matched in phase 2 but will be socially blocking pair for output matching
M.
Lemma 4.1.1. (2, ∞)-MAX weakly SMTISS algorithm terminates.
Proof. We start phase 1 by unmarking all men. Now we mark those men who are unmarked and
have a non-empty reduced list. When every man becomes either marked or having an empty
reduced preference list, phase 1 will terminate. Since a man mi can be marked at most twice
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during phase 1 and total number of men in instance (I, G) is finite, phase 1 will terminate. In
phase 2 of algorithm we are finding a minimum weight maximum matching of the reduced
instance, therefore phase 2 will also terminate. In phase 3, each iteration improves the choice of a
man from his second choice woman to his first choice woman and no man obtains worse woman
or becomes unmatched. Since total number of possible improvements for men is finite, therefore
the total number of iterations is also finite and hence phase 3 will also terminate.

Figure 1. (2, ∞)-MAX Weakly SMTISS Algorithm

Lemma 4.1.2. Phase 1 of (2, ∞)-MAX Weakly SMTISS Algorithm never deletes a weakly
socially stable pair.
Proof. Suppose (mi, wj) is a weakly socially stable pair which has been deleted during execution
of phase 1 of algorithm 1 such that (mi, wj) ∈ M, where M is a weakly socially stable matching in
(I, G). Suppose this is the first weakly stable pair deleted during phase 1. This deletion was done
because of wj being the first choice of some man mr where (mr, wj) ∈ A, mr's reduced list was not
a tie of length 2 and wj prefers mr to mi. But in that case pair (mr, wj) becomes a social blocking
pair with respect to matching M. This is a contradiction to the fact that M is a weakly socially
stable matching.
Lemma 4.1.3. The matching returned by algorithm (2, ∞)-MAX weakly SMTISS is weakly
socially stable in (I, G).
Proof. Suppose our algorithm outputs the matching M and this matching is not weakly socially
stable in (I, G). It means there exist a pair (mi, wj) which is a socially blocking pair with respect
to M. We can consider following four cases corresponding to a socially blocking pair.
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Case (i) both mi and wj are unmatched in M:
We know once a man mi is matched in MG, he will never be unmatched in phase 3. Either mi
remains with his partner in MG or he can improve his partner (if possible) during phase 3.
Therefore, if a man mi is unmatched in M, he was unmatched in MG. Woman wj can either be
unmatched in MG or during phase 3. In first case, suppose a woman wj is unmatched in MG, then
we can increase the size of matching MG by adding the edge (mi, wj), which contradicts the fact
that matching MG is a maximum matching. In second case, suppose a woman wj becomes
unmatched during phase 3, then it means that her partner in MG, say mp1 , had a strict preference
list of length 2 and got his first choice woman, say wq1 , where (mp1, wq1 ) ∈ A. Now again we
have two cases for wq1. In the first case, woman wq1 is unmatched in MG. This leads to an
augmenting path {(mi, wj), (mp1, wj), (mp1, wq1)} in MG, where the first and the last edges are not
in MG. So we can increase the size of the matching MG by one. This is a contradiction to the fact
that MG is maximum matching. In second case, suppose wq1 becomes unmatched during phase 3,
then it means her partner in MG, say mp2, had a strict preference list of size 2 and got his first
choice woman wq2, where mp2 and wq2 had a social connection in (I, G). Again we can observe an
augmenting path {(mi, wj), (mp1, wj), (mp1, wq1) (mp2, wq1), (mp2, wq2)} in MG which contradicts the
fact that MG is maximum matching in (I, G). Similarly, if we keep on doing this operation,
number of men is finite and since every man strictly improves his partner in MG, there exist a
finite number of women who can become unmatched after phase 3. Hence at some time there
exists a man mpr, who is matched with wqr-1 in MG, and switched to his first choice wqr and wqr is
unmatched in MG. Here we can form an augmenting path {(mi, wj), (mp1, wj), (mp1, wq1), (mp2,
wq1), (mp2, wq2), … , (mpr, wqr)}, which leads to a contradiction that MG is a maximum matching.
Case (ii) mi is unmatched in M and wj prefers mi to M (wj):
As explained before mi is unmatched in MG. Woman wj is either matched to M(wj) in MG or
matched to some mp1 in MG and after that matched to M(wj) in phase 3. In first case, if wj is
matched to M(wj) in MG then it leads to contradiction that MG is a minimum weight maximum
matching. We can simply discard the edge (M(wj),wj) from MG and add edge (mi,wj), which
reduces the weight of MG without reducing its cardinality. In second case, wj is matched to some
mp1 in MG, where mp1 ≠ mi ≠ M(wj) and after that matched to M(wj) in phase 3. Now, after phase
3, wj is not matched with mp1, which means that mp1 got his first choice woman say wq1 in phase
3. Now woman wq1 is either free or matched to some man in MG. In both cases, using similar
arguments as in Case (i) we can construct an augmenting path and contradict that MG is a
maximum matching.
Case (iii) mi is matched to M(mi) in M, mi prefers wj to M(mi) and wj is unmatched in M:
We know that man mi has a strict preference list of size 2. It follows that wj is the first woman of
mi's preference list. Since (mi, wj) is an edge in social graph G, this satisfies the loop condition of
phase 3 and mi will be matched to wj during phase 3. Therefore this case will never occur after
execution of this algorithm.
Case (iv) mi is matched with wk = M(mi), and mi prefers wj to wk and wj is assigned to mr = M(wj)
and wj prefers mi to mr:
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We know that length of preference list of mi is 2 and mi is in social connection with wj. mi strictly
prefers wj to wk, which means that wj is first choice of mi. Woman wj strictly prefers mi to mr.
Therefore the loop condition of phase 1 will be true and phase 1 will delete the pair (mr, wj).
Hence this case will never occur in our algorithm.
Since by lemma 1 we know that phase 1 of algorithm never deletes a socially stable pair, in phase
2 we constructed a minimum weight maximum matching MG from the reduced preference list by
phase 1 using algorithm in [18]. During phase 3 we never decrease the size of MG, which follows
that resultant matching M after phase 3 is a maximum cardinality matching. Lemma 3 ensures
that the matching produced by (2, ∞)-MAX weakly SMTISS algorithm is weakly socially stable.
It follows that the algorithm produced a maximum weakly socially stable matching in instance (I,
G). The running time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by phase 2 which constructs a
minimum weight maximum matching in G’ (V, E’) in time O(√|V| |E’| log|V|) [18]. Suppose |V| = n
= n1 + n2 is total number of men and women, then the cardinality of set of acceptable pairs is at
most 2n1 = O(n). It follows that the time complexity of (2, ∞)-MAX weakly SMTISS algorithm
is O(n3/2 log n).
Theorem 4.1. For a given instance (I, G) of (2, ∞)-MAX Weakly SMTISS, Algorithm (2, ∞)MAX weakly SMTISS produces a maximum size weakly socially stable matching in O(n3/2 log n)
time, where n is the total number of men and women in I.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented an algorithm for an instance of stable marriage problem with ties
and incomplete bounded length preference list, where each man can give at most 2 women in his
preference list (with or without ties) and each woman can give unbounded length preference list
(with or without ties). Length of ties in women preference list could be 2 or more. We have found
that this instance can be solved in polynomial time. These instances are very common in real
world scenario like NRMP and Scottish medical matching scheme where medical students can
give small size preference list. It would be interesting to study about maximum size strongly
stable matching and super stable matching in the scenario of social stability. We leave this as an
open problem.
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ABSTRACT
Urgency of application and development of cognitive graphic tools for usage in intelligent
systems of data analysis, decision making and its justifications is given. Cognitive graphic tool
“2-simplex prism" and examples of its usage are presented. Specificity of program realization of
cognitive graphics tools invariant to problem areas is described. Most significant results are
given and discussed. Future investigations are connected with usage of new approach to
rendering, cross-platform realization, cognitive features improving and expanding of n-simplex
family.

KEYWORDS
Cognitive graphics, 2-simplex, 2-simplex prism, decision-making, decision justification,
education, e-learning systems, psychosomatic disorders, cognitive modelling

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important and difficult problem in creating the intelligent system for data and
knowledge analyzing, and decision-making is the development of a software library for
representation of the results in a user friendly and clear view for a wide group of users. It is
particularly important when technologies are rapidly changing from data-limited area to datadriven analysis-limited area [1]. The ability to generate big databases of experiments is far ahead
from the ability to analyze and visualize these databases. One solution of these problems is usage
of the cognitive graphic tools.
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An important contribution to the development of the cognitive science was made by R. Axelrod
[2], R.G. Basaker [3], D.A. Pospelov [4-6], A.A. Zenkin [7-8], V.F. Khoroshevskiy [9], B.A.
Kobrinskiy [10], A.E. Yankovskaya [11-13]. Namely they, who saw the potential of using
cognitive tools in the various problem areas, and despite the meager technical capabilities which
were available at that time, first steps in the development of the cognitive graphics tools were
made, and thereby a new research direction was formed [7, 10]. These tools are very effective for
the interpretation of analyzed data and knowledge, decision-making and its justifications for users
who are specialized in different problem areas but are not specialists in algorithms of data
analysis and knowledge inference which are used in intelligent systems. The cognitive graphic
tools are important link between a big amount of data and understanding these data. The
application of the cognitive graphic tools makes possible to understand a lot of processes
occurring at the lowest level which was not understandable before and revealing of different new
regularities and connections between different factors and events in a wide variety of problems
and cross-disciplinary areas. The cognitive graphic tools are used in different intelligent systems
for information data and knowledge structures analyzing, for revealing regularities of different
kinds and decision-making and its justification. They also can be used in the intelligent learningtesting systems for teaching and learning activities optimization, for visualization and forecasting
of learning process results and etc. But the development of these tools for each problem area is
very time-consuming and expensive. Thus, the cognitive tools which are invariant to different
problem areas were developed [14-15]. The specificity of these tools application is the software
realization does not aim at a concrete problem area and is realized as visualizing plugins for
intelligent instrumental software (IIS) IMSLOG [16] which is used for constructing specific
applied intelligent systems. These visualization plugins include the cognitive graphics tools for
visualizing information structures, different kinds of regularities, decision-making and its
justification etc.
Usage of these tools is not only actual for the parameters analysis of the different non-changing
states of objects for decisions justification. It is also actual for analysis and visualization of the
dynamic processes. Despite the fact that visualization is not necessary for decision-making, it
simplifies the analysis of information and provides possibility for the best decision-making. For
example, an intelligent system user in the area of a concrete discipline teaching (a lecturer)
considers different aspects of respondents teaching during a time of a real exam or an intelligent
system user in the area of the diseases diagnosis (a doctor) considers the previous stages of
patients examinations.
The given article continues the research of the cognitive tools application based on the n-simplex
[15]. Undoubtful advantages of the cognitive tools based on n-simplex are invariability to the
problem areas. It should be pointed out that using the modern technologies for creation of
cognitive graphic tools allows to get different cognitive tools: such as desktop application
(application for desktop PC), applications for smartphones and pads, WEB application.
Mathematic basis of an object under study representation in n-simplex is described and basis of
representation of a process under study in 2-simplex prism is given. Examples of 2-simplex prism
application in developed and developing intelligent systems are presented. Further study
directions are proposed.
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2. FAMILY OF 2-SIMPLEX COGNITIVE TOOLS
2.1. Cognitive Tool 2-Simplex
Firstly, transformation of features space in patterns space based on the logical-combinatorial
methods and properties of n-simplex are suggested in the publication [17]. System of
visualization TRIANG for decision-making and its justifications with cognitive graphics [18] is
constructed on the base of 2-simplex with usage of the following theorem [17].
Theorem. Suppose a1 , a 2 ,..., a n +1 is a set of simultaneously non-zero numbers where n is the
dimension of a regular simplex. Then, there is one and only one point that following condition
h1 : h2 : ... : hn +1 = a1 : a2 : ... : an +1 is correct, where hi (i ∈ 1,2,..., n + 1) is the distance from this
point to i-th side [17-18].
Coefficient hi (i ∈ 1,2,..., n + 1) represents the degree of conditional proximity of the object under
study to i-th pattern [17]. The advantage of this fact is the n-simplex possesses the property of the
constancy of the sum of distances ( h ) from any point to each side and the property of ratios
preservation h1 : h2 : ... : hn +1 = a1 : a2 : ... : an +1 . Distances hi are calculated on the basis of
coefficients ai (i ∈ 1,2,..., n + 1) and normalization operations from following relations
n

H
=
hi
∑

i =1

n

H
A
ai ,
=

∑
i =1

 h1 = h2 = ... = hn
 a1 a2
an

where

A – scaling coefficient) by the formula
hi = A ⋅ ai , i ∈ {1,2,..., n}

This theorem was used in more than 30 applied intelligent systems and in three instrumental tools
of revealing different kind of regularities and making of diagnostic, classifications organization
and control decisions and their justification.
The main function of n-simplex is a representation of a disposition of object under study among
other objects of a learning sample. Additionally, n-simplex has other useful functions for a
decision-making person. One of these functions is a representation of some numerical values, for
example, an admissible error of recognition preassigned by the user. Example of 2-simplex is
shown on Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Example of 2-simplex

The sides of 2-simplex
simplex (triangle edges) are associated with patterns (classes), circles with big
radius are the objects under study and circles with small radius are learning sample objects. The
distance from the object to a side is directly proportional tto
o the proximity of the object to the
pattern corresponding to the side. The distance for object under study is displayed as color
perpendicular lines to 2-simplex
simplex sides (red, yellow, green). The color of the object under study or
objects from learning sample
le is mapped to a pattern which is revealed for a specific object. Line
segments between objects represent the dynamics of process under study,, for example, they can
represent changing of a student knowledge level. An object
bject color is mapped with an associated
pattern (the nearest pattern or pattern determined by an expert). Digits are mapped with a pattern
and are placed on associated sides. It is not a usual working mode because it makes the image
more complex, and it is not necessary because the associati
association
on between the side and the pattern
can be determined by a color of the perpendicular line from the point to the side. So, for usual
working mode it is suggested to hide these digits. But for the first look or demonstration it can be
quite useful.
2.2. Cognitive Tool 2-Simplex
Simplex Prism
The cognitive tool “2-simplex
simplex prism” (Figure 2) is based on 2-simplex
simplex and represents the
triangular regular prism which contains in basics and cuttings 22-simplexes
simplexes which are
corresponded fixed time moments.

Figure 2. Example of 2-simplex prism
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Distance from the base of the prism to i-th 2-simplex hi ' corresponds to the fixation moment of
object under study features and it is calculated based on the following formula:

hi ' = H '⋅
where

Ti − Tmin
,
Tmax − Tmin

H ' – length of 2-simplex prism preassigned by a user and corresponded to the study
duration,
Ti – timestamp of features fixation of object under study for i-th examination,

Tmin – timestamp of features fixation of object under study for the 1-st examination,
Tmax – timestamp of features fixation of object under study for the last examination.
Because 2-simplex prism is based on the 2-simplex description of all 2-simplex objects is also
correct for 2-simplex prism.
2-simplex prism allows representing visually as well the dynamic processes as the modeling one
or another process, which is necessary for a big amount of problems and cross-disciplinary areas:
medicine, economy, genetics, building, radioelectronics, sociology, education, psychology,
geology, design, ecology, geo-ecology, eco-bio-medicine etc.

3. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Software prototypes of the described cognitive tools are implemented with using C# language.
Source information for visualization (named listing of n-simplex or LNS) is a JavaScript code
which describes n-simplex: objects under study, objects of learning sample objects, links between
points and other parameters that are necessary for tuning a size of n-simplex, point of view, type
of transformation etc. All described cognitive graphic tools implemented as two libraries: first for
2D visualization (2-simplex and 3-simplex unfoldings) and second for 3D visualization (3simplex, 2-simplex prism). They have different features, capabilities and visualization parameters
but can use one universal LNS. Both n-simplex library parse and visualize any LNS which
describe only objects and which do not describe visualization parameters. If it is necessary to set
additional visualization parameters for any library and keep it compatible with another library
must be used special language constructions. The libraries visualize n-simplex only from LNS
located in memory. Earlier there was a function to visualize n-simplex from LNS located in file,
but it was excluded because such functionality is not supported on all platforms (for example,
java-script for web client) and this functionality not necessary for most intelligent systems and
quite trivial in realization. Library “Jint” was used for a LNS parsing. The second version of LNS
language was implemented, but the new language is also simple for a code generation as before.
Additionally new version of LNS language has more powerful and clearer syntax for creating and
editing n-simplexes by user. The output of the library is a bitmap image visualized by GDI+
library. The fragment of the universal LNS language for a simple 3-simplex is given below.
try { setView(0); } catch (ex) { }
try { setTransform(2); } catch (ex) { }
try { setViewPort(15, 80); } catch (ex) { }
var size = 200,
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delta = 40,
colors = ["#E01B1B", "#E0841B", "#F7F307", "#07F70B"],
color = "#000",
dashPattern = [1];

addTetraedron(color, 3, dashPattern, size);
addIJK(color, 2, dashPattern, size, [1, 2, 4, 8], colors);
addIJK(color, 2, dashPattern, size, [8, 4, 2, 1], colors);
addPoint(colors[0], 6, "Circle", size, [1, 2, 4, 8]);
addPoint(colors[1], 6, "Circle", size, [8, 4, 2, 1]);
addPath(color, 4, dashPattern, size, [
[1, 2, 4, 8],
[4, 4, 4, 4],
[8, 4, 2, 1]
]);

The visualization and computation algorithms used in both libraries are identical and they are
described in the paper [19]. There were various attempts to improve the visualization libraries
during this year. The most significant results are the following:
1. An attempt to change a raster renderer to a vector renderer proposed in [18] has failed,
because a) partitioning of the objects into smaller entities and sorting them were too timeconsuming tasks for rendering in real time to implement the interactive capabilities; b) a
developing a vector renderer needs a lot of time and it is too difficult for a quick
prototyping.
2. Descriptive language for n-simplex was changed from our custom language to javascript. It was the first step to make library cross-platform and allows integrating our
cognitive graphic tools in web applications.
3. Big part of both libraries was universalized and moved to another library. The library
contains the code for rendering graphics primitives, algorithms for color transformation,
parsing modules etc. This step makes support and development of the libraries simpler
and will simplify the porting of the libraries to java-script language which is necessary
for an embedding into web-applications.
4. Results of experiments with shaders, OpenGL ES and WebGL were obtained. They show
that implementation of all desired functions of planned vector render is also possible with
a raster renderer with usage of shaders. Moreover, a shader program is performed using
hardware acceleration and all planned tasks can be implemented without losing rich
interactive functionality. The implementation of all planned ideas will provide:
translucent faces, intelligent layout of signatures, identification of objects at the specified
point etc.
The most important advantages of a raster render are rich of graphic abilities (color, layout,
complexity etc.) and rich of interactive functions. The most significant disadvantage of a raster
render is the impossibility of scaling, but it is not important because n-simplex can be rendered
directly in a desired size.
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4. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS IN DIFFERENT PROBLEM AREAS
A matrix approach to representation of data and knowledge which contains description matrix of
objects in space of characteristic features and distinction matrix represented partitioning of
objects on equivalence classes for every mechanism of classification are used in intelligent
systems (IS) developed by us [14, 20]. The set of all non-regular matrix rows distinction matrix
corresponds to set of revealed patterns.
A pattern is a subset of description matrix rows with equal of characteristic features values. In IS
based on a logical-combinatory (l-c), a logical-probabilistic (l-p) and a logical-combinatoryprobabilistic (l-c-p) methods of test pattern recognition and decision-making with usage of
cognitive tools [11, 14, 20] mathematical basis for calculation of conditional proximity
coefficients of the object under study to i-th pattern is proposed. For l-c methods these
coefficients are corresponded to a ratio between proximity coefficient object under study x to a
pattern k and proximity coefficient object into a pattern k, for l-p and l-c-p these coefficients
corresponded with probability to make decision for studied patterns Software implementation of
these models for IS include development of corresponded mathematical apparatus for
transformation of features space to patterns space which is described in section 2.

4.1. Application in Educational Area
This chapter describes visualization of testing knowledge result in learning-testing system with
estimation coefficients usage [21]. In learning-testing system developed by us respondent after
studying selected discipline, should pass mixed diagnostic test. During solution of this test
respondent actions map (RAM) is forming. After completed all the questions, he respondent
RAM projected in the set of predetermined valuation coefficients that determine how well the
respondent cope with different tasks based on the following abilities (skills):
1. storage and reproduction of the material in unmodified form;
2. the reproduction of the material in modified form;
3. extraction of new knowledge based on the studied material;
4. problem solving, etc.
For example, for development of client-server software system with multimedia capabilities set
of evaluated factors reasonable transformations to the following parameters:
1. the solution of problems requiring high concentration;
2. decision-making of non-trivial tasks;
3. fast learning and knowledge of a large number of technologies.
It should be noticed that the different set of these parameters ( a1 , a2 , a3 ) can be transformed in
same distances h1 , h2 , h3 in case when sums of ai for different sets are equal. So for that and
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similar cases it is necessary to introduce the new parameter: a color saturation of point
corresponded to the sum of ai : a1 + a2 + a3 .

Figure 3. Example of 2-simplex prism usage for learning-testing systems

2-simplex prism allows represent dynamics for ability development a respondent or a group of
respondents. But it should be noticed that representation of big group of respondents with usage
2-simplex prism can be too complex and inconvenient.
4.2. Decision Support for Diagnostics and Correction of Psychosomatic Disorders
Recently a number of studies were performed in the field of cognitive behavioral therapy and
occupational stress [22–25] in order to identify the persons’ psychological state, detect the
essential patterns of the problem and correct persons’ behavior, providing individual trajectory.
Versatile cognitive tools for identifying the attractiveness of organization are proposed in [26].
Such phenomenon as burnout is thoroughly discussed in [27] and the means of its prevention are
considered. The platform for cognitive stimulation, maintenance and rehabilitation for health
professionals is proposed in [28]. It allows to define and customize therapeutic intervention
programs for cognitive rehabilitation or maintenance, relevant to multiple types of cognitive
disorders especially for aged people. In [29] the fact that all processes in psychology happen in
time and evolve over time is outlined. Therefore the versatile tool for processes estimation in
dynamics is needed for wide range of applications, especially in psychology and medicine. This
is especially relevant for person behavior prediction and timely correction in order to prevent
their dissatisfaction and turnover intentions [30]. The urge of cognitive testing tools for aged
people with disorders of cognition is discussed in [31].
In this paper we propose the cognitive tool designed for the intelligent system for diagnostic and
intervention of an organization stress (DIOS) [32]. The following examples of 2-simplex prism
usage in area of diagnostic and intervention of organization stress (OS) is given. The system
under study is based on the idea of three-stage diagnostic. Our original questionnaire for
intervention choosing for every stage (1 - alarm, 2 - resistance, 3 - exhaustion) [33] and fuzzy and
threshold logics [34]. The idea of three-stage diagnostic allows in a short period of time to make
a differential medical care for a patient with diagnosed OS.
DIOS use special questionnaire for the express-diagnostic of organization stress including a
question for three stage OS: stage 1 is an alarm stage, the stage 2 is the resistance stage, stage 3 is
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a stage of exhaustion. This questionnaire is based on a Selye conception [35]. 7 features
(symptoms) are used for revealing OS in stage 1 and stage 2, 8 features are used in stage 3.
Allowed values for each feature are nothing - 0.0, seldom - 0.25, sometimes - 0.5, often - 0.75,
constantly - 1.0. Analysis of features values allow to perform an express-diagnostic for revealing
OS on every stage.
After the performing of a test system handle patient questionnaire and output diagnostic result of
OS for every stage. These results are transferred to a module of visualization and justification. If
study of OS recovering dynamics is not required then for justification of result cognitive tools 2simplex is used. If the dynamics is required then for such purpose 2-simplex prism is used. The
represented dynamics of OS diagnostic with a usage of 2-simplex prism allow examine accuracy
of revealed diagnosis and selected medical intervention.
2-simplex prism can represent only relation for three patterns, but for some cases more patterns
will be necessary. Example of this case is developed by us IS system DIOS which operate with 4
patterns: 3 stages of OS (alarm, resistance, exhaustion) and its absence. Current experiments
show that most reasonable way to represent dynamics relating to such cases is usage of additional
2-simplex prism. For DIOS two 2-simplex prisms are used: the first represent object under study
relate stages 3-1, the second relate stages 2-1 and OS absence. It should be noticed that both 2simplex prism are not necessary for all cases. If dynamics of a patient recovering is limited by
stages 3-1 or by stages 2-0 and absence it is reasonable to use only one 2-simplex prism.
The follow example of patient dynamics which cannot be limited by one 2-simplex prism is
presented. 5 tests for revealing OS were performed. The first 2-simplex prism represents results
for 1-4 tests, the second represents for 3-5 tests.
The first 2-simplex prism (Figure 4) represents transformation process from the stage of
exhaustion (stage 3) to alarm stage (stage 1).

Figure 4. Visualization of tests 1-4 in 2-simplex prism

The first test ( T1 ) reveals a level between the stage of exhaustion and the resistance stage and
prepotency of the stage of exhaustion over the resistance stage. The second test ( T2 ) reveals that
illness is decreasing from the exhausted stage (pattern 3) to the resistance stage (pattern 2). The
third test ( T3 ) reveals that illness is decreased to a level between the resistance stage (pattern 2)
and alarm stage (pattern 1). The fourth test ( T4 ) reveals prepotency of the alarm stage (pattern 1).
The second 2-simplex prism (Figure 5) represents the transformation process from the resistance
stage (pattern 2) to the absence of stress (pattern 0).
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Figure 5. Visualization of tests 2-5 in 2-simplex prism

The fifth test ( T5 ) reveals the absence of the stress organization.
It should be noticed that the cognitive property of color are used in 2-simplex prism to represent
dangerous of diagnoses and patterns.

4.3. Cognitive Modelling
The cognitive modelling of a decision-making in the artificial intelligent systems is the one of
most important directions for creating intelligent systems (IS) in some priority areas of science
researches and developing as medicine, psychology, sociology, environmental protection,
energetics, systems of transport and telecommunication, control systems etc. Manipulation of
some parameters of an object under study and using cognitive tools of decision-making and its
justifications in IS we can perform a cognitive modelling base on the different kinds of
knowledge representations.
For the cognitive modelling of decision-making only some part of the cognitive tools can be
used: these tools should allow to visualize spatial relationship object under study and save sum of
distances from any object to patterns (decisions made) and relations between them in process of
transformation from space to feature space. Made normalization coefficient of the degree of
conditional proximity (for l-c recognition) and set probability of decision making for studied
objects (for l-p, l-c-p recognition), representation of object on geometrical figure allows to
visualize patterns, see object position among other object from knowledge base and its proximity
to a particular pattern. Nowadays in our IS for a cognitive modelling purpose 2-simplex is used,
but using of a 2-simplex allows to make a modelling process more clear. The cognitive modeling
of decision-making is performed by applying of some actions associated with, for example, using
of therapeutic interventions in medicine, the adoption of measures to ensure environmental safety
etc. An object answers on some of these actions (some values of some parameters of the object
are changing) and their location on 2-simplex is changed. The result of a modeling gives us the
dynamic image of an object location and relations between objects in a moment of actions and is
represented with the cognitive tools by points which are sequentially connected by a polyline.
The example of prediction and therapeutic intervention with using of 2-simplex prism is
presented in Figure 6. After the first patient examination ( T1 ) the diagnosis is revealed - stage 3
(exhausted) of organization stress and strategy of recovering is changed. With usage of
mathematical model of a patient and recovery process it is possible to predict progress of patient
recovery, which is shown in Figure 6 as polyline of a light-blue color.
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After the second examination ( T2 ), a progress of a psychology stress recovering is diagnosed organization stress is moved from stage 3 to stage 2 (resistance), but a real progress is worse than
the predicted progress. At this moment the doctor has two different strategies for continuation of
recovering: purple and blue. The doctor uses this cognitive representation of different recovering
strategies. He can choose one which gives the best result in the future. At this moment a strategy
associated with a polyline of a purple color is more reasonable, because this strategy is applied to
a patient. The model predict full patient recovery until the moment of the next examination ( T3 ).

Figure 6. Visualizing of a modeling result in 2-simplex prism.

The cognitive modelling of a decision-making is based on mathematical and computer methods
with applying tools form n-simplex family allows to optimize a choice of influence of object
under study in accordance with a dynamical model of parameters changing.
Applications of 2-simplex is not limited by the above-mentioned examples.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The description of 2-simplex prism and examples of its applications are presented. The most
important advantage for the information visualization in 2-simplex prism is the opportunity to
analyze in dynamics the object under study over time. It allows the users to make decisions, to
justify them and to analyse changes of parameters of object under study.
Application of the cognitive tools can be performed for any problem and cross-disciplinary areas
in which it is necessary to make decisions about relation of object under study to one or another
pattern (class) in fixed time moment or time interval and justify these decisions. Unlike any of the
previously developed cognitive tools based on n-simplex [15, 36], 2-simplex prism allows to
study objects dynamically on the time range interested for a user.
Development of cognitive graphics tools invariant to problem areas, their cross-platform
realization and their integration in intelligent systems are presented. The implementation of some
previously planned steps greatly reduced the time and labor costs for cognitive tools development
and improved the human-to-machine interface.
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In future we suppose to completely rewrite raster renderer using shaders technology for
developing cross-platform realization which can be integrated in web-, desktop- and mobileapplications; to develop interactive features and cognitive properties of described cognitive
graphic tools and to expand family of n-simplex.
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ABSTRACT
The problem of change-point detection has been well studied and adopted in many signal
processing applications. In such applications, the informative segments of the signal are the
stationary ones before and after the change-point. However, for some novel signal processing
and machine learning applications such as Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM), the
information contained in the non-stationary transient intervals is of equal or even more
importance to the recognition process. In this paper, we introduce a novel clustering-based
sequential detection of abrupt changes in an aggregate electricity consumption profile with
accurate decomposition of the input signal into stationary and non-stationary segments. We also
introduce various event models in the context of clustering analysis. The proposed algorithm is
applied to building-level energy profiles with promising results for the residential BLUED
power dataset.

KEYWORDS
Event detection, change-interval detection, density-based clustering, DBSCAN, non-intrusive
load monitoring, NILM, BLUED, energy disaggregation

1. INTRODUCTION
Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM), also known as electricity disaggregation, is an energy
monitoring technique that aims at inferring the energy consumption profiles of individual
electrical loads merely from a single or a limited number of aggregate measurement points in a
building [1]. Recently, NILM has witnessed a rapidly increasing progress in both academic and
commercial research due to its promising applications in energy conservation, activity monitoring
[2], dynamic pricing [3], demand forecasting [4], and home automation [5]. Currently, the
majority of NILM systems are event-based approaches in the sense that they rely on the detection
of abrupt changes occurring in the aggregate signal which indicate state-changes of the monitored
appliances. It was observed that events attain distinctive features according to the physical
properties of their appliances such as energy storage elements, counter-electromotive force in
induction motors, or striking voltages in fluorescent lamps. Features extracted from steady and
transient intervals (such as power surges, overshoot currents, decay rate, etc) are utilized in event
clustering or classification stages of the disaggregation system. Consequently, a robust detection
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 77–85, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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and accurate segmentation of such change-intervals is of particular importance for event-based
NILM systems.
Basseville and Nikiforov [6] described various detection algorithms from which two approaches
have been utilized in event-based NILM systems, namely the Generalized Likelihood Ratio
(GLR) test [7, 8] and the CUmulative SUM (CUSUM) filtering [9]. Jin et al. [10] proposed a
more robust change-point detection approach based on a Goodness-of-Fit (GoF) test. In addition,
various machine learning tools such as kernel clustering [11], Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
[12], and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [13], have been proposed as solutions to address the
change point detection problem.
Even though many previous works on NILM proposed utilizing features extracted from the
transient intervals, only few event detection approaches consider accurate segmentation of the
transient periods for the extraction of more stable transient features [9, 14]. Moreover, many
approaches need a probabilistic model for the sample distribution in the stationary segments
which is often difficult to obtain from aggregate consumption profile of several, simultaneously
operating appliances. The result is that the current event detection algorithms are not robust and
fail sometimes provide reliable event-based feature for appliance recognition in practice. In this
paper, we propose a novel clustering-based event detection algorithm for event-based NILM
systems. In contrast to other event detection algorithms, the proposed approach features accurate
segmentation of the input signal into stationary (steady) and non-stationary (transient) segments.
Such accurate segmentation is crucial for the extraction of more stable and repeatable features
from both transient and steady-state intervals. Moreover, the utilized density-based clustering
scheme does not impose any probabilistic models on the sample distribution in either of the
stationary segments and supports arbitrarily shaped, weakly stationary segments leading to an
enhanced robustness to noise. In addition, the proposed algorithm features a sequential (instead of
batch) clustering that is more efficient for real-time NILM systems.
The presented approach is modular in the sense that it can combine any clustering-based event
detection algorithm with any event model. For this purpose, we also introduce different event
models at different complexity- and robustness-levels. This paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we introduce different event models in the context of spatial and time-series clustering.
In section 3, we describe the proposed sequential event detection algorithm in which the DensityBased Spatial Clustering for Applications with Noise [15] is assumed and utilized sequentially in
spatial and temporal analysis of the input power signals. Section 4 shows results of application of
the proposed algorithm on the publicly available, residential BLUED [16] dataset. Finally,
section 5 concludes this paper.

2. EVENT MODELS
Event models will be introduced in the order of their increasing coverage of real events,
robustness, and complexity.
Let the matrix
 =  ,  , … ,  ,  ∈ ℝ

(1)

contain a time series of  consecutive -dimensional data samples (feature vectors). Typically,
 contains the measured real  and reactive  powers at time instance . Assume that all 
samples have been clustered into  non-empty, disjoint clusters (sets)  ,  , … ,  . In addition,
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we assume that a noise-aware clustering algorithm assigns un-clustered samples (i.e. outliers or
noisy samples) to the set  . Clearly, ∑
| | =  where | | is the cardinality of the cluster
| |. Let
= !( ) ∈ "0,1,2, … , %

(2)

be the corresponding cluster index of  (i.e.  ∈ &' ). We then introduce the following
definitions for two metrics of a cluster and three different event models:
Definition 1: The temporal length Len( ) of cluster  is defined as the minimum window size
that contains all its elements. If
∃,: . ∈  and  ∉  ∀( < ,)

(3)

∃5: 6 ∈  and  ∉  ∀( > 5)

(4)

Then Len( ) is defined as
Len( ) = 5 − , + 1

≥ | |

(5)

Here , and 5 denote the time instances of the first and last samples belonging to  , respectively.
Definition 2: The temporal locality ratio Loc( ) of cluster  is defined as
Loc( ) =

| |
Len( )

∈

0, 1

(6)

The temporal locality ratio is a measure of how a cluster is spreading over time domain. A value
of one (Loc( ) = 1) refers to the maximum temporal locality where the cluster is represented by
a single segment of consecutive observations. This measure is utilized later in the event models
as a means to control the amount of noisy samples permitted in the stationary segments.
Event model ℳ: In this event model, a sequence of samples  is defined as an event if
(a) it does not contain any noisy samples (i.e.  = A),
(b) it contains two clusters  and  (i.e. = 2),
(c) both clusters do not interleave (overlap) in the time domain1,
(i.e. ∃, ∶  ∈  ∀( ≤ ,) and  ∈  ∀( > ,)).
This is the simplest event model without any outliers. It consists of two stationary segments
 D =  ,  , … , . and  D = .E , .E , … ,  . The segment  F = . , .E (including
the last sample of  D and the first one of  D ) is called the change-interval of the event and , is
the change point. In other words, an event ℳ is a change interval of length two surrounded by
two noise-free weakly stationary segments. This model is valid for switch-off events of most
loads as well as switch-on events of resistive ones in a noise-free power signals.

1

For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume that the first and second stationary segments of an event are assigned to the cluster sets and
, respectively.
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Figure 1(a) shows an example of a signal segment matching the first event model ℳ where the
scalar samples G ∈ ℝ and their corresponding cluster indices
= !(G ) ∈ "1, 2% are plotted
over time. The signal represents a step-like event that consists of two stationary segments (red,
solid) and a change interval (blue, dashed).
Event model ℳ : A sequence of samples  is defined as an event if
a) it contains two clusters  and  (i.e.  = 2) and the outliers set  is not necessarily
empty allowing noisy samples,
b) both clusters  and  show a high temporal locality ratio, i.e.
HIJ( ) ≥ 1 − K, for N = 1, 2
c) both clusters do not interleave in the time domain, i.e.
∃,, 5 > ,:  ∈  ∪  ∀( < ,) and . ∈  , and
6 ∈  ∪  ∀( > 5) and 6 ∈ 
Compared with ℳ, this event model permits noisy samples (i.e. outliers) as well as a lengthy
transient interval. This, however, requires the utilization of a noise-aware clustering algorithm.
By definition,  ∈  , ∀(, <  < 5). In this case, the event contains two stationary segments
 D and  D consisting of samples belonging to  and  , respectively, and a change-interval
 F = . , .E , . . . , 6Q , 6 .

Figure 1: 1-dimensional signals highlighting differences between the three event models. (a) shows a step-like
event that is free of both outliers and a transient interval. In (b) random outliers as well as a transient interval
are permitted. (c) shows a repeated pattern of spikes that eventually cluster in R . Finally, (d) shows high
fluctuations in stationary segments leading to the third cluster R as well. The third event model ℳR fits all
segments, the second event model ℳ fits only (a) and (b), wherease the first model ℳ fits only (a).
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Figure 1(b) shows an example of a signal segment matching the second event model M_2 (but
not the first one ℳ) where the event contains a slower transient interval in a noisy signal. Even
though ℳ is valid for most of the switch-on/off and state-change events within noisy signals, it
actually has one implicit assumption on the noise. The assumption that  = 2 (maximally two
clusters representing two stationary segments) implies that the noise is random and does not
contain a repeated pattern that eventually builds up a cluster when projected to the PQ-plane. This
is not always the case as shown in the third example in Figure 1(c).
In the aggregate power signal, some appliances trigger a repeated, sometimes periodic, pattern of
high fluctuations or spikes. Such repeated patterns tackle the detection of other actual events.
This masking behaviour is resolved in the third event model.
Event Model ℳR : A sequence of samples  is defined as an event if
(a) it contains at least two clusters  and  (i.e.  ≥ 2) and the outliers set  is not
necessarily empty,
(b) clusters  and  show a high temporal locality ratio, i.e.
HIJ( ) ≥ 1 − K, for N = 1, 2
(c) clusters  and  do not interleave in the time domain, i.e.
∃,, 5 > ,:  ∉  ∀( > ,) and . ∈  , and
6 ∉  ∀( < 5) and 6 ∈ 
In this model, the limitation on the clustering cardinality is released and therefore a repeated
noise pattern that eventually results in a wide (temporally wide) cluster would not mask events
occurring in the same interval. Similar to ℳ , the sequence in this model contains two stationary
segments  D and  D consisting of samples belonging to  and  respectively, and a change
interval consisting of  F = . , .E , … , 6Q , 6 .
Figure 1 (b) and (c) show two event segments fit only by ℳR . Figure 1(a) shows the simplest
event which is fit by all defined models. In Figure 1(b), the transient period as well as the noisy
spikes can only be fit by ℳ and ℳR . Finally, the repeated noise patten in Figure 1(c) or high
fluctuations in Figure 1(d) only match the last event model ℳR .

2. DETECTION ALGORITHM
The main task of the event detection algorithm is to search for signal segments that match a given
event model ℳ . This is achieved by applying a clustering algorithm on different segments and
checking how much each segment matches the model. In all of the three models introduced in
section 2, the clustering cardinality  is not known in advance. Therefore, a utilized clustering
algorithm should either be nonparametric or a model order estimation step has to take place
beforehand.
In our approach we utilized the commonly used Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm [15]. The DBSCAN algorithm (or density-based clustering in
general) has several advantages that make it the best candidate for a non-parametric sequential
event detection. First, DBSCAN assumes no prior knowledge of the number of clusters. Second,
DBSCAN supports arbitrarily shaped clusters with no constraints on their samples’ distribution.
In addition, DBSCAN is a noise-aware clustering algorithm and, therefore, can be utilized with
any of the previously defined event models.
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Ideally, the detection algorithm searches the input signal sequentially for segments that match a
given event model. However, we control the matching process with a proximity measure that
shows how much a segment matches the given model.
Definition 3: The model loss between an event model ℳ and a signal segment  is defined as
ℒ(ℳT , , ,, 5) = |" :  ≤ , and  ∈  %| +
|" :  ≥ 5 and  ∈  %| +

(7)

|" : , <  < 5 and  ∈  ∪  %|
where , and 5 are the indices of the first and last sample of the change-interval, respectively. In
the case of ℳ where 5 = , + 1, the last term in Equation 7 becomes zero regardless of ,.
The model loss function counts the number of samples that need to be corrected (i.e. reassigned
to a different set V of the clustering structure) in order for the segment  to match the event
model ℳ . The lower the loss, the more the signal segment matches the event model.
The proposed detection algorithm can then be presented as to two sub-tasks, the forward
detection step which is the main process for finding an event, and the backward reduction step
that is responsible for a more accurate segmentation.
In the forward detection step, new samples are received one at a time and inserted into the
clustering space. Upon insertion of a new sample, the clustering indices are updated and the
model loss is re-estimated. Once a match is encountered (i.e. the model loss is zero or less than a
predefined threshold W), a detection is declared with the current change point , of the matched
segment and the change-interval  F = . , .E , … , 6Q , 6 where 6 is the first sample of the
second stationary segment.
Once an event is declared, the backward reduction step begins. In this step, samples are removed
from the clustering space in a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) fashion while updating the clustering
structure upon each deletion and re-estimating the model loss. The reduction ends by the last
sample that satisfies the matching condition (i.e. if that sample is deleted, the segment will no
longer matches the event model within the predefined threshold loss W). The complete detection
algorithm can be described as follows. Given an event model ℳ
1. Receive new sample 

E

and append it to 


2. Update the clustering vector X and the clustering structure YV ZV
3. Check ℒ(ℳT , , ,, 5) ≤ W for all ,, 5, if not satisfied, go to step (1)
4. Declare event detection with change-interval  F = . , .E , … , 6Q , 6 and change-point is
, where , and 5 result in the minimum model loss between ℳ and the current segment 
(i.e. argmin.,6 ℒ(ℳT , , ,, 5)).
5. Delete oldest sample  from the segment


6. Update the clustering vector X and the clustering structure YV ZV
7. Check ℒ(ℳT , , ,, 5) ≤ W for all ,, 5, if satisfied, go to step (5)
8. Re-insert last sample and declare current segment  as a balanced event.
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After each detection, the process restarts from the first sample of the second stationary segment
6 . The main objective of the backward reduction step is to extract balanced stationary segments
(i.e. | | ≈ | |) around the transient interval. Balanced segments lead to more stable steady-state
features as well as an enhanced robustness to missed detections (i.e. false negatives).

2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The proposed event detection approach has been evaluated on different power datasets among
them is the Building-Level fUlly labelled Electricity Disaggregation (BLUED) dataset [16]. In
the following, we show the results of applying the event detection algorithm with event model
ℳR and the DBSCAN clustering scheme on the BLUED dataset. We only show evaluation of
detection results. Evaluation of the accuracy of transient interval segmentation and the stability of
extracted features is beyond the scope of this paper.
Table 1 shows the event detection results on the real and reactive power signals from the BLUED
dataset. BLUED include aggregate measurements from a two-phase residential building (phase A
and B) and each is evaluated separately. True Positives (TP) is the number of successful
detections, False Positives (FP) is the number of detections that do not correspond to actual
events, while False Negatives (FN) is the number of missed events. Finally, False Positive
Percentage (FPP), precision, recall, and the F1-score measures are defined as
a
b
f
precision =
f + a
f
recall =
f + a
2 × precision × recall
a − score =
precision + recall
FPP =

(8)
(8)
(9)
(10)

where b is the number of events. Results show highly precise detection rates where the number
of false positives is relatively low in both phases. It is also observed that, noise in the second
phase (phase B) still masks a relatively large number of events.
Table 1. Event detection results on BLUED [16] dataset.
Number of events b
Number of detections
True Positives (TP)
False Positives (FP)
False Negatives (FN)
FPP
precision
recall (TPR)
a -score

Phase A
892
874
867
7
25
0.78%
kk. lm%
kr. lm%
ko. qk%

Phase B
1609
1176
1097
79
512
4.91%
kn. lo%
so. qo%
ro. ro%

Total
2501
2050
1964
86
537
3.44%
kp. oq%
ro. pn%
os. nq%
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3. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a novel clustering-based approach for sequential event detection. The proposed
algorithm features accurate segmentation of the stationary and non-stationary intervals for more
stable feature extraction, support of arbitrarily shaped stationary segments with no prior
assumptions on their sample distribution, and more robustness to noise as well as parameter
variations.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present and analyze different approaches implemented here to resolve
pedestrian detection problem. Histograms of Oriented Laplacian (HOL) is a descriptor of
characteristic, it aims to highlight objects in digital images, Discrete Cosine Transform DCT
with its two version global (GDCT) and local (LDCT), it changes image's pixel into frequencies
coefficients and then we use them as a characteristics in the process. We implemented
independently these methods and tried to combine it and used there outputs in a classifier, the
new generated classifier has proved it efficiency in certain cases. The performance of those
methods and their combination is tested on most popular Dataset in pedestrian detection, which
are INRIA and Daimler.

KEYWORDS
Pedestrian detection, HOL, DCT local, DCT Global, Classification, SVM, Inria Person, Daimler.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, pedestrian detection and tracking systems have been an important major and a
subject of investigation in the vision system studies. Various approaches and methods have been
proposed to fulfil the task of detection. It is an application that intend to determine the pedestrian
position in an image or a scenery, its importance is noticeable in so many areas of our everyday
life, such as traffic safety, video surveillance, car safety, or automatic driver-assistance systems in
vehicles.
A robust pedestrian detection system have be able to detect people in different circumstances:
different shapes and scales, huge amount of variation in the poses, and some cases of partially
occluded pedestrian or whose parts blend with complex background sometimes. Therefore, we
proposed a new method and tested it on two different databases with completely different set of
contents that considered all the above circumstances.
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This paper impart an efficient approach to deal with the pedestrian detection problem, for this
purpose we propose a method based on three major tasks: features extraction using HOL, GDCT
and LDCT, dimensionality reduction of feature vectors and finally the classification employing
the SVM classifier tested out with many kernel functions.
The primary idea behind this work is to prove the effectiveness of the combination of two
approaches on the performance of the pedestrian detection rate.
This paper is organized as follows: we will start by displaying the pre-processing techniques in
section 3 and 4, where HOL and its important properties is presented, next both Global and Local
DCT are introduced. The experimental results, discussion and the main experiments were
conducted on INRIA person and Daimler sets. Finally yet importantly, a comparison between
different approaches results is given in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Pedestrian detection remains a two-class classification problem that aims to classify an input
image as a positive if a pedestrian occurs in the image or a negative if no pedestrian is found in.
Previous approaches have been proposed in literature based on so many features extraction
methods, we note VJ [14] as short for the Viola and Jones one of the first descriptor proposed and
used to detect objects efficiently in real-time images, it was also trained using the AdaBoost
classifier in [11] and merged both motion and appearance information to spot a walking person,
Hog descriptor displayed by Dalal and Triggs [4] it is a feature descriptor used in computer
vision and image processing in the purpose of detecting objects, Hol [2] and so many others that
can be uncounted in [3]. In [15] David et al. represent a new approach using Haar wavelets and
edge orientation histograms fed into an Adaboost classifier to generate a good pedestrian
detection compared to the approach results displayed in [4], in which Dalal and Triggs used
support vector machine with histogram of oriented gradient. In the context of detecting object in
the paper [16] an integral image was adopted to allow the Adaboost classifier to compute quickly
the features judged critical. Then their generated classifier is combined in cascade way in order to
discard quickly some background regions while concentrating computations on interest object
regions. In [17] Gavrila and Munder presents a multi-cue vision system which use cascade modes
that analyse visual criteria to narrow down the search space to perform detection, similarly [18]
exhibit a framework that counts four detectors trained individually to get four components of the
human body, the results are then combined and classified either a “person” or a “nonperson.”,
besides the work in [19] is an evaluation of the performance of descriptors which compute local
interest regions and it proposes an extension of SIFT descriptor according to their results. The
most popular approach for improving detection quality is to increase/diversify the features
computed over the input image, by having richer and higher dimensional representations, the
classification task becomes somehow easier, enabling improved results. To that matter a large set
of feature types have been explored: edge information [5] [6] [7] [8], color information [6] [12],
texture information [13], local shape information co-variance features [9], among others. More
and more diverse features have been shown to systematically improve performance.
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3. HOL
3.1. Generalities
The Histogram of oriented Laplacien proposed in [2] is an image descriptor similar to Hog
descriptor. HOG is a set of characteristic descriptors, which serves to detect objects in digital
images. It was introduced by Dalal and Triggs [4] and has contributed in so many works in
literature in the field of features extraction. The Hog descriptor is based on the principle that the
shape and the appearance of an object is described by the gradient intensity distribution and
orientation of edges. In fact, the implementation of these descriptors starts by cutting the image in
adjacent small areas called cells. For each cell, the histogram of the gradient orientations is
commuted for each pixel. Hence, combining all those calculated histograms gives the HOG
descriptor. To polish the given results, the histograms are normalized by calculating a measure of
the intensity of a set of cells called blocks. This measure is used to normalize all the cells in a
block. The process of building a HOG descriptor for a given image is described as follows:
•
•
•

•

First; the input image is divided into small spatial regions corresponding to the cells.
Then, the input image is divided into small special regions corresponding to the cells.
For each cell, accumulate a local histogram of gradient directions or edge orientation in
every pixels in the cell
The normalization is applied on local histogram to reduce the effect of illumination
variance.

This can be done by accumulating a measure of these local histograms over regions called blocks.
A block is a set of cells and then use the results to normalize all cells in the block.

Figure 1. Operating principle of HOL

The HOL descriptor (see Figure 1), is based on the processing of the HOG descriptor where the
gradient filter was replaced by the Laplacien one.
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4. THE DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
GDCT (Global Discrete cosine transform) and LDCT (Local discrete cosine transform) for
pedestrian detection were two transforms introduced and used for pedestrian detection. Unlike
other transforms, the DCT attempts to represent each image by a set of features called DCT
coefficients where most of the visually significant information about the image is concentrated in
just a few coefficients of the DCT, most of the time we combine the coefficient extraction to
coefficient reductions to reduce the computation time.
4.1. Generalities
The Discrete Cosine Transform helps separate the image into parts (or spectral sub-bands) of
differing importance (with respect to the image's visual quality). The DCT is similar to the
discrete Fourier Transform since it transforms a signal or image from the spatial domain to the
frequency representation.
As known in an image, most of the energy is concentrated in the lower frequencies, so if we
transform an image into its frequency components and neglect the higher frequency coefficients,
we can reduce the amount of data needed to describe the image without sacrificing too much
image quality. Ahmed, Natarajan, and Rao (1974) [1] first introduced the DCT in the early
seventies.
The general equation for a 2D (N x M image) DCT is defined by the following equation:


,  =  
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%# &
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(3)

And
f (i,j) is the 2D input sequence
The basic operation of the DCT is as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The input image is N by M;
f(i,j) is the intensity of the pixel in row i and column j;
F(u,v) is the DCT coefficient in row k1 and column k2 of the DCT matrix;
For most images, much of the signal energy lies at low frequencies; these appear in the
upper left corner of the DCT;
5) The output array of DCT coefficients contains integers; these can range from -1024 to
1023;
6) It is computationally easier to implement and more efficient to regard the DCT as a set of
basic functions which given a known input array size (8 x 8) can be precomputed and
stored. This involves simply computing values for a convolution mask (8 x8 window)
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that get applied (sum m values x pixel the window overlap with image apply window
across all rows/columns of image). The values are simply calculated from the DCT
formula.
In Natural images, the majority of the DCT energy is concentrated on low frequencies, so each
image retain a set of low frequency features and high frequency features (edges) which are rarely
encountered.

4.2. Feature reduction
The advantages of DCT are based on the fact that most images have sparse edges. Therefore,
most blocks contain primarily low frequencies, and can be represented by a small number of
coefficients without significant precision loss. In general, the first DCT coefficients contain most
of the information about the global statistics of the processed block, which is necessary to
achieve high classification accuracy. Based on that, the idea of reducing the dimension of the
DCT coefficient vector length off GDCT and LDCT is eventual.

Figure 2. The principle of applying GDCT

Figure 3. The principle of applying LDCT
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5. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
The theory of SVMs is from statistics, which is proposed by Vapnik [10]. The basic principle of
SVM is finding the optimal linear hyper plane in the feature space that maximally separates the
two target classes. Support Vector Machines are based on the concept of decision planes that
define decision boundaries. A decision plane is one that separates between a set of objects having
different classes memberships. The SVM is a state-of-the-art classification method and it is
widely used in supervised classification in machine learning applications. Apart from its
simplicity and accuracy, the SVM classifier is popular because of the ease with which it can deal
with high-dimensional data. It performs binary classification by defining a hyper-plane that
classifies the input data into two classes (Pedestrian) and (Non pedestrian). SVM uses kernel
functions to classify data in a high dimension space, where the separation is performed much
easily. The separation is given by the equation:
:

1 = 2$ 34$ 5$ 61$ . 18 + 9

(4)

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Much of the progress in the past few years has been driven by the availability of challenging
public datasets. In this paper, the proposed approach has been mainly applied on INRIA person
along with the Daimler datasets, and simulated on the platform of Matlab.

6.1. Databases
Multiple pedestrian datasets have been collected over the years and used for testing different
approaches in the field of pedestrian detection or tracking.
The INRIA person dataset is very popular in the Pedestrian Detection community, both for
training detecting and reporting results. It helped drive recent advances in pedestrian detection
and remains one of the most widely used databases despite its limitations. This dataset was
collected as part of research work on detection of upright people in images and video.
In addition to the Inria person dataset, our approach has been tested on the Daimler pedestrian.

Figure 4. Samples of images from the INRIA person Database

The Daimler pedestrian dataset contains a collection of pedestrian and non-pedestrian images. It
is made available for download over the internet for benchmark purposes, in order to advance
research on pedestrian classification.
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Figure 5. A sample of DC database

6.2. Proposed Method
In this paper, we propose a new approach for the pedestrian detection; it is based on the
concatenations of the HOL characteristic vector respectively with the GDCT and the LDCT
coefficients.
In this paper, all the images of the Inria person dataset were re-sized to square 290x290 pixels for
the GDCT application, and to 288x288 pixels so they can be an integral number of 8x8 pixels per
block for the LDCT application, as a result we end up with 1296 blocks of 8x8 pixels. Based on
the principle of the features reduction represented in the Figure 2 and Figure 3, we reduced the
number of coefficients for both GDCT and LDCT ,the obtained vectors are then concatenated to
the HOL feature vector and then fed into a Bi-class SVM to classify the input data as a pedestrian
ID or not. LIBSVM (a library for Support Vector Machines) and different kernel functions were
tested here to improve detection, by reducing the miss rate, and increasing the accuracy rate
Table 1.
Table 1. Test on the Inria person.

HOL
GDCT
LDCT
GDCT+HOL
LDCT+HOL

Kernel
RBF
Polynomial
Polynomial
Polynomial
Polynomial
Polynomial
Linear
Polynomial
Linear

Coefficients
84100 coef / Image
40000 coef / Image
64 coef / Block
16 coef / Block
-

Accuracy (%)
77.42
76.91
76.91
76.91
76.91
76.91
78.60
32.08
32.56

Miss Rate (%)
18
23
23
23
23
23
21
86
83.03

Many combination of SVM parameter were tested, the best performances were obtained using the
Polynomial kernel function, and we reduced the number of the coefficients per images since we
obtain better performance. The outcome of the concatenation of the GDCT and the HOL
descriptor is the increase of the detection rate by 2 % and the decrease of the miss rate compared
to the application of HOL or GDCT as a feature descriptor on the Inria person dataset each one
alone .
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As for the application GDCT of the LDCT on the Daimler, we had to rescale the images
respectively to 39x39 pixels which give us a total of 1296 coefficients per image, and to 32x32
pixels for the LDCT that provide us with 16 blocks of 8x8 pixels per image, and each block
enumerate 64 coefficients,
cients, the deferent results are summed up on Table 2
Table 2. Test on the DC database
Kernel
RBF
Polynomial
Polynomial
Polynomial
Linear
Polynomial
Linear

HOL
GDCT
LDCT
GDCT+HOL
LDCT+HOL

Coefficients
1296 coef / Image
64 coef / Block
-

Accuracy (%)
53.01
65.5
67.27
65.48
65.12
32.36
48.59

Miss Rate (%)
23
18
19.7
18
39.80
64.7
52.37

6.3. Comparison
This section provides a comparative study of our approaches and multiple well
well-known
known techniques
for pedestrian detection applied on In
Inria person database and the DC pedestrian data set.

Figure 6. Effect of features on detection performance Inria Dataset

Classification performance of our proposed method is evaluated using the bar plot represented on
the Figure 6, which plot the miss rate.
The miss rate is a measure that calculate the proportion of false negative rate miss detection of a
pedestrian in an image, it is considered in so many research works as a procedure that shows the
effectiveness of different features in the dete
detection
ction applied on the Inria person database.
As we have shown experimentally, our approach brings several advances when compared to
commonly used and existing procedures; the reduction of the number of coefficients calculated
by the mean of GDCT and LDCT, since they don't capture discriminative information, combining
it to the HOL descriptor reduces the Miss rate, and places our approach in a decent position
compared to the HOG [4] combined to the SVM classifier and VJ [11], the most used descriptors
in the field of pedestrian detection.
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Figure 7. Effect of features on detection performance Daimler Dataset

The Daimler dataset is grayscale unlike the other datasets. As such, only a subset of the detection
algorithms were applicable (those that did not re
rely
ly on color information). The Figure 7 shows that
the proposed feature selection proposed in this article outperform different methods proposed out
there and applied on the Daimler database.

7. CONCLUSION
In this study, we putted forward an extended approach to the proposed method GDCT and LDCT
applied for the pedestrian detection by combining these methods to HOL approach.
Before the combination of the two separate approaches, we dug the possibility of features
reduction in both cases of GDCT and LD
LDCT,
CT, reducing the number of studied coefficients and
keeping only the more significant ones, then concatenating them to the HOL coefficient.
We showed experimentally that our proposed method for detecting pedestrian improves over
some recent techniques proposed
oposed in the article [2] as well as the earlier method of [4], from which
HOL seeks out its idea.
This article is an in depth comparison of the proposed method and the state of the art methods for
the pedestrian detection, applied and verified on the Inr
Inria
ia Person and Daimler databases;
regarding the classification methods, we used the SVM classifier and tested various kernel
functions and kept the most performing ones.
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ABSTRACT
Many real-life applications need to handle and manage time pieces of information. Allen
temporal relations are one of the most used and known formalisms for modelling and handling
temporal data. This paper discusses a novel idea to introduce some kind of flexibility in defining
such relations between two fuzzy time intervals. The key concept of this approach is a fuzzy
tolerance relation conveniently modelled. Tolerant Allen temporal relations are then defined
using the dilated and the eroded intervals of the initial fuzzy time intervals. By leveraging some
particular fuzzy indices to compare two fuzzy time intervals, this extension of Allen relations is
integrated in the Fuzz-TIME system developed in our previous works.

KEYWORDS
Temporal Relations, Fuzzy Time Intervals, Tolerance Relation, Dilation, Erosion, Temporal
Databases.

1. INTRODUCTION
Among advanced databases we find in real world applications, temporal databases which manage
temporal aspects (time, date ...) of the data they contain are often encountered. In such
applications, temporal information is often perceived or expressed in an imprecise/fuzzy manner
[1]. For example, periods of global revolutions are characterized by beginnings and endings
naturally gradual and ill-defined (such as "well after early 20" or "to late 30"). Unfortunately, and
to the best of our knowledge, there is not much work devoted to querying/handling
fuzzy/imprecise information in a temporal databases context. On the contrary, in Artificial
Intelligence field, several works exist to represent and handle imprecise or uncertain information
in temporal reasoning (see for instance, Dubois et al. [2], Schockaert S. and De Cock [3],
Badaloni and Giacomin [4]).
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 97–116, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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As mentioned above, only very few studies have considered the issue of modeling and handling
flexible queries over regular/fuzzy temporal databases. In [5] [6], an approach that integrates
bipolar classifications to determine the degree of satisfaction of records, is proposed. It relies on
using both positive and negative imprecise and possibly temporal preferences. But this approach
is still unable to model complex temporal relationships and cannot be applied in historical
temporal databases (for instance, the user may request one time period but reject a part of this
period, when specifying the valid time constraint in the query). Deng et al. [7] have proposed a
temporal extension to an extended ERT model to handle fuzzy numbers. They have specified a
fuzzy temporal query which is an extension from the TQuel language and they have introduced
the concepts of fuzzy temporal in specification expressions, selection, join and projection.
Tudorie et al. [8] have proposed a fuzzy model for vague temporal terms and their implication in
queries' evaluation. Unfortunately, this approach does not allow to model a large class of
temporal terms (such as: just after and much before). In [9], Galindo and Medina have proposed
an extension of temporal fuzzy comparators and have introduced the notion of dates in Relational
Databases (RDB) by adding two extra precise attributes on dates (VST, VET). Recently, in [10]
we have proposed an extension, named TSQLf, of SQLf language [11] by adding the time
dimension. TSQLf language allows for expressing user queries involving fuzzy criteria on time. It
is founded on the fuzzy extension of Allen temporal relations already proposed in [2].
Unfortunately, all the above approaches consider (fuzzy) temporal relations only between regular
time intervals (i.e., their lower and upper bounds are crisp instants). While in real world
applications, time intervals are often described by ill-defined bounds to better capture the
vagueness inherent to the available pieces of time information.
This paper is a step towards dealing with that issue. It proposes an extension of Allen temporal
relations to compare fuzzy time intervals. This extension relies on a particular tolerance relation
that allows associating a fuzzy time interval with two nested fuzzy time intervals (i.e., the dilated
and the eroded intervals). Based on these two nested intervals, in order to introduce some softness
in comparing fuzzy temporal entities, tolerant Allen relations are defined. Particular fuzzy indices
are used for the purpose of tolerant Allen relations computation.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide some background necessary to the
reading of the paper and a critical related work. In section 3, tolerant Allen relations modeling
and their handling are explicitly discussed. Then in section 4, we describe how we have
integrated this extension in our FuzzFuzz-TIME system. Section 5 concludes the paper and sketches
some lines for future work.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The purpose of this section is manifold. We begin by recalling Allen temporal relation, and then
we recall some fuzzy comparators of interest. Finally, we present the dilation and erosion
operations on fuzzy sets. This section is mainly browsed from [2].

2.1. Allen Temporal Relations
Allen [12] has proposed a set of mutually exclusive primitive relations that can be applied
between two temporal intervals. These relationships between events are usually denoted by
before (≺), after (≻), meets (m), met by (mi), overlaps (o), overlapped by (oi), during (d),
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contains (di), starts (s), started by (si), finishes (f), finished by (fi), and (≡). Their meaning is
illustrated in Table 1 (where A = [a, a'] and B = [b, b'] are two time intervals with a and a'
(respectively b and b') represent the two bounds of A (respectively B), with a < a'.

2.2. Fuzzy comparators
In this section, we recall two fuzzy comparators expressed in terms of difference of values. Such
comparators capture approximate equalities and graded inequalities.
Approximate Equalities and Graded Inequalities
An approximate equality between two values, here representing dates, modeled by a fuzzy
relation E with membership function µ E (E stands for "equal"), can be defined in terms of a
distance such as the absolute value of the difference. Namely,
µ E(x, y) = µ L(|x - y|)
For simplicity, fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations are assumed to be defined on the real line.
Approximate equality can be represented by
∀ x, y ∈ ℝ

µ x, y = µ |x − y| = max 0, min 1,
1
0
=
δ
+
ε
− |x − y|


ε


δ + ε − |x − y|

ε

if |x − y| ≤ δ
if |x − y| > δ + ε

otherwise

Table 1. Allen Relations.

)
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where ρ and ϵ are respectively positive and strictly positive parameters which affect the
approximate equality. With the following intended meaning: the possible values of the difference
a - b are restricted by the fuzzy set L = −δ, δ, ε, ε 1. In particular a E(0) b means a = b.
Similarly, a more or less strong inequality can be modeled by a fuzzy relation G (G stands for
"greater"), of the form
µ G (x, y) = µ K (x – y)
In the following, we take
∀ x, y ∈
µ* x, y

µ+ x  y

max 0, min -1,


1

0
x

yλ


ρ

./0
1
ρ

if x ! /  0  ,
if x y  λ

otherwise

)

We assume , > 0, i.e. G more demanding than the idea of "strictly greater" or "clearly greater". K
= λ, λ  ρ, ∞, ∞ is a fuzzy interval which gathers all the values equal to or greater than a
value fuzzily located between λ and ρ.. K is thus a fuzzy set of positive values with an increasing
membership function. See Figure 1. According to the values of parameter λ  ρ the modality,
which indicates how much larger than b is a,, may be linguistically labelled by “Slightly”,
“moderately”, “much”. In a given context G(0) stands for ‘>’.

Figure 1. Modeling "approximate equality" and "graded strict inequality".

2.3. Dilation
ion and Erosion Operations
Let us consider a fuzzy set A representing a time interval, and an approximate equality relation
E(L). A can be associated with a nested pair of fuzzy sets when using the parameterized relation
E(L) as a tolerance relation [2]. Indeed,

1

A = (A, B, a, b) stands for the trapezoi
trapezoidal
dal membership function (t.m.f.) of the fuzzy set A where [A, B]
(resp. [A-a,
a, B+b]) is the core (resp. support
support).
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 one can build a fuzzy set of temporal instants close to A such that A ⊆ A . This is the
dilation operation,
L

 one can build a fuzzy set of temporal instants close to A such that AL ⊆ A. This is the
erosion operation.

2.2.1. Dilation operation
Dilating the fuzzy set of temporal instants A by L will provide a fuzzy set AL defined by
µ 34 r = sup7 min µ

89

s, r , µ 3 s

(1)

= sup7 min µ  r − s , µ 3 s

Hence,

= µ 3⨁ r

(2)
(3)
A = A ⨁ L

where ⨁ is the addition operation extended to fuzzy sets [13]. AL gathers the elements of A and
the elements outside A which are somewhat close to an element in A. See Figure 2.
One can easily check that the fuzzy set of temporal instants AL is less restrictive than A, but still
semantically close to A. Thus, AL can be viewed as a relaxed variant of A. In terms of t.m.f., if A
= (a, a’, α, α’)2 and L = −δ, δ, ϵ, ϵ then AL = a − δ, a′ + δ, α + ϵ, α′ + ϵ), see Figure 2.
Example:
If A = (15, 19, 2, 1) and L = (-1, 1, 0.5, 0.5) then
AL = (14, 20, 2.5, 1.5)

Figure 2. Dilated and eroded time intervals of a fuzzy set of temporal instants A.

2

with [a, a'] (resp. [a-α, a'+α']) represents the core (resp. support) of A.
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2.2.2. Erosion operation

Let L ⨁ X = A be an equation where X is the unknown variable. Solving this equation has
extensively been discussed in [14]. It has been demonstrated that the greatest solution of this
> = A ⊖ (-L) = A ⊖ L since L = -L and where ⊖ is the extended
equation is given by X
Minkowski subtraction defined by [11]:
µ 3⊝ r = inf7 Aµ  r − s ⇒C µ 3 s D

(4)

where C a t-norm, and ⇒C is the R-implication induced by C and defined by ⇒C u, v =
sup{λ ∈ 80, 19, C u, λ ≤ v} for u, v ∈ 80, 19. We make use of the same t-norm C = min as in
the dilation operation which implies that ⇒C is the so-colled GoI del implication.

Let E8L9 M = {s, µ 89 s, r > 0} be the set of elements that are close to r in the sense of E[L].
Then, the above expression can be interpreted as the degree of inclusion of E8Z9 M in A. This
means that r belongs to A ⊖ L all the elements s that are close to r are A. Hence, the inclusion A
⊖ L ⊆ A holds. This operation is very useful in natural language to intensify the meaning of
vague terms. Now, eroding the fuzzy set A by L results in the fuzzy set AL defined by
AL= A ⊖ L.

The fuzzy set AL is more precise than the original fuzzy set A but it still remains not too far from
A semantically speaking. If A = a, a′ , α, α′ and L = −δ, δ, ϵ, ϵ then
A = A ⊝ L = a + δ, a′ − δ, α − ϵ, α′ − ϵ provide that α ≥ ϵ and α′ ≥ ϵ. Figure 2 illustrates
this operation.
Example:
If A = (15, 19, 2, 1) and L = (-1, 1, 0.5, 0.5) then
AL = (16, 18, 1.5, 0.5)

In the crisp case, A ⊝ L = Pa, a′ Q ⊝ P−δ, δ′ Q = 8a + δ, a′ − δ′9 (while A ⨁ Z = 8a − δ, a′ + δ′9).
One can easily check that the following proposition holds:
Proposition 1. Using the t.m.f. of AL and AL given above, we have:
•
•
•

A
A

A






= A



=A

= A ⨁ 2L

= A ⊖ 2L

2.4. Related Work
Temporal information is often perceived or expressed in a vague and imprecise manner. Here we
discuss some works related to the modeling and handling of imperfections in time both in
Artificial Intelligence and Databases fields.
The treatment of imprecise or uncertain information in temporal reasoning has been addressed for
a longtime. Dubois and Prade in [15] discuss the approximate reasoning on fuzzy dates and fuzzy
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intervals in the framework of possibility theory. Guesgen et al. [16] propose fuzzy Allen relations
viewed as fuzzy sets of ordinary Allen relationship taking into account a neighborhood structure.
Fuzzy sets, which play a key role in the modeling of flexible constraints, have also been used in
different approaches based on constraints for temporal reasoning. Qian and Lu [17] have studied
several propagation strategies for the treatment of fuzzy rules temporal networks. Barro et al. [18]
have proposed a generalization based on fuzzy sets of time constraint and used possibility
measures to verify the consistency's degree of a fuzzy temporal constraint network. Godo and
Vila [19] have defined a temporal logic approximated based on the integration of fuzzy
constraints in a logical language. The inference system is based on specific rules treating fuzzy
constraints and proposals degrees of certainty. Dubois et al. [20] have proposed a possibilistic
temporal logic that a formula which is associated with a fuzzy set of dates when the formula is
more or less certainly true.
On the other hand, only few works have been proposed for dealing with imperfect data in
databases. Billiet et al. [5] have proposed an approach that integrates bipolar classifications to
determine the degree of satisfaction of records by using both positive and negative imprecise and
possibly temporal preferences. But this approach is still unable to model complex temporal
relationships and not applied in historical temporal databases (for instance, the user may request
one time period but reject a part of this period, when specifying the valid time constraint in the
query). Tudorie et al. [8] have proposed a fuzzy model for vague temporal terms and their
implication in queries' evaluation. Unfortunately, this approach does not allow to model a large
number of temporal terms (such as: just after and much before). Galindo and Medina [9] have
proposed an extension of temporal fuzzy comparators and have introduced the notion of dates in
Relational Databases (RDB) by adding two extra precise attributes on dates (VST, VET). The
most disadvantage of this approach that cannot support some sophisticated queries that need a
step of reasoning before processing. However, some comparators might not be in full agreement
with the intuitive semantics underlying the notion of the temporal relations that refer to.
However, in [10] we have proposed an extension, named TSQLf, of SQLf language [11] by the
addition of the dimension time. TSQLf language allows for expressing user queries involving
fuzzy criteria on time. It is founded on the fuzzy extension of Allen temporal relations already
proposed in [2]. Recently, in [21] we have proposed a first step to introduce some flexibility in
defining such relations between two fuzzy time intervals. This idea presents an extension of Allen
temporal relations based on a particular tolerance relation that allows associating a fuzzy time
interval with two nested intervals (i.e., the dilated and the eroded intervals).
Unfortunately, all the above approaches consider (fuzzy) temporal relations only between regular
time intervals (i.e., their lower and upper bounds are crisp instants). While in real world
applications, time intervals are often described by ill-defined bounds to better capture the
vagueness inherent to the available pieces of time information. In this context (i.e., bounds of
temporal intervals are ill-defined), not much work exist in the literature. Except, the works done
by Nagypal and Motik [22], Ohlbach [23] and Schockaert et al. [3]. Nagypal and Motik [22] have
defined a temporal model based on fuzzy sets. This model extends Allen relations with fuzzy
time intervals (ITFs). An ITF means a temporal interval with bounds defined in an imprecise way
(for example, "the period from the late 20s to the early 30s" is an ITF with the following
semantics (1928, 1933, 2, 2)). Nagypal and Motik have introduced a set of auxiliary operators on
intervals such as, for example, the operator taking an interval I and built intervals containing all
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instants which are before initial time I. Then, fuzzy counterparts of these operators have been
defined on the ITFs. Extended Allen relations with ITFs were introduced using the fuzzy
operators. Note that the composition of these relations was not discussed by the authors.
Schockaert et al. [3] also proposed a generalization of Allen relations with ITFs. This
generalization allows handling classical relations between imprecise events (such as, "Roosevelt
died before the start of the Cold War"), and also imprecise nature relations (such as, "Roosevelt
died just before the start of the Cold War "). The key notion used in this approach is the concept
of fuzzy orders on time (as, for example, the fuzzy order that expresses how a moment a is much
smaller than a moment b). These orders represented by parameterized fuzzy relations are applied
to the gradual bounds ITFs to define, for example, the degree bb<< (A, B) (expressing how the
beginning of an ITF A, defined in an imprecise manner, is before the end of an ITF B defined in
an imprecise way as well). In [4], Badaloni and Giacomin have developed a fuzzy extension of
the algebra of intervals, named IAfuz where degrees of preference (belonging to [0, 1]) are
attached to each atomic relation between two classical time intervals.

3. TOLERANT ALLEN RELATIONS
The purpose of this section is twofold. We start by modeling tolerant Allen relations based on
dilation and erosion operations. Then, we present the comparing indices of two fuzzy intervals to
compute to what extent a tolerant Allen relation is satisfied.
3.1. Modeling
Using the dilatation and erosion operations defined above, we can provide the basis for defining a
tolerance-based extension of Allen relations. For instance, the tolerance-based temporal relation
corresponding to meet Allen relation writes:
A toler-meets(L) B would correspond to AL before BL and AL overlaps BL
The statement A toler-meets(L) B means that the temporal relation between the two (crisp/fuzzy)
temporal intervals A and B is perceived as a variant of meet relation thanks to some tolerance
expressed by the indicator L. This is a human perception which is often encountered in real world
applications (such as in managing historical temporal data, planning and scheduling, natural
language understanding, etc.).
The toler-meet relation gathers a class of Allen relations (i.e., before and overlaps) applied on the
eroded and dilated time intervals corresponding to the original time intervals A and B. This boils
down to compute the traditional Allen relations, before and overlaps, on fuzzy temporal intervals
AL and AL (since AL and AL are fuzzy sets as shown in the previous subsection).

Let A = a, a′ , α, α′ be a fuzzy time interval with aS = a, a, α, 0 and aS′ = a′, a′, 0, α′ the two
fuzzy bounds of validity of A. One can write A = aT, a, a′ , aT′ . Under these forms:




AL writes
a − δ, a′ + δ, aT  , aT′
aT′  = a′ + δ, a′ + δ, 0, α′ + ϵ .
AL writes a + δ, a′ − δ, aT
aT′





U
, a′

= a′ − δ, a′ − δ, 0, α′ − ϵ .





where

where aT



aT



= a − δ, a − δ, α + ϵ, 0

= a + δ, a + δ, α − ϵ, 0 and

and
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Example:
Let A a fuzzy temporal interval representing the period from the early 20 until the end of 20. It is
easier to see that A can writes A = VT, VT ′ , W, W′ .
With VT = (1920, 1920, 3, 0) and VT′ = (1930, 1930, 0, 2).

Given that α = 3, α’ = 2 and L = (-3, 3, 1, 1).
Then

AL = 1917, 1933, VT

[

And

AL = 1923, 1927, VT

[

, VT′

[

, VT′

[

where VT

[

where VT

[

= (1917, 1917, 4, 0) and VT′

[

= (1923, 1923, 2, 0) and VT′

In a similar way, the tolerant counterparts of all Allen relations write:
•

A toler-meets (L) B as AL before BL and AL overlaps BL.

•

A toler-before(L) B as AL toler-meets(L) BL.

•

A toler-overlaps (L) B as AL toler-meets BL.

•

A toler-during (L) B as AL toler-equals BL.

•

A toler-starts(L) B as AL during BL and AL overlaps BL.

•

A toler-finishes (L) B as AL overlapped_by BL ˄ AL during BL.

•

A toler-equals (L) B as AL contains BL ˄ AL during BL.

[

= (1933, 1933, 0, 3).
= (1927, 1927, 0, 1).

3.2. Computation
In this section, firstly, we recall the comparing indices of two fuzzy intervals proposed by Dubois
and Prade in [24].
Let two fuzzy time intervals M and N expressed by quadruples of the form (m1, m2, α1, α2) and
(n1, n2, ß1, ß2) respectively. Basically, there are four indices to interpret how M is greater than N
(see Figure 3).
d M ≻ N = inf^,_ {max A1 − µ ` x , 1 − µ a y D : x ≤ y}

d M ≻c N = inf^ sup_ {max A1 − µ ` x , µ a y D : x ≥ y}
d M ≻d N = sup^ inf_ {max Aµ ` x , 1 − µ a y D : x < /}
d M ≽ N = sup^,_ {min Aµ ` x , µ a y D : x ≥ y}

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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Figure 3. Possibilistic indices of fuzzy intervals comparisons.

Equation (5) expresses the certainty that x is greater than N, knowing that x is M. This means that
M is necessarily greater than N. It can be expressed on the basis of a necessity degree of the
proposal that M is strictly greater than N as follows:
ℵ` 9N, +∞

= 1 − sup^h_ min µ ` x , µ a y

(9)

Equation (9) refers to the degree of inclusion of the fuzzy set M in ]N, + ∞). Knowing that;
ℵ` 9N, +∞

= Ness x > i | . jk l

Equation (6) expresses the certainty that x is greater or equal to N, knowing that x is M. It can be
expressed on the basis of a necessity degree of the proposal that M is greater than or equal to N as
follows:
ℵ` 8N, +∞

= inf^ sup_ ∶_ h^ max 1 − µ ` x , µ a y

(10)

Equation (10) refers to the degree of inclusion of the fuzzy set M in [N, +∞). Knowing that
ℵ` 8N, +∞

= Ness x ≥ N | x is M

Equation (7) expresses the possibility that x is greater than N, knowing that x is M. It can be
expressed on the basis of a possibility degree of the proposal that M is strictly greater than N as
follows:

Π` 9N, +∞

= sup^ inf_ ∶_ p ^ min μ` x , 1 − μa y

(11)

Equation (11) refers to the degree of nonemptiness of the fuzzy set M ∩ 9N, +∞ of numbers
strictly greater than N, given that they are restricted by M. Knowing that:
∏` 9N, +∞

= Poss x > i | . jk l

Equation (8) expresses the possibility that x is greater or equal to N, knowing that x is M. It can
be expressed on the basis of a possibility degree of the proposal that M is greater than or equal to
N as follows:

∏` 8N, +∞
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(12)

Equation (12) refers to the degree of nonemptiness of the fuzzy set M ∩ 8N, +∞ of numbers
greater than or equal to N, given that they are restricted by M. Knowing that:
∏` 8N, +∞

= Poss x ≥ N | x is M .

Given these degrees of comparison between two fuzzy time intervals, we can use equation (5)
redefined in terms of a degree of necessity by the equation (9) to assess the extent to which a
fuzzy time interval A is greater than another fuzzy time interval B (see Figure 4), denoted by
d A ≻ B (with A = (a1, a2, α1, α2) and B = (b1, b2, ß1, ß2)) as follows;
d A ≻ B = 1 − sup^h_ min µ 3 x , µ v y

with ρ =

^d {|dα|
α|

1
= w1 − ρ
0

and x =

}~ α| c {|
xc α|

(13)

if ax − αx ≥ bz + βz
if ax − αx < bz + βz and ax > bz )
otherwise

To illustrate formula (13), let us consider the following example (where A = [25/10/2015,
28/10/2015, 1, 1] that expresses time around October 25 and October 28):
Case 1: B = [19/10/2015, 20/10/2015, 2, 2]

ax − αx > bz + βz  24/07/2015 > 20/07/2015 then
d A ≻B =1

Case 2: B = [19/10/2015, 24/10/2015, 2, 2]

ax − αx < bz + βz  24/07/2015 < 26/07/2015 and
ax > bz  25/07/2015 > 24/07/2015 then
d A ≻B =1− ρ=1−

}~ d{| cxcα|
xcα|

Case 3: B = [19/10/2015, 26/10/2015, 2, 2]

= 0,5

ax − αx < bz + βz 24/07/2015<27/07/2015 and
ax < bz  25/10/2015 < 26/10/2015 then
d A ≻B =0
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Figure 4. Comparison index d A ≻ B .

Using the formula (13), we define in Table 2 a way to calculate the degree of tolerant Allen
relations. We have used this formula because we need to be sure that an interval A is greater than
another B. This means that A is necessarily greater than B.
Table 2. Tolerant Allen Relations (where d b ≻ aT′ = 1 − sup^h_ min µ }U x , µ {T′ y ).
4

4
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4. FUZZ-TIME SYSTEM
4.1. Architecture Overview
Here we give an overview of Fuzz-TIME system. It includes in fact two main steps and each
step contains a set of modules.
Step 1 begins with a temporal gradual query proposed by the user through a GUI of the FuzzTIME system. The latter requests the user to define a validity interval for each fuzzy temporal
specification. Then, TSQLf query is generated and sent to a main interpretation module. This
module is composed by a set of submodules; each presents an alternative for managing TSQLf
queries. The result of this module corresponds to an evaluation of an SQL-like query.
The second step firstly proceeds to pass the query by reasoning module. The latter uses the
inference machinery of fuzzy Allen relations. Then the request goes through the data
management system to select rows that meet the required temporal criteria. Finally, the selected
lines pass through the module of our system that calculates the degree of satisfaction of each line
with the selection criteria. Then, the selected lines with their degrees are displayed to the user.

4.2. Modules Description
In [10] we have proposed an extension, named TSQLf, of SQLf language [11] by adding the time
dimension. TSQLf language allows for expressing user queries involving fuzzy criteria on time.
It is founded on the fuzzy extension of temporal Allen relations already proposed in [2]. We have
implemented this language and developed a first version of the Fuzz-TIME3 system.
In this preliminary version of Fuzz-TIME, queries involving fuzzy temporal criteria can be
handled where the temporal relations can be defined in a fuzzy way but time are defined only in
terms of regular (crisp) intervals. While in real-life applications, time intervals are often
described by ill-defined bounds to better capture the vagueness inherent to the available pieces of
time information. For this reason, in this work, we have introduced tolerant temporal relations to
deal with this issue. Also, we have endowed our Fuzz-TIME Tool with the capabilities for
handling such novel temporal relations.
First, we present the architecture of Fuzz-TIME system. Figure 5 depicts the different modules
necessary to processing an TSQLf query. In the Interface module, the user enters a gradual
temporal query using a graphical interface, this latter gives him/her in the first place the
possibility of choosing attributes, tables and built fuzzy temporal conditions, and second the
system asks the user to identify the validity interval and the tolerance interval for each fuzzy
temporal condition (i.e., the fuzzy parameter L).
-

3

If the user provides a validity interval with crisp bounds, then Fuzzy Allen Relation
module (denoted by FAR) is triggered. More details about this module can be found in
[10]. Note that in the case where the TSQLf query requires a phase of reasoning, the
system calls the module Reasoning Step. This module leverages the inference machinery
of fuzzy Allen relations developed in the first version.

FuzzFuzz-TIME:
TIME Fuzzy Temporal Information Managing and Exploitation.
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-

If the user gives a validity interval with fuzzy bounds, then the system automatically
computes the eroded and dilated intervals. Thereafter, the system passes the request to
the Query Interpretation module which transforms the request into a crisp query using
the Tolerant Allen Relations module (denoted by TAR) using the principle of dilation and
erosion operations. The result of this module is an TSQLf query to be sent to the
management system database in order to select the attributes that meet the fuzzy temporal
query criteria.

Figure 5. Architecture of Fuzz-TIME system.

The last module, Satisfaction Degree Computation, ensures the calculation of satisfaction degree
of the TSQLf query at hand. The returned results are attached with a degree of satisfaction and
then displayed on the user interface.
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4.3. An Illustrative Example
To better explain our proposal we present below an example from Archaeology field. Consider
the Archaeology table (see Table 3) presenting the material remains from prehistoric times. The
table schema is Archaeology (Code_Ar#, Name_Ar, Location, Date_Discovery, VST_Dc,
VET_Dc, Date_Dated, VST_Dd, VET_Dd). Where VST_Dc means the start validity date of Date_
Discovery, VET_Dc means the end validity date of Date_ Discovery, VST_Dd means the start
validity date of Date_Dated and VET_Dd means the end validity date of Date_Dated.
Table 3. The Archaeology table.

4.4. Demonstrative Scenarios
We will demonstrate the functioning of our FuzzFuzz-TIME
TIME system by presenting some particular
queries over archaeological databases.
•

Q1: Show archaeological discoveries that took place during the 3rd quarter of 2000.

Here the user asked a query with a fuzzy temporal condition (3rd quarter) but we can easily
interpret the validity interval of the fuzzy temporal condition corresponding to [01/07/2000,
30/09/2000]. So the solution is a simple SQL query.
Select *
From Archaeology A
Where A.VST > 01/07/2000 and A.VET < 30/09/2000;
•

Q2: Show archaeological discoveries that took place just after the Second World War.

The user indicated in this query a fuzzy temporal constraint (Second World War). So we must
proceed with the generation of a TSQLf request. According to the principle of TSQLf query, the
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system must ask the user to specify a valid interval for fuzzy temporal constraint proposed by the
user. Indeed two cases are possible here:
i)

the user can define a validity interval with two crisp bounds [VST, VET]. For
example [01/09/1939, 02/09/1945]
So here we use the first principle of the TSQLf approach and the request will be
Select *
From Archaeology A
Where A.VET > 02/09/1949;

ii)

the user can define a validity interval with two fuzzy bounds [VST, VET]. For
example [Before the end of 1939, Just before end of 1945]
So the bounds of validity interval defined by the user are fuzzy, consequently
TSQLf query should use the principle of Tolerant Allen Relations; the system
asks the user to define a fuzzy set A = (a, a’, α, α’) for the validity fuzzy interval
and a fuzzy set L = (-δ, δ, ε, ε). For example: A = (20/09/1939, 10/09/1945, 7, 5)
and L = (-3, 3, 2, 1). Then the system generates automatically two intervals the
eroded and dilated ones. Thereafter it generates a TSQLf query using Tolerant
Allen Relations proposed in section 3. 2.

4.5. Implementation and Interface
We present in this section some user-friendly interfaces that help to make gradual temporal
queries based on tolerant Allen relations. It can help users for expressing temporal terms in a
fuzzy way. The tool we have developed acts as an JAVA interface with the Oracle DBMS and
generates TSQLf queries directly executable by calls to functions and PL/SQL bloc stored. The
interface is connected to the database so as to store the tables in the field study that incorporates
fuzzy temporal aspects. In this way, it is possible to add for each table, which contains a
crisp/fuzzy temporal attribute, two specific temporal attributes (VST, VET).
Our first approach proposed in [10] is still functional in our Fuzz-TIME system, Figure 6 shows
the possibility that a user can enter a query with a temporal fuzzy constraint then he can define
the validity interval with two crisp dates.
The extension integrated in Fuzz-TIME tool allows, first, to accept the definition of fuzzy
temporal condition (Figure 7), and second, the definition of validity interval and tolerance
interval for each fuzzy temporal condition. Here the user can introduce fuzzy bounds for each
validity intervals (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Definition of fuzzy temporal conditions with crisp bounds.

Figure 7. Definition of fuzzy temporal conditions.

After the step above, the tool informs the user that the bounds introduced are fuzzy so it is
necessary to define the fuzzy set A corresponding to a fuzzy temporal condition as well as the
fuzzy set L. The aim is to generate automatically the pair intervals (dilated and eroded ones).
Then, the generated TQSLf query is submitted to the database to select rows that match its fuzzy
temporal criteria. Finally, a degree of satisfaction is calculated and assigned to each selected line
(Figure 8 and Figure 9).
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Figure 8. Result of an TSQLf query.

Figure 9. Result of an TSQLf query
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have defined the principle of tolerance-based of Allen temporal relations to
manage time intervals with fuzzy bounds. The key notion of this extension is the dilation and
erosion operations defined on fuzzy time intervals. Then we have defined a way for computing
such introduced relations by leveraging fuzzy indices comparison. A new version of our FuzzTIME System is developed. It allows handling temporal queries where time can be expressed in
terms of fuzzy intervals.
As for future immediate work, we first plan to establish the complete set of composition rules of
the tolerant Allen relations for the purpose of reasoning and inference. Second, we incorporate
such reasoning in our Fuzz-TIME System. Another line of future research is to investigate the
issue of uncertainty in temporal relations in the spirit of [25].
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ABSTRACT
In process of software architecture design, different decisions with system-wide impacts are
made. An important decision of design stage is the selection of appropriate software
architecture style. Since quantitative impacts of styles on quality attributes have not been
studied yet, their application is not systematic. Since Reliability is one of the essential quality
requirements of software systems, especially for life critical ones, one of the main criteria in
choosing architecture style of these systems is high reliability. The goal of this study is to
quantify the impact of architecture styles on software reliability that is desired quality of life
critical software. We evaluate styles through reliability block diagram method. First, the
reliability equation of each architectural style was computed using of Reliability block diagram
approach. Then, reliability rank of architectural styles is computed by setting of the number of
effective components in a transaction parameter in reliability equation of architectural styles.
The main innovation of this article is quantification of impact of styles on software reliability
that is essential for style selection.

KEYWORDS
Software Architecture, Software Architecture Style Evaluation, Reliability block diagram

1. INTRODUCTION
Software systems are increasingly entering consumers’ everyday life. To satisfy the consumers’
requirements, these systems must demonstrate high reliability and availability. Thus, they must
function correctly and without interruption [1]. The software architecture design stage is the first
stage of software development in which it is possible to evaluate how well the quality
requirements are being met [1]. In the process of architecture design, different decisions are made
that have system-wide impact [2]. Architectural decisions made early in the design process are a
critical factor in the successful development of system. In particular, the selection of an
appropriate software architecture style (SAS) has a significant impact on various system quality
attributes [3]. Functionality may be achieved using any of a number of possible structures [4], so
SASs are selected based on amount of their support from quality attributes. Styles present models
for solving the problem of designing the software architecture in a way that each model describes
its components, responsibilities of the components and the way they cooperate [5]. Since
quantitative impacts of SASs on quality attributes have not been studied yet [6], their applications
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 117–129, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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are not systematic [7]. In other words, present use of styles in design is based on intuition of
software developers.
Software reliability is widely recognized as one of the most important aspects of software quality
[8]. Thus, quantification of impact of SASs on software reliability plays an important role in
selecting SASs. This study is a step towards quantification of influence of SASs on quality
attributes.
In [9], a method is shown to map an architectural style, expressed formally in an architectural
description language, into a relational model that can be checked for various style properties such
as consistency. In [3], the impact of a distributed software system’s architectural style on the
system’s energy consumption has been estimated. In [10], a method for specifying the
relationship between six SASs and quality attributes such as reliability has been proposed. The
relationship between the quality attributes, design principles and some SASs has been specified
using a tree-based framework. In [6], impacts of SASs on quality attributes are determined based
on the description of style in [11]. [6] and [10] are not able to determine the amount of style
support from quality attributes and do not offer quantitative results about their reliability and are
not precise.
Different methods for evaluating software reliability are presented [12, 13, and 14]. Considering
available information about SASs, only some of those methods like reliability block diagram
(RBD) [14] can be used for evaluation of SASs reliability.
In this study, according to the concept of transaction, SASs are evaluated based on reliability
block diagram approach and reliability equation of SASs in this approach is determined. Then
reliability rank of SASs are determined by setting the number of effective components in a
transaction (NECT), and impact of different NECT on SASs rank is investigated. Thus,
quantitative impact of SASs on software reliability is determined.
The RBD method presents a block representation of software components and their reliability
status, and is a suitable method for determining the reliability of SASs and the estimation of their
reliability.
In this work, eight styles: repository (PRS), blackboard (BKB), pipe and filter (P/F), layered
(LYD), implicit/invocation (I/I), client/server(C/S), broker (BRK) and object-oriented (OO) are
evaluated from reliability viewpoint.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 SASs, in section 3 software reliability and their
evaluation methods are discussed. In section 4 reliability evaluations of SASs and in section 5
ranking of SASs is described. In section 6 conclusions are explained.
2. SASS
SASs present models for solving the problem of designing the software architecture in a way that
each model describes its components, responsibilities of the components and the way they
cooperate [11]. Shaw and her colleague [5] introduce seven SASs. Buschmann et al [11] have
also described the pattern in different levels.
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Since the reliability of SASs are evaluated in this study, regarding effective components in
transactions, transaction definition and eight SASs introduced briefly. It should be noted that a
transaction is a set of operations that consists a logical unit of the job [15]. Since the evaluation is
performed at the level of architectural styles, the transaction is considered in term of effective
components in the transaction.
Repository style (RPS). In this style, there are two types of components: a central storage and a
set of components that store, retrieve and update information on the repository [5].
Blackboard style (BKB). The components of this style are Blackboard, experts (knowledge
resources), and the control. The control component in a loop, checks the blackboard status,
evaluates knowledge resource, and activates one of them for the execution [5].
Pipe and filter (P/F). This style is composed of a set of computational components. Each
component acts as a filter and has a number of inputs and outputs. The output of each component
is the input of the next component [5].
Layered style (LYD). In this style, the emphasis is on different abstraction level in the software.
The layered style organized hierarchically. Each layer provides a service for its above layer and
uses its lower layer [5].
Implicit Invocation (I/I). Implicit invocation style is an event-driven style based on broadcast
concepts and announces the occurrence of the event instead of directly invoking a function.
Interested components relate a function to an event. With the occurrence of an event, software
invokes all registered functions [5]. Components of this style are: (1) event publishers, (2)
components that are interested in events, and (3) dispatcher that invokes interested components in
response to an event occurrence.
Client/server(C/S). The components of this style are clients and servers. Clients should be aware
of the name and services presented by servers [5].
Broker style (BRK). Client, servers, broker, client side proxy and server side proxy are the
components of this style. Broker is responsible for coordinating the relationship between clients
and servers. Servers register themselves with the broker, and make their services available to
clients through method interfaces. Clients access services of servers by sending requests via the
broker. Locating appropriate servers, forwarding the request to it and return the results to the
client are the responsibilities of the broker [11].
Object-oriented (OO). In this style, data presentations and the related operations encapsulated in
an object. Objects are the components of this style and they interact through invoking the
functions [5].

3. SOFTWARE RELIABILITY AND THEIR EVALUATION METHODS
The main objective of software is to offer services desired according to the predetermined quality
level. The quality of software has a direct relationship with software architecture. Software often
redesigned not because they are functionally deficient, but because they are difficult to maintain,
port, or scale[16].
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According to IEEE standard 610-12[17] software architecture should provide two types of quality
requirements: developmental and operational. Developmental quality Requirements such as
maintainability and reusability are important in software development in future. Operational
quality requirements such as performance and reliability are important for software users and if
the software lacks them, will not be used.
Reliability is a set of sub-characteristics that determines the capability of the software to maintain
performance under stated conditions for a stated time period [18]. In other words, reliability
indicates a time during which the software is available for use. Reliability sub-characteristics are
as follows [18]:
•

Maturity: the capability of the software product to avoid failures, as a result of faults in
the software. The less the frequency of failure, the higher the software maturity will be.

•

Fault tolerance: the ability to maintain a specified level of performance in case of
software fault.

•

Recoverability: Capability to re-establish the level of performance, Capability to recover
the data, and the time and effort needed for it.

The analysis of reliability sub-characteristics indicates the following points:
•

The frequency of software failure is directly related to the number of critical components
of software architecture, because the more the number of software architecture critical
components, the higher the potential possibility of software failure will be.

•

Software fault tolerance has a reverse relationship with the number of SAS critical
components, because the more the number of SAS critical components, the lower the
software fault tolerance will be.

•

Recoverability has a reverse relationship with the number of SAS critical components,
because principally recoverability is discussed about components by failure of which the
performance of software decreases substantially.

Considering the above-mentioned, RBD approach that do reliability evaluation based on software
components and their interactions, is suitable method for evaluation of reliability at the level of
SAS.

3.1. Software Reliability Evaluation Methods
The software Reliability assessment methods have been classified into quantitative and
qualitative methods [1]. There are different types of quantitative methods; some of them are
usable before software implementation and some after. Measurement based methods which
focuses on the failure of the system are usable before and after software implementation.
RBD method has been presented as a method based on software structure in order to evaluate
reliability of software systems. Tripathi et al. [19] have used RBD to estimate reliability of
complex software systems from a hierarchy of modules. Leblanc et al. [20] presented a model
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based on RBD for indicating real world issues and an algorithm for analysis of this model at the
early stage of software development. So this method can be used to evaluate SAS reliability.
3.1.1. Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) Method
RBD is a block representation of software components in order to investigate the reliability of
components [14]. Since in each architectural style the constituent components the architecture
and their interactions are known, RBD method is suitable for evaluating SASs. RBD method,
determines SASs reliability based on their structure. SASs reliability prediction is done through
investigating the reliability of components. In order to create an RBD the configuration of
software architecture components should be determined first. Figure 1 represents a sequential
configuration of components. In a sequential configuration, a failure of any component results in
failure for the software. The reliability of software with sequential configuration equals the
probability that all the components of the architecture of that software succeed. In this case, the
reliability of software is computed by Eq. (1). Where Rs is software reliability, Xi is event of

Figure 1. Block diagram of sequential configuration [14]

component i being operational, and P(Xi) is the probability that component i is operational. If
components are considered independent then Eq. (1) becomes Eq. (2). In this Eq., Ri is the
reliability of component i. In a

Sequential configuration, the component with the smallest reliability has the biggest effect on
software reliability. As the number of components increases, the software’s reliability decreases.
Similarly, RBD method can be used for computing software reliability with parallel and
sequential-parallel configuration.

4. RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF SASS
In section 4.1, RBD method was presented to compute SASs reliability.
Although methods have been offered to predict software components reliability, since the
evaluation is done at the architectural styles level, there is no enough information of SASs
components. Thus, the reliability of each component is considered Ri.

4.1. Reliability Evaluation of SASs using RBD Method
In this section, SASs will be evaluated using RBD method.
Repository style (RPS). In this style, an independent component Ci interacts with the repository
in a transaction. As a result, reliability of style is computed by Eq. (3), where Rrps is the reliability
of the repository component, and Ri is the reliability of each of the independent components.
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Blackboard style (BKB). For a transaction in BKB, the control component (Cc) checks the
blackboard component (Cbkb) status and selects a suitable knowledge resource (Ckr), then the
knowledge resource interacts with the blackboard. Thus, the reliability of style is computed by
Eq. (4), where Rc is the reliability of the control component, Rbkb is the reliability of the
blackboard, and Rkr is the reliability of the knowledge resource.

Pipe and Filter style (P/F). In this style, in order to perform a transaction all components should
be active. Since in each transaction m components are effective, the reliability of P/F is computed
by Eq. (5), where Ri is the reliability of each filter.

Layered style (LYD). In this style in order to perform a transaction, all layers must be active.
Thus, reliability of style is also computed by Eq. (5). Ri is the reliability of each layer.
Implicit invocation style (I/I). In this style, a transaction begins with occurrence of an event.
Then the event dispatcher component (Cd) activates interested component (Ci). After the
interested component finishes its activity, transaction ends. Thus, the reliability of this style is
computed by Eq. (6), where Rd is the reliability of event dispatcher component and Ri is the
reliability of component interested in the event.

Client/Server style (C/S). In this style, a transaction begins by sending the request of client to
the server. After the request is processed by the server that usually needs interaction with
repository component, the result is sent to the client. Since the server is a complex component,
and consists of several components, the execution of the server is in fact the execution of m
components. Thus, in a transaction, m+1 components, consist of repository and m components in
the server, are each effective. Therefore, the reliability of this style is computed by Eq. (7), where
Rrps is the reliability of the repository component and R1…Rm are the reliability of server
components.
Broker style (BRK). In broker style, a transaction begins by sending the request of client. The
broker component (Cbrk), client side proxy (Ccsp), server (Cs) and repository (Crps) are effective in
the transaction. Similar to client/server style, the execution of the server is in fact execution of m
components. Thus, in a transaction, m+7 components are effective. so the reliability of this style
is computed by Eq. (8), where Rcsp is the reliability of client side proxy, Rbrk is the reliability of
the broker component, Rssp is the reliability of the server side proxy, and Rrps is the reliability of
the repository component.
In server component of client/server and broker styles, a fraction of m components is effective in
transaction. Figure 2 shows the diagram of change in reliability rank of client/server style in
terms of the number of server components effective in transaction for m =5. According to
diagram, by increasing the number of these components the reliability rank of the style is
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decreased. This value is considered m/2 based on authors’ experience in producing software
systems. Software developers determine this parameter based on their former experience in
software development.

Figure 2. Diagram of change in reliability rank of client/server style in terms of the number of server
components effective in transaction for m=5

Object-Oriented style (OO). In this style, the reliability of each use case that consists of k
classes is computed by Eq. (9). An Object-oriented system includes a few use cases, and each
use-case has its own execution path. By failure of one use case, the system continues its work
with lower throughput. Thus, the configuration of this style is like figure 3, where each execution
path indicates a use case. So, the reliability of the style is computed by Eq. (10), where p is the
number of use cases, and Ru is the reliability of each use case. By substituting Ru into Eq. (10),
the reliability of this style is computed by Eq. (12).

Figure 3. Block Diagram of various transactions

In this equation, Ru reliability of each use case. By substitution of Ru from Eq. (12), Eq. (11) is
obtained. Since some of the classes are common among use cases, the reliability of the style is
calculated by Eq. (12) in which c is the number of common classes in use cases. In object
oriented reliability equation, c indicates the number of common classes in use cases. Investigation
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of the reliability of parallel section ( 1 −

p

k

∏ (1 − ∏ R
u =1

j

) ) with different class number

j =1

showed that the reliability of this section is close to 1. So, reliability of the style is equal to that of
c
sequential section ( ∏ Rl ). So, reliability of this style is calculated by Eq. (13).
l =1

Figure 4 shows the diagram of change in reliability of object oriented style in terms of percent
common classes in use cases for no=15. According to diagram, by increasing this percent,
reliability of the style is decreased. Based on their experience, the authors considered the percent
of common classes in use cases to be 20% of all classes.

Figure.4. Diagram of change in reliability rank of client/server style in terms of the number of common
classes of use cases for no=15

Software developers determine common class parameters in use cases and the number of
effective server components in transaction based on their former experience in software
development.
Table 1 indicates the reliability equation of SASs based on RBD method.

4.2. Reliability Evaluation of Large Systems
In some systems, not only an SAS is used as the main basis for system structuring, but also each
of their components may use a specific SAS. Concerning determination of reliability of SASs in
this study, it is also possible to evaluate and determine the reliability of such systems too.
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Table 1. Reliability equation of SASs based on RBD method
Style
Repository

Symbol
RPS

Blackboard

BKB

Pipe and Filter

Reliability

Ri .Rrps
Rc RbkbRkr
m

P/F

∏R

i

i =1

Layered

LYD

m

∏R

i

i =1

Implicit invocation

I/I

Client/Server

C/S

Broker

BRK

Object-oriented

OO

RdRi

Rm/ 2...R2 R1 Rrps
R csp R brk R ssp R m/2 ...R 2 R 1 R rps
c

∏R

j

i =1

5. RANKING OF SASS
In section 4, the reliability of SASs was computed. In the reliability Eq. of most SASs, a parameter
'm' exists which indicates NECT. So, in order to investigate the impact of NECT, the value of 'm'
is considered as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. The components of object-oriented style (i.e. classes) are
more fine grain than components of other SASs. Thus, with the approximation of three classes in
each component in a transaction in average, number of effective classes in a transaction,
corresponding to the NECT in other SASs, will be considered as 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and 21 the. We
consider the reliability of each component/class 0.98.
For different values of m and based on the reliability Eq. of SASs in tables 1, the reliability of
SASs is computed and is shown in tables 2.
Table 2. Reliability of SASs using RBD method

Symbol
RPS
BKB
P/F
LYD
I/I
C/S
BRK
OO

m=2
no =6
0.96
0.941
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.904
0.976

m=3
no =9
0.96
0.941
0.941
0.941
0.96
0.951
0.895
0.964

m=4
no =12
0.96
0.941
0.922
0.922
0.96
0.941
0.886
0.953

m=5
no =15
0.96
0.941
0.904
0.904
0.96
0.932
0.877
0.941

The reliability rank of SASs has been computed by Eq. (13).

m=6
no =18
0.96
0.941
0.885
0.885
0.96
0.922
0.868
0.93

m=7
no =21
0.96
0.941
0.868
0.868
0.96
0.913
0.859
0.919
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Xij is the reliability value of style in i-th row and j-th column. For more clarity, rank
values have been shown by coefficient of 1000 in tables 3.
Table 3 shows changes in rank of SASs Reliability based on the changes of software size.
With increasing software size, rank of some styles such as pipe and filter(P/F) and layered (LYD)
are decreased, rank of some style such as Repository(RPS) and implicit invocation(I/I) are
increased and rank of some style such as Client/server(C/S) has not changed considerably
Table 3. Reliability ranks of SASs using RBD method

Symbol
RPS
BKB
P/F
LYD
I/I
C/S
BRK
OO

m=2
no =6
126
123.4
126
126
126
126
118.6
128.1

m=3
no =9
127.1
124.5
124.6
124.6
127.1
125.9
118.5
127.6

m=4
no =12
128.3
125.6
123.2
123.2
128.3
125.7
118.4
127.3

m=5
no =15
129.4
126.7
121.9
121.9
129.4
125.6
118.2
126.9

m=6
no =18
130.6
127.9
120.5
120.5
130.6
125.4
118.1
126.5

m=7
no =21
131.7
129
119.1
119.1
131.7
125.3
117.9
126.1

5.1. Analysis of Reliability Rank of Styles According to Reliability of Designed
Components
In most SASs, the functionalities of some of components are deterministic without considering
specific software. Other components are designed regarding the functionalities of the specific
software. Thus, the components of each SAS are classified into two types: components with
specific or constant functionalities, and designed components. For instance, in the broker style,
functionalities of broker, client side proxy, and server side proxy components are constant. We
consider the reliability of components with constant functionalities as 0.98. As it was mentioned
in section 5.3, we consider the reliability of each component at the time of returning from calling
of another component as 0.99.
In this section, by changing the reliability of designed components from 0.7 to 0.98, the impact of
this change on the reliability of SASs for m=5 are studied. According to the graph shown in figure
5, by increasing the reliability of designed components, the rank-difference of the SASs reliability
decrease. For R=0.7, the object-oriented style has the lowest and the repository style has the
highest reliability rank. By increasing of the reliability of designed components, the trend of
reliability rank in the repository, the blackboard and the implicit invocation style is decreasing,
while the trend of reliability rank of other SASs is increasing.
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Figure 5. Reliability rank changing trend of SASs based on Change of the reliability of designed
components

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, due to the lack of study of quantitative SASs impact on quality attributes
specifically reliability; SASs effect on the software reliability was analyzed. First, the reliability
equation of each SAS was extracted using of RBD approach. Then, reliability rank of SASs is
computed by setting of NECT parameter in reliability equation of SASs in ranges of 2 to 7. Thus,
effect of different values of NECT on reliability rank of SASs is determined.
The most important innovation of this paper is quantification of software reliability at the level of
SASs and at the stage of SAS selection essential to recommend and select SASs.
Author was evaluated SASs from maintainability viewpoint in [21] and this research extends
previous research.
No other similar study was found dealing with evaluation, ranking and comparison of the
reliability of SASs. In contrast to [6] and [10], the proposed model is based on architecture
evaluation method. The proposed model offers: 1) equations to determine value of reliability of
SASs, while [6] and [10] have not done so. In contrast to [6] and [10], the proposed approach
offers quantitative results on SASs reliability essential to recommend and select SASs based on
recognition of the quantitative effect of SASs on quality attributes. In addition, the proposed
approach considered the impact of NECT on rank of SASs reliability. [9] is placed in
mathematical model-based evaluation. This method verify features such as consistency and
satisfy some features by SASs that are different from desired quality attributes of this paper.
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ABSTRACT
Predicting the behavior of shares in the stock market is a complex problem, that involves
variables not always known and can undergo various influences, from the collective emotion to
high-profile news. Such volatility, can represent considerable financial losses for investors. In
order to anticipate such changes in the market, it has been proposed various mechanisms to try
to predict the behavior of an asset in the stock market, based on previously existing information.
Such mechanisms include statistical data only, without considering the collective feeling. This
article, is going to use natural language processing algorithms (LPN) to determine the
collective mood on assets and later with the help of the SVM algorithm to extract patterns in an
attempt to predict the active behavior. Nevertheless it is important to note that such approach is
not intended to be the main factor in the decision making process, but rather an aid tool, which
combined with other information, can provide higher accuracy for the solution of this problem.

KEYWORDS
Sentiment Analysis, Twitter, Prediction of Stock Exchanges

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the advancement of Information and Communication Technologies, there had
been developed an enabling environment for widespread use of social networks. Such
environment is a favorable place for natural exposure of individuals, their desires, preferences
and manifestations in its various forms, which makes the result of this process, more natural and
close to reality. In ciberspace, each subject is effectively a potential producer of information [1].
We have as a result of this interaction a source of valuable information and yet barely explored.
Their use may be the basis for establishing, certain preferences and calculating the mood of
individuals. Nowadays, one of the most popular social media is the Twitter, with over 200
million user who share their opinion through tweets.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
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Bearing in view the large amount of available information, resulting from this process, this paper
aims to analyze the content of messages posted on Twitter about certain company in order to
establish a relationship between the collective mood of publications and their influence on the
price of an asset in the financial market.
The capacity to anticipate the unpredictability of a market, where there are several elements that
can influence the value of a stock is desirable on many aspects, especially from a strategic point
of view aiming the profit.

2. RELATED WORKS
Frequent exposure of users on social networks, leaves a range legacy of express information in
the way that cover a wide variety of topics. And it is on this valuable trace, resulting from the
increasingly frantic messages exchange, that many researchers seek to extract valuable
information about various fields, making use of various techniques to seek the answers to their
questions.
There are several previous works related to sentiment analysis in textual sources using social
networks, which goes from predicting the box office revenue for movies [2], consumer opinions
about products or services [3], political and policy analysis[4] until disease outbreaks [5].
One who firstly addressed this issue was Pang & Lee [6], which shows in his work an overview
of various techniques used for sentiment extraction from the analysis of texts.
Asur and Huberman [7], proposed a model using linear regression, to foresee the box office
revenue of a certain movie a few weeks after it is released, it so there would be enough opinions
to good analysis. His data set was obtained using Twitter Search API, collected every hour. As
research argument they used keywords present in the title of the film, resulting in 2.89 million
tweets related to different movies over 3 months. At the end of the task the authors point out the
success of their predictions, where it method was more effective than any other used for this
domain.
Another highlighted job is from Bollen et al. [8], in it was studied the influence of expressed
polarity by Twitter users about particular company and their respective impact on the stock
market. Data collection was obtained through Twitter and sentiment analysis was based on the
Google-Profile of Mood States (GPOMS) . After analyzing the entire volume of data collected, it
was found that variations of collective mood detected, was also observed in the financial market.

3. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is a branch of mining texts concerned to classify texts not
by topic, but by sentiment or opinion contained in a given document. Generally associated with
the binary classification between positive and negative sentiments, the term is used more
embracing to mean the computational treatment of opinion, sentiment and subjectivity in texts
[9].
For Liu [10], The Sentiment Analysis or Opinion Mining is the computational study of opinions,
sentiments and emotions expressed in text. The textual information may be classified into two
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main types: facts and opinions. The facts are objective expressions about entities, events and their
properties. The opinions are generally expressions that describe the sentiment and evaluations of
people related to a certain entities, events and their properties.
The sentiment analysis has been one of the most active research areas in the field of Natural
Language Processing- NLP and aims to obtain and formalize the opinion and subjective
knowledge in unstructured documents (texts) for further analysis within a specific domain [11].
The sentimental analysis has been used in different areas, for example:
•
•
•

Policy - To measure the popularity of a particular candidate for public office
Industry - To evaluate the acceptance by consumers to a particular product.
Stock Exchange - To measure the collective mood on certain asset traded on the stock
exchange.

Extract sentiment in textual sources is a complex task, since the natural language processing often
comes across expressions which are surrounded by neologisms, irony and other linguistic
variations that hinder the correct sentiment extraction.
For our particular case we use the feeling of analysis for the financial area, more specifically in
the field Stock Exchange.

4. METHODOLOGY
The topics below demonstrate the methodology applied in this work
4.1. The Research Environment
The environment used for this research was Twitter, a microblogging service, which uses short
messages up to 140 characters for information transmission, and can on different platforms [12].
Responsible for about 500 million daily posts [13], it has become a propitious place for
researchers and companies seeking for information about the most different subjects through
techniques of text mining and natural language processing.

4.2. Data Collection
To access the publications made by users, was used the API from Twitter, provided by the site
itself. This is a feature that by user credentials as a developer, allows access to messages through
OAUTH5 protocol.
To collect the data, it was used as a criterion messages that contained at least one mention of a
word selected, which in our case is represented by the name of the object of our study, Petrobras.
The choice of the appropriate term is of utmost importance for the result of the collection of
information, since it is the main criteria for the search.
They were collected daily about 3,000 tweets, totaling approximately 40,000 messages between
2015-09-01 and 2015-11-20, in a timetable, between 9:00 AM and 17:00 PM (GMT -02:00) time
when the Market was in full operation.
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The data resulting from the information gathering process were stored in a database and properly
addressed in the pre-processing step in order to remove expressions, unnecessary characters and
retweets, aiming not interfere with the review process of individual feeling and collective. Figure
1 illustrates the application process and messages storage.

Figure 1. Application Process and storage

4.3. Used Tool
After testing some tools available for sentiment analysis, we chose to use the lexicon
Sentiment140 [14], that have shown to be more efficient in the classification of messages with
twitter features. The table 1 shows the tools used in the testing phase to find the one best suited to
this work, as well as some of its features.
Tabel 1. Ferramentas para Análise de Sentimento
Tools

Short Description

SentiWordNet

Lexical dictionary and scores obtained by semi- machine learning approaches

SenticNet

Natural language processing approach for inferring the polarity at semantic level

Sentiment140

API that allows classifying tweets to polarity classes positive, negative and neutral.

In the testing phase were selected 100 tweets randomly within our research field, to be sorted
manually and then compared with the results obtained in other tools, as shown in Table 2, where
best results are evident when messages were subjected to classification by Sentiment140 lexicon,
considering that the polarization done manually in our sample.
Table 2. Hit índex to classify tweets
Manually
100%

Senticnet
55%

SentiWordNet
52%

Sentiment140
65%

The Sentiment140 is a lexicon designed specifically to analyze tweets, it corpus was created from
a collection of 1.6 million tweets composed of positive and negative emoticons. In it the tweets
are labeled in positive or negative according to the respective emoticon. From the auto-labeling
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was found that words which occur most frequently in positive or negative tweets, yielding a
dictionary with more than 1 million terms, distributed over 62,468 unigrams, bigrams pairs
677,698 and 480,010 [15].
The classification of a tweet sentiment "w" is calculated through the value of it score, as shown
below:
score(w) = PMI(w, positive) - PMI(w, negative)

(1)

Where, PMI represents pointwise mutual information and receive the default occurrences as
positive and negative from the expression, respectively. A positive score indicates association
with the positive sentiment, while a negative score indicates association with the negative
sentiment.
Like the majority of the methods and techniques available for this purpose contents is available
only in the English language.

4.4. Analyzing Sentiment
In order to obtain the daily collective sentiment, which are commented on Twitter about in our
dominion that were randomly selected 1,000 tweets per day in Portuguese from Brazil. After the
preprocessing steps and data transformation data, the result was arranged as shown in Table 3,
which demonstrate a period of the fragment under analysis (2015-10-08 to 2015010-26), where
there is clearly a prevalence of "negative" mood over "positive", the latter won only two
instances, one on 2015-10-09 and another on 2015-10-26.
Table 3 – Daily Collective Sentiment
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The highest occurrence of "negative" mood especially in larger quantities our sample, can be
attributed to recent episodes of financial scandals involving Petrobras company which is the
subject of our study.

4.5. Machine Learning and Sentiment Analysis
Within the process of sentiment analysis and prediction, a major challenge is to find an efficient
way to classify the texts for analysis. The classification process consists to find, through machine
learning, a function that expresses the best possible way, data classes involved in the field and
thereby, making automatic the classification process for new instances, with reference to the
model for which it was trained.
Traditional machine learning approache to text classification, as Naive Bayes (NB), Maximum
Entropy (ME) and Support Vector Machines (SVM), are quite effective when applied to
sentiment analysis problem [16].
In this article we are going to use a data set previously labeled for the supervised training, these
data were divided into two groups, one for training, where we are going to use 70% of the
instances and another to test with 30%.
The tool used for the knowledge process discovery was the WEKA and attributes chosen for
training and testing were a historical series within the containing period in question: opening
price, minimum price, maximum price, closing price and closing situation (high / low). We use
two algorithms classification widely used for this purpose, the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
and Naive Bayes, in search for the best accuracy for this first stage of our tests. Table 4 shows the
results obtained for each.
Table 4 - Comparison of Naive Bayes and SVM
Algorithm

Correctly Classified Instances

Naive Bayes

35.29%

SVM

47.05%

In a second step, and now using only the SVM, for been shown better results in the first stage, it
was inserted the attribute "sentiment" that can assume two values: positive or negative, at the
same set of data and maintaining the same proportionality between training and testing. Table 5
shows the result of the insertion of this attribute for the accuracy of the chosen classifier.
Table 5 - SVM after inserting the attribute "sentiment"
Algorithm

Correctly Classified Instances

SVM

88.23%
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4.6. Results Obtained
It is noticeable that the insertion of the attribute "sentiment" into the set of data processed by the
classifier, resulted in a significant gain in the correct classification of instances using the SVM
algorithm.
One of the factors that certainly contributed for this result was not high number of instances that
was used to train our classifier, specifically 56. In future work we will repeat the same tests for a
much longer period and to seek to ratify the relationship between the collective mood and the
financial market.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this investigation when using Twitter data, it was found that to use them satisfactorily for this
purpose, it is necessary a great process to treat the information, since the messages exchanged on
this platform are rich in ironies, neologisms and slang which greatly complicates the analysis of
the feeling contained in tweets.
Another factor worth mentioning is that not always the collective mood is the true sentiment is
about a particular asset, we take as an example the case study in the Brazilian company Petrobras.
It is a state-owned joint stock, which in its present time has become entangled in a series of
political scandals and misuse of public money. Much of comments where it appears the company
name, has an essentially political connotation, that is, there is a shift of focus in the comments,
many users write messages containing insults to politicians, for example, which will certainly
happen in a scenario where politics the country were bad and the company had its valued stocks,
in other words, companies with these characteristics may not be sensitive to the public mood,
simply because they have their image associated with the state. The present moment the company
with its shares rising devaluation also coincides with the unfavorable political moment which
may explain the results presented in the study.
which demonstrate that the mood predominantly negative in the days study, followed by a
devaluation of the shares.
Another approach that can be developed from this work is based on the same methodology
applied, expand it to companies of different sizes as small caps, which are of low market value
companies and study their sensitivity to the collective mood, in other words, it is to evaluate
whether the company's capital size is a factor to be considered for this type of study.
Despite the studies focused on sentiment analysis have evolved significantly in recent years, the
tools resulted from this process should be seen as something complementary in the decision
making process, given the complexity of extracting exactly sentiment textual sources in natural
language.
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ABSTRACT
We present the gradient and Hessian of the trace of the multivariate Cramér-Rao bound (CRB)
formula for unknown impinging angles of plane waves with non-unitary beamspace
measurements,. These gradient and Hessian can be used to find the optimal beamspace
transformation matrix, i.e., the optimum beamsteering angles, using the Newton-Raphson
iteration. These trace formulas are particularly useful to deal with the multiple source senario.
We also show the mean squred error (MSE) performance gain of the optimally steered
beamspace measurements compared with the usuall DFT steered measurements, when the angle
of arrivals (AOAs) are estimated with stochastic maximum likelihood (SMLE) algorithm.

KEYWORDS
Cramér-Rao bound, beamspace transformation, correlated noise, DFT beams, subarray formation

1. INTRODUCTION
The angle of arrival (AOA) estimation problem arises a wide variety of applications dealing with
electromagnetic or sound waves. Therefore, AOA estimation has been one of the most active
research topics for the past several decades, and various algorithms such as the interferometry,
monopulse, MUSIC, ESPRIT and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) have been devised. A
related problem of theoretical importance is to get the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB), i.e, a lower
bound of the mean squared error (MSE) for the AOA estimation, which also has been studied by
many researchers. However, what has been missing in this direction of research is the
investigation of the effect of controllable parameters on the CRB. In this paper, we derive the
optimal beam directions that minimizes the CRB for the AOA estimation problem in the presence
of multiple impinging plane waves. We also show that the resulting optimal directions give a
lower MSE through Monte-Carlo simulation.
The angle of arrival (AOA) estimation may be carried out either in the sensor element space or in
the beam space. Although accurate angle estimation requires an array with a large number of
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 141–150, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2016.60113
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sensors in general, direct utilization of all sensors is impractical. The reason is that manipulation
of full multi-channel digital data incurs high computational burden, let alone the high hardware
cost for down-conversion and digitization of every sensor measurement signal. To alleviate the
difficulty, a dimension reduction matrix B ∈ Χ M × K , K < M , may be used to transform an
element space (ES) measurement vector z ∈ Χ M ×1 to a beamspace (BS) measurement vector
B H z ∈ Χ K ×1 , where superscript H denotes the conjugate transpose. The BS transformation
matrix, B may be designed under different criteria, for example, to cover a given spatial sector
[5], to maximize the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the sector [11], to minimize the interfering
power [10], to minimize the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) [1], or simply to ease the implementation
by employing the discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) [13], [2], [12]. Apart from the DFTbased transformation, the above-mentioned B will have arbitrary complex-numbered elements,
and therefore, they will incur higher hardware cost than the case with unit-modulus complex
numbers, if B is to be implemented with analog parts.
If we design B with unit-modulus elements, it admits a simpler implementation using phaseshifters only. In other words, we wish to steer the beams tactfully, in a different manner from the
usual orthogonal DFT beams, so that the CRB for the angle estimation is the minimum. A block
diagram of the proposed transformation is shown in Fig 1.

LNA

Receiver

ADC

Receiver

ADC

Receiver

ADC

LNA

Element space phase shifters

Beam space

Figure1: Beamspace transformation with sphase-shifters only (K=3)

Now the CRB formula in [9] cannot be used to find the optimum steering angles because B is
not unitary and therefore the measurement noise is spatially correlated. Furthermore, the prewhitening technique [4, 6, 7] cannot be used because the pre-whitening matrix will not be an
explicit parametric function of the steering angles, and therefore does not admit explict
differentiations.

2. REVIEW OF THE CRB FOR BEAM SPACE MEASUREMENT
Consider the measurement vector z ∈ Χ M ×1 of an array with M sensors,
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A = [ a (θ1 ),Λ , a (θ N )], s = [ s1 ,Λ , s N ]T

z = As + n,

(1)

where the n th column a (θ n ) of A ∈ Χ M × N is the array response vector for the n th plane-wave
signal sn impinging at the angle θ n , superscript T denotes the transpose, and n : CN (0, σ n2 I )
denotes the spatially and temporally uncorrelated measurement noise vector. Then, the stochastic
CRB of θ = [θ1 ,Λ , θ N ]T is given by [9]

CRB (θ) =

{Re[(D
2L

σ n2

H

) (

Π ⊥A D ε PA H R −1 AP

) ]} ,
−1

T

(2)

R = Ezz H = APA H + σ n2 I , P = Ess H , Π ⊥A = I − A( A H A) −1 A H , D = [d1 ,Λ , d n ] ,
da (θ n )
, L is the number of snapshots, Re(⋅) is the real-part operator, and ε denotes the
dn =
dθ n

where

Hadamard-Schur product.
Let B = [ a (θ b1 ),Λ , a (θ bK )] ∈ Χ M × K denote a BS transformation matrix, towards a steering
angle θ b = [θ b1 ,Λ , θ bK ]T . Then the resulting dimension reduced measurement will be

z B = B H As + B H n.

(3)

In general, the noise vector
H

BH n

is correlated, which may be pre-whitened as

(

H

z B = UB As + UB n , where U is a Hermitian square root matrix of B H B

)

−1

. Now the

stochastic BS CRB can be expressed as

CRBB (θ, θb ) =

σ n2

{Re(Fε G )}
2L

where F = D H BU H Π ⊥

T

−1

,

(4)

UB H D , G = PA H BU H R −1UB H AP and

UB H A

R = UB H APA H BU H + σ n2 I . However, U is a function of θ bk whose explicit form is not
available, and therefore, we cannot minimize (4) with respect to θ bk . The following lemma [12]
gives a direct CRB formula for (3), not resorting to pre-whitening.
Lemma 1 For the BS measurement model in (3), the CRB for θ is given as

CRBB (θ, θ b ) =
where F = D H Π Π⊥

BA

1
T
R e Fε G
2L

{ (

(

)}

−1

BR −1 B H D , G = PA H BR −1 B H AP

(5)

)

T

and R = B H APA H B + σ n2 B H B .
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3. GRADIENT AND HESSIAN OF THE TRACE OF THE CRB
Assuming that multiple sources impinge on an array of sensors at angles, θ = [θ1 ,Λ , θ N ]T , we
s

are interested in finding the optimal steering angles θ b for the BS transformation matrix

B = [a (θ b1 ),Λ , a (θ bk )] such that
θˆ b = argmin tr[CRB (θ, θ b )].

(6)

θb

Since tr[CRB (θ, θ b )] is a nonlinear function of θ b , the minimization needs to be carried out
numerically.
We shall use the Newton-Raphson iteration which needs the gradient ∇tr[CRB (θ, θ b )] and
Hessian H (tr[CRB (θ, θ b )]) of tr[CRB (θ , θ b )] .
They are provided in the following lemmas.
Lemma 2 The i th element of the gradient vector, ∇tr [CRB(θ, θ b )] is given by

∂ tr [CRB(θ, θ b )]
1
−1
−1
=−
tr Re (Fε G ) ⋅ Re (U i ε G + Fε Vi ) ⋅ Re (Fε G )
∂θ bi
2N

[

where

(

F = D H Π Π⊥ A BR −1 B H D
B

(

)

)

T

G = PA H BR −1 B H AP
∂F
Ui =
= (D H H i BR −1 B H D ) + D H Π Π⊥ ACi R −1 B H D
B
∂θ bi

(

(

H

)(

+ D H Π Π⊥ A BR −1Ci D + D H Π Π⊥ A BLi B H D
B

∂G
= PA H Ci R −1 B H AP
∂θ bi
∂B
Ci =
∂θ i

(

Vi =

Li =
Hi =

B

) + (PA
T

)

) (
T

H

BR −1Ci AP + PA H BLi B H AP

H

∂R −1
= − R −1Gi R −1
∂θ bi
∂Π Π⊥

BA

=

∂

(I − Π A(A Π A)

−1

H

B

∂θ bi
∂θ bi
−1
∂
=−
Π B A(A H Π B A) A H Π B
∂θ bi

B

)

AH Π B

)

)

T

]

(7)
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(
)(

−1

)
)(
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−1

= −Oi A A H Π B A A H Π B − Π B A A H Π B A A H Oi − Π B APi A H Π B
−1
−1
−1
∂
Pi =
A H Π B A = − A H Π B A A H Oi A A H Π B A
∂θ bi
−1
−1
∂
H
Oi =
Π B = Ci B H B B H + BQi B H + B B H B Ci
∂θ bi
−1
−1
−1
∂
H
Qi =
B H B = − B H B Ci B + B H Ci B H B
∂θ bi
∂R
H
H
= Ci APAH B + B H APAH Ci + σ n2Ci B + B H Ci
Gi =
∂θ bi

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

)(

(

)

)

)

)(

)

(8)

Proof. The proof of this lemma is omitted because it is tedious but straightforward, utilizing
matrix differentiation rules.
Lemma 3 The (i, j ) th element of the Hessian matrix H (tr[CRB (θ, θ b )]) is given by
−1

 ∂Q
∂ tr [CRB (θ , θ b )]
1
=−
tr [Re 
∂θ bi ∂θ bj
2N
 ∂θ bj
+ Re (Q )

−1

 ∂Q
⋅ Re
 ∂θ ∂θ
 bi bj



 ⋅ Re  ∂Q
 ∂θ

 bi



 ⋅ Re (Q )−1




 ⋅ Re(Q )−1 + Re(Q )−1 ⋅ Re  ∂Q
 ∂θ

 bi


where Q = Fε G and
−1

 ∂Q 

 = − Re (Q )−1 ⋅ Re  ∂Q
Re 

 ∂θ
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 bj
 ∂Q 
 = Re (U i ε G + Fε Vi )
Re 
 ∂θ bi 
 ∂Q
Re 
 ∂θ bi ∂θ bj


 ⋅ Re (Q )−1




 = Re (U i , j ε G + U i ε V j + U j ε Vi + Fε Vi , j )
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B

B

)
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 ∂Q

 ⋅ Re 
 ∂θ
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−1


 ]
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∂Gi
H
H
H
= Ci , j APA H B + Ci APA H C j + C j APA H Ci + B H APA H Ci , j
∂θ j
H

H

H

+ σ n2Ci , j B + σ n2Ci C j + σ n2C j Ci + σ n2 B H Ci , j
Proof. The proof of this lemma is omitted because it is tedious but straightforward, utilizing
matrix differentiation rules.
The gradient in (7) and Hessian in (9) contain the unknown parameter θ , which we are
ultimately interested to find, and therefore, cannot be directly used for Newton-Raphson iteration
for finding θ b . In reality, however, information on the interval Θ s , where θ must be in, is
usually available to us, for example from a surveillance radar, and therefore, it is appropriate to
use the averaged CRB

CRB(Θ s , θb ) = ∫ CRB(θ , θb )dθ ≈
Θs

∑ CRB(θ , θ ) ⋅ ∆θ .
i

b

θi ∈Θ s

This, in turns, gives the following averaged gradient and Hessian, after interchanging the
integration and differentiation:

∇[tr CRB (Θ s , θ b )] ≈

∑ ∇[trCRB (θ , θ )] ⋅ ∆θ ,
i

b

θi∈Θ s

H [tr (CRB (Θ s , θ b ))] ≈

∑ H [tr (CRB (θ , θ ))] ⋅ ∆θ .
i

b

θi ∈Θ s

Therefore, the optimal θˆ b is found by

[

]

−1
θˆ i+1 = θˆ i − µ H {tr (CRB(Θ s , θˆ i ))} ∇[tr CRB(Θ s , θˆ i )]

where θˆ i = [θˆb1 ,Λ ,θˆbk ]Ti .

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
For a low-angle ship-borne radar, the target reflection usually returns back to the radar via two
pathes – the direct path and the sea-surface reflection path [13, 14]. Although the AOA of the
direct path is well-defined (for a continuous tracking radar), the AOA of the reflection path
cannot be accurately predictable due to the diffuse refelction from rough sea surface. We shall
consider a tracking radar with three beams, and obtain the optimal beam steering angles for this
multipath senario.
First, we compare the CRBs of the proposed BS processing, with the DFT-based BS processing
and the ES processing. Fig. 2 is the case when M = 16 , K = 3 , L = 6 and SNR = 10dB . It is
assumed that θ1 = 1ο and θ 2 ∈ Θ s where Θ s = [−1.3ο,−1.1ο] . In this case, the computed optimal
steering angles are θ b1 = 2.7266ο , θ b 2 = −0.6966ο and θ b 3 = −2.3956ο , while the DFT-based
steering angles are θ b1 = −7.1808ο , θ b 2 = 0ο and θ b 3 = 7.1808ο . The CRB of the proposed BS
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processing is not only lower than that of the DFT-based BS processing, but also close to that of
the ES processing throughout the interval Θ s .

Figure 2: Comparison of the CRB with the proposed steering to that with the DFT-beam

Figure 3: Comparison of the MSE with the proposed steering to that with the DFT beam

Second, we use the stochastic maximum likelihood (SMLE) method [8]
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θ i +1 = θ i − µ i H −1 (θ i )V ′(θ i )

(

[

V ′(θ i ) = 2 Re Diag g (θ i ) H Rˆ Pa⊥ d (θ i )
s
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])

H (θ i ) = 2σˆ 2 Re {d (θ i ) H Pa⊥ d (θ i ) ⋅ g H (θ i ) Rˆ g (θ i )}
s

(

)

g (θ i ) = as  asH Rˆ as − σˆ −2 (θ i )( asH as ) −1 


1
σˆ 2 (θ i ) =
Tr Pa⊥ Rˆ .
s
M −N
H
i
Here as = UB a (θ ) is evaluated for two different B s; the proposed one and the DFT-based
−1

{ }

one. Mean squared errors (MSEs) of the two estimates for 100 trials are compared in Fig. 3.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have used the non-unitary beamspace CRB formula [3] to derive the gradient and Hessian of
the trace of the CRB. Then applying these gradient and Hessian to a three-beam array antenna,
we have found a set of three optimum beamsteering angles, for the case of two impinging plane
waves, where one AOA can be rather accurately predictable, while the other has a large
uncertainty. The MSE with the SMLE AOA estimation with the resulting optimum three-beam
array is shown to be lower than the MSE with orthogonal DFT-beam AOA estimation.
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ABSTRACT
Conventional terrain-aided navigation (TAN) technique uses an altimeter to locate the position
of an aerial vehicle. However, a major problem with a radar altimeter is that its beam (or pulse)
footprint on the ground could be large, and therefore the nadir altitude cannot be estimated
accurately. To overcome this difficulty, one may use the nadir-looking synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) technique to reduce the along-track beam width, while the cross-track ambiguity is
resolved with the interferometry technique. However, the cross-track resolution is still far from
satisfactory, because of the limited aperture size of antennas. Therefore, the usual three-antenna
array cannot resolve multiple terrain points in a same range bin, effectively. In this paper, we
propose a technique that can increase the cross-track resolution using a large number of
antennas, but in a switched fashion, not raising hardware cost.

KEYWORDS
TAN, SAR, Altimeter, Switched Array

1. INTRODUCTION
Terrain aided navigation (TAN) technique uses an altimeter to find the position and attitude of an
aerial vehicle. However, a major problem with a radar altimeter is that its beam (or pulse)
footprint on the ground could be large. For example, in Fig. 1, if the beam width is large, the
leading edge of the received echo signal would not be from the nadir point N .
To overcome this difficulty, one may use the nadir-looking synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
technique to reduce the along-track beam width [1], [2], while the cross-track ambiguity is
resolved with the interferometry technique [3], [4], [8]. However, the cross-track resolution is
still far from satisfactory, because of the limitation in the number of antennas. Therefore, the
usual three-antenna array [7] cannot resolve multiple terrain points in a same range bin,
effectively. We may remark that the side-looking SAR [6], which gives high resolution, both
along and cross tracks, is usually not acceptable for a low-altitude TAN application. In this paper,
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 151–157, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2016.60114
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we propose a technique that can increase the cross-track resolution using a large number of
antennas, but in a switched fashion, not raising hardware cost.

Figure 1: Multipoint-terrain-aided navigation

Figure 2 shows the flight geometry. We assume that there is a separate single transmit antenna,
and N receive antennas. Also assume that there are L range bins and M coherent pulses. Then,
we can find the range r , along-track angle θ a and the cross-track angle θ c to a given terrain
point, respectively by measuring the echo return time, Doppler and angle of arrival (AOA).

Figure 2: Flight geometry

Fig. 3 shows a 3D data cube, which represents a point target response after the range deramping
operation.

Figure 3: Deramped raw-data for a point target
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The point target position in the 3D can be found by a 3D fast Fourier transform (DFT) of the data
cube. The 3D data cube for actual terrain which has an infinite number of point targets will be the
superposition of individual point target response, and the reconstruction of the terrain profile in
Fig. 1 can be carried out by a 3D FFT of the data cube. From the reconstructed terrain profile, we
can estimate the position and attitude of the aerial vehicle.

2. THE SWITCHED ARRAY ALTIMETER
To obtain an accurate terrain profile, the number of antennas N must be large, resulting in a
large number of RF chains. However, it turns out that a reasonably accurate terrain profile can be
found by selecting a small number of K = N antennas, randomly at each pulse. Fig. 4 shows the
raw data when only 12% (Fig 4b) and 6% (Fig 4b) of antennas are selected.

Figure 4. Raw data when (4a)

K = N = 32 , (4b) K = 3, N = 32 , (4c) K = 2, N = 32

To find the cross-track angle and range to the target, we need to compute the 2D FFTs of the raw
data in Fig 4. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Note that the raw data obtained with switching
produce reasonably accurate angle and range estimates.
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Figure 5. Recovered point target from the raw data obtained by switching. The three plots correspond to the
three raw data in Figure 4.

3. TRACKING ALGORITHM
We use the usual 15-state Kalman filter [5], [9] to find the attitude and position of the vehicle. In
particular, the time-update is carried out using the inertial measurement unit (IMU) data, and the
measurement-update is done by comparing the reconstructed terrain profile with the on-board
DEM (See Fig. 6). The estimated terrain profile will be particularly accurate at the mountain
ridges, which are marked with white curves in Fig 1. Referring to the on-board DEM, we select
multiple points (A, B, C in Fig 1) on the ridges, and determine the angles θ a s and θ c s. Then we
determine the ranges r s to these points. These measurements are then compared with the
predicted measurements r̂ to get innovation e .

Figure 6. Block diagram of the INS
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Fig 7 shows the detailed computational steps of the proposed inertial navigation system (INS).
Our preliminary simulation results show that the convergence of the state estimate is quite faster
with the proposed multi-point TAN than with the usual single point TAN.

Figure 7. The proposed INS

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a switched antenna interferometric SAR TAN algorithm that can overcome
the drawback of conventional interferometric SAR TAN. The proposed technique uses a small
number of RF channels which are switched to a large number of antennas. Therefore, our
proposed technique will give a high cross - track resolution comparable to the along-track SARbased resolution, not raising hardware cost much.
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ABSTRACT
There is an exhaustive study around the area of engine design that covers different methods that
try to reduce costs of production and to optimize the performance of these engines.
Mathematical methods based in statistics, self-organized maps and neural networks reach the
best results in these designs but there exists the problem that configuration of these methods is
not an easy work due the high number of parameters that have to be measured.
In this work we extend an algorithm for computing implications between attributes with positive
and negative values for obtaining the mixed concepts lattice and also we propose a theoretical
method based in these results for engine simulators adjusting specific and different elements for
obtaining optimal engine configurations.

KEYWORDS
Nowledge Discovery, Formal Concept Analysis, Negative Attributes, Attribute Implications
,Engine Design

1. INTRODUCTION
An engine, or motor, is a machine designed to convert one form of energy into mechanical
energy. There are several kinds of engines that are used in different situations. The most popular
are heat engines, including internal combustion engines and external combustion engines, that
burn fuel to create heat, which then creates a force. Some of these engines create electricity that is
used in electric motors that convert electrical energy into mechanical motion. Engines are not
only artificial machines because in nature we can find some examples in biological systems with
the form of molecular motors, like myosin in muscles, that use chemical energy to create forces
and eventually motion in animals and plants.
The performance of an engine measure different kind of properties like engine speed, torque,
power, efficiency or sound levels. Focusing in have the best result in one of them could do that
other properties have a poor result so engineers have to take into account all of these properties in
general.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 159–172, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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The cost of engine design is high so engineers have to use simulators to configure models. In the
design of engines, simulators are an excellent tool to save cost of production because in them
engineers can adjust different parameters and observe the global result. Complex engines could
have thousands of parameters that have to be adjusted for obtaining optimal results in different
ways. The problem is: what parameter they have to adjust? How these parameters have to be
modified?
In general usage, design of experiments (DOE) or experimental design is the design of any
information-gathering exercises where variation is present. Engineers could manage this process
under full control, where statistics are usually used, or not, using artificial intelligence methods.
Formal planned experimentation is often used in evaluating physical objects, structures,
components and materials. Design of experiments is thus a discipline that has very broad
application across all the natural and social sciences and, of course, engineering.
Datasets are necessary to collect all the information in experiments results. There are several
kinds of datasets but in engine design all data is measured in numerical values. These datasets can
be reduced, without lose of information, to Formal Concept Analysis compatible datasets where a
binary relation determines if an object has a property or attribute. In this area we can use different
methods and properties that have been developed and can not be used in the original dataset.
The mining of negative attributes from datasets has been studied in the last decade to obtain
additional and useful information. There exists an exhaustive study around the notion of negative
association rules between sets of attributes. However, in Formal Concept Analysis, the needed
theory for the management of negative attributes is in an incipient stage. We proposed in a
previous work an algorithm, based on the NextClosure algorithm [1], that allows obtaining mixed
implications. The proposed algorithm returns a feasible and complete mixed implicational system
by performing a reduced number of requests to the formal context.
Knowledge discovering is nowadays a well established discipline focussed on the development of
tools and techniques to reveal useful information hidden in data sets. Its main goal is to detect
patterns to improve decision making and is approached using pattern recognition, clustering,
association and classification. Part of these patterns is expressed as implications (or association
rules) which allow us to address information using a formal notation and to manage them
syntactically by using logic.
In Formal Concept Analysis we have 3 related items such that we can manage them to obtain
knowledge: Implications, Concepts and Context.

Figure 1. Items in Formal Concept Analysis
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Contexts are data sets with a binary relation I, between a set of objects G and their attributes M.
Implications are formulas in the form A→B where A and B are subsets of a certain set (universe)
of attributes M. Both subsets of attributes are considered to be conjunctive cubes, i.e. A=a1 ∧ …
∧ an and B= b1 ∧ … ∧ bm.
Concepts are closed sets that have a pair formed by a subset of objects and a subset of attributes
that are related with two mappings that are called derivation operators. We can calculate the
closure of a subset of attributes with respect to a set of implications and establish the concept
associated.
Formal Concept Analysis have a extended set of applications in real life that allows to manage
information to extract knowledge from a context, a set of implications or a set of concepts: Social
Networks, Marketing, Recommendation Systems,...
We are going to focus in the existence of logics developed to specify and manage sets of
implications. The pioneer of these logics was the one introduced by W.W. Armstrong [2], which
was proven to be sound and complete.
In this work we use implications in the area of formal concept analysis [3] and assume the
common interpretation in this environment: given a formal context K over a set of attributes Ω,
the implication A→B asserts that any object which have all the A attributes, also has all the B
attributes. Although we focus on knowledge discovery techniques to extract implications in
formal concept analysis, this problem is similar to the extraction of functional dependencies or
association rules from an arbitrary data set.
One of the former researchers who points out the importance of this problem in datasets was H.
Mannila [4] and it was also studied by other researches from the database areas like S. Navathe
[5]. In this work we will address the mining of implications with negation. The extended
implications allow us to relate items which conflict with each other. While classical implications
express that {``cyclist with short and sharp accelerations are great sprinters"}, implications with
negations allow us to express that {``cyclist with short and sharp accelerations are not great
climbers"}.
Since implication formulas are built using a binary connective which relates two conjunctive
clauses, negation is only considered at the attribute level, i.e. the negation A is considered the
conjunctive clause of its negated attributes: a1 ∧ Κ ∧ a n . We want to increase the
expressiveness to exploit all the properties that Formal Concept Analysis had, but not result in
much higher costs.
Notice that extended implications cannot be considered as the negation of a classical implication.
We do not want to express that a certain implication does not holds but the evidence of the
absence of a certain attribute because this is a solved question.
Applications of mixed attributes are usual in data mining but not in Formal Concept Analysis.
There are some usual approaches, for example detecting errors [6], which provide benefits to
knowledge discovery.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the basic notions related with Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [7] and attribute
implications are briefly presented. See [3] for a more detailed explanation.
A formal context is a triple K=<G,M,I> where G and M are finite non-empty sets and I ⊆ GxM
is a binary relation. The elements in G are named objects, the elements in M attributes and
<g,m> ∈ I means that the object g has the attribute m. From this triple, two mappings ↑:2G→ 2M
and ↓:2M→2G, named derivation operators, are defined as follows: for any A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M,
A↑ = {m ∈ M| for each g ∈ A: <g, m> ∈ I}
B↓ = {g ∈ G| for each m ∈ B: <g, m> ∈ I}
A↑ is the subset of all attributes shared by all the objects in A and B↓ is the subset of all objects
that have the attributes in B. The pair (↑,↓) constitutes a Galois connection between 2G and 2M
and, therefore, both compositions are closure operators.
A pair of subsets <A, B> with A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M such A↑=B and B↓=A is named a formal
concept. A is named the extent and B the intent of the concept. These extents and intents coincide
with closed sets wrt the closure operators because A↑↓=A and B↓↑=B. Thus, the set of all the
formal concepts have a lattice structure, named concept lattice}, with the relation
<A1, B1> ≤ <A2, B2> if and only if A1 ⊆ A2 (or equivalently, B2 ⊆ B1)
The concept lattice can be characterized in terms of attribute implications. An attribute
implication is an expression A→B where A, B ⊆ M and it holds in a formal context if A↓ ⊆ B↓.
That is, any object that has all the attributes in A has also all the attributes in B. It is well known
that the sets of attribute implications that are satisfied by a context satisfy the Armstrong's
Axioms:
[Ref] Reflexivity: If B ⊆ A then ├ A→B.
[Augm] Augmentation: A→B ├ A ∪ C→B ∪ C.
[Trans] Transitivity: A→B, B→C ├ A→ C.
A set of implications B is an implicational system for K if: (1) any implication from B holds in K
and (2) any implication that K satisfies follows (can be inferred) by using Armstrong's Axioms
from B.

3. OUR APPROACH FOR EXTENDING FORMAL CONCEPT ANALYSIS
WITH NEGATIVES ATTRIBUTES
From now on, the set of all the attributes is denoted by M and its elements by the letter m
possibly with sub indexes. The elements in M ∪ M are going to be denoted by the first letters in
the alphabet: a, b, c … So, the symbols a, b, c … could represent positive or negative attributes.
Capital letters A, B, C … denote subsets of M ∪ M . If A ⊆ M ∪ M , then A denotes the set of
the opposite of attributes in A. That is, A = { a | a ∈ A} where a =a. Moreover, for A ⊆ M ∪ M
, the following sets are defined:
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Pos(A)= {m ∈ M| m ∈ A}
Neg(A)= {m ∈ M| m ∈ A}
Tot(A)= Pos(A)∪Neg(A)
and, therefore, Pos(A), Neg(A), Tot(A) ⊆ M.
The traditional derivation operators defined in Formal Concept Analysis are modified in [8] to
consider the new framework.
Definition 1: Mixed Concept-forming Operators. Let K=<G, M, I> be a formal context. We
define the operators ⇑:2G→2 M ∪ M and ⇓:2 M ∪ M →2G as follows: for A ⊆ G and B ⊆
M ∪M ,
A⇑= {m ∈ M|<g, m> ∈ I for all g ∈ A}∪{ m ∈ M | <g, m>∉I for all g ∈ A}
B⇓= {g ∈ G| <g, m> ∈ I for all m ∈ B}∩{g ∈ G|<g, m>∉I for all m ∈ B}
We prove in [9] that the adaptation of the derivation operators form a Galois connection.
Theorem 1: Let K=<G, M, I> be a formal context. The pair of derivation operators (⇑,⇓)
introduced in Definition 1 is a Galois Connection.
Example 1: Chemical analysis of oil in motors allows detecting problems inside them.
Table 1. Presence of chemical residuum in analysis of oil.

Fe Cu Pb Al Si
o1

0

1

1

1

0

o2

0

1

0

1

0

o3

1

0

0

1

0

o4

0

0

0

0

1

{o1,o2}↑ ={Cu, Al}≠{ Fe ,Cu, Al, Si }={o1,o2}⇑
Also, we adapt the definitions of formal concept and implication to allow the use of negative
attributes inside them.
Definition 2: Let K=<G, M, I> be a formal context. A mixed formal concept in K is a pair of
subsets <A,B> with A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M ∪ M such A⇑=B and B⇓=A.
Definition 3: Let K=<G, M, I> be a formal context and let A,B ⊆ M ∪ M , the context K
satisfies a mixed attribute implication A→B, if A⇓ ⊆ B⇓.
There are special cases of mixed attributes subsets that have important properties for the proposed
algorithm and reduce the complexity of it. Missaoui [10] works with intents that have empty
support, i.e. have any m ∈ M such that m m in the intent, so these subsets of attributes doesn't
appear in the real life. We want to discard them because they are not useful for our purposes.
Definition 4: Let K=<G, M, I> be a formal context and a set A ⊆ M ∪ M is named consistent
set if Pos(A)∩Neg(A)=∅. The set of all consistent sets is denoted Ctts.
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Definition 5: Let K=<G, M, I> be a formal context and a set A ⊆ M ∪ M is said to be full
consistent set if A∈ Ctts and Tot(A)=M.
We are going to extend the logic that propose Armstrong's Axioms with a sound and complete
system proposed by Missaoui with a global framework and not for particular problems.
Therefore, the following axioms are added to the Armstrong's axioms: for all a, b ∈ M ∪ M and
A⊆ M ∪ M ,
[Cont] Contradiction: ├ a a → MM .
[Rft] Reflection: Aa→ b ├ A b → a .
The algorithm for calculating the implicational system that we propose in [8] uses the axiomatic
system and, considering the full consistent sets, the dataset have to be checked 3|M|-2|M| times in
the worst case.
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4. ALGORITHM FOR MIXED CONCEPTS AND MIXED ATTRIBUTE
IMPLICATIONS
If we want to calculate both, mixed implicational system and set of mixed concepts, we can
extend algorithm 2 [8]. We know that we only have to modify a few lines because it works with
closures.
To adapt the algorithm, we have to pay attention to the condition While Y< M because it has to be
changed to While Y≠M for detecting the concepts, so the time of calculating arise. Because we
only have to add full consistent sets, that are the minimal concepts that have the intents of the
objects, we don't need to change this condition, and only add these intents.
If we choose the first option we have to do 2|M| operations that always be bigger or equal than |G|.
So, the modifications are in lines 12-13, that take the closed sets that we ignore in Algorithm 1,
and lines 15-16 that add to the sets of intents of concepts the full consistent sets.

With this algorithm we extract all possible implications and concepts from the context. In the
worst case, we have to check 3|M|-2|M|+|G| times the dataset that not depend of different amount of
objects. The dataset could be mixed-clarified and the number of possible objects has a maximum
in 2|M|.

5. OPTIMIZING ENGINE DESIGN
In engine simulators, each component has specific measures that determine how these
components work. Width of a simple pipe could increase or decrease the amount of fuel that the
engine receive, so all this measures are important in the development of each engine. Each
measure could be considered as an attribute of the engine and also, the relation among them
determine the global efficiency. All these measures are collected in a dataset that show how the
engine works but it is difficult to decide specifically which of them we can change and how we
have to change it because we don't know how these changes affect engine performance. Taguchi
[11] refers that development engineers have to apply parameter design methods to make the basic
functions approach the ideal functions under real conditions. These design activities should be
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conducted by research and development departments before the product is finally created.
Taguchi's work is based in statistical methods that actually are replaced with neural networks
processes or Multi-objective Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy methods [12,
13]
The method that we propose tries to focus on these specific parts of the engine that could increase
the performance and change these values for obtaining the best result. Researchers could observe
that is similar to a self-organized map [14], with the difference that use properties of mixed
concept lattices and we only have to change a reduced number of attributes, reducing the cost of
the procedure.
Our starting point is different experimental configurations of the engine that experts consider as
initial results. Let G be the set of different collected configurations (objects) and M the set of
elements that could be measured adding a value called objective function (attributes). Value of
the objective function depends on different values of attributes, for example number of
revolutions, but could not be associated with a particular equation. However, in the next example,
for demonstration purposes, we have to consider a polynomial function.
Example 2: Let consider domain of possible values [0, 10] for all attributes and the objective
function is a2+(b-5)+(c-5)-(d-5)-e2, so objective domain is [-115,115]. The attributes with higher
weights are a and e, so changing these values we can modify the objective function in different
ways.
Let's consider that experts determine that the optimal value for the objective is 100 and we want
to know what are the preferred size for different parts of the engine for obtaining the nearest
value to the proposed optimal.
Table 2: Dataset with engine configurations

T Part a Part b Part c Part d Part e Objective
c1

3

1

7

2

3

1

c2

4

3

2

3

4

-3

c3

6

5

4

4

2

32

c4

6

0

3

6

5

3

c5

2

7

7

3

1

9

Let T be a dataset with size |G|*|M| that considers configurations in rows and measures of each
element of the engine in columns. Elements in T, (tx,y with x∈G, y∈M) are numbers that
represents each different value for the attributes but not necessary represents a formal context.
We have to point to the objective function and determine the selected value for this function that
experts consider as optimal. Different values for objective function could be near from the
optimal value but we need the optimal or, in cases where it is not possible, the nearest one.
A specific number k, with 1<k<|G|, have to be selected that determine the size of the control
fixed group. This group Gk is compounded by k configurations which have the nearest objective
values with respect to the optimal value. For each attribute m∈M, we can fix an interval
Inm=[lm,um] being lm=inf(tx,m) and um=sup(tx,m) with x∈Gk.
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Now we can adapt T to a compatible dataset T in Formal Concept Analysis in this way. Let
define the values of the adapted dataset as t1x,y=1 if tx,y∈Iny=[ly,uy]; 0 otherwise
This adaptation represents all the values that are in the fixed intervals with a binary relation. It is
obvious that, for all g∈Gk, m∈M, t1g,m=1 so we have to focus in the absence of attributes in the
sense of Formal Concept Analysis. The absence of attributes means that these values are out of
the fixed intervals (fixed by Gk) and points to possible candidates for replacing their values.
Example 3: Fixing k=2 and optimal value for objective 100 we have that Gk={c3,c5} and
Ina=[2,6], Inb=[5,7], Inc=[4,7], Ind=[3,4], Ine=[1,2]
Table 3: Adapted formal context to T
1

T Part a Part b Part c Part d Part e Objective
c1

1

0

1

0

0

1

c2

1

0

0

1

0

-3

c3

1

1

1

1

1

32

c4

1

0

0

0

0

3

c5

1

1

1

1

1

9

The problem that we have to solve is what tx,y∈T we have to change and what values could have
tx,y.
Using Algorithm 3 with the context <G-Gk, M, T1>, we can obtain the mixed concepts lattice.
The top element is the mixed concept <G-Gk, (G-Gk)⇑>. Since the lattice has an order, the upper
concept that has the less number of negative attributes (not zero) determines the selected set of
attributes to change. We are going to call this subset of attributes N.
For avoiding local fix points for the objective function, we have to consider 4 different values for
each attribute that we are going to change in T: original value, average between minimum
possible value for attribute y and ly, average between maximum possible value for attribute y and
uy, and average for the interval Iny, for each y∈N, i.e. for each configuration, we have to consider
4|N| combinations.
If changing attributes in N we do not obtain better objective values, we have to follow in order
the mixed concept lattice and get the next mixed concept for obtaining the new N. If proposed
changes do not offer a better objective value for all the objects that are not in Gk, we have to
finish our search.
This method have to be repeated recursively while distance between objective value and optimal
value in Gk are higher than distance between objective value and optimal value in G-Gk after
checking all possible combinations.
Example 4: Obtaining mixed concept lattice for G-Gk, the top element of the lattice point to the
concept with attributes a be . Parameter a is positive so it is not necessary to be changed.
Focusing in negative attributes, we have to change parameters b, e in c1, c2 and c4, resulting Table
4.
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Figure 2. Mixed concept lattice for T1 restricted to c1, c2 and c4
Table 4. Adapted formal context for T

T Part a Part b Part c Part d Part e Pre. Obj. New Obj.
c1

3

8.5

7

2

0.5

1

17.25

c2

4

8.5

2

3

0.5

-3

18.25

c3

6

5

4

4

2

32

c4

6

8.5

3

6

0.5

3

c5

2

7

7

3

1

9

36.25

We can observe that all the objectives values have changed and, in this case, c1, c2 and c4 have an
objective value higher than c5 that was in Gk in the first step, and value of c4 is higher than c3 so
the distance to the optimal value decreases. Values for b increases and values for e decreases.
In the next step, Gk=c3,c4 and, recursively, we change in second step groups a, c, d; third step a, c,
d; fourth step a, c, d; fifth step a, b, d, e and we find that has the same objective value that optimal
selected by experts.
In 2 steps we have to check 3*(42)+9*(43)+44=880 combinations that are less than all possible
combinations for each configuration, for example, if we only take into account positive integers,
there are 105=100000 combinations. If we consider decimals our method is not affected but the
possible combinations grow.
In this example, if we consider minimum value for y instead of average between minimum
possible value for y and ly and maximum value for y instead of average between maximum
possible value for y and uy, for each y∈N, we only have to do 112 combinations to reach the
proposed optimal value, but this example have a particular solution using interval extremes, that
is not the general case.
This method could be included in simulators as an artificial intelligence tool for adjusting
parameters. Being an automatic tool, engineers do not need to examine and calibrate the
simulator trying to detect what parameter has to change and what value is needed. Configuration
for optimal value is not always reached due to parameters restrictions and the proposed original
configurations, but a close value could be obtained.
As other methods, detecting local fix points is a problem that can be solved with a different set of
initial configurations as a start point.
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6. EXPERIMENTS
Due to legal problems in the use of confidential data, we can not check the method proposed in
the previous section in real simulators, so we have to do simulations with different equations.
These equations have been chosen for its simplicity of calculation and complexity and diversity
of results according to the parameters entered.

6.1.Experiment 1
Table 5. Results from Experiment 1

k |G| Objective Init. Dist. Final Dist.

Iter.

% Reduc.

2

5

930

577.73

0.29

4.1

0.05

2

10

930

418.70

0.75

4.7

0.18

2

20

930

197.20

1.11

4.2

0.56

3

5

930

796.80

0.68

4.1

0.09

3

10

930

224.65

0.30

5.6

0.14

3

20

930

117.62

0.41

3.6

0.35

2

5

27030

14403.09

0.05

11.0

0.00

2

10

27030

14339.90

0.59

18.0

0.00

2

20

27030

10332.63

0.78

19.3

0.01

3

5

27030

15115.54

0.10

11.0

0.00

3

10

27030

13309.24

0.44

14.0

0.00

3

20

27030

13819.18

0.34

21.5

0.00

2

5

27900

19507.26

0.12

19.8

0.00

2

10

27900

15730.50

0.43

31.1

0.00

2

20

27900

14026.64

0.96

46.7

0.01

3

5

27900

16117.79

0.05

15.5

0.00

3

10

27900

17525.48

0.81

34.7

0.01

3

20

27900

11296.91

0.76

38.1

0.01
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The size of M was fixed in 9 attributes which have their domains in [0,10] that allows decimal
3

values. The objective function for this experiment is

∑
i =1

6

tx,i+(

∑
i=4

9

tx,i)2+(

∑

tx,i)3 for each

i =7

configuration x∈G. This function has values in [0,27930] and has 3 groups where we can
interexchange values with the same result, i.e. if we change values in tx,4 and tx,5 objective
function does not change.
We are going to use different values for k and |G| for the objectives 930, 27030 and 27900 that
are the different configurations obtained decreasing one of the three groups to their lower values
and the other groups to the upper values. 10 experiments were done with different random initial
values for each fixed value for k, |G| and objective and the average results are presented in Table
5. Initial distance is the difference in absolute distance from the best original objective value to
the optimal value, final distance is the absolute distance from the best objective value to the
optimal value after applying the method, iterations are the number of recursive executions of the
method and reduction is the proportion between initial distance and final distance.
In this experiment we can see that, for the objective 930, there are multiple combinations of
values that reach this objective and our method has difficult to locate one of them specifically due
to the several fix points. For objectives 27030 and 27900, the number of possible combinations is
lower, so our method can focus in particular combinations with a relevant percentage of reduction
from the original distance to the optimal value. Is an interesting observation that low size of |G|
has the nearest solutions to the optimal value.

6.2.Experiment 2
The size of M was fixed in 9 attributes which have their domains in [0,10] that allows decimal
9

values. The objective function for this experiment is

∑

(tx,i-i)2 for each configuration x∈G.

i =1

This function has values in [0,485] and has a unique combination of values that reach the
objective value 0. The difficulty to reach the optimal value in 0 is that each attribute have to get a
value that is not in the extremes of its domain.
We are going to use different values of k and |G| simulating 10 experiments with different
random initial values for each fixed value for k and |G|. The average results are presented in
Table 6.
In this experiment, final distance is, more or less, similar in the average value of each experiment.
We have a specific case where k=3 and |G|=5 where the solution is the nearest one to the optimal
value. Since initial distance is lower when |G| increase, the percentage of reduction grows, but we
can see that there is not a special relation between k and |G| in this experiment for reaching the
nearest solution to the optimal value.
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Table 6. Results from Experiment 2

k |G| Init. Dist. Final Dist.

Iter.

% Reduc.

2

5

72.87

2.68

5.8

3.66

2

10

52.87

2.67

7.5

5.06

2

20

54.30

2.66

8.5

5.33

2

30

44.40

2.70

9.8

6.09

3

5

93.97

0.73

8.0

0.77

3

10

66.30

2.56

8.9

3.86

3

20

52.78

2.36

8.1

4.48

3

30

45.14

2.11

9.2

4.69

4

5

89.72

2.03

8.7

2.27

4

10

64.41

2.56

7.8

3.97

4

20

47.16

2.29

9.3

4.86

4

30

47.08

2.46

10.9

5.21

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a new algorithm for obtaining mixed concept lattices from a context is introduced.
This algorithm is an important tool that let us to consider how attributes in the formal context are
related among them, focusing our attention to relevant information.
The algorithm also produces an implicational system that we do not use in this work but is a
complementary tool that gives us specific information about relations between attributes and was
the essential idea to design the method that we propose.
This method for adjusting parameters in simulators is not a new idea, but we want to extract the
knowledge hidden in datasets using formal concept analysis and, in particular, using the
knowledge that negative attributes provide.
Experiments let us to check that this method could be an interesting tool for simulators with a
relevant reduction in production and development costs.
In a future work, we want to develop new algorithms to reduce the time of calculating the mixed
concepts lattice adapting different algorithms from Formal Concept Analysis.
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Values of k and |G| have to be studied with different situations, for example changing
|M|, checking what the best initial values for these parameters are.
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ABSTRACT
Time-series classification is widely used approach for classification. Recent development known
as time-series shapelets, based on local patterns from the time-series, shows potential as highly
predictive and accurate method for data mining. On the other hand, the slow training time
remains an acute problem of this method. In recent years there was a significant improvement
of training time performance, reducing the training time in several orders of magnitude. This
work tries to maintain low training time- in the range from several second to several minutes for
datasets from the popular UCR database, achieving accuracies up to 20% higher than the
fastest known up to date method. The goal is achieved by training small 2,3-nodes decision trees
and combining their decisions in pattern that uniquely identifies incoming time-series.

KEYWORDS
Data mining, Time-series shapelets, Combining classifiers

1. INTRODUCTION
The time-series shapelets classification method was introduced by Ye and Keogh [1] as a new
type of data mining method, that uses the local features of time-series instead of their global. That
makes it less sensitive to obstructive noise [1]. This method is successfully applied to a variety of
application areas benefiting from its short classification time and high accuracy. Despite its
advantages it has a significant disadvantage- a very slow training time. Current research mostly
focuses on searching shapelets from all possible combination of time-series derived from a
dataset [1, 2], keeping the training process relatively slow. A variety of proposals have been
introduced to reduce the candidate shapelets [1, 2, 4, 5], but training time is still in the range of
hours for some datasets. A newly introduced method [7] shrinks significantly the training time,
making the training process to last from portion of a second to several seconds for investigated 45
datasets from UCR collection [9]. Although, this is the fastest up to date training method as of
our knowledge, it also maintains high accuracies in compare with other state-of-arts methods [7].
In this paper we introduce a new method that reaches higher accuracies compared with the
method from [7], keeping the training time in observable limits. We tested with 24 datasets from
[9], the ones with number of classes higher than five. It was found that proposed method
outperforms in terms of accuracy the method from [7] for most datasets. The achieved training
time is kept low, varying from several seconds to several minutes, depending on a dataset. High
accuracy and relatively short training time makes proposed method very competitive to present
state-of-arts methods, which lack either accuracy or have huge training time.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 173–182, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2016.60116
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 related work is presented. Section 3
describes the proposed method and gives technical details of its implementation. Section 4
discusses achieved results. Finally, section 5 summarizes the proposed method and gives ideas
for further work.

2. RELATED WORK
Shapelet by definition is a sequence of samples that originate from one of the time-series from a
dataset and maximally represent certain class. The classical method of shapelets discovery,
known as brute force algorithm [1], employs all possible subsequences from all time-series from
the train dataset and treat them as candidate shapelets. To test a candidate shapelet how well
separates two classes A and B, all distances between the candidate shapelet and time-series from
A and B are formed. These distances are ordered into a histogram and the histogram is
consecutively split into two parts until the best information gain is achieved. The split point is
named optimal split distance and distances below it considered to belong to class A, but above it
to class B. If any other candidate shapelet achieves higher information gain, it is selected as
shapelet. The process continue until all the candidate shapelets are processed. The method
requires vast amount of calculation time. First improvements include subsequence distance early
abandon of calculated distances and admissive entropy pruning based on predicted information
gain [1]. These improvements reduced the total required time for training, but the reduction was
not that significant [6]. Another idea based on the infrequent shapelets, prunes the non-frequent
candidate shapelets [4]. More improvements [2] suggests using of so called logical shapelets, that
reuse the computation and optimize the search space. Recent approach is based on synthesizing
shapelets from random sequences, using particle swarm optimization techniques [6]. A new
development in the area [7], vastly improves the training time of the shapelets by pruning
candidate segments, which shows similarity in Euclidian distance space. This approach [7] is the
fastest up to date as of our knowledge and in terms of accuracy is competitive with the current
state-of-arts methods. We selected this method as a reference to proposed method, aiming to
achieve similar or better accuracies, maintaining relatively low training time.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
Our previous research [6] changes the traditional way of producing shapelets by synthesizing a
shapelet from randomly generated sequences using particle swarm optimization (PSO), instead of
extracting the shapelets from the original time-series. It finds the shapelet for every pair of classes
presented in a dataset, then combines them in a decision tree and find the decision tree that
achieves highest accuracy. Producing the most accurate decision tree requires all possible
combinations of trees to be tested. That is a slow process for more than four classes and adds
additional processing time to traditionally slow training time. For this purpose, only datasets with
less than five classes were investigated in [6]. Datasets with more than five classes are processed
with the method introduced in this paper. The proposed method utilizes groups of small (up to 4
classes) decision trees, instead of building one big decision tree that contains all classes. When a
time-series comes for classification every present tree produce a decision. The decision path
taken during classification is present as string of characters. The decision paths from all present
trees are combined into decision pattern. Every class from the datasets appears to maintain
unique decision pattern. The patterns from training datasets are kept and when new time-series
from test dataset comes for classification these patterns are compared with the pattern produced
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from incoming time-series. The incoming time-series is associated with the class, to which its
decision pattern mostly match.

3.1. Training
3.1.1. Extracting subsets
The first step of the training process is to extract subsets of classes out of the original dataset, for
which the decision trees will be defined. It is best to have uniform distribution of class indexes
into subsets, as it allows non dominant class indexes into the final solution. The maximum
amount of subsets L is defined as:

where, K is the number of all classes in a dataset and n is the number of classes in a subset n =
2,3,4.
In case the number of classes in the original dataset is relatively high (Fig.1, K = 37), and the
subsets consists of four classes for example, the final number of possible subsets combinations
becomes 66045, according (1). That is vast amount of subsets and training all of them will defeat
the purpose of simplifying the calculations process. Instead of taking all possible combinations
we can operate with just limited amount of subsets, obeying the rule of uniform distribution of
class indexes as shown on Fig.1. Taking limited amount of subsets will not always fully obey the
uniform rule. For example, on Fig.1 most of classes are present 3 times, but class 21, 29 and 30
are present just two times. Practically, it is enough all class indexes to be present into the subsets
and the difference between the number of times classes are present to be no more than one.

Fig. 1 Extracted subsets of 4-class combinations from a dataset with class indexes [1..37].
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3.1.2.Training decision trees
Next step of the training process is to create decision trees for extracted subsets. Method from [6]
is applied for these subsets as they consist of up to four classes. The method in [6] applies
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) techniques, treating candidate shapelets as a particles, which
form a swarm. To find a shapelet between two classes A and B, swarm of N-2 candidate
shapelets is formed. The candidate shapelet represent a random sequence of samples and N is the
length of the time-series in a dataset. Every such sequence has different length, varying from 3
(the smallest meaningful shapelet length) up to N. These potential candidates cover the whole
range of possible shapelets lengths. These candidate shapelets compete to each other to find the
best solution- a sequence that maximally separates two classes A and B. On every step of the
process the candidate shapelet changes its values according to the best overall values in the
swarm and candidates best values so far. The fitness function applies functionality similar to the
criterions of the brute force algorithm. After calculating the distances between the candidate
shapelet and time-series from class A and class B, it builds a histogram of distances and calculate
the possible highest information gain. If currently calculated information gain is bigger than
information gain assigned so far to the candidate, current values becomes particle’s best values. If
currently calculated information gain is bigger than information gain of the best candidate
shapelet, then current candidate shapelet become the best candidate of overall swarm. Iteration
stops when pre-defined number of iterations is achieved or when best information gain from
iteration to iteration remains the same.
Described particle searching process is relatively fast, but high number of candidate shapelets
may slow down the training process in general. For that, two improvements were introduced.
First, compression of the training data is introduced, which according to [7] will not harm the
training process, but improves the performance. Second, we introduce the idea that not N-2
candidate shapelets are required, but only 10 will be enough to compete and find the best shapelet
among them. As candidate shapelets have different lengths it is important to know which of them
to remove from the competition. To find the ten most representative shapelets lengths, we extract
from the training dataset only a few time-series per class and train with them. In this partial
training process we use N-2 shapelets candidates. The partial training is very fast as just few
time-series were used, but it shows well which are the most popular shapelets lengths for certain
subset. Based on these results, we select the 10 most popular shapelets lengths and run the
process again.
When all pair of classes in a subset have their shapelets discovered, then all possible variations of
decision trees for this subsets are checked and the one that produces the highest accuracy is
selected. The accuracy of the decision trees during the training process is checked with timeseries from the training dataset.
3.1.3.Decision patterns
An important term in proposed method is the decision path. The decision path is the path taken
through the decision tree during decision process. When time-series comes for classification, the
distance between shapelet and the time-series is calculated. If such distance is higher than the
optimal split distance associated with the shapelet, the process takes the right branch of the tree,
if not- the process takes the left branch. When right branch is taken, character “R” is added to the
decision path, when the left branch is taken, character “L” is added to the decision path. The path
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length is equal to the tree depth. An example of possible decision paths are shown on Fig.2. To
form a decision pattern the decision paths from all decision trees are concatenated as shown on
Fig. 3. For example, if the system consists of 6 decision trees and every tree has two nodes
similar to that on Fig.2, then one possible variant of decision patterns is {RL,RR,R-,L-LL,RL}.
During the training process, decision pattern for every time-series from the training dataset is
collected. These decision patterns are kept and used during the classification process. Keeping the
decision patterns into memory requires certain amount of memory to be allocated during the
classification process. For example, “Non.FatalECG.1”[9] dataset contains 1800 train time-series
and the chosen pattern length is 836 characters. If we consider that a character is encoded with 1
byte then required memory during classification process is in the vicinity of 1.5MB. That is
feasible amount for the modern computers, but may cause difficulties in small embedded
systems. The direction (“R/L/-”) of the decision path currently requires 1 bytes (8 bits) of
encoding, but it could be optimized to two bits to reduce the required amount of memory,
especially in the embedded systems.

Fig.2 Possible decision paths of the illustrated decision tree obtained after classification of incoming timeseries

Fig.3 Decision pattern, obtained by combining the decision paths from all subsets’ decision trees.
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3.2.Classification
When time-series from test dataset comes for classification a decision pattern is created for that
time-series. This pattern is compared with the patterns produced during the training process.
Comparison process is very simple. The two decision patterns strings are compared character by
character in place and the comparison coefficients is equal to the number of characters that
coincide by place and value, divided by the length of the decision string as shown on Fig. 4. After
all the comparison coefficients are collected we keep only those which are above certain
threshold of 0.98. The idea of this classification is that time-series from the same class will
produce similar decision patterns, but decision patterns from different classes will differ a lot.
The incoming time-series is identified as class to which it has closest decision pattern. In certain
cases more than one class index show similar pattern to the investigates time-series. In such cases
the classification process assign the incoming time-series to the class, that has majority of
decision patterns closest to the incoming time-series decision pattern.

Fig. 4 Comparison between decision patterns of two time-series. Six out of ten characters coincide by place
and value, therefore the comparison coefficients is 6/10 = 0.6.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The project implementation uses C# and .NET Framework 4.0. Time performance measurements
were produced with a System.Diagnostics.StopWatch .NET class. In our experiments we used a
PC with the following parameters: CPU: Intel Core i7, 2.4GHz; RAM: 8 GB; 64-bit Windows 7
OS. We selected datasets from the UCR collection [9] with a number of classes higher than five
(Table 1) as for datasets with fewer classes applying proposed method is meaningless. Table 1
shows parameters of the used datasets. We used method from [7] as a reference method. It
produces the fastest training time as of our knowledge and accuracies that outperform most of
state-of-arts method for the moment. We downloaded the Java implementation of the proposed
method from [10] and ran it on the same hardware as proposed method. Reference method
requires to specify threshold p and aggregation ratio r. We kept these value the same as in [7] to
maintain the highest accuracy. Table 3 shows the results of both methods in terms of training
time and accuracies they produce. In 18 out of 24 cases the proposed method outperforms the
reference method in terms of accuracy, where the improvements vary from 2% up to 23%, where
in six of these cases the improvement is above 10%. In the rest, 3 cases differ less than 1.0% and
we consider that both method perform equally in this cases. Only in 3 cases the reference method
outperform the proposed method in terms of accuracy, but the difference is less than 2%.
Although the reference method shows better training times, the proposed method maintains an
observable training time- varying from several seconds up to several minutes (∼15 min. for
Non.FatalECG.1) for datasets that have long time-series and higher number of time-series in a
train datasets (uWave.X, uWave.Y, uWave.Z).
Proposed method uses the decision patterns from all time-series in the training datasets thus, in
some cases the classification process may slow done due to high number of time-series in the
train dataset (Non.FatalECG.1, Non.FatalECG.2). In some cases the length of the decision pattern
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could be relatively long (Adiac- 1473, Non.FatalECG.1- 836) which may also influence the
classification time. To investigate this issue we have measured the averaged classification time
per time-series. Table 2 represents the results. In the most heavy case (Non.FatalECG.1) when
the number time-series is 1800 and the decision pattern string length is 836 characters the
classification time is above 200 milliseconds. The length of the decision pattern may very as
shown on Table 3. For datasets, such as “Beef”, which consist of 5 classes, the number of subsets
is limited to 10 when constructed of 3 class indexes or to 5 when constructed of 4 class indexes.
In this case to achieve better accuracy, combination of all possible trees up to 4 indexes are taken.
On the other hand, datasets with more class indexes have more varieties to choose from. In the
case of “50Word” dataset, which contain 50 class indexes, the total amount for combinations for
two-classes decision tree is 1225. We selected 497 of them based on the principle from 3.1.1 and
the total length of the decision pattern become 994 characters. Rising the number of characters in
the decision pattern in all investigated cases increased the accuracy in general. Although, it
appears that there is certain limit of characters above which the accuracy does not increase and
even may decrease as shown on Table 4.
Table 1. Used datasets from UCR database.

Dataset

Number of
Classes

Beef
Haptics
OsuLeaf
Symbols
synthetic.
Fish
InlineSkate
Lighting7
MALLAT
uWave.X
uWave.Y
uWave.Z
MedicalImages
Cricket X
Cricket Y
Cricket Z
FaceAll
FacesUCR
SwedishLeaf
WordsS.
Adiac
Non.FatalECG.1
Non.FatalECG.2
50words

5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
10
12
12
12
14
14
15
25
37
42
42
50

Number of
time-series
in the
train/test
dataset
30 / 30
155 / 308
200 / 242
25 / 995
300 / 300
175 / 175
100 / 550
70 / 73
55 / 2345
896 / 3582
896 / 3582
896 / 3582
381 / 760
390 / 390
390 / 390
390 / 390
560 / 1690
200 / 2050
500 / 625
267 / 638
390 / 391
1800 / 1965
1800 / 1965
450 / 455

Time-series
length
470
1092
427
398
60
463
1882
319
1024
315
315
315
99
300
300
300
131
131
128
270
176
750
750
270
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Table 2. Averaged classification times produced by proposed method.
Dataset
Beef
Haptics
OsuLeaf
Symbols
synthetic.
Fish
InlineSkate
Lighting7
MALLAT
uWave.X
uWave.Y
uWave.Z

Classification
Time, [msec]
0.38
1.05
1.67
0.72
1.81
3.97
4.14
2.17
2.11
3.98
5.87
3.84

Dataset
MedicalImages
Cricket X
Cricket Y
Cricket Z
FaceAll
FacesUCR
SwedishLeaf
WordsS.
Adiac
Non.FatalECG.1
Non.FatalECG.2
50words

Classification
Time, [msec]
4.27
11.48
9.07
9.07
10.06
3.97
16.03
17.75
64.56
223.52
195.99
66.77

Table 3. Experimental results presenting accuracies and training times of the proposed and reference
method.

Dataset

Comp.
Rate

Proposed method
Train
Pattern
Tim
Accuracy,
Length
e,
[%]
[sec]
70
4.15
52.21

Reference method
Train
Tim
Accuracy,
e,
[%]
[sec]
0.05
48.89

Beef

0.125

Haptics

0.500

20

70.66

39.39

1.69

34.56

OsuLeaf

0.125

150

55.84

76.99

0.14

53.31

Symbols

0.250

150

7.87

94.20

0.05

82.48

synthetic.

0.250

150

125.58

98.88

0.06

98.44

Fish

0.250

287

102.51

90.85

0.15

75.05

InlineSkate

0.125

245

78.57

39.57

0.56

39.88

Lighting7

0.500

245

42.52

75.79

0.39

65.30

MALLAT

0.125

280

42.87

92.85

0.10

90.77

uWave.X

0.250

117

559.22

75.32

4.37

76.45

uWave.Y

0.250

168

594.66

65.12

3.33

66.72

uWave.Z

0.125

117

508.93

66.30

1.89

67.48

Med.Images

0.500

240

139.47

71.27

0.58

67.68

Cricket X

0.250

471

267.66

77.78

0.61

68.63

Cricket Y

0.250

408

198.58

79.14

0.50

64.01

Cricket Z

0.250

414

184.38

75.29

0.66

68.21

FaceAll

0.500

342

167.02

75.42

1.25

71.63

FacesUCR

0.500

330

36.97

90.56

0.32

84.61

SwedishLeaf
WordsS.

0.500
0.250

519
600

342.27
28.48

91.14
65.46

0.34
0.29

85.60
60.92
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Adiac

0.500

1473

514.63

73.65

0.27

55.67

Non.FatalECG.1

0.250

836

878.18

85.01

6.90

80.93

Non.FatalECG.2

0.125

836

349.32

89.19

4.67

86.34

50words

0.250

994

58.15

68.79

0.35

68.06

Table 4. Accuracy dependency from decision pattern length for “Lighting7”( 7 classes) dataset.
Decision Pattern Length (number
of trees x number of classes in
tree )
21x2
35x3
35x4
35x4 + 35x3
35x4 + 35x3 + 21x2

Training Time, [sec]
4.09
16.28
30.90
42.52
44.29

Accuracy, [%]
61.64
71.23
71.68
75.79
73.97

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a new method for time-series shapelets classification, which demonstrate
higher accuracies than produced by fastest known state-of-arts method for most of the
investigated cases. As well it keeps an observable time for training, varying from several seconds
to several minutes.
As future work we will focus on improving the training time even further, applying parallel
processing based calculations (utilizing .NET Parallel.ForEach) that employ all possible
processor’s cores on certain machine. This technology could be successfully applied on variety of
places in proposed method where the calculations from current stage are independent from each
other, namely: iteration steps of the PSO algorithm for shapelets discovery; the comparison
between incoming time-series pattern and available decision patterns.
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ABSTRACT
The replacement of the former, purely mechanical, functionality with mechatronics-based
solutions, the introduction of new propulsion technologies, and the connection of cars to their
environment are just a few reasons for the continuously increasing electrical and/or electronic
system (E/E system) complexity in modern passenger cars. Smart methodologies and techniques
have been introduced in system development to cope with these new challenges. A topic that is
often neglected is the definition of the interface between the hardware and software subsystems.
However, during the development of safety-critical E/E systems, according to the automotive
functional safety standard ISO 26262, an unambiguous definition of the hardware-software
interface (HSI) has become vital. This paper presents a domain-specific modelling approach for
mechatronic systems with an integrated hardware-software interface definition feature. The
newly developed model-based domain-specific language is tailored to the needs of mechatronic
system engineers and supports the system’s architectural design including the interface
definition, with a special focus on safety-criticality.

KEYWORDS
Embedded Automotive Systems, Hardware-Software Interface, Model-Based Design, DomainSpecific Modelling, Functional Safety

1. INTRODUCTION
Electrical and/or electronic systems (E/E systems) in the automotive domain have grown
increasingly complex over the past decades. New functionality, mainly realized through
embedded E/E systems, as well as the growing connectivity (Car2X-Communication), will keep
this trend alive in the upcoming years. Well-defined development processes are crucial for
managing this complexity and achieving high quality products. Wide-spread standards and
regulations, such as Automotive SPICE® and ISO 26262, provide guidance through the
development life cycle. Some of the key aspects of these concepts are full traceability and
consistency between the different development artifacts.
In the automotive industry, the E/E system architectural design models are usually created with
techniques based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML). Either the meta-model is extended,
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 183–199, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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or a profile is created to make it possible to use the UML-based approach in embedded
automotive system design. A wide-spread example of an UML2 profile is the Systems Modeling
Language (SysML), which reuses many of the original UML diagram types (State Machine
Diagram, Use Case Diagram, etc.), uses modified diagram types (Activity Diagram, Block
Definition Diagram, etc.), and adds new ones (Requirement Diagram, Parametric Diagram) [1].
Even if the UML-based methodologies are valuable for projects with an emphasis on software,
they are sometimes too powerful for embedded automotive system design, due to the numerous
representation options. Particularly for domain experts who have no or limited knowledge of
software development, the large number of elements available for modelling, turns system
architectural design into an awkward task. However, it is not the intention of this work to decry
the SysML approaches created so far. They are a good choice for a multitude of tasks. Instead,
this paper showcases an extension of these SysML approaches, which makes the architectural
design process easier, placing a special focus on the specification of the hardware-software
interface for UML non-natives.
A model-based domain-specific language and domain-specific modelling (DSM) has been
developed for the specific needs of embedded automotive mechatronics systems. Additionally, a
software tool has been created to support the new modelling techniques. By linking development
artifacts such as requirements (e.g. technical system requirements, software requirements, etc.),
and verification criteria to the design model, the traceability mentioned earlier is assured.
The main goal of this work is to contribute to the improvement of the existing system
architectural design methods by facilitating the specification of the hardware-software interface.
The approach presented has mainly been created for the development of embedded mechatronicsbased E/E systems in the automotive field. However, the techniques are also suitable for other
domains. Improvements have been made by extending the system modelling approach presented
in previous publication using HSI specification capabilities.
Section 2 presents an overview of related approaches, domain-specific modelling and integrated
tool chains. Section 3 provides a description of the proposed hardware-software interface
specification approach for the model-based system engineering. An application of the
methodology described is presented in Section 4. Finally, this work is concluded in Section 5,
which gives an overview of the presented work.

2. RELATED WORK
In recent years, a lot of effort has been made to improve the model-based automotive E/E system
design methods and techniques. Today, the advantages of a model-based approach are clear and
without controversy. Meseguer [2] grants much more reliability, reusability, automatisation, and
cost effectiveness to software that is developed with modelling languages. However, model
transformation within or across different languages is crucial to achieve all these benefits.
Traceability and consistency between the development artifacts have always been important
topics. However, these properties have become even more important due to the increasing
number of electronic and electric-based functionalities. According to the international standard
ISO 26262 [3], released in 2011, traceability between the relevant artifacts is mandatory for
safety-critical systems. A description of the common deliverables relevant to automotive E/E
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system development, and a corresponding process reference model is presented by the de facto
standard Automotive SPICE [4]. Neither the functional safety standard nor the process reference
model enforces a specific methodology for how the development artifacts have to be created or
linked to each other. However, connecting the various work products manually is a tedious and
error-prone task.
One of the early work products found in the engineering process is the system architectural
design. In the field of automotive E/E system development, a wide-spread and common approach
is to utilize a UML-based technique for this design, such as the UML2 profile SysML.
Andrianarison and Piques [5], Boldt [6], and many other publications (e.g. [7], [8], [9]) present
their SysML methodologies for system design. As stated by Broy et al. [10], the drawbacks of the
UML-based design are still the low degree of formalization, and the lack of technical agreement
regarding the proprietary model formats and interfaces. The numerous possibilities of how to
customize the UML diagrams and how to get a language for embedded system design, are behind
these drawbacks. Even if there is an agreement to utilize a common UML profile such as SysML,
there are plenty of design artifact variations. This scenario does not provide an optimal base for
the engineer who has to design the embedded automotive system from a mechatronics point of
view. Ideally, the tool should be intuitive and it should be possible to use it easily without
specific knowledge of UML.
Mernik et al. [11] describe a domain-specific language as a language that is tailored to the
specific application domain. This tailoring should lead to a substantial increase in expressiveness
and ease of use, compared to general-purpose languages. Even if expressiveness is increased by
the utilization of SysML-based modelling techniques, the ease of use for embedded automotive
mechatronics system design has not been improved.
Preschern et al. [12] claim that DSLs help to decrease system development costs by providing
developers with an effective way to construct systems for a specific domain. The benefit in terms
of a more effective development has to be greater than the investment needed to create or
establish a DSL at a company or in a department. In addition, the authors argue that the
mentioned DSL development cost will decrease significantly over the next few years, due to new
tools that support language creation such as the Eclipse-based Sirius1.
Vujovic et al. [13] present a model-driven engineering approach to creating domain-specific
modelling (DSM). Sirius is the framework used to develop a new DSM and the DSM graphical
modelling workbench. The big advantage of this tool is that the workbench for the DSM is
developed graphically. Therefore, knowledge about software development with Java, the
graphical editor framework (GEF) or the graphical modelling framework (GMF) is not needed.
Although it is obvious that an unambiguous specification of the various signals between the items
of an embedded automotive system design is vital, publications on embedded automotive
hardware-software interface definition are rare. This contribution aims to extend a model-based
development approach for an ISO 26262 aligned hardware-software interface definition presented
by the authors of [14]. More background on the origin of HSI characteristics is presented and the
model-based support is shifted from a classic SysML-based methodology to a domain-specific
modelling methodology for the E/E system architectural design of mechatronics-based systems.
The domain-specific modelling (DSM) language definition is presented in [15].
1

https://eclipse.org/sirius/
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3. APPROACH
The main goal of this contribution is to convey the importance of the hardware-software interface
for today's Embedded Automotive Systems and how it is supported by the approach described.
Moreover, the key driving factors for establishing a well-defined interface, which is also suitable
for safety-critical applications, will be shown within this section. Before describing the HSI
specification approach in detail, the utilized domain-specific model-based system architectural
design technique shall be introduced. This domain-specific modelling method has been
developed to outline mechatronics-based system architectures in the automotive sector and
therefore serves as a basis for the specification of the hardware-software interface found in our
approach.

3.1. Embedded Mechatronics System Domain-Specific Modelling
The key objective of domain-specific modelling is to provide a lean approach for engineers to
facilitate embedded automotive mechatronics system modelling on a high abstraction level. The
approach described focusses on the model-based structural description of the E/E system under
development. Additionally, the signals and interfaces are an essential part of modelling.
The existing SysML-based design method (see also [14]) is extended by the newly developed
Embedded Mechatronics System Domain-Specific Modeling (EMS-DMS) for automotive
embedded system architectural design. It is not intended to replace the SysML-based solution
created so far. Instead, the EMS-DSM is integrated into existing methods. Hence, the whole toolchain, starting from the SysML-based system architectural design tool and finishing at software /
hardware architectural design, can be utilized if desired. An overview of the tool integration is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Tool-Chain Integration of DSM and SysML Model Approach (based on [16])
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The definition of the newly developed model-based domain-specific language is shown in Figure
2. The EMS-DSM Component is the origin of all other classes regarding language definition. The
six attributes of this class are
•

ID - unique identifier of the particular instance in the architectural design model, set
automatically.

•

Name - name or short description of the particular instance, chosen by the design
engineer.

•

Mask - graphical representation of the particular instance, set by the engineer responsible
for the design tool.

•

Requirement - in this approach, a link to the Redmine requirements database is set by the
designer.

•

Verification Criteria - similar to Requirement, a link to the Redmine verification criteria
artifact is set by the designer.

•

Specification - link to further information about the actual component, e.g. a CAD
drawing or a data sheet.

The EMS-DSM Component serves as the base node of the EMS-DSM definition, and declares the
common attributes of the derived classes at the lower levels. Therefore, this component is not
instanced for the design process. At the next language definition level, the following component
classes are available:
•

Mechanical Components - used by all mechanical, domain-specific components, e.g. the
Mechanical Pressure Regulator class in the use-case shown in Section 4.

•

Compartment Components - gives the opportunity to specify areas or compartments,
where mechanical and hardware components are installed.

•

E/E Item Components - an abstract component class definition, which serves as a basis
for the hardware and software components at the lower levels. Additionally, the property
ASIL, corresponding to the ISO 26262, is stated.

The majority of the non-abstract component classes are derived from the hardware component
class:
•

Sensor Component - used for all domain-specific sensor components.

•

Control Unit Component - used for all domain-specific control unit components.

•

Actuator Component - used for all domain-specific actuator components.

•

External Control Unit Component - special class, to make signals from an external
system available in the considered system.
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All hardware components and their instances in the system design model, with the exception of
the External Control Unit Component, are capable of containing a software design model. This
means that any kind of software component instance is only allowed to be implemented in a
software design model which belongs to an instance of a hardware component. This special
language characteristic is defined by the Aggregation relationship between hardware and
software components, which also implies the hardware-software interface.
The last part of the EMS-DSM definition description is related to the classes (derived from the
software component):
•

Basis Software Component - used for all low-level, hardware-dependent software
components.

•

Application Software Component - used for all functional software components.

Figure 2. EMS-DSM Language Definition

As mentioned in Section 2, a more detailed description of the domain-specific modelling
language can be found in [15].

3.2. Influence of Process Reference Model on HSI Specification
Due to their broad dissemination in the automotive sector, the two most important reference
models are Automotive SPICE [4] and CMMI [17]. Both pursue similar targets: they (a)
determine the process capability/maturity, and (b) aspire a continuous process improvement in
the particular development team and/or company. The reference models do not exist in order to
specify how processes have to be implemented. Instead, desired process outcomes (Automotive
SPICE) or goals (CMMI) are defined and described in more detail by best practice
characterisation (base or generic practices at Automotive SPICE, and specific or generic practices
at CMMI). The Automotive S(oftware) P(rocess) I(mprovement) and C(apability)
(D)e(termination) reference model is based on the international standard ISO 15504 and is
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primarily used in Europe, as well as in some parts of Eastern Asia. The latest version, which was
analysed for this approach, is 3.0 and was released in July 2015. The C(apability) M(aturity)
M(odel) I(ntegration) reference model has been developed by the Software Engineering Institute
(SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University. CMMIs currently exist for Acquisition, Development, and
Services. As CMMI is not widespread in the European automotive sector, the remaining part of
this section will focus on Automotive SPICE as the relevant process assessment and reference
model. The model does not address the demand for a hardware-software interface directly, but
some guidance on HSI specification can be extracted from general interface topics.
Table 1 lists the elements of the Automotive SPICE reference model that provide information
about interfaces between system components. As expected, interface work products are needed
for Architectural Design and the Integration topics. In addition to the Process ID and the Process
Name, the corresponding Base Practice IDs are indicated. These give more detailed information
on what the outcome should look like. In SYS.3.BP3, the definition (identify, develop, and
document) of system element interfaces is stipulated. This equally applies to the hardwaresoftware interface. In SYS.3.BP4, a description of the dynamic behaviour of and between the
system elements is provided. The possible operating modes of the system, which determine the
dynamic behaviour, have to be taken into account in the HSI definition. Base Practice SYS.4.BP3
postulates that the interfaces between system items have to be covered by the system integration
test to show consistency between the real interfaces and the architectural design. With regard to
the HSI, SWE.2.BP3 and SWE.2.BP4 can be interpreted in a similar way to their system level
counterparts (SYS.3.BP3, SYS.3.BP4). SWE.2.BP5 claims the determination and documentation
of the resource consumption objectives of all relevant software architectural design elements. To
support this using the hardware-software interface definition, information on resource
consumption shall be included in the description of the signals, wherever applicable. An interface
definition is also demanded at process SWE.3 - Software Detailed Design and Unit Construction.
However, in this case, the specification belongs to the signals communicated between the
components on the lowest (most detailed) software level. Hence, this communication
specification does not directly belong to the hardware-software interface, and will not be taken
into consideration in this approach. The last process/base practice in Table 1 is SWE.5.BP3. It
demands a description of the interaction between relevant software units and their dynamic
behaviour. Again, this base practice can be interpreted in a similar way to its system level
counterpart (SYS.4.BP3).
Table 1. HSI Accompanying Automotive SPICE Processes.
Process ID
SYS.3
SYS.4
SWE.2
SWE.5

Process Name
System Architectural Design
System Integration and Integration Test
Software Architectural Design
Software Integration and Integration Test

Base Practice ID
BP3, BP4
BP3
BP3, BP4, BP5
BP3

In the Automotive SPICE reference model, Output Work Products are also defined and linked to
the base practices previously stated. From this contribution’s point of view, the relevant work
products are:
•

System Architectural Design - the main aspects to consider regarding the HSI are
memory/capacity requirements, hardware interface requirements, security/data
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protection characteristics, system parameter settings, system components operation
modes, and the influence of the system’s and system component’s dynamic behaviour.
•

Interface Requirement Specification - the main aspects to consider regarding the HSI are
definition of critical timing dependencies or sequence ordering and physical interface
definitions.

3.3. Influence of Automotive Functional Safety on HSI Specification
The international standard ISO 26262 for Functional Safety in the automotive electrical and/or
electronic system domain was released in 2011. Since then, many best practice articles and books
have been published on how to develop according to the standard. However, with the exception
of the safety-critical view, the hardware-software interface has rarely been highlighted in these
publications.
According to ISO 26262, the HSI is to be specified during the phase Product Development at the
System Level (see Figure 3), which is described in Part 4 of the standard. As a prerequisite for
specifying the hardware-software interface, a system design has to be established. While
preparing the system architectural design, the technical safety and non-safety requirements are
allocated to the hardware and software. Subsequent to this allocation, an initial interface
description can be prepared. The HSI shall be continuously refined in the ensuing hardware and
software product development phases, which are described in Parts 5 & 6 of the ISO 26262.

Figure 3. Development Phases According to [3]

The majority of information concerning how to specify the interface aligned to functional safety
can be found in Clause 7.4.6 of Part 4 of the standard. In our approach, most of the HSI
characteristics demanded by this clause, such as operation modes of the hardware device and
shared/exclusive use of the hardware resource, are described in the Detailed Hardware
Specification (DHS) documents, which are linked to the main HSI document. A detailed
description of the various development artifacts and their relationships is presented in Subsection
3.4. Additionally, the informative Annex B of Part 4 of ISO 26262 provides information
concerning the possible content of the interface definition.
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3.4. Incorporated Hardware-Software Interface Specification
Two main objectives have to be achieved when developing a new HSI specification approach:
1. identification, development and documentation of the essential HSI specification
attributes & characteristics, and
2. support for the linking of related information to ensure full traceability.
The principle of the hardware-software interface specification approach described here is based
on three origins, two of which have been described in the previous subsections:
a. the process reference and assessment model Automotive SPICE,
b. the automotive functional safety standard ISO 26262, and
c. the industrial experience of authors in past automotive E/E system development projects.
It is important to note that the hardware-software interface specification does not only consist of a
single spreadsheet with a description of all signals between hardware and software. Further
information belonging to the HSI specification can also be found in various development
artifacts. Figure 4 shows the different aspects of our HSI specification approach:
•

Hardware-Software Interface Signal List - spreadsheet with data of all signals between
hardware and software. The attributes describing each signal have been derived from
sources (a) - (c), which were mentioned at the beginning of this subsection.

•

Resource Consumption Objectives - depending on the particular project, the objectives
are described in spreadsheet(s) and/or free text document(s). Regardless of the type, the
documents are linked to the software components in software architectural design (see
attribute Specification <<Link>> Software Component class in the EMS-DSM language
definition in Figure 2).

•

Detailed Hardware Specification - depending on the particular project, the objectives are
described in spreadsheet(s) and/or free text document(s). Regardless of the type, the
documents are linked to the hardware components in system architectural design (see
attribute Specification <<Link>> Hardware Component class in the EMS-DSM
language definition in Figure 2).

•

Model-based Architectural Design - this item represents the central source of
information. The defined domain-specific modelling language facilitates the creation of
the system and the software architectural design within the same design environment and
allows the linking of all other relevant development artifacts. From a HSI specification
perspective, the three previous items in this list are the most important development
artifacts to be linked to the architectural design models.
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Figure 4. Distributed Hardware-Software Interface Specification

Establishing full traceability between the Resource Consumption Objectives, the Detailed
Hardware Specification, and the Model-based Architectural Design is an easy task, accomplished
by linking the related documents in the architectural design.
The integration of the Hardware-Software Interface Signal List data into the design model is
more technically challenging. In [14] the authors described the functionality of the HSI Definition
Exporter and Importer, which was developed to achieve a seamless transformation of the HSI
representation between the SysML-based architectural design and the spreadsheet tool. The HSI
Definition Exporter is an extension (dynamic link library) for the model-based development
(MBD) tool, which is written in C# and allows the modelled HSI to be exported to a spreadsheet
document (either in csv or xls format). The HSI Definition Importer is the counterpart of the HSI
Definition Exporter, which is also implemented as a dynamic link library using the spreadsheet
tool’s API. It allows the import of all HSI information from the spreadsheet document or a
selective update of the HSI model artifacts. Using both the export and import functionality leads
to a round-trip engineering capability regarding the HSI signal list and the HSI signals modelled
in the architectural design. In this approach, the libraries of the exporter and importer extensions
are slightly adapted to the needs of the domain-specific modelling language.
To conclude the description of our approach, the HSI signal attributes and their origins are listed
in Table 2.
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Table 2. HSI Signal List Attributes.
Attribute

Sensor / Actuator
Supply Voltage
Physical Min Value
Physical Max Value
Accuracy

Comments
Input or Output, out of the controllers
view
A short signal description or the signals
name
Type or identifier of signals source/sink
In % of range of values

Physical Unit

E.g. V, A, ...

HW Interface Type

E.g. Digital In, Analog Out, CAN, ...

HW Pin #
Message ID
Start Bit

Pin number or identifier at e.g. ECU

Author’s Experience
Author’s Experience
ASPICE SYS.4.BP3
ASPICE SYS.4.BP3
ISO 26262-4 (Annex B)
ISO 26262-4 (Annex B)
ASPICE SYS.4.BP3
ISO 26262-4 (Annex B)
ASPICE WP 17-08
ISO 26262-4 (Annex B)

In case of bus communication

Author’s Experience

Signal Direction
Signal Description

Origin
Author’s Experience
ISO 26262-4 (Annex B)

Internal Cycle Time

E.g. 10 ms

External Cycle Time
HW Timer / Interrupt /
Watchdog

Only applicable for digital signals

ISO 26262-4 (Section 7.4.6)
ASPICE SYS.4.BP3, SWE.5.BP3, WP
17-08
Author’s Experience

Identifier of triggered e.g. interrupt

ISO 26262-4 (Section 7.4.6)

Information if signal is needed special
operating modes (e.g. start up,
calibration, ...)
E.g. short circuit detection, ...
E.g. RAM, EEPROM, ...
Information on special security issues

ISO 26262-4 (Annex B)
ASPICE SYS.3.BP4, SWE.2.BP4, WP
04-06
ISO 26262-4 (Section 7.4.6)
ISO 26262-4 (Annex B)
ASPICE WP 04-06

-

ASPICE WP 17-08

Operating Modes
HW Diagnostic Feature
Memory Type
Security/Data Protection
Critical Timing
Dependencies or
Sequence Ordering
Signal Name @ SW
Initial Value
Data Type
Scaling LSB
Scaling Offset
Min Value @ SW
Max Value @ SW
Accuracy @ SW
Physical Unit @ SW
Default Value @ SW
Detection Time
Reaction Time
ASIL
Signal ID

HW Device ID

Identifier of signal as used in
application software
E.g. UInt16, Float, ...
Scaling information in case of fixedpoint arithmetic
In % of range of values
E.g. km/h, Nm, ...
Default value in case of an invalid
input signal
Time until a fault is diagnosed
Admissible reaction time after a fault
was detected
Automotive Safety Integrity Level
classified A - D, or QM if no safetyrelevance is given
Identifiers required for the support of the
domain-specific modelling approach

Author’s Experience
Author’s Experience
ASPICE SYS.4.BP3, SWE.5.BP3
ASPICE SYS.4.BP3, SWE.5.BP3
ASPICE SWE.5.BP3
ASPICE SWE.5.BP3
ISO 26262-4 (Annex B)
ASPICE SWE.5.BP3
Author’s Experience
ISO 26262-4 (Section 7.4.6)
ISO 26262-4 (Section 7.4.6)
ISO 26262-4 (Annex B)
Author’s Experience
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4. APPLICATION
In this section, the HSI specification approach is applied to the development of an automotive
fuel tank system for compressed natural gas (CNG). For an appropriate scale of the showcase,
only a small part of the real-world system is utilized. The application should be seen as
illustrative material, reduced for internal training purposes for students. Therefore, the disclosed
and commercially non-sensitivity use-case is not intended to be exhaustive or representative of
leading-edge technology. Before the showcase is illustrated, tool support regarding both domainspecific modelling and requirements management shall be explained briefly.

4.1. EMS-DSM Language Tool Support
Generally speaking, the EMS-DSM language can be supported by various tools, but at the time
when the research project was initiated, the highest possible flexibility was desired, as was full
access to the tool’s source code. To avoid developing an application from scratch, the open
source project WPF Diagram Designer (see [18]) was chosen as a basis for tool development.
The corresponding documentation has about 540,000 views and the source code has been
downloaded more than 24,000 times. Therefore, the source, which provides standard
functionality such as file handling and basic graphical modelling, is well reviewed. The source
code is written in C# and provides good expandability. New functionalities have been
implemented for the diagram designer, named EASy-Design (Embedded Automotive SystemDesign), to facilitate engineering with EMS-DSM models. However, EASy-Design is just one
possibility for EMS-DSM tool support. The methodology and its C# implementation can be
ported to e.g. Enterprise Architect2 by the provided Add-in mechanism. Another alternative is the
Eclipse3 framework, or rather the Eclipse-based project Sirius, which enables the creation of a
graphical modelling workbench, by facilitating the Eclipse modelling technologies without
writing code.

4.2. Project and Requirements – Management Tool Support
The web-based open source application Redmine4 is used for topics such as project management
and requirements management in this approach. Owing to its high flexibility through
configuration, new trackers have been added for development according to the de facto standard
Automotive SPICE [4]. The process reference model already mentioned in Section 3 defines
three different types of requirements of the engineering process group: Customer Requirements,
System Requirements, and Software Requirements. The hardware focus is missing from the
embedded E/E system view. Additionally, requirements and design items for mechanical
components have to be introduced for the design of an embedded mechatronics-based E/E
system. Similar to the Automotive SPICE methodology on a system and software level,
engineering processes have been defined for these missing artifacts. To sum up, the available
requirement and test case types for this approach are: Customer Req, System Req, System TC,
System Integration TC, Software Req, Software TC, Software Integration TC, Hardware Req,
Hardware TC, Mechanics Req, and Mechanics TC.
The test case and requirement items are connected to each other by their unique identifier. For a
safety-critical development according to ISO 26262, additional issue types such as Functional
2

http://www.sparxsystems.com/
http://eclipse.org/
4
http://www.redmine.org/
3
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Safety Requirements have been added. By reconfiguring the project management tool Redmine,
all requirement types mentioned have been implemented.

4.3. CNG Tank System Showcase
Figure 5 illustrates the EMS-DSM tool EASy-Design with the system architectural design model
of the simplified showcase. The CNG fuel tank system consists of seven mechanical components,
which are blue coloured (Tank Cylinder, Filter, etc.) The medium flow between mechanical
components, which is CNG in this case, is displayed by blue lines with an arrow at the end.
Furthermore, five hardware components are placed at the system design model level, which are
yellow coloured (In-Tank Temperature Sensor, Tank ECU, etc.) The signal flow between the
components is displayed using yellow lines ending with an arrow. A communication bus is
inserted between the Control Unit and the External Control Unit component, shown by the
double compound line type and arrows at both ends.
By selecting a model element and clicking the button Link Requirements, the elements
requirements dialogue is opened and a link between the selected element and an item from the
requirements database (e.g. System Requirement, see Subsection 4.2) can be established. Already
linked requirements from Redmine’s MySQL database are listed with their ID, Type, Title, ASIL,
and Core functionality attribute. With a click on Link Specifications, various documents, such as
detailed hardware specifications and datasheets, can be linked to the selected model element.
The Hardware-Software Interface Specification emphasis of this contribution is also supported
by EASy-Design. Again, a hardware element of the model has to be selected and can be defined
with a subsequent click on the button Edit Hardware-Software Interface in the Element
Properties group, the interface of the selected hardware item. In Figure 5, the Tank ECU has
been selected and in Figure 6, the newly opened HSI definition dialogue for the Tank ECU is
illustrated. Within this dialogue, all operations needed to add, modify or delete signals can be
triggered by clicking the relevant button:
•

Add New Signal - a new dialogue window is opened and a signal can be created by
entering the properties described in Table 2 (see Figure 7).

•

Add Connected Signal - the hardware elements in the architectural system design can be
connected by (yellow) lines as described in Subsection 4.1. Every output signal from any
connected hardware element can be added as an input signal in the HSI signal definition
in the actual hardware element.

•

Modify Signal - at the HSI signal definition main dialogue (illustrated in Figure 6), a
signal has to be selected, for which the modification dialogue will be opened after a click
on Modify Signal. The signal modification dialogue is similar to the Add New Signal
dialogue.

•

Import Signal(s) - the HSI Definition Importer, as described in Subsection 3.4, is
selected, and signals from a HSI signal definition stored in spreadsheet format can be
added to the system architectural design model.

•

Export Signal(s) - the HSI Definition Exporter, as described in Subsection 3.4, is selected
and signals from the HSI signal definition in the system architectural design model can
be exported to a HSI signal definition in spreadsheet format.

•

Delete Signal(s) - the signals have to be selected from the main HSI signal definition
dialogue and are removed from the interface when the button is clicked.
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Figure 5. Self-developed tool EASy Design with a Simplified CNG Tank System Architectural Design

Figure 6. Hardware-Software Interface Dialog at EASy Design

Figure 7. Hardware-Software Interface Add New Signal Dialog at EASy Design
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As can be seen in Figure 5, no Software Components are modelled at this level (System Design
Model). With a double-click on a Hardware Component (e.g. Tank ECU), the next modelling
level is opened (named E/E Item Design Level). The (green coloured) Basis Software
Components and Application Software Components can be placed here. At each basis software
component, the input and output signals from the HSI definition in the particular hardware
component can be used and therefore connected to the software.

5. CONCLUSION
Previous sections described the factors influencing the development of our hardware-software
interface specification approach as well as the supporting tools. A domain-specific modelling
method for the design of embedded automotive mechatronics-based E/E systems formed the basis
for this work. This approach has the potential to bring together the different engineering
disciplines involved in E/E system development by facilitating the HSI specification process.
Additionally, many artifacts such as requirements, verification criteria, and various specifications
can be linked to the models, created with the new, domain-specific modelling language. With the
help of the linked artifacts, vital traceability can be established. Depending on the respective tool
chain and the organisation’s process landscape, the EMS-DSM models can also facilitate a single
point of truth strategy.
First use case implementations show promising results. However, there are several features that
still need to be implemented. Options for describing the system’s behaviour, e.g. a kind of task
scheduling definition, are to be introduced. Furthermore, the Model-to-Model-Transformer
between the domain-specific and traditional SysML system architectural design model has to be
extended to achieve an automatic transformation of the HSI signal definition between the
different modelling strategies.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we investigate the problem of providing scalability to near-real-time ETL+Q
(Extract, transform, load and querying) process of data warehouses. In general, data loading,
transformation and integration are heavy tasks that are performed only periodically during
small fixed time windows.
We propose an approach to enable the automatic scalability and freshness of any data
warehouse and ETL+Q process for near-real-time BigData scenarios. A general framework for
testing the proposed system was implementing, supporting parallelization solutions for each
part of the ETL+Q pipeline. The results show that the proposed system is capable of handling
scalability to provide the desired processing speed.

KEYWORDS
Scalability, ETL, freshness, high-rate, performance, parallel processing, distributed systems,
database, load-balance, algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION
ETL tools are special purpose software used to populate a data warehouse with up-to-date, clean
records from one or more sources. The majority of current ETL tools organize such operations as
a workflow. At the logical level, the E (Extract) can be considered as a capture of data-flow from
the sources with more than one high-rate throughput. T (Transform) represents transforming and
cleansing data in order to be distributed and replicated across many processes and ultimately,
L(Load) the data into data warehouses to be stored and queried. For implementing these type of
systems besides knowing all of these steps, the acknowledgement of user regarding the scalability
issues is essential.
When defining the ETL+Q the user must consider the existence of data sources, where and how
the data is extracted to be transformed, loading into the data warehouse and finally the data
warehouse schema; each of these steps requires different processing capacity, resources and data
treatment. Moreover, the ETL is never so linear and it is more complex than it seems. Most often
the data volume is too large and one single extraction node is not sufficient. Thus, more nodes
must be added to extract the data and extraction policies from the sources such as round-robin or
on-demand are necessary.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 201–218, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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After extraction, data must be re-directed and distributed across the available transformation
nodes, again since transformation involves heavy duty tasks (heavier than extraction), more than
one node should be present to assure acceptable execution/transformation times. Once again more
new data distribution policies must be added. After the data is transformed and ready to be
loaded, the load period time and a load time control must be scheduled. This means that the data
have to be held between the transformation and loading process in some buffer. Eventually,
regarding the data warehouse schema, the entire data will not fit into a single node, and if it fits, it
will not be possible to execute queries within acceptable time ranges. Thus, more than one data
warehouse node is necessary with a specific schema which allows to distribute, replicate, and
query the data within an acceptable time frame.
In this paper we study how to provide parallel ETL+Q scalability with ingress high-data-rate in
big data warehouses. We propose a set of mechanisms and algorithms to parallelize and scale
each part of the entire ETL+Q process, which later will be included in an auto-scale (in and out)
ETL+Q framework. The presented results prove that the proposed mechanisms are able to scale
when necessary.
In Section 2 we present some relevant related-work in the field. Section 3 describes the
architecture of the proposed system, Section 4 explains the main algorithms which allow to scaleout when necessary. Section 5 shows the experimental results obtained when testing the proposed
system. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Works in the area of ETL scheduling includes efforts towards the optimization of the entire ETL
workflows [8] and of individual operators in terms of algebraic optimization; e.g., joins or data
sort operations.
The work [4] deals with the problem of scheduling ETL workflows at the data level and in
particular scheduling protocols and software architecture for an ETL engine in order to minimize
the execution time and the allocated memory needed for a given ETL workflow. The second
aspect in ETL execution that the authors address is how to schedule flow execution at the
operations level (blocking, non-parallelizable operations may exist in the flow) and how we can
improve this with pipeline parallelization [3].
The work [6] focuses on finding approaches for the automatic code generation of ETL processes
which is aligning the modeling of ETL processes in data warehouse with MDA (Model Driven
Architecture) by formally defining a set of QVT (Query, View, Transformation) transformations.
ETLMR [5] is an academic tool which builds the ETL processes on top of Map-Reduce to
parallelize the ETL operation on commodity computers. ETLMR does not have its own data
storage (note that the offine dimension store is only for speedup purpose), but is an ETL tool
suitable for processing large scale data in parallel. ETLMR provides a configuration file to
declare dimensions, facts, User Defined Functions (UDFs), and other run-time parameters.
In [7] the authors consider the problem of dataflow partitioning for achieving real-time ETL. The
approach makes choices based on a variety of trade-offs, such as freshness, recoverability and
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fault-tolerance, by considering various techniques. In this approach partitioning can be based on
round-robin (RR), hash (HS), range (RG), random, modulus, copy, and others [9].
In [2] the authors describe Liquid, a data integration stack that provides low latency data access
to support near real-time in addition to batch applications. It supports incremental processing, and
is cost-efficient and highly available. Liquid has two layers: a processing layer based on a
statefull stream processing model, and a messaging layer with a highly-available publish /
subscribe system. The processing layer (i) executes ETL-like jobs for different back-end systems
according to a stateful stream processing model [1]; (ii) guarantees service levels through
resource isolation; (iii) provides low latency results; and (iv) enables incremental data processing.
A messaging layer supports the processing layer. It (i) stores high-volume data with high
availability; and (ii) offers rewindability, i.e. the ability to access data through meta-data
annotations. The two layers communicate by writing and reading data to and from two types of
feeds, stored in the messaging layer.
Related problems studied in the past include the scheduling of concurrent updates and queries in
real-time warehousing and the scheduling of operators in data streams management systems.
However, we argue that a fresher look is needed in the context of ETL technology. The issue is
no longer the scalability cost/price, but rather the complexity it adds to the system. Previews
presented recent works in the field do not address in detail how to scale each part of the ETL+Q
and do not regard the automatic scalability to make ETL scalability easy and automatic. The
authors focus on mechanisms to improve scheduling algorithms and optimizing work-flows and
memory usage. In our work we assume that scalability in number of machines and quantity of
memory is not the issue, we focus on offering scalability for each part of the ETL pipeline
process, without the nightmare of operators relocation and complex execution plans. Our main
focus is on scalability based on generic ETL process to provide the users desired performance
with minimum complexity and implementations. In addition, we also support queries execution.

3. ARCHITECTURE
In this section we describe the main components of the proposed architecture for ETL+Q
scalability. Figure 1 shows the main components to achieve automatic scalability.
•

All components from (1) to (7) are part of the Extract, Transform, Load and query
(ETL+Q) process.

•

The "Automatic Scaler" (13), is the node responsible for performance monitoring and
scaling the system when it is necessary.

•

The "Configuration file" (12) represents the location where all user configurations are
defined by the user.

•

The "Universal Data Warehouse Manager" (11), based on the configurations provided by
the user and using the available "Configurations API" (10), sets the system to perform
according with the desired parameters and algorithms. The "Universal Data Warehouse
Manager" (11), also sets the configuration parameters for automatic scalability at (13)
and the policies to be applied by the "Scheduler" (14).
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Figure 2: Total automatic ETL+Q scalability

•

The "Configuration API" (10), is an access interface which allows to configure each part
of the proposed Universal Data Warehouse architecture, automatically or manually by the
user.

•

Finally the "Scheduler" (14), is responsible for applying the data transfer policies
between components (e.g. control the on-demand data transfers).

Figure 1: Automatic ETL+Q scalability

All these components when set to interact together are able to provide automatic scalability to the
ETL and to the data warehouses processes without the need for the user to concern about its
scalability or management.
Paralelization approach
Figure 2 depicts the main processes needed to support total ETL+Q scalability.
1) Represents the data sources from where data is extracted into the system.
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2) The data distributor(s) is responsible for forwarding or replicating the raw data to the
transformer nodes. The distribution algorithm to be used is configured and enforced in
this stage. The data distributors (2) should also be parallelizable if needed, for scalability
reasons.
3) In the transformation nodes the data is cleaned and transformed to be loaded into the data
warehouse. This might involve data lookups to in-memory or disk tables and further
computation tasks. The transformation is parallelized for scalability reasons.
4) The data buffer can be in memory, disk file (batch files) or both. In periodically
configured time frames/periods, data is distributed across the data warehouse nodes.
5) The data switches are responsible to distribute (pop/extract) data from the "Data Buffers"
and set it for load into the data warehouse, which can be a single-node or a parallel data
warehouse depending on configured parameters (e.g. load time, query performance).
6) The data warehouse can be in a single node, or parallelized by many nodes. If it is
parallelized, the "Data Switch" nodes will manage data placement according to
configurations (e.g. replication and distribution). Each node of the data warehouse loads
the data independently from the batch files.
7) Queries are rewritten and submitted to the data warehouse nodes for computation. The
results are then merged, computed and returned.
The main concept we propose are the individual ETL+Q scalability mechanisms of each part of
the ETL+Q pipeline. By offering solution to scale each part independently, we provide a solution
to obtain configurable performance.

4. DECISION ALGORITHMS FOR SCALABILITY PARAMETERS
In this section we define the scalability decision methods as well as the algorithms which allow
the framework to automatically scale-out and scale-in.
Extraction & data distributors - Scale-out
Depending on the number of existing sources and data generation rate and size, the nodes that
process data extraction from the sources might need to scale. The addition of more "extraction &
data distributors" (2) depends if the current number of nodes is being able to extract and process
the data with the correct frequency (e.g. every 5 minutes) and inside the limit maximum
extraction time (without delays). For instance, if the extraction frequency is specified as every 5
minutes and extraction duration 10 seconds, every 5 minutes then the "Extraction & Data
distributor" nodes cannot spend more than 10 seconds extracting data. Otherwise a scale-out is
needed, so the extraction size can be reduced and the extraction time improved. If the maximum
extraction duration is not configured, then the extraction process must finish before the next
extraction instant. If not processed until the next extraction instant, as defined by the extraction
frequency, a scale-out is also required, to add more extraction power. Flowchart 3 describes the
algorithm used to scale-out.
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Extraction & data distributors- Scale-in

Figure 3: Extraction algorithm-scale-out

To save resources when possible, nodes that perform the data extraction from the sources can be
set in standby or removed. This decision is made based on the last execution times. If previous
execution times of at least two or more nodes are less than half of the maximum extraction time
(or if the maximum extraction time is not configured, the frequency), minus a configured
variation parameter (X), one of the nodes is set on standby or removed, and the other one takes
over. Flowchart 4 describes the applied algorithm to scale-in.
Transform - Scale-out

Figure 3: Extraction algorithm-scale-out
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The transformation process is critical, if the transformation is running slow, data extraction at the
referred rate may not be possible, and information will not be available for loading and querying
when necessary. The transformation step has an important queue used to determine when to scale
the transformation phase. If this queue reaches a limit size (by default 50%), then it is necessary
to scale, because the actual transformer node(s) is not being able to process all the data that is
arriving. The size of all queues is analyzed periodically. If this size at a specific moment is less
than half of the limit size for at least two nodes, then one of those nodes is set on standby or
removed. Flowchart 5, describes the algorithm used to scale-out and scale-in.
Data buffer - Scale

Figure 5: Transformation - scale-in and scale-out

The data buffer nodes scale-out based on the incoming memory queue size and the storage space
available to hold data. When the the available memory queue becomes full, above 50% of the
configured maximum size, data starts being swapped into disk, until the memory is empty. If
even so the data buffer memory reaches the limit size the data buffer must be scaled-out. This
means that the incoming data-rate (going into memory storage) is not fast enough to swap to the
disk storage and more nodes are necessary. If the disk space becomes full above a certain
configured size, the data buffers are also set to scale-out. Flowchart 6 describes the algorithm
used to scale-out the data buffer nodes. By user request the data buffers can also scale-in, in this
case the system will scale if the data from any data buffer can be fitted inside another data buffer.
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Figure 7: Data switch – scale

Data switch – Scale

Figure 6: Data Buffers-scale-out

The Data Switch nodes scale based on a configured data-rate limit. If the data-rate rises above the
configured limit the data switch nodes are set to scale-out. The data switches can also scale-in, in
this case the system will allow it if the data-rate is less than the configured maximum by at least 2
nodes, minus a Z configured variation, for a specific time. Flowchart 7 describes the used
algorithm to scale the data switch nodes.
Data Warehouse – Scale
Data warehouse scalability needs are detected after each load process or by query execution time.
The data warehouse load process has a configured limit time to be executed every time it starts. If
that limit time is exceeded, then the data warehouse must scale-out. Flowchart 8 describes the
algorithm used to scale the data warehouse when the maximum load time is exceeded.
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The data warehouse scalability is not only based on the load & integration speed requirements,
but also on the queries desired maximum execution time. After each query execution, if the query
time to the data warehouse is more than the configured maximum desired query execution time,
then the data warehouse is set to scale-out. The Flowchart 9 describes the algorithm used to scale
the data warehouse based on the average query execution time.

Figure 8: Data warehouse – scale

Figure 9: Data warehouse - scale based on query time
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The data warehouse nodes scale-in is performed if the average query execution time and the
average load time respect the conditions 1 and 2 (where n represents the number of nodes):

and

Every time the data warehouse scales-out or scales-in the data inside the nodes needs to be rebalanced. The default re-balance process to scale-out is based on the phases: Replicate dimension
tables; Extract information from nodes; Load the extracted information into the new nodes.
Scale-in process is more simple, data just needs to be extracted and loaded across the available
nodes as if it is new data.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
In this section we describe the experimental setup, and experimental results to show that the
proposed system, AScale, is able to scale and load balance data and processing.

5.1 Experimental Setup
In this section we describe the used testbed. The experimental tests were performed using 12
computers, denominated as nodes, with the following characteristics: Processor Intel Core i55300U Processor (3M Cache, upto 3.40 GHz); Memory 16GB DDR3; Disk: western digital 1TB
7500rpm; Ethernet connection 1Gbit/sec; Connection switch: SMC SMCOST16, 16 Ethernet
ports, 1Gbit/sec.
The 12 nodes were formatted before the experimental evaluation and installed with: Windows 7
enterprise edition 64 bits; Java JDK 8; Netbeans 8.0.2; Oracle Database 11g Release 1 for
Microsoft Windows (X64) - used in each data warehouse nodes; PostgreSQL 9.4 - used for look
ups during the transformation process; TPC-H benchmark - representing the operational log data
used at the extraction nodes. This is possible since TPC-H data is still normalized; SSB
benchmark - representing the data warehouse. The SSB is the star-schema representation of TPCH data.

5.2 Automatic scalability
In this section we describe the scalability tests made to the full auto-scale ETL framework. We
demonstrate scale-out and scale-in ability of the proposed framework using the proposed
algorithms. Consider the following scenario:
•

Sources are based on the TPC-H benchmark generator, which generate data at the highest
possible rate (on each node);
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•

The transformation process consists of transforming the TPC-H relational model into a
star-schema model, which is the SSB benchmark. This process involves heavy
computational memory, temporary storage of large amounts of data, look-ups and data
transformations to assure consistency;

•

The data warehouse tables schema consist on the same schema from SSB benchmark.
Replication and partitioning is assured by AScale, whereas, dimension tables are
replicated and fact tables are partitioned across the data warehouse nodes.

•

The E, T and L were set to perform every 2 seconds, and cannot last more than 1 second.
Thus the ETL process will last at the worst case 3 seconds total;

•

The load process was made in batches of 100MB maximum;

•

All default configurations of other components were set to use the default AScale
configurations.

Figure 10: Full ETL system scale-out

Figure 11: Full ETL system scale-in
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Figure 10 and 11 show how the proposed auto-scale ETL framework scales to deliver the
configured ETL execution time, while the data rate increases/decreases. In the charts the X axis is
represented the data-rate per second, from 10.000 to 500.000 rows per second and the Y axis is
the ETL time expressed in seconds; The system objective was set to deliver the ETL process in 3
seconds; In the charts we also represent the scale-out and scale-in of each part of the framework,
by adding and removing nodes when necessary. Note that If we set a lower execution time the
framework will scale-out faster. If the execution time is higher (e.g. 3 minutes) the framework
will scale later if more performance is necessary at any module.
Scale-out results from Figure 10 show that, as the data-rate increases and parts of the ETL
pipeline become overloaded, by using all proposed monitoring mechanisms in each part of the
AScale framework, each individual module scales to offer more performance where necessary. In
Figure 10, we point each scaled-out module.
Note that in some stages of the tests the 3 seconds limit execution time was exceeded in 0.1, 0.2
seconds. This happened due to the high data-rate usage of the network connecting all nodes that
is not being accounted for the purposes of our tests.
Scale-in results from Figure 11 show the moment when the current number of nodes are no
longer necessary to assure the desired performance, and some nodes could be removed to be set
as ready node in stand-by and be used in other parts to assure the ETL configured time.
When comparing the moments of scale-out and scale-in, it is possible to observe that the
proposed framework scales-out much faster than it scales-in. When a scale-in can be applied it is
performed in a later stage than a scale-out.

5.3 Data extraction nodes scalability

Figure 13: Extraction scalability
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Figure 12: Sources to extraction

Figure 12 shows the scheduler based extraction approach to extract data, where the "automatic
scaler" (13) orders the nodes to extract data from sources (scheduler based extraction policy).
Considering "data sources" (1) generate high rate data and "extraction nodes" (2) extract the
generated data, when the dataflow is too high a single data node cannot handle all ingress data. In
this section we study how the extraction nodes scale to handle different data-rates. The maximum
allowed extraction time was set to 1 second. Extraction frequency was set to every 3 seconds.
In Figure 13 we have in the left Y axis, the average extraction time in seconds; in the right Y
axis, the number of nodes; The X axis is the datarate; Black line represents the extraction time;
Grey line represents the number of nodes as they scale-out. It is possible to see that every time
the extraction takes too much time (more than 1 second as configured) a new node is added (from
the ready-nodes pool). After the new node added, more nodes are being used to extract data from
the same number of sources, so the extraction time improves. As we increase the data-rate, the
extraction time becomes higher until it reaches more than 1 second, and another node is added.

5.4 Transformation scalability
During the ETL process, after data is extracted, it is set for transformation. Because this process
is computationally heavy, it is necessary to scale the transformation nodes to assure that all data
is processed without delays. Each transformation node has an entrance data queue, for ingress
data. The "automatic scaler" (13) monitors all queues, once it detects that a queue is full and
above a certain configured threshold it starts the scale process, this means that Rateextract ≥
Ratetransform
The transformation nodes scale-out mechanisms were set to the limit queue size to trigger the
scale-out mechanisms at 50MB, approximately 380.000 rows.
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Figure 14: Automatic transformation scalability. 60 minutes processing per data-rate.

In Figure 14 you can see in Y axis, the average queue size in number of rows; in X axis, the data
rate in rows per second; Each plotted bar represents the average transformation node queue size
(up to 4 nodes); Each measure represents the average queue size of 60 seconds run. As it displays
the moments when the queue size of the transformation nodes increase above the configured limit
size, a new transformation node is added and data is distributed by all nodes to support the
increasing data-rate.

5.5 Data Buffer nodes
This nodes hold the transformed data until it is loading into the data warehouse. The data buffers
have the following configuration: Generation data rate speed 350.000 rows per second (i.e.
transformation output data rate); Available memory storage 10.000MB (50% = 5.000MB);
Available disk storage 1TB. We consider only the data generation/producer, there is no data
"consumer", so the buffer must hold all ingress data.

Figure 15: Data buffer swap into disk and scaling
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Figure 15 shows: X axis represents the time; Left Y axis represents the memory size; Right Y
axis represents the disk storage size; The bars represent the memory usage; Continuous line
represent the total data size in disk, being swapped from memory. The chart shows the buffer
nodes scalingout. When 50% of the memory size is used, data starts being swapped into disk.
However, if the disk cannot handle all ingress data and the memory reaches the maximum limit
size, a new node is added. After a new node added, data is distributed by both nodes. This makes
the data-rate at each node less (at least half) and then the disk from the first node can empty the
memory back to 50%. After this point each time 50% of the maximum configured memory is
reached, data will swap into disk to free the memory.

5.6 Data warehouse scalability
In this section we test the data warehouse scalability, which can be triggered either by the load
process (because it is taking too long), or because the query execution is taking more time than
the desired response time.
To test the data warehouse nodes load scalability we set the load method by using batch files of
maximum 100Mb. The maximum allowed load time was set to 60 seconds. Each time a data
warehouse node is added, we show the data size that was moved into the new node and the
required time in seconds to re-balance the data. All load and re-balance times include the
execution of Pre-load tasks (i.e. destroy all indexes and views) and Pos-load tasks (i.e. rebuild
indexes and update views). If the maximum configured load time is exceeded more than 60
seconds, the data warehouse is set to be scaled.

Figure 16: Data warehouse load scalability

In Figure 16 we have in left Y axis, the average load time in seconds; right Y axis, the number of
data warehouse nodes; X axis, the data batch size in MB. Horizontal bar at Y = 60 seconds
represents the maximum configured load time. At each scale-out moment there is a note
specifying the data re-balanced size and time to perform it. Black plotted line represents the
average load time. The Grey plotted line represents the number of data warehouse nodes.
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Experimental results in this chart shows how the load performance degrades as the data size
increases and how it improves when a new node is added. After a new node added performance
improves below the maximum configured limit. Note that every time a new node was added, the
data warehouse required to be re-balanced (data was evenly distributed by the nodes).

5.7 Query scalability
When running queries, if the maximum desired query execution time (i.e. configured parameter)
is exceeded, then the data warehouse is set to scale in order to offer more query execution
performance. The following workloads were considered to test AScale query scalability,
Workload 1 with 50GB total size, executing queries Q1.1, Q2.1, Q3.1, Q4.1 chosen randomly
and with a desired execution time per query of 1 minute. Workload 2 with the same properties as
workload 1 but, using 1 to 8 simultaneous sessions.

Figure 17: Data warehouse scalability, workload 1

Workload 1 studies how the proposed mechanisms scales-out the data warehouse when running
queries. Workload 2 studies the scalability of the system when running queries and the number of
simultaneous sessions (e.g. number of simultaneous users) increases. Both workloads were set
with the objective of guaranteeing the maximum execution time per query of 60 seconds.

Query scalability - Workload 1
Figure 17 shows the experimental results for workload 1. Y axis shows the average execution
time in seconds and X axis the data size per node and the current number of nodes. The
horizontal line over 60 seconds represents the desired query execution time. At each scale-out we
identify the total workload time and data re-balance time (i.e. extract data, load into nodes,
rebuild indexes and views). The plotted line represents the average query time execution. Every
time the average query time is not inferior to the maximum configured query execution time, one
extra node is added. In each scale-out, the re-balance time represents the necessary time to extract
data from nodes and distribute it across all nodes (we also include indexes and views update
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time). Once the average query time reaches under the configured desired execution time, the
framework stops scaling the data warehouse nodes.

Query scalability - Workload 2
Figure 18 shows the experimental results for workload 2. Total data was 50GB. Left Y axis
shows the average query execution time in seconds and right Y axis, the average data re-balance
time in seconds (i.e. extract from nodes, load into new node, rebuild indexes and views). X axis
shows the number of sessions, the data size per node and the number of nodes. The horizontal
line over 60 seconds represents the desired query execution time. The last result does not respect
the desired execution time because of the limited hardware resources for our tests, 12 nodes. The
results show that while the number of simultaneous sessions increases the system scales the
number of nodes in order to provide more performance. The query average execution time
follows the configured parameters. We also plot the data rebalance time. Every time a new node
is added data must be balanced by all data warehouse nodes, this includes, extract data from the
existent nodes, load into the new node, and finally re-create all indexes and views (since indexes
and views updates are done in parallel for all nodes, we update all indexes and views in the data
warehouse simultaneously).

6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this work we propose mechanisms and algorithms to achieve automatic scalability for complex
ETL+Q, offering the possibility to the users to think solely in the conceptual ETL+Q models and
implementations for a single server.
The tests demonstrate that the proposed techniques are able to scale-out automatically when more
resources are required. Future work includes the comparison with other state-of-the-art tools and
the development of drag and drop interface to make AScale available to public.
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ABSTRACT
Agile methodology was introduced in the mid 90’s while the agile manifesto was adopted in
2001. The rationale behind the introduction of the agile methodology was to uncover better
ways of developing software that will meet the user’s expectation in an iterative controlled
manner. With technological explosion and rift competition for market share, user experience
and satisfaction can only be achieved through proper communication between stakeholders and
innovative ways of doing things. Doing things differently is what the agile methodology brought.
Despite the existence of this methodology for over 20 years now, South African software
industry is only starting to realize its existence with a lot of companies jumping into the
bandwagon. This paper presents the results of an empirical research of how the South African
software industry perceive the methodology.

KEYWORDS
Agile methodology, Software crisis, Agile manifesto, Scrum, Extreme programming

1. INTRODUCTION
Every business and every economy depends on technology to survive in a very competitive space
nowadays and this has created what some people called ‘technology war’ or ‘software war’.
Agile methodology helps to cushion this war and prepares the software industry to manoeuvre the
war by introducing methods that place more emphasis on people and their creativity,
communication and the ability to produce quality software within a relatively short space of time
and within budget. Agile methodology is a very popular approach to developing software but
very little is understood about its penetration, successes, benefits, failures and problems [5].
Scrum and Extreme Programming are the most popular agile methodologies that are currently
used in South Africa
This paper presents an understanding of how the agile methodology is being perceived in South
Africa, what is the general understanding of the methodology by the industry practitioners.
Empirical research method was used to gain this understanding. Through this understanding, an
insight of the interaction of the development practices and the perceptions of the agile
methodology was established.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 219–227, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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A web-based survey targeting software development professionals involved in the development,
testing and management was conducted. Invitations were sent out by email to 905 selected
professionals with instructions of how to complete the anonymous web-based questionnaires. The
questions were structured to understand the respondents’ understanding of the agile methodology,
which agile method was adopted in their team, the successes and failures of agile methodology,
their experience in software development, their role in the team, their qualification and their
perception of why the methodology works or not work in their development teams. The response
rate was 20% with 181 responses received.
From the responses, a perception of the agile methodology was established and scrum was
identified as the most common of the agile methods adopted. 58% of the respondents have at
least two years’ experience in the development of software. 40.9% have at least an undergraduate
degree. Less than 8.8% have a postgraduate degree. About 41.4% indicated that agile
methodology doesn’t work in their teams, while 44.2% indicated that agile methodology is
working in their teams, thus a slight approval of the methodology.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follow: Section 2 discusses what work has been done
in different parts of the world on this topic. Section 3 discusses the methodology that was used to
come out with the findings. Section 4 presents the findings and lastly, section 5 concludes with a
review of the findings and the implications for future research in the South African context.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Agile methodology represents a major shift from the traditional approach of developing software
to a more engineering-like approach. Prior to the emergence of the agile methodology, software
development had issues and problems – ‘software crisis’. The software crisis was due to the
complexity of problems that the engineering methods available could not tackle [3]. The agile
methodology brought some shift in the approach to solve complex problems and the adoption of
this methodology depends on the suitability and skills of the team members, the organization and
the type of project.
The agile manifesto prophesizes four main value [2]:
•

More interaction between team members and less emphasis on processes and tools

•

More emphasis on producing a working software and less emphasis on detailed
documentation

•

More customer collaboration in the development process and less contract negotiation

•

Ability to rapidly respond to change than following a detailed plan

There is a general perception that agile methodology is widely used in South Africa but there is
little or no evidence to validate this perception. This paper aims at addressing this perception and
to some level assesses the current state of the practice of the methodology in South Africa.
This research is closely related to the work of Begel and Nagappan [1]. They investigated the
usage and perception of agile software development in Europe, Asia and North America
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specifically at Microsoft. Africa in general and South Africa in particular was not included in that
investigation. They conducted a web based survey of Microsoft employees in the development,
testing and management teams. Their research was based at understanding the respondents’
demographics, usage and penetration of agile development practices and the general perception
of the agile methods. They found out that overwhelming majority of the respondents favoured the
adoption of the agile methods.
Nithila et al.’s [4] also conducted a similar study in Sri Lanka and they found out that majority of
the respondents favoured the adoption of the agile methodology. In their study they found out
that only 31% of the respondents disapproved the agile methodology.

3. METHODOLOGY
The primary objective of this investigation was to establish the perception of the agile
methodology in South Africa. The research was done through a web-based survey questionnaires
and the participants were invited via email. A random sample of the respondents was selected for
an informal interviews.
A total of 905 invitations were sent and 181 responses were received giving the response rate of
20%. The response rate for the different groups were as followed; software developers 21.0%,
managers 11.6% software engineers 14.4%, testers 14.9%, architects 12.7%, analyst 17.7%,
infrastructure and software support 7.7%.
The study was conducted over a period of four weeks from April 8, 2013 to May 6, 2013 and the
respondents were asked 30 questions. The questions were divided into two sections; personal
section that dealt with qualification, role in the team and development experience, agile
development section that dealt with perception, successes and failures of the agile methodology.
In the personal section, the questions were designed to understand who the respondents are and
their qualification, role in the team and professional experience. In the agile development section,
the questions were designed to better understand the respondents’ perceptions of the agile
methodology. The respondents were asked if they like the agile methodology, whether they
understand the concept behind the agile methodology, whether the methodology is working well
or poorly in their teams, what are the successes and failures of the methodology. In this section,
the respondents had the freedom to express their personal opinion.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the results, it was established that the number of respondents who have or had an excellent
or good and the number of respondents who have or had a poor or very poor experience with the
agile methodology were equal. The trend also indicated that respondents with degree tend to
favour the adoption of the agile methodology while respondents without degree tend to disfavour
the adoption of the agile methodology.
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Table 1. Respondents per group
Role
Software developers
Managers
Software engineers
Testers
Architects
Analysts
Infrastructure & support

No of respondents
38
21
26
27
23
32
14

Percentage
21.0
11.6
14.4
14.9
12.7
17.7
7.7

Figure 1. Respondents per group
Table 2. Qualification per respondents
Role

No degree
22

Undergraduate
degree
12

Postgraduate
degree
4

Software
developers
Managers
Software
engineers
Testers
Architects
Analysts
Infrastructure
& support

10
6

10
12

1
8

18
11
11
13

9
10
20
1

0
2
1
0

Table 3. Work experience per respondents
Duration
0 – 6 months
6 months – 2
years
2 years – 5 years
5 years +

No of respondents
26
50

Percentage
14.4
27.6

57
48

31.5
26.5
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Table 4. Usage of agile methodology
Usage
Currently using
Once used
Never used

No of respondents
108
43
30

Percentage
59.7
23.8
16.5

Table 5. Software developers’ experience with agile
Experience
Excellent
Good
Poor
Very poor
Don’t know

No of respondents
2
14
10
4
8

Percentage
5.3
36.8
26.3
10.5
21.1

Table 6. Managers’ experience with agile
Experience
Excellent
Good
Poor
Very poor
Don’t know

No of respondents
0
8
8
5
0

Percentage
0
38.1
38.1
23.8
0

Table 7. Software engineers’ experience with agile
Experience
Excellent
Good
Poor
Very poor
Don’t know

No of respondents
8
10
6
2
0

Percentage
30.8
38.5
23.1
7.6
0

Table 8. Testers’ experience with agile
Experience
Excellent
Good
Poor
Very poor
Don’t know

No of respondents
0
9
9
6
3

Percentage
0
33.3
33.3
22.3
11.1

Table 9. Architects’ experience with agile
Experience
Excellent
Good
Poor
Very poor
Don’t know

No of respondents
1
8
8
1
5

Percentage
4.4
34.8
34.8
4.4
21.6
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Table 10. Analysts’ experience with agile
Experience
Excellent
Good
Poor
Very poor
Don’t know

No of respondents
4
16
6
4
2

Percentage
12.5
50.0
18.8
12.5
6.2

Table 11. Infrastructure & support experience with agile
Experience
Excellent
Good
Poor
Very poor
Don’t know

No of respondents
0
0
3
3
8

Percentage
0
0
21.4
21.4
57.2

Table 12. General experience with agile methodology
Experience
Excellent
Good
Poor
Very poor
Don’t know

No of respondents
15
65
50
25
26

Percentage
8.3
35.9
27.6
13.8
14.4

Figure 2: General experience with agile methodology
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Table 13. Software developers’ interest in agile
Interested
Very interested
Interested
Not interested
Don’t know

No of respondents
3
9
18
8

Percentage
7.9
23.7
47.4
21.0

Table 14. Managers’ interest in agile
Interested
Very interested
Interested
Not interested
Don’t know

No of respondents
2
8
6
5

Percentage
9.5
38.1
28.6
23.8

Table 15. Software engineers’ interest in agile
Interested
Very interested
Interested
Not interested
Don’t know

No of respondents
7
16
2
1

Percentage
26.9
61.5
7.8
3.8

Table 16. Testers’ interest in agile
Interested
Very interested
Interested
Not interested
Don’t know

No of respondents
0
5
14
8

Percentage
0
18.5
51.9
29.6

Table 17. Architects’ interest in agile
Interested
Very interested
Interested
Not interested
Don’t know

No of respondents
2
5
13
3

Percentage
8.7
21.7
56.6
13.0

Table 18. Analysts’ interest in agile
Interested
Very interested
Interested
Not interested
Don’t know

No of respondents
5
13
11
3

Percentage
15.6
40.6
34.4
9.4
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Table 19: Infrastructure & support’s interest in agile
Interested
Very interested
Interested
Not interested
Don’t know

No of respondents
0
0
10
4

Percentage
0
0
71.4
28.6

Table 20: General interest in agile methodology
Interested
Very interested
Interested
Not interested
Don’t know

No of respondents
19
56
74
32

Percentage
10.5
30.9
40.9
17.7

Figure 3: General interest in agile methodology

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The main objective of this research was to investigate the perception of the agile methodology in
the South African software development industry. The main findings were that 8.3% of the
respondents have or had an excellent experience with the adoption of the agile methodology in
their teams and 35.9% have or had a good experience while 27.6% have or had a poor experience
with only 13.8% having a very poor experience with the adoption of the agile methodology.
Looking at the interest in adopting the methodology in the teams, 10.5% were very interested,
30.9% were interested while 40.9% were not interested and 17.7 were undecided.
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Analysis of the results showed that software engineers are more in favour of adopting the agile
methodology with 61.5% while 71.4% of infrastructure and support respondents do not support
the adoption of the methodology in their teams.
The results gives a clear indication of how the agile adoption is perceived in South Africa. The
follow up to this work could be an in-depth investigation of the level of adoption and penetration
of the agile methodology in the South African software development industry, what are the
failures and successes, what are the limitations and benefits.
In general, there was an impression among the respondents especially the developers that, there is
not a single way to practice agile methodology and if a particular methodology was to be
followed in the development of software, this methodology has to be followed to the latter, if not,
there will be unforeseen consequences. This is somehow absurd as any agile methodology is
supposed to be adaptive to the project needs and changes [6].
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ABSTRACT
Privacy-preservation for sensitive data has become a challenging issue in cloud computing.
Threat modeling as a part of requirements engineering in secure software development provides
a structured approach for identifying attacks and proposing countermeasures against the
exploitation of vulnerabilities in a system. This paper describes an extension of Cloud Privacy
Threat Modeling (CPTM) methodology for privacy threat modeling in relation to processing
sensitive data in cloud computing environments. It describes the modeling methodology that
involved applying Method Engineering to specify characteristics of a cloud privacy threat
modeling methodology, different steps in the proposed methodology and corresponding
products. We believe that the extended methodology facilitates the application of a privacypreserving cloud software development approach from requirements engineering to design.

KEYWORDS
Threat Modeling, Privacy, Method Engineering, Cloud Software Development

1. INTRODUCTION
Many organizations that handle sensitive information are considering using cloud computing as it
provides easily scalable resources and significant economic benefits in the form of reduced
operational costs. However, it can be complicated to correctly identify the relevant privacy
requirements for processing sensitive data in cloud computing environments due to the range of
privacy legislation and regulations that exist. Some examples of such legislation are the EU Data
Protection Directive (DPD) [1] and the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) [2], both of which demand privacy-preservation for handling personally identifiable
information.
Threat modeling is an important part of the process of developing secure software – it provides a
structured approach that can be used to identify attacks and to propose countermeasures to
prevent vulnerabilities in a system from being exploited [3]. However, the issues of privacy and
security are really two distinct topics [4] as security is a core privacy concept, and the current
focus of the existing threat modeling methodologies is not on privacy in cloud computing, which
makes it difficult to apply these methodologies to developing privacy-preserving software in the
context of cloud computing environments.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 229–239, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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In 2013, the Cloud Privacy Threat Modeling (CPTM) [6] methodology was proposed as a new
threat modeling methodology for cloud computing. The CPTM approach was originally designed
to support only the EU DPD, for reducing the complexity of privacy threat modeling.
Additionally, there were weaknesses in threat identification step through architectural designs in
the early stages of Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) that demanded improvements.
This paper describes an extension of the CPTM methodology according to the principles of
Method Engineering (ME) [5]. The method that has been applied is one known as “Extensionbased”, which is used for enhancing the process of identifying privacy threats by applying metamodels/patterns and predefined requirements. This new methodology that is being proposed
provides strong methodological support for privacy legislation and regulation in cloud computing
environments. We describe the high-level requirements for an ideal privacy threat modeling
methodology in cloud computing, and construct an extension of CPTM by applying the
requirements that were identified.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background to these
developments by outlining the CPTM methodology and existing related work. Section 3
describes the characteristics that are desirable in privacy threat modeling for cloud computing
environments. Section 4 describes the steps and products for the proposed new methodology.
Section 5 presents the conclusions from this research and directions for future research.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The CPTM [6] methodology was proposed as a specific privacy-preservation threat modeling
methodology for cloud computing environments that process sensitive data within the EU’s
jurisdiction. The key differences between the CPTM methodology and other existing threat
modeling methodologies are that CPTM provides a lightweight methodology as it encompasses
definitions of the relevant DPD [1] requirements, and in addition that it incorporates
classification of important privacy threats, and provides countermeasures for any threats that are
identified.
For the first step in the CPTM approach, the DPD terminology is used to identify the main
entities to cloud environments that are in the process of being developed. Secondly, the CPTM
methodology describes the privacy requirements that must be implemented in the environment,
e.g., lawfulness, informed consent, purpose binding, data minimization, data accuracy,
transparency, data security, and accountability. Finally, the CPTM approach provides
countermeasures for the identified threats. Detailed description of the CPTM methodology steps
have been discussed in [6] (Sections 3, 4 and 5).
While the CPTM methodology was the first initiative for privacy threat modeling for cloud
computing environments in accordance with the EU’s DPD, it nevertheless does not support
other privacy legislation, such as that required under the HIPAA [2]. In this paper, we identify the
CPTM methodology weaknesses such as support for different privacy legislation and threat
identification process and refine the methodology by applying an Extension-based ME approach.
There has been a significant amount of research in the area of threat modeling for various
information systems with the goal of identifying a set of generic security threats [7], [8], and [9].
There are guidelines for reducing the security risks associated with cloud services, but none of
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these include an outline of privacy threat modeling. The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA)
guidelines [10] are not thorough enough to be referred as a privacy threat model because they are
not specific to privacy-preservation.
The European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) has identified a broad range
of both security risks and benefits associated with cloud computing, including the protection of
sensitive data [11]. Pearson [4] describes the key privacy challenges in cloud computing that arise
from a lack of user control, a lack of training and expertise, unauthorized secondary usage,
complexity of regulatory compliance, trans-border data flow restrictions, and litigation.
LINDDUN [12] is an approach to privacy modeling that is short for “likability, identifiability,
non-repudiation, detectability, information disclosure, content unawareness, and noncompliance”. This approach proposes a comprehensive generic methodology for the elicitation of
privacy requirement through mapping initial data flow diagrams of application scenarios to the
corresponding threats. The Commission on Information Technology and Liberties (CNIL) has
proposed a methodology for privacy risk management [13] that may be used by information
systems that must comply with the DPD.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF A PRIVACY THREAT MODELING
METHODOLOGY FOR CLOUD COMPUTING
This section describes the features that we believe a privacy threat model should have in order to
be used for developing privacy-preserving software in clouds in an efficient manner. Based on
the properties that are identified, we then apply the Extension-based methodology design
approach to construct an extension of the CPTM for supporting various privacy legislation in
Section 4.

3.1. Privacy Legislation Support
Methodological support for the regulatory frameworks that define privacy requirements for
processing personal or sensitive data is a key concern. Privacy legislation and regulations can
become complicated for cloud customers and software engineering teams, particularly because of
the different terminologies in use in the IT and legal fields. In addition, privacy threat modeling
methodologies are not emphasized in existing threat modeling methodologies, which causes
ambiguity for privacy threat identification.

3.2. Technical Deployment and Service Models
Cloud computing delivers computing software, platforms and infrastructures as services based on
pay-as-you-go models. Cloud service models can be deployed for on-demand storage and
computing power can be provided in the form of software-as-a-service (SaaS), platform-as-aservice (PaaS) or infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) [14]. Cloud services can be delivered to
consumers using different cloud deployment models: private cloud, community cloud, public
cloud, and hybrid cloud. Table 1, outlines the five essential characteristics of cloud computing
[14].
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3.3. Customer Needs
The actual needs of the cloud consumers must be taken into consideration throughout the whole
life cycle of a project. Additionally, during the course of a project, requests for changes often
arise and these may affect the design of the final system. Consequently it is important to identify
any privacy threats arising from the customer needs that result from such change requests.
Customer satisfaction can be achieved through engaging customers from the early stages of threat
modeling so that the resulting system satisfies the customer’s needs while maintaining adequate
levels of privacy.

3.4. Usability
Cloud-based tools aim at reducing IT costs and supporting faster release cycles of high quality
software. Threat modeling mechanisms for cloud environments should therefore be compatible
with the typical fast pace of software development in clouds-based projects. However producing
easy-to-use products with an appropriate balance between maintaining the required levels of
privacy while satisfying the consumer’s demands can be challenging when it comes to cloud
environments.

3.5. Traceability
Each potential threat that is identified should be documented accurately and be traceable in
conjunction with the associated privacy requirements. If threats can be traced in this manner, it
means that threat modeling activities are efficient in tracing of the original privacy requirements
that are included in the contextual information and changes over the post-requirement steps such
as design, implementation, verification and validation.
Table 1, The five essential characteristics of cloud computing [14]
Cloud Characteristic
On-demand self-service

Broad network access

Resource pooling

Rapid elasticity

Description

Application

For automatically providing a
consumer with provisioning
capabilities as needed.

Server, Time, Network and
Storage

For heterogeneous thin or thick
client platforms.

Smartphones, tablets, PCs,
wide range of locations

The provider’s computing
resources are pooled to serve
multiple consumers using a
multi-tenant model.

Physical and virtual resources
with dynamic provisioning

Capabilities can be elastically
provisioned and released, in some
cases automatically, to scale
rapidly outward and inward with
demand.

Adding or removing nodes,
servers, resource or instances

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
Measured service

Automated control and
optimization of a resource
through measuring or monitoring
services for various reasons,
including billing, effective use of
resources, or predictive planning.
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Storage, processing, billing, ,
bandwidth, and active user
accounts

4. METHODOLOGY STEPS AND THEIR PRODUCTS
Motivated by the facts that privacy and security are two distinct topics and that no single
methodology could fit all possible software development activities, we apply ME that aims to
construct methodologies to satisfy the demands of specific organizations or projects [17]. In [5],
ME is defined as “the engineering discipline to design, construct, and adapt methods, techniques
and tools for the development of information systems”.
There are several approaches to ME [17], [15] such as a fundamentally “ad-hoc” approach where
a new method is constructed from scratch, “paradigm-based” approaches where an existing metamodel is instantiated, abstracted or adapted to achieve the target methodology, “Extension-based”
approaches that aim to enhance an existing methodology with new concepts and features, and
“assembly-based” approaches where a methodology is constructed by assembling method
fragments within a repository.
Figure 1 represents different phases in a common SDLC. Initial security requirements are
collected and managed in the requirements engineering phase (A). This includes identifying the
quality attributes of the project and assessing the risk associated with achieving them. A design is
composed of architectural solution, attack surface analysis and the privacy threat model. Potential
privacy threats against the software that is being developed are identified and solutions are
proposed to mitigate for adversarial attacks (B). The proposed solution from the design phase is
implemented through a technical solution and deployment (C). This includes performing static
analysis on source code for software comprehension without actually executing programs. The
verification process (D) includes extensive testing, dynamic analysis on the executing programs
on virtual resources and fuzzing as a black-box testing approach to discover coding errors and
security loopholes in the cloud system. Finally, in the Validation phase the end-users participate
to assess the actual results versus their expectations, and may put forth further change requests if
needed.
Our proposed methodology identifies the privacy requirements in the Requirements Engineering
step, as shown in Figure 2. The results from the Requirements Engineering, which include
specifications for privacy regulatory compliance, are fed into the Design step, where activities
such as specifying the appropriate cloud environment, identifying privacy threats, evaluating
risks and mitigating threats are conducted. Then the produced privacy threat model would be
used in the implementation step finally it would be verified and validated in the subsequent steps.
Cloud stakeholders and participants such as cloud users, software engineering team and legal
experts will engage in the activities shown in Figure 2 to implement the threat model in context
of steps A and B in Figure 1. Cloud software architect as a member of the software engineering
team initiates a learning session to clarify the methodology steps and their products, privacy
requirements (introducing the law title that is needed to be enforced in the cloud environment),
and quality attributes such as performance, usability. The legal experts will identify the definitive
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requirements that ensure the privacy of data in the platform. In the Design step, the cloud
software architect presents architecture of the developing cloud environment for various
participants. This will result in a unified terminology to be used in the privacy threat model.

Figure 1, Privacy Threat Modeling in Requirements Engineering and Design of a SDLC

Figure 2, Overview of the Extended CPTM Methodology Steps

The rest of this section outlines the implementation model of the steps represented in Figure 2.

3.1 Privacy Regulatory Compliance
Interpreting privacy regulatory frameworks can be often complex for software engineering teams.
In the privacy regulatory compliance step, learning sessions with privacy experts, end-users and
requirements engineers facilitates the elicitation of privacy requirements (PR). For example, in
the EU DPD some of the privacy requirements are: lawfulness, informed consent, purpose
binding, transparency, data minimization, data accuracy, data security, and accountability [6].
Each of the requirements that are identified will be labeled with an identifier, e.g., (PRi), name
and description to be used in later stages.

3.2 Cloud Environment Specification
To ensure that the final cloud software will comply with the relevant legal and regulatory
framework, several of the key characteristics that are affected by cloud computing services
(including virtualization, outsourcing, offshoring, and autonomic technologies) must be specified.
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For this purpose, the physical/logical architectures of the deployment and service model can be
developed according to the following steps
•

Step A: Define the cloud actors [18] (such as Cloud Consumer, Cloud Provider, Cloud
Auditor, Cloud Broker, and Cloud Carrier). Cloud consumer is a person or organization
uses service from cloud providers in context of a business relationship. Cloud provider
makes service available to interested users. Cloud auditor conducts independent
assessment of cloud services, operations, performance and security of the deployment.
Cloud broker manages the use, performance and delivery of cloud services and
establishes relationships between cloud providers and cloud consumers. Cloud carrier
provides connectivity and transport of cloud services from cloud providers to cloud
consumers through the network.

•

Step B: Describe a detailed model of the cloud deployment physical architecture where
the components will be deployed across the cloud infrastructure. This should give details
of where the components will be deployed and run, for example, the operating system
version, the database version, the virtual machine location, and where the database server
will run.

•

Step C: Describe the logical architecture of the cloud services model where the major
cloud services, along with and the relationships between them that are necessary to fulfill
the project requirements, are recorded. This should include the data flow and connections
between the relevant cloud services and actors. Note that in this context, an entity is a
cloud service with a set of properties that meet a specific functional requirement.

•

Step D: Describe the assets that need to be protected, the boundaries of the cloud and any
potential attackers that might endanger either the cloud environment or the assets that
have been identified as being associated with that particular cloud.

The cloud environment specification step consists of composing an architectural report including
assets that are subject to privacy protection, cloud actors, physical architecture of the deployment
model, and logical architecture of the service model.

3.3 Privacy Threat Identification
In this step, privacy threats against the PRs that were established in section 3.1 will be identified
and analyzed. To achieve this, the system designers will undertake the following steps.
•

Step A: Select a privacy requirement from the PR list for threat analysis, e.g., (PR2).

•

Step B: Correlate identified cloud actors (Step A from Section 3.2) with the actor roles
that are defined in the project’s privacy law. For example, correlating the Data
Controller role as a Cloud Consumer, or the Data Processor role as a Cloud Provider
in the DPD.

•

Step C: Identify all the technical threats that can be launched by an adversary to privacy
and label them in the specified cloud environment. Each identified threat can be named
as a T(i,j), where i indicates that threat T that corresponds to PRi and j indicates the
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actual threat number. For example, in T(2,5) 2 indicates relevance of the threat to PR2
and 5 is the actual threat number.
•

Step D: Repeat the previous steps until all PRs are processed.

The threat identification step consists of composing an analysis report including a list of threats
including id, name, date, author, threat scenario for each class of the PRs.

3.4 Risk Evaluation
In this step, all actors participate to rank the threats that have been identified in Section 3.3 with
regard to their estimated level of importance and the expected severity of their effect on the
overall privacy of the cloud environment. The Importance indicates the likelihood of a particular
threat occurring and the level of the Effect indicates the likely severity of the damage if that
threat against the cloud environment were carried out.
Assume there are three identified PRs (PR1, PR2, PR3) in addition to related privacy threats
T(1,4), T(2,1) and T(3,3) from previous steps for an imaginary cloud system. In this imagined
cloud, various participants in the project such as Alice (Cloud Consumer), Bob (Cloud Provider),
Dennis (Software Architect), Tom (Lawyer) and Rosa (Cloud Carrier) evaluate the corresponding
risk of each identified threats, as illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2, Prioritization of the identified threats, L (Low), M (Moderate), H(High)
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This step results in composing a risk evaluation report similar to the example in Table 2. This
report prioritizes the importance and effects of the privacy threats and it will be used in the Threat
Mitigation step in Section 3.5.

3.5 Threat Mitigation
In this step, the threat modeling team propose countermeasures to the threats that were identified
in the previous step as having the highest likelihood of occurrence and the worst potential effects
on the cloud environment. Each countermeasure should clearly describe a solution that reduces
the probability of the threat occurring and that also reduces the negative effects on the cloud if the
threat was carried out.
Finally, the recommended countermeasures from this step should be documented and fed into the
implementation step to be realized through coding and for their effectiveness to be assessed by
static analysis. In the later stages of verification and validation, each such countermeasure will be
evaluated and approved by the participants.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we identified the requisite steps to build a privacy threat modeling methodology for
cloud computing environments using an Extension-based Method Engineering approach. For this
purpose, we extended the Cloud Privacy Threat Modeling (CPTM) methodology to incorporate
compliance with various legal and regulatory frameworks, in addition to improving the threat
identification process.
In future research, we aim to apply the proposed methodology within domain independent clouds
that process sensitive data. This will validate our methodology for providing customized privacy
threat modeling for other privacy regulations, such as HIPAA, in cloud computing environments.
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ABSTRACT
Within the growing domain of software engineering in the automotive sector, the number of
used tools, processes, methods and languages has increased distinctly in the past years. To be
able to choose proper methods for particular development use cases, factors like the intended
use, key-features and possible limitations have to be evaluated. This requires a taxonomy that
aids the decision making. An analysis of the main existing taxonomies revealed two major
deficiencies: the lack of the automotive focus and the limitation to particular engineering
method types. To face this, a graphical taxonomy is proposed based on two well-established
engineering approaches and enriched with additional classification information. It provides a
self-evident and -explanatory overview and comparison technique for engineering methods in
the automotive domain. The taxonomy is applied to common automotive engineering methods.
The resulting diagram classifies each method and enables the reader to select appropriate
solutions for given project requirements.

KEYWORDS
Software Engineering, Processes & Tools & Languages, Comparison, Taxonomy, Classification

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the first definition of the term Software Engineering in a NATO conference report from
1968 [29], a lot of new tools, processes, programming languages and other software engineering
methods have appeared. They provide different key-features, advantages and disadvantages and
they especially differ in their associated application domain. Within these different domains, the
automotive sector is the focus of this paper.
Cars have developed from being completely mechanical in the early 20th century to being
electromechanical in the subsequent decades until finally reaching the present-day's complexity
in terms of hardware and software. Especially in case of software development, such aspects like
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 241–256, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2016.60121
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the quantity of functions embedded in the car or the binary code size have increased
exponentially [10],[11],[13]. To face these challenges, on the one hand, the hardware is
continuously improved by more powerful components. On the other hand, the high climax in
software challenges cannot be solved just by hardware improvements, but requires evolution in
software engineering. The required efforts can be divided into two categories: runtime efforts and
design efforts. Runtime efforts are concerned with the optimal execution of complex code on the
hardware. Here, software engineering improvements are hardly feasible. Hence, this is not in the
focus of this paper. Design efforts relate to the efficient specification of complex software, which
results in a need for good software engineering methods. This is the key topic of this paper.
The development cycle for a car series was reduced by about 25% during the past decades [33],
while the development complexity increased. Using the same well-established engineering
methods would result in a great demand for new man-power, which is not economical. Resources
have to be ideally utilized. New software engineering methods can help to reach this goal.
However, new methods often differ in several aspects and hence, for each scenario in the
development process, different adequate methods are available. To be able to choose the proper
approach for a given project scenario, the common methods placed on the market have to be
examined, classified and compared to offer this information and classification to potential users.
Especially the comparison of methods of fundamentally different types, for example processes
and tools, may seem like trying to compare apples and oranges, due to the largely mismatching
set of characteristics. Common comparison techniques are not applicable, because they require
measurable, quantifiable and matchable characteristics to work properly. Nevertheless, a
comparison by any means is necessary to be able to come to a decision for a suitable method in a
specific project scenario. Therefore, we introduce a taxonomy, which allows such a classification
and is tailored to the automotive domain. We applied it to the main methods available in this area.
Thus, a compact and comprehensible overview of the current market situation is also given.
We conducted a survey among 15 representatives from different companies and departments to
verify the assumptions established in this paper. It consists of 15 questions. The raw survey data
and the survey form can be viewed online [9]. Two-thirds of the respondents work for a car
manufacturer, one-fifth in research and the rest for automotive suppliers. Their areas of activity
consist of requirements engineering, system architecture, implementation, test, documentation,
change-management, administration/organization and miscellaneous topics with an emphasis on
requirements engineering and test. The self-evaluation of the respondents regarding their
software-engineering skills revealed an overall high average skill level. 47% are decision makers.
The age of the respondents ranges from 20 to 49.

2. TERMINOLOGY
To be able to describe the classification scheme outlined in this paper, several basic terms have to
be taken into account: Tool, Method, Process, Language and particularly General Programming
Language and Domain Specific Language [6],[24],[32]. The terms already allow a three-part
classification of software engineering approaches into: Tool as a piece of software, Process as a
general description of a procedure, and Language as a well-defined mode of communication or
specification. The term Method is applicable to all of them, because it is a general description of a
procedure, which is implied as well in tools, processes and languages.
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The classification of available market solutions into this pattern is not always distinct and might
require a deep analysis of each approach. There is the possibility that some methods may fit in
more than one category.
Terms and subcategories of languages are difficult to determine and apply, because they are
partly used quite different depending on the domain or user group. For instance according to [26],
languages can be subdivided into GPLs and DSLs, whereat in [35], programming- and modelinglanguages are employed. As a compromise, the categorization displayed in figure 1 is used below
at which Others stands for natural languages (e.g. English) without any programmatic
background.

Figure 1. Classification of Languages

The correct classification is not as clear as it might appear at first glance. The main differentiator
is obviously the limitation of DSLs to a specific domain, whereas GPLs can be applied to all
domains. Indeed, this is only sufficient as sole distinction feature for some candidates e.g. C++,
which is clearly a GPL. Other languages like the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [31] or the
System Modeling Language (SysML) [30] are apparently limited to a specific domain, but are
categorized as a GPL [30]. Hence, a more detailed distinction method is required, which can
partly be derived from [35] and [26]. This classification task is succinctly described in chapter 4.

3. RELATED WORK
There already exist various taxonomies that help to classify software engineering methods. To the
best knowledge of the authors, the main approaches have been selected and are elaborated in
detail below, with special focus on the applicability to the automotive domain and its
requirements.
Blum [8] proposed a classification scheme for engineering methods that distinguishes between
Problem-oriented and Product-oriented attempts as well as between Conceptual and Formal
ones. A matrix of these two differentiation schemes allows a simple classification. However, it
does not take into account topics like engineering steps, modeling roles or the automotive
context.
Kitchenham [25] focused on the DESMET evaluation method. She identified evaluation types
that enable a comparison between different software engineering methods and tools: Quantitative
types, qualitative types and other types. The evaluation types are empirical attempts. They need a
large amount of data about an engineering method to allow a categorization. This data can only
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be obtained for well-defined and ready-to-use methods, which can be tested in real projects.
Attempts without any existing application or with limited data are not covered by this taxonomy.
Babar et. al. [5] introduced a taxonomy to compare general software architecture analysis
approaches. It consists of 17 evaluation questions grouped in the four categories context,
stakeholders, contents and reliability. Their taxonomy is limited to software architecture analysis
methods. Additionally, the automotive context is missing.
Hofmeister et. al. [23] proposed a taxonomy for architectural design methods that provides two
kinds of comparison techniques: activity-based and artifact-based. The former involves an
architectural analysis, synthesis and evaluation, whereas the latter considers architectural
concerns or candidate architectural solutions. The taxonomy is lacking the automotive focus.
Broy et. al. [14] defined a taxonomy for engineering tools in the automotive domain. It classifies
tools by vertical domain-related and horizontal domain-independent aspects. The former
considers language aspects whereas the latter concerns aspects of the tool framework. Prior to the
classification of a tool, empirical data has to be obtained by investigating its toolbars/menu items
and identifying the underlying functionality as domain-related or -independent. The taxonomy is
focused on the automotive domain, however, the limitation to tools excludes languages and
processes without an integrated tool.
The main deficiencies of the above summarized approaches are:
•

The lack of an automotive focus. Therefore, the results cannot be applied directly to that
domain.

•

The limitation to a particular type of engineering method. Methods of different types
cannot be compared.

•

The primarily use of quantifiable characteristics to compare methods. Such approaches
are benchmarks with the objective of providing a method ranking. This requires the
collection of much data for each method and is only applicable for methods of the same
type.

Such limitations are, as already described in the introduction, not feasible in some project
settings. Especially at the project start, diverse methods, tools and processes with their individual
characteristics are candidates and therefore under investigation. A comparison cannot be
accomplished by the above reviewed taxonomies. Hence, a new comparison technique is
required, which is developed in this paper as new, generally applicable and lightweight taxonomy
for the automotive domain. Its main aim is to guide the decision making by the use of an
appropriate overview of the methods in question.

4. TAXONOMY FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE DOMAIN
Two-thirds of our survey respondents are not satisfied with the methods currently used in their
environment. Their willingness to introduce new approaches into their established workflows is
quite high. A suitable and lightweight taxonomy that fits to the automotive domain and provides
an overview of available methods helps to improve the situation. It may also increase the
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willingness of the department to introduce new methods, which is low according to our survey
respondents. Such a taxonomy has to be plausible, adaptable to methods of varying types, and
clear. It can basically be visualized textually or graphically. If the methods, which should be
compared, share the same type and are directly comparable as to e.g. their key features, a textual
or tabular approach might be adequate. In the given context, this is obviously not the case.
Therefore and by reasons of simplicity and clarity, a graphical taxonomy seems to be the most
appropriate way to offer an easy and understandable decision pattern for a wide range of different
engineering methods. Primary goal is not to evaluate the performance of the methods and create a
ranking, but to offer a lightweight, comprehensible and clear overview and comparison pattern.
As most of the methods commonly used in the automotive domain are based on the V-Model
[12], it can be taken as a reliable base model. This is also verified by our survey, in which all of
the respondents indicate familiarity with it [9]. Though, it is rather generic and therefore neither
limited to a specific domain, nor enriched with automotive terms and views. As a result, the
automotive context is considered by using a level model that represents the different modelling
steps during software development in the automotive domain. Instead of proposing a completely
new level model, an already specified and field-tested one is used: the model incorporated in the
EAST-ADL approach [18] (cf. chapter 5.3). This ensures both adaptability and applicability for
the given context.
The level model from the EAST-ADL-specification consists of four consecutive abstraction levels
[18]:
•

Vehicle Level: A solution-independent, abstract description of the target car functions
(e.g. driver assistance systems). This includes use cases, requirements and high-level
descriptions of features- and functions, all of them as graphical as well as textual
artifacts.

•

Analysis Level: A functional black-box decomposition with interface information. The
artifacts from the level above are enriched with additional information. The resulting
system is designed as a black-box architecture, consisting of several blocks with raw
specifications about their interactions, e.g. which information should be collected from
outside the system and which output should be returned.

•

Design Level: A functional white-box decomposition with hardware information, e.g. the
type of controller or sensor used in the target system. The black-box specification is filled
with the inner behavior in the form of abstract algorithms, state machines and additional
information. Thus, a complete system behavior model is created.

•

Implementation Level: An implementation of the car functions. Here, the system model
created in the previous levels is implemented in the target language and delivered to the
target platform (for example a controller or another embedded device). The initially
defined car functions are practically usable and testable.

Each of the levels contains both specification and test of the particular artifacts.
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These levels with their descriptions resemble the phases of the V-Model. Hence, the phases and
the levels can be overlaid (cf. figure 2). This is valid, because the layered architecture from
EAST-ADL is derived from the V-Model [7].

Figure 2. Overlay of the V-Model and the EAST-ADL-levels

In addition, the type of an engineering method should be reflected in the diagram. As already
described in chapter 2, the terms process, tool and language are applicable, whereupon language
can be subdivided in DSLs and GPLs. Due to the fact that some methods cover more than one
level or step of the V-Model, it is not sufficient to simply note a method textually in the diagram.
The use of formatted bars as graphical representation for the different methods and their coverage
of software development steps seems appropriate.
The lines and the color (in this case gray-scale) of a simple bar are modified in a readable and
constructive way to encode the categorization information as combination of language, process
and tool (cf. figure 3). This formatting rules ensure that the diagram stays simple and readable.

Figure 3. Encoding for engineering methods

Additionally, the general type of language should be included in the notation. The background is
altered to reflect this information: dark-gray for DSLs and light-gray for GPLs. To determine the
language type, the classification patterns from [26] and the information from the respective
language provider are used.

5. EVALUATION
There are several software engineering methods currently available on the market. This paper
focuses on the most common and established ones: Rational Harmony, AUTOSAR, EAST-ADL,
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MATLAB/Simulink/TargetLink,, SCADE, ADTF, RUP/EUP and SimTAny.. We applied our
taxonomy to these approaches, which yields their classification depicted in figure 4a/4b. Due to
clarity reasons, the phases of the V-Model are abbreviated (cf. figure 2) and the approaches are
spread across two diagrams.

Figure 4a.
a. Automotive specific taxonomy applied to common engineering methods

Figure 4b. Automotive specific taxonomy applied to common engineering methods

The diagram can be used to determine an appropriate solution for a given development scenario
and to exclude methods, that do not fulfil the project requirements. As depicted in our survey, the
knowledge of individual persons and departments about the characteristics of a specific method,
its availability or even its existence varies considerably [9]. Our taxonomy deals with this fact by
providing an overview with comprehensible information, which can be used without the need for
extensive knowledge of each method. This overview also contains the information, whether a tool
aspect
ct is included in the method or not. This can be crucial for a reliable decision.
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5.1. Rational Harmony
IBM Rational Harmony [22] is an iterative software modelling process based on the V-Model
[12]. It is split into two sequenced sections (cf. figure 5)
5).. First, the system behavior is modeled as
SysML model with regard to requirements and use cases. The second step enhances this model
and transforms it into an UML model, which contains all information necessary to generate both
the required system artifacts
ts and the target code. The simulation of the created models and
different validation/verification methods are also part of the process and tooling. To increase the
usability, semi-automatic
automatic wizards assist with the different modelling steps.

Figure 5. Harmony Process Overview [22]

Rational Harmony is designed as process with different steps and covers all phases/levels from
the taxonomy. As sole implied languages, UML and SysML are used, which are classified as
GPL. Rational Harmony is always delivered within the tool Rational Rhapsody.
Even though being available since 2006 [22], Rational Harmony was introduced quite recently in
the automotive domain. The implied process steps are generally applicable, so they can easily be
adopted for the specific requirements of the domain. Nevertheless, it is not yet widely deployed at
present, which is reflected by our survey. Only one
one-fifth
fifth of the respondents indicate the use of
Rational Harmony in their departments [9].

5.2 AUTOSAR
The AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) [2],[21] is a software architecture
standard widely used in the automotive domain and developed by the AUTOSAR development
partnership. Its focus is the implementation and realization of automotive software systems. To
abstract and standardize the development, a layered software architecture is used (cf. figure 6).
When utilizing AUTOSAR,, all required software art
artifacts
ifacts for the target car function are located at
the Application Layer.. They consist of so
so-called Software Components (SWCs),, which enfold
both the algorithms (which are enclosed in Runnables) and the wrapper-code
code for the car function.
To simplify the exchange
hange of model artifacts, a well
well-defined XML-scheme
scheme is used to store all
information.
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The software architecture models contain abstract as well as low-level information, so the
adoption starts within the Analysis Level and lasts until the Implementation Level. Tests or test
strategies are not specified. AUTOSAR includes specifications, but no implementation by itself is
implied, although external tools exist. Lines of action, which form a process, are provided and
GPL aspects are available in terms of model definitions. There is, by default, no DSL embedded,
but an external add-on exists (ARText [4]). It is a language framework to build user-defined DSLs
for AUTOSAR.

Figure 6. The AUTOSAR layered architecture [3]

AUTOSAR was initially developed and designed 2005 to be used in the automotive context and is
already wide spread in the domain. Our survey shows, that 87% of the respondents are familiar
with AUTOSAR and 60% already work with it [9].

5.3. EAST-ADL
The Electronics Architecture and Software Technology - Architecture Description Language
(EAST-ADL) [7],[18] is developed and enhanced by the EAST-ADL Association. It uses
AUTOSAR and additionally covers aspects like non-functional requirements, vehicle features and
functional/hardware architecture details. The models are categorized in four different abstraction
levels (cf. figure 7 and chapter 4). The process starts with a rough initial vehicle model that is
enriched during the development, until it is in a highly detailed state and realized as AUTOSAR
model.

Figure 7. The EAST-ADL abstraction layers [7]
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EAST-ADL covers all phases of our taxonomy, as we make use of its level system. Nevertheless,
it is discussable, whether the implementation level is also covered, because it embeds AUTOSAR
instead of a distinct solution. In the view of the authors, this can be ignored, because many
methods imply predefined languages (which omits extensive redevelopment). EAST-ADL
includes lines of action for the implementation level. This can be seen as part of a major
surrounding process. Other phases are performed by use of own languages or language aspects,
which can be acknowledged as DSL. A tool is not comprised, though some implementations are
available.
EAST-ADL contains many information directly related to the automotive domain. The integration
and use is therefore easy, whereas the lack of a proper implementation or tool for many years
prevented the distribution in the domain. In line with this, none of the respondents of our survey
uses EAST-ADL and it is scarcely known [9].

5.4. MATLAB/Simulink/TargetLink
MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink and dSPACE TargetLink [17],[28] compose a software modeling
framework used to create a software model and its derived target code. Simulink is a graphical
data flow modeling language embedded in the MATLAB computing environment. Models created
in Simulink consist of so-called blocks (functional entities), which can be linked to each other and
are taken out of a predefined block library. The models are closely related to the hardware
structure, which also becomes apparent in the type of blocks available in the library, e.g. bus-,
mux-/demux or gain-blocks. TargetLink provides target source code generation out of the created
models. Testing, verification and validation methods are also available.
The method is started at the Detailed Design phase and continues until the corresponding
Integration Test. MATLAB is the basic tool framework. It is mandatory for the use of Simulink, a
graphical DSL used to create the required models. TargetLink is used to create target source code
out of the models. No lines of action are included.
The MATLAB/Simulink/TargetLink-tool chain is one of the major software engineering
frameworks currently used in the automotive domain. This is also illustrated in our survey, where
at least two-third of the respondents already use the tool chain and more than 86% are familiar
with it. However, it mainly lacks possibilities to design the system architecture or to include
requirements at an abstract level. Consequently, the system engineering in this case is rather
bottom-up and implementation-related instead of being top-down and iterative as required by the
V-Model.

5.5. SCADE
The Esterel Safety Critical Application Design Environment (SCADE) [20] is a software
development framework initially grounded in the avionics industry. It consists of four different
tools, whereof SCADE Suite is focused on model-based software development. As basis, the
formal, synchronous and data flow-oriented DSL Lustre [15] is used, which utilizes graphical
models to describe the system-underdevelopment. The SCADE Suite includes methods for
validation/verification and code generation.
The SCADE-tool chain covers the complete V-Model, so all phases of the taxonomy are included.
With Lustre, a DSL is used. SCADE contains detailed process information and lines of action.
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SCADE is well-known in its initial application area, the avionic industry, but has recently been
introduced to first automotive projects. Still, an adoption for this new context requires a certain
amount of modifications, e.g. the introduction of automotive-related concepts and definitions. In
our survey, none of the respondents practically uses SCADE, whereas one-fifth are at least aware
of this method.

5.6. ADTF
Automotive Data and Time-Triggered Framework (ADTF) [19] is a software modeling
framework aiming at the development of driver-assistance features. ADTF allows real-time data
playback and provides visualization features that are used to simulate the created models and
evaluate it according to defined timing constraints. This guarantees, that both the simulation on
the development system and on the target system act and react similar. The ADTF-models consist
of graphical representations of functions, so-called filters, with their inputs and outputs (e.g.
signals). As data source, different standardized sources like CAN or camera data can be used
simultaneously and synchronized.
ADTF is a tool with focus on the development of car functions. It ranges from the Analysis Level
until the Implementation Level with the integration of production code. Testing is limited to
simple manual tests. Lines of action are not included, whereas the models are created with help of
a graphical DSL. The functional range lacks detailed architecture and testing features.
ADTF was initially developed for the automotive domain in Germany in 2011. This, in
conjunction with our survey being carried out in the environment of German car manufacturers
and their suppliers explain the high familiarity of the respondents with ADTF and the utilization
rate of 50% [9]. In foreign markets, this rate would be much lower. Hence, the use of ADTF is
limited so far to German car manufacturers.

5.7. RUP/EUP
The IBM Rational Unified Process (RUP) [1],[27] is an iterative software development process.
It is split into four phases that handle the project definition, system architecture, implementation
and delivery. Each phase contains a set of engineering disciplines, which may occur iteratively.
Beside the general process model, RUP contains best practices, templates and checklists to
support the developer. The complete process setup and the importance of each discipline for each
particular phase is shown in figure 8, at which the ordinate indicates the required time and effort
at a specific time.
An enhancement to RUP is proposed as Enterprise Unified Process (EUP) [1]. It adds two new
phases, that handle maintenance and retirement. Additionally, new disciplines are added (cf.
figure 9). The intention is to cover the more generic and development-independent topics like
personnel administration.
The development ranges from the specification to the retirement of the finished product, so all
levels of the taxonomy are covered. According to [1], both methods are processes with no
integrated languages or tools. To make use of them, a separate implementation is required which
is not part of the original definition. Anyway, work flows and process steps can be adopted for
given project scenarios.
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Figure 8. The RUP phases and disciplines [1],[27]

Figure 9. The EUP phases and disciplines [1],[27]

Both RUP and EUP are primarily general processes without an implementation or any
automotive focus, so the practical use in the automotive context is rather limited. Our survey
states, that none of the respondents actually uses RUP/EUP and only a minor part is familiar with
wi
them [9].

5.8. SimTAny
Simulation and Test of Anything (SimTAny) [16] (formerly known as VeriTAS)) represents a
framework that provides the test
test-driven agile simulation (TAS)) process and a respective tool
chain. The process specifies, that the system aand
nd the usage model are derived separately from the
requirements and specified by individual UML models (see figure 10). A respective simulation
model is automatically generated from the system model and test cases are automatically derived
from the usage model.
odel. Subsequently, the simulation model is run together with test cases in a
simulation. An implementation of the system or the hardware is not required. Thus, it is possible
to identify modeling errors or inconsistencies in the system model and/or the us
usage
age model and
validate them early in the development process.
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Figure 10. Test-driven
driven agile simulation process provided by SimTAny [34]

Although the integration of requirements is possible, it is not the focus of SimTAny.. Therefore the
Analysis Level is the actual starting point. SimTAny places emphasis on the simulation of the
system to be developed and does not include production code. So the Implementation Level and
all subsequent levels are not covered. A surrounding process and a method implementation are
part of SimTAny.. As specification language, UML as single GPL is used.
SimTAny is mainly applied by academics or in research and therefore not used in the automotive
domain so far. First projects to introduce it to the domain are currently running. Unsurprisingly,
in our survey, only respondents located in research already work with SimTAny [9].

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Selecting a software engineering method, that satisfies the requirements of an automotive project,
is a difficult task. In order to aid the decision making, a well
well-structured
structured overview, as well as a
possibility to compare the features of the available approaches are required. There exist several
taxonomies that provide such an overview, however, they mainly lack the automotive focus or
are restricted to a specific software engineering method type. As outlined in the introduction,
such an overview can be necessary for a development decision in a given project scenario, even if
the investigated methods
hods differ extensively.
That is why this paper outlines a new taxonomy for software engineering approaches focused on
the automotive domain. It consists of a combination of the general V-Model,, the level model
taken out of EAST-ADL and the enrichment wit
with the indication, whether GPLs or DLSs are
included. Due to clarity and simplicity reasons, the results are depicted in a diagram (cf. figure 4).
This allows the reader to easily compare several possibly quite different engineering approaches.
The introduced taxonomy has been applied to currently established key
key-methods
methods in the domain.
The result is a well-structured
structured overview that serves as a compendium and exemplifies the
approach. This approach has been reviewed in our survey by the respondents to get an indicator,
how helpful, self-explanatory
explanatory and useful this taxonomy appears to the target user group. The
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resulting evaluation values e = 6.36 with e ∈ [1, 9], 1 as representative for not helpful and 9 for
helpful. This is sufficient to state the taxonomy as helpful, though this value can be increased by
adding more information to the taxonomy or applying it to more different methods to provide a
diversified information base for project decisions.
The taxonomy approach described in this paper is the first step in the development of a detailed
classification pattern for software engineering methods in the automotive domain. The proposed
format and diagram can be prospectively enriched with more classification information or can be
extended with new phases/levels. As depicted in our survey, there are several additional
characteristics of engineering methods that are more or less important for engineers [9]:
•
•
•

important: support, extensibility, documentation, training courses
neutral: amount of features, market share, price
unimportant: familiarity of the manufacturer

These values cannot be linked with all types of engineering methods, e.g. processes partly have
no manufacturers. Instead they are defined by standardization organizations. As a result, this list
of characteristics is not yet included in our taxonomy. There are two ways of incorporating these
values into the decision process. First, the values can be included by taking a subset of
characteristics, that is matchable to the investigated methods and enriching the taxonomy with
this subset. Second, our taxonomy can be used to constrain the list of investigated methods and
afterwards, other taxonomies (e.g. developed by Broy [14]) can be used in combination with the
whole set of characteristics to determine a final solution for the given project scenario. In both
cases, our taxonomy serves as first easy-to-use decision guidance.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays we can observe the change of the structure of energy resources, which leads to the
increasing fraction of a renewable energy sources. Traditional underground coal mining loses
its significance in a total but there are countries, including Poland, which economy is still coal
based. A decreasing coal resources imply an exploitation a becoming harder accessible coal
beds what is connected with the increase of the safety of the operation. One of the most
important technical factor of the safety of underground coal mining is the diagnostic state of a
longwall powered roof support. It consists of dozen (or hundreds) of units working in a row. The
diagnostic state of a powered roof supports depends on the diagnostic state of all units. This
paper describes the possibility of unit diagnostic state analysis based on the biclustering
methods.

KEYWORDS
Biclustering, Machine Monitoring, Machine Diagnosis

1. INTRODUCTION
In a coal mining industry – similarly as in the case of other industry branches – the growth of
monitoring systems application. Initially, monitoring systems were designed just for the purpose
of data acquisition and presentation is being observed. Over time, their abilities were extended in
the direction of simple dangerous situations recognition and finally – to the advanced machine
diagnostic state analysis and its prediction for the nearest future.
Longwall systems are the basis of the coal mining, because the longwall is the place in the
process of mining from which we can say about the output. Mechanised longwall systems consist
of longwall shearer (which tears off the output from the rock), longwall conveyor (transports the
output from the longwall to the heading) and units of powered roof support (prop the roof after
mining the output).
Longwall systems are very interesting objects from the collected data point of view. Its most
important part is a power roof support. Its primary task is to protect the other elements of the
longwall system, especially the coal shearer which is an essential part as of a coal mining
process, not to mention the protection the workers from the falling rocks. Power roof support
consists of units. In a particular moments of time – after shearer takes the another part of the
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 257–266, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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longwall output – each unit has to move in the direction of the whole longwall face advance
(treading), protecting the rock material, exposed by the shearer, from collapsing.
Unequal propping can be caused by leaks in the hydraulic system (pipes, valves) or leaks in legs
of the unit. To long times of treading can point the wrong diagnostic state of the unit or be caused
by the wrong usage (so called: moving with the contact of roof-bar with the roof). It is also
dangerous to perform the treading too long as the roof is not propped. So it can be stated that the
safety of coal mining is determined by the diagnostic state of all parts of the longwall mining
system, including the diagnostic state of all units of power roof support.
In this article the ability of adaptation of biclustering method for the purpose of the analysis the
data from longwall monitoring systems is presented. The paper is organized as follows: it starts
from the brief description of monitoring systems with a special consideration of underground coal
mining monitoring system is presented. Than the description of a construction, the role and a
working cycle of a powered roof support is presented together with the proposed monitored (and
extracted) parameters. Next part presents a wide group om continuous and binary data
biclustering methods. The paper ends with application of an OPSM biclustering algorithm for the
real data.

2. MONITORING SYSTEMS
Nowadays, software producers and monitoring systems users point the need of analysis of the
data, collected in repositories of these systems. In particular, the definition of diagnostic models
of monitored devices can be a goal of this analysis [8]. The process of a diagnostic model
identification can be carried out by planned experiments or on the basis of a data from the past
device operation. In a specific situation, when there are no data describing an improper state of
the machine it is possible to develop a model describing only the proper state of the machine and
treat the deviation from the model as the possibility of improper machine state [11].
The problem of a monitoring and diagnosing of a coal mine industry devices was raised recently
in [1][4][7][11][12][17]. These topics are presented widely and review in [23]. In these works
also new methods of extraction and processing of new diagnostic features in new diagnostic
relations discovering are presented. Especially in [1] the diagnostic of conveyor belts is
described. In [18] a current consumption and a temperature of roadheader cutting head. On the
basis of these parameters three roadheader working states were defined. Two of them described
different but correct underground mining conditions. In this paper also the parameter reflecting
the roadheader cooling system efficiency was defined.
Longwall conveyors diagnostic was an aim of the following works [4][7][12]. In [4]the way of
conveyor chute failures detection on the bottom side of a conveyor was presented. On the basis of
the conveyor engines power consumption analysis the failure was detected with an accuracy to
the one unit. In [7] the complex subassemblies management system was proposed, which allows
to generate operational and analytical reports as well as summary statements. In [12] a harmonic
analysis was used for the prediction of a diagnostic state of longwall conveyor chain.
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3. BICLUSTERING
Biclustering is the problem of unsupervised data analysis, where we are grouping scalars from the
two-dimensional matrix. It called also as co-clustering, two-dimensional clustering or twomode
clustering. This approach has been started in 70's in the last century [6] and is successfully
applied in bioinformatics [3][15][21]. The idea of biclustering is to find in a matrix a subset of
colulmns and subset of rows, which intersection gives a submatrix of cells with similar (or the
same) values.
In the literature there are a lot of algorithms of biclusters induction. In [3] authors define bicluster
as a subset of rows under subset of columns, for which calculated parameter (mean squared
residue score) is below threshold defined by the user. The minimum value of the considered
parameter is 0. The algorithm consists of two steps. Initially the rows and columns are removed
from input dataset, until the value of mean squared residue score is below assumed level. Then
rows and columns, which were removed during the first step, are added to obtained in the
previous step submatrix until its score fulfils the criterion of being bicluster. After each iteration,
the founded bicluster has been hidden with random values. The extension of this algorithm
proposed in [22] allows to avoid noise among input dataset, which was a consequence of masking
discovered biclusters.
The Order Preserving Submatrix Algorithm was presented in [2]. The bicluster was defined as
subset of rows, which preserves linear ordering across subset of conditions. The set of valid
biclusters is identifying by algorithm based on stochastic model. This idea was also evolved in
[9].
The algorithm X-Motif is dedicated to the extraction of conserved gene expression motifs from
gene expression data and has been proposed in [14]. Bicluster is defined as subset of genes,
which expression level belong to the same state across subset of conditions. The states are
assigned to genes during preprocessing step. In order to find multiple biclusters an algorithm is
running in an iterative way. Each iteration starts from different initial sets.
There exists also methods of biclustering dedicated for matrices with the binary values. Bimax
[16] uses a simple divide-and-conquer approach for finding all inclusive maximal biclusters for a
given minimal number of rows and columns. Bicluster, which is maximal in the sense of
inclusion is defined as not entirely contained in any other bicluster. Such assumption allows to
exclude from analysis individual cells equal to one, which can be considered as a single
biclusters, however they provide no important information.
BicBin [20] is an algorithm dedicated for binary sparse matrices. It consists of three main
components: the score function to evaluate a submatrix, the search algorithm to restrict the search
space of all possible submatrices and an algorithm used to extract all biclusters in an ordered way
from a dataset. BicBin is dedicated for finding inexact biclusters. Each run of BicBin may give
different results, because algorithm finds set of random biclusters, which fulfil its restrictions and
cover all ones in dataset.
A novel approach of the binary matrix biclustering is based on the rough sets theory [13] where
non-exact biclusters are defined as the ordered pair of biclusters called a lower and an upper
approximation. The lower approximation is the exact submatrix of the given one and the upper
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approximation is non-exact matrix that is the superset of a given one. The algorithm is hierarchic
similarly as the Ward clustering algorithm and it starts from the previously generated set of exact
biclusters [19]. In every step two rough biclusters can be joined if the intersection of their lower
approximations is nonempty. The generalisation of the data description allows to limit the
number of final biclusters assuring the assumed level of the description accuracy.
The analogical hierarchical strategy can be also applied for classical biclusters (not considered as
the rough bicluster) and was presented in [10].

4. POWERED ROOF SUPPORT
The final safety of operations in a coal mine is dependent on several components: a human factor,
natural influence, a technical reasons and – of course – from the unexpected circumstances. A
technical operating conditions are an object of interest of multiple monitoring systems [7]. The
most common monitored signal is the pressure in the leg (legs) of the section, which reflects the
real strength of propping the roof.
A single section of a powered roof support consists of one or more hydraulic prop (legs), which
holds up an upper part of the section (roof-bar). A section has also and hydraulic shifting system,
which is responsible for shifting the unit with the longwall advance simultaneously. Most of the
time the unit props the roof, assuring the safety of mining, but after each shearer run it moves to
prop the newly bared roof. A single unit is presented on the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Single unit of powered roof support (www.joy.com).

A typical unit working cycle will be presented on the real – 6000 seconds long – observation of
the pressure in one of the two-leg unit, shown on the Fig. 2. As it can be observed, it is common
situation when two legs are propping the roof-bar with different force (they have different
pressure levels in legs).
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Fig. 2 A real time series of pressure in two legs of the unit.

A typical powered roof support unit working cycle can be divided into several phases. Starting
from the moment of the beginning of unit shifting the following phases are named and described
as follows:
−
−
−
−
−

treading,
spragging,
overbuilding,
pre-treading,
pressure lowering.

For each of these phases some similar and some specific variables can be defined, for example:
phase duration (for all phases), pressure increase speed (spragging, overbuilding), pre-treading
dynamic type, pressure level equability.
The analysis of the mentioned phase statistics requires a diagnostic information, or a diagnostic
algorithm, that classified the moment of time (a value of a pressure) into a proper working cycle
phase. Otherwise, it is not possible to analyse the whole data – each column representing a single
second of powered roof support section work. Then some aggregation of the data must be
performed.
The time series, describing a single powered roof support unit that contains several legs, can be
an average pressure level in legs or a difference between leg pressure levels. As an aggregate a
multiple statistics can be taken into considerations, starting from a mean, maximal and minimal
value. The way of data aggregation and a time of aggregation should be dependent on the goal of
analysis. For example: using a minimum value in the aggregation time will help to detect a time
slices when the section was in a treading phase.
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5. EXPERIMENTS
In this paper an application of biclustering methods for pressure level equability in legs of one
powered roof support unit will be presented. Application of these methods will help to find a
subset of sections which behave similarly in a selected period (or periods – the time interval does
not have to be connected). On the basis of a real data, a procedure of diagnostic procedure will be
presented. The real data describes the over 8 hours of over 100 sections of powered roof support
work. Each section was a double-leg and a pressure level measurement was taken once in a
second. On the Fig. 3 an average pressure of two legs is presented. Small values of the absolute
difference are marked as white points. As the absolute difference increases the point color
becomes more black.

Fig. 3 Average pressure in two legs.

The horizontal zigzag, starting at the 150th minute and ending at the 450th minute refers to the
shearer passage and the sections treading. As it can be seen, each section was moved several
times. Such small number of treadings does not allow to analyse phases durations. Instead, the
pressure level inequality will become the goal of the analysis.
The relative difference of a pressure levels was calculated with the following formula:
ܽ= ݃ݒ

|݈݁݃ଵ − ݈݁݃ଶ |
min{݈݁݃ଵ , ݈݁݃ଶ }

where ݈݁݃ଵ and ݈݁݃ଶ are pressure levels in according legs.
Due to the large amount of the data and a goal of data generalisation the aggregation time is set to
60 seconds. As the point of the interest is a difference of a pressure levels the aggregation
measure is maximal value of differences in one minute.
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The definition of a difference for the pressure level allows to have infinities, as the division by
zero is not forbidden. This situation occurs when one of the legs is not propping or there was an
error in a measurement device or in a data transmission. The infinity can be easily replaced by
750, which is higher than the highest absolute difference between legs pressure (equal to 70.4
[MPa]). The interpretation of this replacement can be as follows: as only one leg props there is a
maximal inequality.
For the further analysis only a subset of sections and a period of time is selected: it will contain
51 middle sections monitored during the middle 200 minutes (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 An aggregated maximal differences of pressure levels in units.

A statistical description of the subset values is presented in the Table 1. The bicluster 0 means the
whole data while the following ones are the selected biclusters generated with OPSM algorithm
[5]. With the standard algorithm settings it generated 42 biclusters. Four of them are briefly
described in the Table 1 and also presented on the Fig. 5. We can observe that the algorithm
detected biclusters with the very high pressure level inequality.
Table 1. Statistical description of real data and selected of generated biclusters.
#

min

Q1

Q2

0
1
3
5
11

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.020

0.036
0.045
0.053
0.091
0.100

0.085
0.683
0.372
0.152
0.157

Q3
0.200
122.286
85.428
74.451
62.837

mean

max

std

20.278
159.000
9.667
2.225
0.386

750
750
750
750
750

103.823
228.400
197.493
194.031
207.416

duration
[min]
201
201
182
127
38

sections
51
2
4
6
12
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Fig. 5 Four biclusters: 1st (upper left), 3rd (upper right), 5th (lower left) and 11th (lower right).

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper the application of biclustering technique for the off-line machine monitoring was
presented. This simple example shows a possibility of building procedures for the purpose of a
variety aspects of powered roof support monitoring and diagnosing. The presented approach does
not exhaust the subject of finding biclusters in a longwall complex data. Future works in this area
will focus on joining biclustering results with real improperities in the real data.
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ABSTRACT
Virtual reality technology has been applied to the protection of cultural heritage for about 20
years. However, methods or systems of cultural heritage reported in previous studies are still
unable to represent large-scale cultural heritage sites such as the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand
Canal, the Struve Geodetic Arc and the boundaries of the Roman Empire. We aimed at
constructing a large-scale cultural-heritage 3-D model with the focus on better management
and organization of the scene. Starting from the case study of the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand
Canal, we first explore various remote sensing data suitable for large-scale cultural heritage
modeling, and then adopt a 3-D geographic global information system for large-scale 3-D
scene organization and management.
The entire 3-D virtual scene reconstruction process can be divided into four steps. The first one
is the remote-sensing data preparation, where TM, SPOT5 and other remote sensing data were
selected according to the characteristics of the cultural heritage of the Grand Canal and further
subjected to data filtering and geometric correction. In the second step, the 3-D terrain
modeling was carried out based on 3-D earth model segmentation and tile hierarchy system,
where we fused and split remote sensing image and sampling spatial information for 3-D
terrain model. The third step involves the modeling of local heritage with sophisticated
modeling techniques sufficient to build a heritage 3-D model and to integrate terrain model with
local scene through aerial orthophotos. Finally, in the fourth step the virtual scene integration
is performed in a 3-D spherical system, where we designed a tree nodes system to assembly and
manage multi-level and multi-type models of the Grand Canal. After these four steps are
completed, the large-scale cultural heritage scene in 3-D spherical information system can be
achieved.
Here, we address main challenges in virtual scene reconstruction of large-scale cultural
heritage. This study can be valuable for regional and national cultural heritage protection as
well as for Chinese government as a reference to infrastructural research, and finally for
stimulation of other large-scale cultural heritage research around the world both in 3-D
modeling and virtual scene organization.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 267–286, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2016.60123
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1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality technology has been applied in the protection of cultural heritage for about 20
years. Zahorik and Jenison [1] suggested that the couple of perception and action is crucial for
determining the extent of presence, and mentioned a virtual scene may give the “presence” in
ancient cultural heritage. Gaitatzes et al. and Miyazaki et al.[2, 3] presented an overview in
modeling cultural heritage through observation. Their efforts were focused on three aspects: how
to create geometric models of cultural heritage; how to create photometric models of cultural
heritage; and how to integrate such virtual heritage components with real scenes. White et al. [4]
proposed an architecture for integrating both the software and the hardware for digitization,
management and presentation of virtual exhibitions, whereas Papagiannakis et al. [5] presented a
case study of a real-time interactive digital narrative and real-time visualization of an ancient
temple. In addition, Christou et al. [6] described the development and evaluation of a large-scale
multimodal virtual reality simulation suitable for the visualization of cultural heritage sites and
architectural planning. They referred ”large-scale” to a haptic interface which was coupled with a
realistic physics engine allowing users to experience and fully appreciate the effort involved in
the construction of architectural components and their changes through the ages. According to
Cabral et al.[7] X3-D is convenient in historic architectural reconstruction so that users might
immerse themselves. Bruno et al. [8] summarized the complete methodology by a low-cost
multimedia stereoscopic system for digital archaeological exhibition from digitization,
management to user interfaces. Núñez Andrés [9] reviewed different techniques including
massive capture techniques and traditional survey. They showed the advantages and
disadvantages of each technique by applying them to the survey of the great Gate of Antioch.
However, the virtual scene constructions of cultural heritage sites in these studies are still
restricted in local area or individual artifact. These methods or systems may create some intuitive
3-D model, but are not yet applicable to the processing of large-scale cultural heritage.
The primary characteristic of large-scale cultural heritage is its huge spatial span, such as Struve
Geodetic Arc, the boundaries of the Roman Empire (including the Hadrian's Wall in UK, Der
Obergermannisch-raetische Limes in Germany, etc. [10]), the Great Wall or Beijing-Hangzhou
Grand Canal of China and so on. Spatial ranges of these large-scale cultural sites extend from
hundreds to thousands kilometers.
A large spatial scale of cultural heritages is associated with difficulties in virtual scene
construction. Although 3-D scanning and texture photography has been widely used on small
objects modeling for many years, it might not be possible to acquire data of heritage spots over
area of thousands of square kilometers especially with limited time and funding. Suppose the data
are ready, just indexing and processing them could be a tremendous effort. Furthermore,
management and rendering of the model output data would likely exceed the capability of
ordinary computers. One possibility would be to adopt a Level Of Detail (LOD) concept to
reduce data volume, but there are many 3-D model types such as tree, terrain, temples and the
like which would hardly keep space consistency and could exceed a roam-able virtual scene.
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How to construct a cultural heritage 3-D model for the large scale and how to manage and
organize the scene have been so far difficult challenges not addressed in the literature.
We aimed at solving these two problems by taking the Grand Canal of China as a research
subject, using remote sensing data sources for multi-scale modeling of cultural heritage, and
adopting a 3-D geographic globe information system as a virtual scene organization platform.
This paper explores and presents the overall framework and key steps in virtual scene
construction of large-scale cultural heritage.
We first make a brief overview of the Grand Canal of China which is a typical example for a
large-scale cultural heritage, and propose the overall roadmap of the virtual environment
construction with the four crucial steps: (1) cultural heritage remote sensing data preparation; (2)
terrain modeling; (3) local heritage modeling; and (4) virtual heritage scene integration in 3-D
global system.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE BEIJING-HANGZHOU GRAND CANAL OF CHINA
The Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal is the world's oldest and longest canal, and also the largest in
engineering scale. It is one of the “Two Great Works” of the ancient China (the other is the Great
Wall). Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal belongs to a basin-wide cultural site. It connects five
drainage basins including the Haihe River, Yellow River, Huaihe River, Yangtze River, and
Qiantang River, with a total length of 1794 km, which is 16 times longer than the Suez Canal,
and 33 times longer than the Panama Canal. Longer than the namely "the king of canal" the Main
Turkmen Canal stretches over 400 km. In chronology, the Grand Canal is the earliest ancient
canal which was dug up more than 2,500 years ago, and operated much earlier than the Panama
Canal and the Suez Canal. Moreover, the Grand Canal runs through a huge number of ancient
cities and other cultural heritages [11] with building age of these heritages from 770 BC to 1900,
including 33 ancient cities and related pier, temples, pagodas, bridges, streets, factories, old kilns
and ancient downtowns in 8 Chinese provinces.

Figure 1. The vast area of the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal

Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal is located in China's eastern flat and inhabitable area and its
basin area accounts for 10% of China's land area, while Gross Domestic Product GDP accounts
for 25% of China. The economic development, demand for industrial and residential land is
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rapidly growing, but the environmental pollution is spreading as well. The protection of ancient
ruins along the Grand Canal is facing increasing pressure, so the use of virtual reality technology
to build virtual scene of the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal is most likely the best means to help
securing the Grand Canal Basin heritages, their history and culture.
On the other hand, the virtual scene construction of Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal is facing
some unprecedented challenges. One of them is the large extent of the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand
Canal, which makes it difficult to obtain 3-D data of thousands of kilometers. Another challenge
is that the archaeological excavation on the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal will constantly add to
the new heritage modeling works, so it would be desirable (although not easy) to provide an open
information platform and integrate these and subsequent models into the existing virtual scene.

3. METHODOLOGY
In order to solve the challenges in the virtual scene construction, we use remote sensing data
sources for multi-scale modeling of cultural heritage, and adopt 3-D geographic globe
information system as a virtual scene organization platform.
Remote sensing has been aiding the general approach of landscape archaeology since 1970s [12].
However, few studies introduced remote sensing data for 3-D cultural heritage modeling because
of their low-accuracy. Here, we see a high potential of remote sensing in large-scale modeling of
cultural heritage, particularly as basic data sources for environmental modeling.
It is widely known that GIS could provide an efficient way to integrate archaeological activities,
data management, digital object representation and spatial analysis[13]. However, the ability to
apply GIS techniques to achieve an integrated management of 3-D data and activities at a large
scale is very limited in the field. Therefore, in the case of the Grand Canal and its subsequent 3-D
modeling and system integration, we adopt a 3-D geo-spatial global information system, which is
closer to digital earth than 3-D GIS, to establish an integrated environment for large-scale cultural
heritage.
This virtual environment construction of large-scale cultural heritage based on remote sensing
data sources and 3-D global geo-spatial information system can be divided into four parts in time
sequence. These steps are: (1) remote sensing data preparation; (2) terrain modeling; (3) local
cultural scene modeling; and (4) virtual heritage integration in 3-D global GIS. In the next
sections, the contents and main issues of each step are analyzed in detail.
The overall research flow-diagram is shown in Figure 2 below:
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3.1 Remote sensing data preparation for cultural heritage
Heritage remote sensing data preparation work is divided into two parts, data filtering (or data)
and geometric precision correction.
Currently remote sensing has formed a multi-level, multi-angle, multi-field observation system
from the ground to the air, and even space. From the 1960s onwards, technologies such as
thermal infrared imaging, airborne synthetic aperture radar, multi-polar surface-penetrating radar
and high-resolution space borne synthetic aperture radar have become sophisticated. Remotesensing spectral bands from the earliest visible expand to near-infrared, shortwave infrared,
thermal infrared, microwave direction, and these spectral extensions will adapt to a variety of
data acquisition for material composition and geometrical shape. Synergies of large, medium and
small satellites and combinations of high, medium, low orbits provide data which form a
complementary series for specific domain with temporal resolutions ranging from a few hours to
18 days.
The remote sensing technology can nowadays provide more spatial information than ever before,
but not all of the remote sensing data sources carry the characteristic data of spatial objects in
desired location. Therefore, in the large-scale modeling study of cultural heritage, a proper
selection is needed of the remote sensing data to express object characteristics of cultural
heritage. Besides the simple judgment by spatial region and time stamp, the selecting work of
remote sensing data can be divided into scale filtering and band filtering.
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Scale is the key for understanding the complexity of spatial objects and is regarded as one of the
standards of spatial information representation. Katsianis et al. [14] defined four kinds of scales
associated with spatial phenomena, one of which is spatial resolution. An appropriate spatial
resolution can reflect characteristics of the spatial structure of a specific target. Spatial resolution
of remote sensing image represents the level of spatial detail and ability to separate spatial subject
and its background, and also reflects the information hierarchy of the earth surface. For example,
the riverway of the Grand Canal is 80 m wide on average, so 30 m resolution remote sensing data
can be adequate for the riverway research and information extraction, but the same 30 meters
remote sensing images are unable to express ancient buildings which are 10 meters wide on
average. Therefore, in our study we selected the remote sensing image of optimal spatial
resolution for expressing particular spatial objects inside the Grand Canal region according to
their own characteristics(Table 1).
The Grand Canal cultural site is a complex spatial object with multi-scale structure, inside which
objects have different spatial ranges. Thus, depending on the characteristic scale of the internal
objects, we filtered remote sensing data sources at the first approach at virtual environment
construction for the Grand Canal.
Table 1. The introduction of candidate remote sensing data
Data
type

introduction

TM

U.S. Land Observing Satellite, three of seven
observation bands are visible bands

SPOT5

SRTM1

Airborne
Remote
Sensing

French Earth Observation System (Systeme
Probatoired'Observation delaTarre)[15],provides
5 observations bands and panchromatic image
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, provide
terrain data from 60 degrees north latitude to 60
degrees south latitude with a total covering area
of more than 119 million square kilometers
images are taken by airborne remote sensor,
have higher spatial and temporal resolution, but
narrower in spatial range comparing with
satellite images Airborne photos

average
spatial
resolution
30m

10m

sensitive spatial
objects in the Grand
Canal cultural site
riverway of the ancient
canal, lakes along the
basin
change information of
canal basin landscape
(land types)

30m

the terrain topography
along the Grand Canal

0.2m

contours of buildings
and structures, roads
and landmarks along
the Grand Canal

Band filtering is a necessary step in the case of multi-spectral remote sensing data supplies,
which requires selecting the best band or band sets to extract spatial objects and express spatial
information effectively. Generally a remote sensor is only sensitive to specific spectral
wavelength range which is named band. The original remote sensing images are all single band.
In practice, according to three-color synthesis principle, the digital image processing systems
place three different bands of remote sensing images on three channels which are assigned to red,
green, blue to form a color image[16]. Specific details of band assembly are shown in Figure 3 .
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Figure 1.. Band assembly of Spot5 data for The Grand Canal

There are three main principles for the best band selection:
(1)) The largest amount of information it carries; (2) the smallest possible correlation among
bands; (3) the largest difference among spatial object types which the band is sensitive to. The
best band combination is three bands with abundant information cont
content,
ent, the smallest correlation
and distinguishable sensitive spatial objects [17].. However, despite each band’s own
characteristics, there are more or less information duplication and redundancy among
hyperspectral remote sensing data. Consequently, the selection should be based on the spectral
characteristics of observation targets. F
For
or example, TM1,4,5 would be the best band combination
for settlements and waters interpretation
interpretation[18],, while TM3,4,5 would be the best band combination
for farmland, woodland, grassland interpretation
interpretation[19].. When using remote sensing data to
construct a 3-D
D scene of cultural heritage, selection of band combinations should be based on the
characteristics of spatial objects inside the heritage site.
The core heritage trail and main observation target of the Grand Canal is the riverway, of which
the main body is water. The spectral characteristic of water depends on its material composition,
but also reflects the various water states. Natural water bodies have significantly higher
absorption for 0.4 ~ 2.5 Lm electromagnetic wave than most other surface features [20]. In the
infrared, water absorbs more energy than in visible light, while vegetation, so
soil
il in the two bands
have smaller energy absorption, and a higher reflection, that results in significant difference
between the water and the vegetation or soil in the two bands. Although the panchromatic band is
not more sensitive to the Grand Canal water body than other spatial objects, the panchromatic
band provides a high spatial resolution of 2.5 m, which has a good effect for the spatial
information expression of the overall Grand Canal region. For these reasons, we chose the near
infrared (XS3), mid infrared (B4), and panchromatic band (PAN) for remote sensing image
synthesis of the Grand Canal heritage(Table 2).
The purpose of the geometric correction is to correct errors caused by non
non-systemic
systemic factors, and
is based on mathematical models of geometr
geometric
ic calibration. This correction is also a process which
combines translation and rotation to project image onto a plane through homonymy points from
remote sensing images and underlay reference map to place the spatial objects right on the
corresponding reference
ference position after correction [21].
In the Grand Canal remote data preparation, we used the method of least squares to calculate
imagery geometric correction, in which (t +1)×(t +2) / 2 equals to 6 control points similarly to as
described elsewhere [22].. In order to promote accuracy, in each image we select at least 15
control points for image registration. Generally there are two principles in control point selection
for large-scale cultural heritage:
(1) The control points should be evenly distributed over the entire heritage site.
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(2) The control points should optimally be the corner points of a permanent feature rather than of
any removable points, such as docks or road crossings in the case of the Grand Canal.
Table 1. The bands features of SPOT5 sensor
Spectral
band

wavelength
range (µm)

ground
resolution
(m)

XS1:Green

0.50 ~ 0.59

10

XS2:Red

0.61 ~ 0.68

10

XS3: near
infrared

0.78 ~ 0.89

10

B4: mid
infrared

1.58 ~ 1.75

20

PAN

0.48 ~ 0.71

2.5

The main application areas
This band has part transmission in water body and
great reflectance in healthy green plants, it can
distinguish vegetation types and assess crop
growth.
This band provides measurable plants chlorophyll
absorption rate, and in turn plant classification, can
distinguish artificial feature types too.
This band is greatly absorbed in water and is used
to draw water body boundaries, detect the content
of aquatic organisms.
Usually vegetation, water, soil have obvious gray
level difference in this band, so this band is used to
detect vegetation, water content and soil moisture,
and distinguish the difference between clouds and
snow.
With the highest spatial resolution in SPOT5, this
band can be used for forestry research and
planning, urban planning and large scale thematic
mapping.

3.2 Terrain modeling of heritage site
Heritage site terrain modeling refers to processing of remote sensing data of large-scale cultural
heritage into a 3-D terrain model so that information systems can load and render as backgroundmodel of the virtual scene. It is an important step of the large-scale cultural heritage modeling.
On the one hand, numerous reports [23, 24] suggested that the terrain features are closely related
with formation and development of large-scale cultural heritage areas. On the other, with 3-D
terrain models, viewers could analyze and rebuild the ancient ruins more intuitively, and present
more reasonable explanation of different cultural phenomena from archaeological surveys and
excavations than without them [25].
The terrain modeling study is based on 3-D global information systems. The main reason for the
system adoption is no limitation on the scale of possible terrain model which may cover a huge
spatial range.
Terrain modeling includes image fusion, image segmentation and terrain model generation three
steps, and how to perform these steps is determined by 3-D Geographic Information System 3-D
Earth model structure. Therefore, before terrain modeling work, an introduction to 3-D Earth
model is necessary (Figure 4 ).
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3-D Earth model

Spherical grid and Tile-hierarchy in
3-D Earth model
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ordinary 3D model

Figure 2. The comparison between 3-D Earth model and ordinary 3D model

3-D Earth model, which is a combination of multiple parts, differs from an ordinary 3-D model.
The division rules can be classified into two categories: spherical grid and tile hierarchy. Purpose
of the both is to reduce the model data throughput during system operation, but they are not the
same in principles and functions.
Spherical grid is a seamless mesh system of the Earth ellipsoid surface with the classic
subdivisions called graticules. Cells in spherical grid could be uniform or non-uniform
(irregular). Clearly, the morphology of uniform spherical grid cell is more stable with regular
borders, and is more convenient to prepare and assembly 3-D data in the 3-D Earth model than
that with the irregular borders.
Tile-hierarchy is a hierarchically organized system of spatial data with each tile in the hierarchy
being a specific 3-D model. Basic idea of tile-hierarchy is to subdivide a parent tile into a number
of child tiles under same data volume constraint, the smaller range a tile covers, and at the higher
resolution it could possess [26]. Owing to this subdivision, when spatial data are required, an
appropriate tile with the closest scale is delivered so that to reduce the access time and data load
during User-System interaction.
As a concrete 3-D model, 3-D Earth tile is not only the direct target for spatial data integration,
but also the environmental information carrier in the case of the Grand Canal. We were able to
seamlessly integrate spatial data or 3-D models into the tile.
Tile in 3-D Earth model, similarly to other 3-D visualization models, is composed of two parts:
geometry mesh and texture. The mesh information and texture information in tile are derived
from existing spatial data. Tile mesh is used to represent geometrical shape of the earth surface
with each vertices in the mesh expressed in spherical coordinates (r,θ,φ). Geometric resolution of
tile means separation of the zenith angle (θ), azimuth angle (φ) between tile vertices. The radial
distance (r) of tiles vertex in earth science field usually refers to elevation value which is derived
from remote sensing data products such as elevation SRTM in this case. The tile texture is used
to indicate shape and color of earth surface, in which case the tile texture is the visible spectrum
data from the hyper spectral remote sensing image such as SPOT5 or TM.
Given the basic platform and the structure of the 3-D earth model, the 3-D terrain modeling
process is to assign spatial information from remote sensing data sources into tile vertex.
Firstly, image fusion here was used to integrate different spatial data source into one tile vertex
with predefined weights. In the case of the Grand Canal modeling, we based on the same UTM
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coordinate system fuse TM remote sensing images; the weight of overlapping portion is the
arithmetic mean, as shown in Figure 5:

Figure 3. The Spot5 and TM data fusion along the Grand Canal

Secondly, remote sensing image segmentation must be consistent with the borders definition of
spherical grid and tile hierarchy, as otherwise it may cause terrain dislocation in the entire virtual
scene. In the case of the Grand Canal modeling, in accordance with the tile with 10 meter spatial
resolution and 30 km side-length, we cut TM5 images and elevation images as demonstrated in
Figure 6:

Figure 4. Segmentation of TM5 image and elevation image(rotated) according to the tile boundary

Thirdly, depending on predefined tile meshes of each scale, we sampled remote sensing images
to every tile vertex. The generation process of a specific 3-D terrain model of a heritage site was
as presented in Figure 7 and linear interpolation of vertices to fill the final model was as shown in
Figure 8.
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Figure 5. Generation process of a specific 3-D terrain model
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Each vertex of tile mesh has sampled color and elevation from remote sensing data

Linear interpolation of vertexes to fill the final model
Figure 6. 3-D terrain modeling based on previous image segmentation

3.3 Local heritage modeling
Local heritage refers to centralized heritage places in the large-scale cultural heritage area.
Compared with terrain modeling, local heritage modeling has two differences:
One difference is the higher spatial resolution of a model. A 3-D terrain model is under the
resolution limitations of remote sensing data that the maximum is not more than 0.2 meters, while
in local heritage modeling where we can use a laser radar or a high-precision camera for data
acquisition, the spatial resolution can reach even centimeter or millimeter resolution level;
The other difference is a richer type of modeling objects in local heritage. Although a 3-D terrain
model covers a wide range, its main purpose is mostly to provide a natural background model
which brings basic information on topography and landforms. While the local heritage modeling
includes a variety of static spatial entities in cultural heritage area, specific modeling objects
includes buildings, vegetation, bridges, piers, heritage and other artificial or natural objects.
Local heritage modeling uses mainly a 3-D model of small-scale cultural heritage. So far its data
collection and modeling process, data integration and key technical problems have been
thoroughly discussed in many previous studies. For example, Akca [27] used a structured light
system for data acquisition, Carmel et al.[28] classified entities of cultural heritage for targeted
digitalization, and Alsadik et al.[29] presented a camera network for image-based modeling of
cultural heritage. Hug and Gonzalez-Perez [30] qualitatively evaluated three modeling techniques
derived from information system engineering to represent cultural heritage domain concepts.
More detailed technology of local heritage modeling has been described elsewhere [2, 6, 23, 31,
32].
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Both local heritage models and 3-D terrain models are parts of the large-scale virtual scene. After
local heritage modeling, different models in geographic global information system need to be
integrated. This integration is solved by using the orthographic projection (Figure 9).

Figure 7. The necessity of orthographic projection in airborne remote sensing image

The projection of an airborne remote sensing image is the central projection which is associated
with distortion. Because photosensitive surface tilts and undulating ground generate point
displacements in an image, raw airborne images cannot objectively and accurately indicate the
shape and location of spatial features. The images have to be processed in order to obtain
orthophotos, which are the photographs orthographically projected, and the process is called
ortho-correction [33].
Orthophotos, in particular airborne orthophotos are important basal data of cultural heritage 3-D
modeling. They have high spatial resolution, allowing for clear identification of buildings, and
silhouette of landmarks. As airborne orthophotos are perpendicular to the ground, they reflect the
true ground position and topological relations, which can provide spatial orientation and
positioning information for high-precision 3-D model to guarantee the accuracy of 3-D spatial
measurement and analysis. The import to the 3-D global information system is presented in
Figure 10.

Figure 8. Airborne remote sensing image import into 3-D global information system

As shown in Figure 11, we obtained an airborne remote sensing image of the ancient canal sluice
ruins after ortho correction. This led to elimination of the shadows and each pixel on the image
regaining its right place within geographic coordinates. Thus, not only the corrected image can be
imported into a 3-D modeling software such as Basal Map, 3-Dmax or Creator, but it can also be
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used as a texture layer, for the terrain model to sample from. After integration in 3-D global
information systems, the identical geographic coordinates provided by orthophoto become the
key bridge between 3-D earth model (terrain model) and the heritage virtual scene, so the high
precision of orthophoto ensures accuracy and consistency of the integration.

Figure 9. Airborne remote sensing image of a sluice on the Grand Canal before and after orthographic
projection

Orthophoto production often requires special equipment. In the case of central projection aerial
photographs of flat ground using a mechanical optical instrument could be sufficient. On an
undulating ground or a bumpy flight, orthographic projection device such as an opticalmechanical differential rectification instrument and computer numerically controlled analytic
projector is available. In the case of dynamic remote sensing which have not captured predefined
parameters, all-digital correction machine is usually used to produce the orthophoto[34].
As shown in Figure 12, we located the specific local heritage model based on airborne orthophoto
in the 3-DMax software.

Figure 10. Local heritage modeling and positioning based on Orthophoto in 3-D Max

3.4 Virtual scene integration in 3-D spherical system
In the final integration step, in order to embed heritage models into 3-D global information
systems seamlessly, we have established an integrated tree of 3-D models (Figure 13).
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Figure 11. The integrated tree system for 3-D virtual heritage scene organization in 3-D global information
system

A tree node object encapsulates each 3-D model, and it may have no more than 1 parent node and
unlimited child nodes. This treelike organization for large-scale virtual scene has three
characteristics:
(1) All levels of spatial objects are under identical geographic coordinate system
(2) Spatial ranges of all child nodes do not exceed the parent tree node.
(3) In LOD configuration, models-switch from the parent node to child node by viewpoint
movement is seamless. It means there is no place to see both the parent and its child nodes and
there is also no place to see nothing at heritage site.
This treelike organization has two advantages for large-scale heritage scene:
(1) The data object and user interface definitions in heritage scene are uniform. Every 3-D model
of mutli-scale or different types are all tree nodes, such as terrain, roads, buildings, lights,
controllers, triggers, particle systems, etc. It helps achieving flexibility in virtual scene assembly
so that each node can be assigned to one another as parent or child. Through a consistent
interface, operations like node add, delete, property editing and others are very convenient.
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(2) Tree level reflects spatial cover. This implicit spatial description makes it simple and easy to
understand spatial relations among 3-D models. Through the view of nodes’ bounding box, we
can intuitively choose operations including add, delete, edit for virtual scene assembly.
Furthermore, each tree node could have its custom properties which are stored in attribute list that
promotes the extensibility of the virtual scene to present extra information about history and
culture.

4. RESULTS
The results from the present study can be divided into two aspects. One was the establishment of
a presentation platform for integrated large-scale natural and cultural heritage. The other was to
assemble the terrain models of the entire Grand Canal with local heritage models of
Jining(ancient city), Tongzhou(ancient city), and the Dragon King Temple which located at the
junction between the Grand Canal and Wenshui river. The average distance between these three
local heritages was 300 km .

a) The whole blue marble

c) Flying to a local heritage(Yangzhou city)

b)The overview of the Grand Canal

d) A close look to an ancient temple

Figure 14 The integrated scene of the Grand Canal in the 3-D global information system

5. DISCUSSION
In order to establish three-dimensional model of large-scale cultural heritage for the present study
data selection, processing, combination with a 3D Earth model, integrated management of 3D
GIS and a comprehensive workflow were completed.
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One novel thing about the study is that the remote-sensing data source was introduced. In the
modeling of cultural heritage this type of data source is not typically used. The reason is that it is
collected from too far away, and the accuracy of the data cannot reach the standard for 3D
modeling. In addition, the shooting angles almost do not reflect the information on the sides of
cultural heritage at all[35] . However, here we found advantages of remote sensing data source in
modeling of large-scale cultural heritage.
For example, remote-sensing data source can provide spatial information that reflects various
types of surface features in the cultural heritage. The reason is that the existing remote sensors
cover a rather wide wavelength range, and for any surface feature, corresponding sensitive data
can be found.
Remote sensing data sources can help to achieve quickly 3D modeling of large-scale terrains and
landforms. This is particularly important in the modeling of large-scale cultural heritage that
crosses hundreds of kilometers.
Therefore, based on the electromagnetic wave reflection characteristics of cultural heritage, after
careful data screening and matching, remote sensing data can easily provide the information
needed for modeling of cultural heritage.
Another development of the present study was that the 3-D global GIS was used for integration
of scenes of cultural heritage at a large scale although this strategy was originally inspired by
Google earth experience. In the 3D GIS, the space that can be explored is unlimited. In addition,
differences in the spatial scales of terrains and surface details can be directly viewed.
When the present project was launched in 2007, Rome Reborn in Google Earth (RR
project)[http://romereborn.frischerconsulting.com/project_news.php] was not yet on line.
Although our ultimate interface looks very similar to that of Google Earth, there are certain
differences. Firstly, in the RR project[36], established models are released to Google earth as kml
layer file, the information on cultural heritage can only be linked through the web, and
visualization of the information is prioritized. In our project, for the scenes of cultural heritage a
more specialized professional structure was adopted. The cultural heritage model and the 3D
Earth model were integrated using a tree structure. In addition, at each node aside from the 3D
visual information, custom culture, heritage information can be added. In this way, management
and retrieval of cultural heritage information can be further developed. Secondly, the paper [36]
published from the RR project did not disclose the method used to prepare spatial data and
process of integrating the Earth model and the cultural heritage model. This may be because as
two different groups were responsible for modeling the Earth and modeling the ancient buildings,
the information available to the author was incomplete.
Although our modeling developments may have still some potential for improvement, we find
our study a robust and accurate representation which works extremely well for the spatial features
of the Grand Canal. All parts of our final result focus on the Grand Canal heritage, allowing users
to better understand the entire picture of the Grand Canal heritage. While the 3D model
integrated in the RR project was focused on the scope of the ancient city of Rome, which is a
relatively small-scale cultural heritage, in our project, processing of remote sensing data terrain
modeling over thousands of kilometers was completed and three local heritage models with 300
km space between were also established.
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Due to limited funding and staff, currently we have only over 200 high-precision threedimensional models. Nonetheless, our study provides a basic framework, and an import interface
for new models. This will provide continuous support for the presentation and protection of the
Grand Canal heritage in the future.
As the present study focused on establishing large-scale modeling and integration framework for
cultural heritage in space, it can be expected there will be many follow-up studies. The construction of large-scale cultural heritages often takes decades or even centuries. In addition to the
spatial modeling and integration framework as explored in the present study, it is also of great
significance for archaeological research and cultural education to study the modeling method and
integration framework of large-scale cultural heritages in time. Another point our study makes is
that the way of exploring scenes in large-scale cultural heritages should be different from that in
small-scale heritages. How to allow the users to better perceive multi-scale spatial characteristics
of scenes in large-scale cultural heritages may also be worth investigating.

6. CONCLUSION
Large-scale cultural heritage is a great concentration of national or regional history and culture
with high research and conservation value. The current studies of the 3-D cultural heritage scene
reconstruction mainly focused on local scale heritage due to a lack of modeling methods and
scene organization for large-scale cultural heritage. We took the Grand Canal of China as an
example for systematic reconstruction at a larger scale. We introduced a variety of remote
sensing data sources for large-scale cultural heritage modeling, and then adopted a 3-D
geographic global information system for large-scale 3-D scene organization and management. A
four-step 3D virtual reconstruction was developed and successfully applied.
This study presented methods and key technology in aspects of data sources and model
organization to solve reconstruction problem of large-scale cultural heritage with high efficiency
and accuracy.
In data source aspects, the large regional remote sensing data and their multi-band images seem
suitable for 3-D reconstruction of large-scale cultural heritage. In particular, existing various data
sources were more than sufficient in providing the basal data for cultural heritage terrain
modeling.
The 3-D spherical information system seems also suitable for organization and integration of
large-scale 3-D scene.
The identical coordinate system was able to keep uniform all of the 3-D models in the virtual
scene and provided integrated spatial analysis functionalities like area, round, distance
calculation.
The tree level showed spatial relationship between the 3-D models. Parent-child nodes indicated
include-spatial-relationship. The spatial extent of all child nodes did not exceed that of the
parent’s, or sibling nodes which are adjacent to each other, and thus it provided a basis for spatial
relational query.
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The root node of the platform is the Earth model ensured cultural heritage virtual scene could be
integrated without a spatial limit. This platform could import both the 3-D terrain model and the
local heritage model of every large-scale cultural heritage to spherical grid and tile-hierarchy of
the Earth model, and render them all together, which cannot be done in the other 3-D system.
Our study aimed at addressing the main challenges in virtual scene reconstruction of large-scale
cultural heritage by application of remote sensing data and 3-D global GIS from spatial
information field. This proved the efficiency and capability on the case study of the Grand Canal.
We believe this study can be valuable for regional and national cultural heritage protection, for
Chinese government as an infrastructural research, and as a good reference for other large-scale
cultural heritage around the world both in 3-D modeling and virtual scene organization.
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ABSTRACT
Association rules is a very important part of data mining. It is used to find the interesting
patterns from transaction databases. Apriori algorithm is one of the most classical algorithms
of association rules, but it has the bottleneck in efficiency. In this article, we proposed a
prefixed-itemset-based data structure for candidate itemset generation, with the help of the
structure we managed to improve the efficiency of the classical Apriori algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of computer technology in various sectors, the data generated by
different industries are becoming more and more, but how to get valuable information from the
big data has become a new problem. Data mining, that is data knowledge discovery, came into
being in this backdrop. Data mining is to excavate the implied, unknown, interesting knowledge
and rules from a large number of data [1]. Association rules is an important part of data mining, it
was first put forward by R.Agrawal, mainly to solve the customer transaction association rules
between sets of items in the transaction library [2]. In the following year, R.Agrawal proposed the
most classical algorithm to calculate association rules, that is Apriori algorithm [3], which is to
infer the (k+1) – itemsets by the k- itemsets.
However, due to the computing bottleneck of Apriori algorithm when calculating the candidate
set, in recent years there have been many improved algorithms of the traditional Apriori
algorithm from different aspects. Chun-Sheng Z proposed an improved Apriori algorithm based
on classification [4]. Jia Y improves the algorithm from the aspect of transaction database
partitioning and dynamic itemset planning [5]. Shuangyue L proposed an improved algorithm
based on the matrix of database to enhance the efficiency of calculating [6]. Wang P proposed an
optimization method to reduce the search times of the transaction library to improve the
efficiency [7]. Vaithiyanathan V uses the method of compressing the transactions of the similar
interests in the database to improve the efficiency of the algorithm [8]. Lin X implements Apriori
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 287–296, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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algorithm based on Map Reduce to improve the candidate sets of large amounts of data
generation efficiency [9]. Zhang first analyze the characteristic of the data, that is medical data,
and then combine the characteristics of the data to improved Apriori algorithm [10]. Wu Huan
proposed an improved algorithm IAA, which adopts a new count-based method to prune
candidate itemsets and uses generation record to reduce total data scan amount [11]. Wang Yuan
proposes an improved item constrain association rules mining algorithm, which improves
traditional algorithm in two aspects: trimming frequent itemsets and calculating candidate
itemsets [12]. Lin Ming-Yen proposes three algorithms, named SPC, FPC, and DPC, to investigate
effective implementations of the Apriori algorithm in the MapReduce framework [13]. Chai Sheng
proposes a novel algorithm so called Reduced Apriori Algorithm with Tag (RAAT), which
reduces one redundant pruning operations of C2 [14].
This article will be focus on the two concrete steps of classical Apriori algorithm, namely
connecting step and the pruning step, using a new prefix-itemset-based storage, combining the
fast lookup feature of hash tables to improve the efficiency. This paper will first describe the
classical Apriori algorithm and its shortcomings, then specifically describe the improvements,
and finally introduce the comparisons of efficiency of classical Apriori algorithm and improve
Apriori algorithm on specific data sets.

2. APRIORI ALGORITHM
2.1. Apriori algorithm introduction
Apriori algorithm is a classical algorithm for frequent itemset mining association rules, the basic
idea of the algorithm is to use an iterative approach layer by layer to find the frequent. The
algorithm will first obtain k-itemsets, and then use the k- itemsets to explore (k+1)-itemsets. First,
let’s introduce the priori knowledge of frequent itemsets, which is, any subset of a frequent
itemset is also a frequent itemset. Apriori algorithm uses the prior knowledge of frequent
itemsets, first to find the collection of frequent 1-itemsets, denoted L1. Then use the 2-itemsets of
L1 to get L2, and then L3, and so on, until you cannot find the frequent k-itemsets. Apriori
algorithm mainly consists of the following three steps:
(1) Connecting step: connecting k- frequent itemsets to generate (k+1)-candidate sets, denoted by
Ck+1. The connect condition of the connecting step is that the two k-itemsets have the same
first (k-1) items and different k-th items. Denote li[j] is j-th item of li, the condition is:
lଵ ሾ1ሿ = lଶ ሾ1ሿ ∧ lଵ ሾ2ሿ = lଶ ሾ2ሿ ∧ … … ∧ lଵ ሾk − 1ሿ = lଶ ሾk − 1ሿ ∧ lଵ ሾkሿ ≠ lଶ ሾkሿ
In which l1 and l2 are k-item subset of the set collection Lk, l1[k] ≠ l2[k] is to ensure not to
generate duplicate k- itemsets. Itemsets generated by the l1 and l2 connection as follows:
{lଵ ሾ1ሿ, lଵ ሾ2ሿ, lଵ ሾ3ሿ, … … , lଵ ሾkሿ, lଶ ሾkሿ}
(2) Pruning step: To pick out the true frequent itemsets Lk+1 from the candidate set Ck+1. Because
the candidate set Ck+1 is the superset of the true frequent itemsets Lk+1. According to the
nature of Apriori: any subsets of frequent set must also be frequent, that is any (k-1)- items
subsets of k-items must also be frequent. With this property we can find out if the k- items
subsets of Ck+1 are in Lk, if not, then remove the candidate (k + 1) - itemset is removed from
the Ck+1.
(3) Counting step: scanning the database, accumulate the number of candidates appearing in the
database. If the appear times of a candidate is less than the given minimum support threshold,
the candidate itemset will be removed.
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2.2. Shortage of Apriori algorithm
Apriori is one of the most classical algorithms for mining association rules, but it also has the
shortage of low efficiency. The time Apriori algorithm consumes lies mainly in the following
three aspects:
(1) In connection step, when connects k-itemsets to generate (k+1)-itemsets, it compares too
many times to determine if the itemsets meets the connection conditions. When Lk has m kitemsets, the time complexity of the connection step is Ο(k*m^2).
(2) In the pruning step, when determine if a subset of candidate set Ck+1 is in the frequent set Lk,
the best situation is to simply scan once to get the result, while the worst-case is that is needs
to scan k times to find that the k-th subset of Ck+1 is not in the Lk. So the average times need
to scan and compare the Lk is |Ck+1| * |Lk| * k / 2.
(3) In counting step, when accumulate the support times of itemsets in Ck+1, we need to scan the
database for |Ck+1|times.
Taking into account these three aspects of time-consuming steps of classical Apriori algorithm,
this article presents an improved Apriori algorithm based on prefix-itemset.

3. IMPROVED APRIORI ALGORITHM
3.1. Improved Apriori algorithm
In 1.2 we have analyzed the shortcomings of classical Apriori algorithm, so its improvements
also focus on the three steps mentioned in 1.2. Since the records are already sorted by the
dictionary, therefore the candidate set generated by Apriori algorithm is ordered.
(1

）Prefixed-itemset-based storage

In the improved algorithm we proposed a new method to store the itemsets. For each itemset in
Lk, we use a structure similar to Map <key, value> to store them, in which we save the forward
(k-1)- item content as the key while the last item content as the value. After having all the
itemsets saved in the new format, we group all the itemsets with the same key and store the union
of their values as the new value.
For example: the database is shown in Table 1and the minimum support is 2.
Table 1 database
TID

Itemset

T1

A,B,E

T2

B,D

T3

B,C

T4

A,B,D

T5

A,C

T6

B,C

T7

A,C

T8

A,B,C

T9

A,B,C,E
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The traditional Apriori algorithm will scan the database to obtain the times each item appears in
the database, to form the 1- itemsets, and then to generate the 2-itemsets that meets the minimum
support, that is 2. Here is the content generated by the classical Apriori algorithm.
Table 2 classical Apriori algorithm
1-itemset

2- itemset

Item

Count

Item

Count

A

6

AB

4

B

7

AC

4

C

6

AE

2

D

2

BC

4

E

2

BD

2

BE

2

While Table 3 shows how we store the itemsets with the prefix-itemset-based storage.
Table 3 prefix-itemset-based storage
Prefixed-key

Value

1-itemset

NULL

{A, B, C, D, E}

2-itemset

A

{B, C, E}

B

{C, D, E}

As shown in Table 3, 1- itemset has only one item, so the key of 1- itemset is NULL. Besides, we
can infer the length of the itemset from the length of the key because the length of the value of
the key stores all the items in the itemset but the last item.
(2) Prefixed-itemset-based connecting step
After the establishing of prefix-itemset-based storage, when we have to generate (k+1)- itemset
by connecting the two k- itemsets, we can simply combine two different items in the value, and
then generate new itemset with the key. For example, when connecting the 2-itemset with the
prefix-key of A in Table 3, we can generate the 3- itemset by combine the value and get the result
as {{B, C},{B, D},{C, D}}.
(3) Prefixed-itemset-based pruning step
In chapter 1.1 we know that (k+1)- itemsets are generate from two k- itemsets, and if any kitemset subset of the (k+1)-itemset does not exist in Lk, then we have to remove the (k+1)itemset from Ck+1.
Theorem: If we generate a (k+1)-itemset by connecting two k-itemsets, l1 and l2, and one kitemset of all the k-itemset subset does not exist in Lk, then the k-itemset subset must contains
both l1[k] and l2[k].
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Prove: Assume l1 and l2 are both k-itemset, and the (k+1)-itemset generated by connecting l1 and
l2 is {lଵ ሾ1ሿ, lଵ ሾ2ሿ, lଵ ሾ3ሿ, … … , lଵ ሾkሿ, lଶ ሾkሿ}. If the k- itemset dose not contains both l1[k] and l2[k],
then the possible options are {lଵ ሾ1ሿ, lଵ ሾ2ሿ, lଵ ሾ3ሿ, … … , lଵ ሾkሿ}and {lଵ ሾ1ሿ, lଵ ሾ2ሿ, lଵ ሾ3ሿ, … … , lଶ ሾkሿ}, that
is l1 and l2, and both l1 and l2 come from Lk, so if the k-itemset does not belong to Lk, then it must
contains both lଵ ሾkሿ and lଶ ሾkሿ.
So in prefixed-itemset-based pruning step, we can simply consider the subset of (k+1)- itemset
which contains both the last two items. With the example from Table 3, we can get the result as
follow.
Table 4 pruning step
Subset of 3-itemset

If belong to L2

B,C

yes

B,E

yes

C,E

no

C,D

no

C,E

no

D,E

no

As shown in Table 4, only {{B,C},{B,E}} are possible 2-itemset subsets, plus the corresponding
prefix-key, that is {{A,B,C},{A,B,E}}, namely the candidate set Cଷ .
After the pruning step, we have to scan the database to accumulate the times the itemset appears.
After accumulating the times of itemsets after pruning step, we can find that both {A,B,C} and
{A,B,E} meet the minimum support, and then we add them to the prefix-itemset-based storage as
follows.
Table 5 3-itemset storage

3-itemset

prefix-key

Value

A,B

{C,E}

3.2. Algorithm
The algorithm is described as follow:
Input Database D minimum support min_sup
Output frequent itemsetsL
1) Lଵ =1-itemset of D
2) Map<String[],String[]> map;
3) Import L1 to map, set the key as null value as the union of items in L1
4) for(k=2;L୩ିଵ ≠ ϕ;k++){
5)
C୩ =pre_apriori_gen(map,k-2);
6)
count the appear times of every itemset of C୩ , L୩ ={cϵC୩ |c.count>min_sup}
7) }
8) Return L୩ ;
procedurepre_apriori_gen(map:Map<String[],String[]>;k:int)
1) for each key in map{

：
：

，

，
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2)
if(key.length()==k){
3)
c:=key plus two items from value
4)
if(map.containsKey(c[0:k])){
5)
If( any (k+1)- itemset subset belong to (key,value)){
6)
put c into Ck
7)
}
8)
}
9
else continue
10) }
11) Return C

）

；

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The data of the experimental is a total of 120000 patient
patients with diabetes clinical prescription data
in Ruijin Hospital, the data record
records the prescription drug number per user per visit. This
experimental machine is configured to Core i5 2.7GHz 8GB processor, 1866MHz LPDDR3 Intel
memory.
This experiment compares the classical Apriori algorithm and the prefixed-itemset
itemset-based
algorithm from two aspects, one is to compare the operation efficiency with fixed total tests and
variable minimum support,, the other is to compare the operation efficiency with fixed minimum
support and variable total tests.
The result of the first experiment is as follows.

Figure 1. Time consuming with variable min_sup

The picture above shows the time consuming of the two algorithms when given fixed total test
and variable min_sup. We can infer that the less min_sup is, the more operation efficiency the
improved algorithm improves. And when the min_sup increases to a certain point, the classical
Apriori algorithm and the improved algorithm are of the same efficiency.
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Table 6 improvements under variable min_sup
Min_sup

Classical Apriori

Improved Apriori

Improvement (%)

(total 12w)

Time(ms)

Time(ms)

600

210696

25192

81.44%

1200

53822

11648

68.63%

1800

26317

7614

51.88%

2400

19359

7127

38.99%

3000

15508

6753

56.45%

3600

12393

5842

52.86%

4200

9017

5424

39.85%

4800

5705

5175

9.29%

5400

4868

5161

-6.02%

Table 6 shows the specific operation time of the classical Apriori algorithm and the improved
Apriori algorithm and the comparison between them.
The results of the second experiment are as follows.

Figure 2. Time consuming with variable total test

The picture above shows the time consuming of the two algorithm
algorithms when given fixed min_sup
and variable total test. And we can tell that when the total test becomes larger, the improvements
become more obvious.
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Table 7 improvements under variable total test
Total tests

Classical

Improved

Improvement

(min_sup%

Apriori

Apriori

(%)

=2%)

Time(ms)

Time(ms)

10k

1686

390

76.87%

20k

2839

695

75.52%

30k

4088

1229

69.94%

40k

5729

1846

67.78%

50k

8141

2409

70.41%

60k

9833

3197

67.49%

70k

12848

3630

71.75%

80k

13004

4339

66.63%

90k

16007

5442

66.00%

100k

17438

5588

67.96%

Table 7 shows the specific operation time of the two algorithm and we can learn from the table
that when the min_sup is fixed to 2% of the total test, the improvement rate is about 70%.
Experiments have shown that the prefix-itemset-based Apriori algorithm is effective and feasible.

4. SUMMARY
In this paper, we described the Apriori algorithm specifically, and pointed out some limitations of
the classical Apriori algorithm during the two steps of the algorithm, namely the connection and
the paper cutting steps, and proposed the method of prefixed-itemset-based data storage and the
improvements based on it. With the help of prefixed-itemset-based data storage, we managed to
finish the connecting step and the pruning step of the Apriori algorithm much faster, besides we
can store the candidate itemsets with smaller storage space. Finally, we compare the efficiency of
classical Apriori algorithm and improve Apriori algorithm on the aspect of support degree and
the total number, and the experimental results on both aspects proved the feasibility of the
prefixed-itemset-based algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new framework based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) for the
graph distribution problem in the context of explicit model checking. The BDD are yet used to
represent the state space for a symbolic verification model checking. Thus, we took advantage
of high compression ratio of BDD to encode not only the state space, but also the place where
each state will be put. So, a fitness function that allows a good balance load of states over the
nodes of an homogeneous network is used. Furthermore, a detailed explanation of how to
calculate the inter-site edges between different nodes based on the adapted data structure is
presented.

KEYWORDS
Graph distribution, Binary Decision Diagram, State space generation, Formal verification,
Model Checking.

1. INTRODUCTION
An efficient way to improve applications’ performances is to use networks. In fact, many already
existent applications have been transformed from their simple versions to distributed ones
whether they are not initially implemented in a distributed version in the aim of increasing the
storage capacity and driving the computing more quicker.
Let’s take the formal verification [1] of systems as an example of such applications. An attractive
solution to face the major problem of these applications which focus on the combinatorial states
space explosion and computing time is the distribution of the graph (states space)[2].
Despite the large use of graphs [3] in computing science domains, they still meet so serious and
heavy difficulties especially when certain thresholds and limits are exceeded. That is why it is
useful to split the main graph into a set of distributed sub-graphs.
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
pp. 297–305, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2016.60125
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The workload balancing, minimization of the distributed inter-site communication of an
unreliable network represent two important factors that are necessary to take them into account in
order to generate an ideal distribution of the graph. Both of them influence the application’s
performances and because of this reason, taking them into account makes the graph distribution a
really hard task.
Using several computers of small capacities all together would give an unlimited capacity in term
of speed and memory. However, the main inconvenient of distributed algorithms is on
distributing the states space of the graph without taking into account the workload balancing that
will affect directly the distributed verification application’s performances. Besides considering
the workload balancing and the distributed inter-nodes edges separately are not enough to
improve the distributed verification performances [4].
Several solutions have been proposed to tackle this problem such as equivalence relations, partial
order based relations [5] [6]. Although, these solutions reduce the graph size significantly, the
memory capacity remains a problem when dealing with very complex systems.
Nowadays, workstations clusters give more and more hardware resources availability, hence we
can represent large graph over the cluster where each workstation can hold a sub-graph [7] [8].
But most works use either the symbolic methods based on BDD [9], [10] or explicit methods [7].
A new approach of distributing system states space is proposed in this paper. This new
framework developed is based on a compressed format of data structure called Distribution with
Binary Dicision Diagram (DBDD) to keep a local vision of the whole system. The framework
exposes throught its API a set of services that can be used by distributed algorithms in order to
distribute graphs and perform a distributed verification.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introducing fundamental concepts of
distributed graphs, BDD and Petri nets, then we move to present our Approach trough different
subsections in the same part. After deeply presenting the algorithm in Section 3, we make some
experiments on the algorithm to show its performances comparing to other algorithms of graph
distributing in Section 4 and Section 5 . Finally, we achieve the paper by Section 6 to conclude.
In the following sections we use interchangeably the terms graph and states space, where we
mean by states space a graph generated from a Petri net specification representing its behavioural
semantics.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS
The graph to be distributed is generated from a petrinet specification. We briefly recall the
definitions of some basic concepts necessary in the following sections.

2.1. Distributed Graph
Let W = {Wk}k=1..N be N sites, a distributed graph (noted DiG), is a graph with a function of
distribution (partial) fk.
DiG = (G,fk) k=1..N
such that :
–

G = (V,E) : an oriented graph.
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k

f : G → Gk is an application of G in Gk, such that Gk = (Vk,Ek)

Notation 21 {Gk}1≤k≤N is a set of subsets called fragments Gk, such that ∪Vk = V and ∪Ek ⊆ E
Definition 1. a fragment Gk is defined by Gk = (Vk,Ek) such that :
–

Vk ⊆ V : Vk is a fragment of nodes of V in the site Wk.

–

Ek = EkL ∪ EkR such that EkL ∩ EkR = ∅ : the set of intra-site and inter-sites
sites edges with :

•
•
•
•
•

EkL ⊆ Vk2 is the set of edges between nodes belonged in the same site Wk (Local edges).
EkR ⊆ Vk × (V \ Vk) = {(vk,vk’ ) such that vk ∈ Vk and vk’ ∉ Vk} : is the set of edges whose the
origins are in the local sites and the goals are in the remote sites (Remote edges).
αk and βk are two applications of Ek in V such that for all edges e = (v,v’) ∈ E :
αk(e) = v ∈ Vk : indicate the origin of the edge e.
βk(e) = v’ ∈ Vk if e ∈ EkL and βk(e) = v’ ∈/ Vk’ else.

Notation 2.2 given a set S, |S| denotes its cardinality (the number of elements).
Figure 1 represents a distributed graph over sites (nodes) of a cluster of workstations (workers).
We assume that the initial graph is so large that it can’t be hold in one machine so distributing it
over a different sites while generating it make it possible to take advantage of distributed memory
hence we can represent more and more large graphs that correspond to very complex systems.

Fig.1. graph before distribution (a) and after (b)

2.2. Petri Net Related Definitions
–

A Petri net [11] is a tuple ((S,T,W) where S is the set of places, T is the set of transitions
such that
, and W : ((S × T) ∪ (T × S)) →N = {0,1,2,...}} is the weight
function. Graphically, transitions of T are represented by rectangles, places of S by
circles and weight function by arrows associated with their weights. We suppose that all
nets are finite, i.e.|S∪T| ∈ N.
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For x ∈ S ∪ T, the pre-set •x is defined by •x = {y ∈ S ∪ T|W(y,x) ≠ 0} and the post-set x• is
defined by x• = {y ∈ S ∪ T|W(x,y) ≠ 0}.

–

The marking of a Petri net (S,T,W) is defined as a function M : S → N. A marking is
generally represented graphically by putting tokens in places.

–

Safety-Petri net is a Petri net (S,T,W) such that for any s of S : M(s) ≤ 1

–

The transition rule stipulates that a transition t is enabled by M iff M(s) ≥ W(s,t) for alls ∈
S. The firing of a transition t will produce a new marking M’defined byM’(s) =
M’(s)−W(s,t)+W(t,s) for alls ∈ S. The occurrence of t is denoted by M|t > M’.

–

Two transitions t1 and t2 (not necessarily distinct) are concurrently enabled by a marking
M iff M(s) ≥ (s,t1) + W(s,t2) for all s ∈ S.

–

A marked Petri net (S,T,W,M’) is a Petri net (S,T,W) with an initial marking M’.

–

An alphabet A is a finite set; we suppose that τ ∈ A(τ will indicate invisible action, or
silent action).

–

The labeling of a Petri net N = (S,T,W) is a function λ : T → A ∪ {τ}. If λ(t) ∈ A then t is
said to be observable or external; at the opposite, t is silent or internal.

–

Σ = (S,T,W,M’,λ) is a labeled system iff (S,T,W,M’) is a marked Petri net and λ is a
labeling function of (S,T,W)..

2.3 BDD
A Binary Decision Diagram or BDD [10] is data structure used for representation of Boolean
functions in the form of rooted directed acyclic graph. A BDD is a rooted directed acyclic graph
G = (V,E) with node set V containing two kinds of nodes, non-terminal and terminal nodes
(Figure 2). A non-terminal node v has as tag a variable index(v) ∈ {x1,x2,...,xn} and two children
low(v) , high(v) ∈ V . The final nodes are called 0-final and 1-final. A BDD can be used to
compute a Boolean function f(x1,x2,...,xn) in the following way. Each input a = (a1,a2,...,an) ∈
{0,1}n defines a computation path through the BDD that starts at the root. If the path reaches a
non-terminal node v that is labelled by xi, it follows the path low(v) if ai = 0, and it follows the
path high(v) if ai = 1. The label of the terminal node determines the return value of the BDD on
input a. the BDD is called "ordered" if the different variables appear in the same order on all the
ways from the root (Figure 2).
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Fig.2. Binary decision diagram

Generating a BDD from a Petri Net BDD: can represent a state space generated from a safe
petri Net in an efficient high compressed format. The Figure 3(b) represents a BDD generated
from a safe Petri Net 3(a). It uses a set of variables proportional to the number of places in petri
net in this example it uses 6 variables to code the different configurations of petri net
p1,p2,p3,q1,q2 and q3.

(a)

(b)

Fig.3. Petri net specification (a) and corresponding BDD (b)

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
Here we are going to present a new framework for graph distribution based on adapted data
structure called (DBDD) Distribution with Binary Decision Diagram, the framework provide
functions that can be used by parallel and distributed algorithms to generate an explicit state
space or to get the location of specific states successors in the distributed graph. Hence the
DBDD represent a global state of the system which decrease the communication between several
nodes of the network workers and ensure a better fault tolerance.
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3.1. Sites Encoding
The DBDD in addition to representing the reachability graph of petri net it encodes the place of
each state by injection of a additional game of variables, each variable represent the site where
the state is meant to be. Figure 4 represents an example of the encoding of two sites by adding
variables which represents these two site (α1, α2) to encode the first site in binary (01). and (β1,
β2) for the second site (10).

ig.4. DBDD represents a graph distributed over two nodes

3.2. DBDD generation
Algorithm 1 below represents the generation of the DBDD, variables are chosen according a
binary variable bddSite. The fitness function F ensures a good load balance.

3.3. Fitness function
The site to be chosen for a given set of states is calculated based on the following fitness
function:
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  | |
In an homogeneous network all Sites have the same memory capacity, and a good balance load is
when each site hold exactly
such that ∑ | |  ||

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
The proposed approaches are implemented with JavaBDD [12] (An open source library for
manipulating BDD, it is also a wrapper for other libraries such Buddy [13] and Cudd [14]) tested
on a network of PC with a 3.0 GHZ processor and 512 MB of memory. We developed a tool that
generates distributed graphs associated to petrinets specifications (Figure 5) which is part of
FOCOVE framework.

Fig.5. Tool for editing petrinets and generation of state space

5. RESULT AND EXPERIMENTATION
To see the contribution and the advantage of the proposed approach, we compare it to hash
function (MD5)[8] based algorithm. Taking examples studied in literature enables us to get more
closely to the problem of combinatorial explosion. In the context, we have selec
selected
ted three well
known classic case studies in system models. These models include dining philosophers system
[15], Peterson solution for mutual exclusion [16] and shared memory system [17].
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Table 1. Comparative results of the bdd approach,MD5 based algorithm.
5 sites

|V |

|E|

philosophiers
Shared memory
Peterson

729
8019
20754

3402
52974
62262

σv
MD5
21.46
249.61
588.67

σv(%)
MD5
2.9
3.11
2.83

σv
BDD
14.36
96.01
607

σv(%)
BDD
1.97
1.19
2.9

The table(1) shows the statistic results according to philosophers, shared memory and Peterson
models knowing that the states space has been distributed over 5 sites. The standard deviation of
the number of states on each site noted by σv(%) is calculated as follows
. The smaller
is the standard deviation σv, the better is the distribution over sites, because a tiny σv means that
the states space is well distributed on the different sites and we see that on table(1). Using the
new proposed approach
pproach makes it possible to have a fewer σv
v than the one obtained by using the
(MD5) based algorithm except for Peterson and this is due to the replication of some states over
the sites.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new framework bas
based
ed on binary decision diagrams algorithm
to solve the graph distribution problem in context of formal verification. We have used an
adapted data structure which ensures a high compression property, the balance load and fault
tolerance. We have also compare
compared
d our work with md5 based algorithm. Results are promising.
To put in practice the result of this work, an optimization algorithm such as evolutionary
algorithm or local search may be applied to improve the inter
inter-site
site communication and tackle also
with thee variable order problem in BDD. Beside this, different verification algorithms may be
applied on the distributed graph generated to verify properties of complex systems
systems.
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ABSTRACT
In the last decade Peer to Peer technology has been thoroughly explored, because it overcomes many
limitations compared to the traditional client server paradigm. Despite its advantages over a traditional
approach, the ubiquitous availability of high speed, high bandwidth and low latency networks has
supported the traditional client-server paradigm. Recently, however, the surge of streaming services has
spawned renewed interest in Peer to Peer technologies. In addition, services like geolocation databases
and browser technologies like Web-RTC make a hybrid approach attractive.
In this paper we present algorithms for the construction and the maintenance of a hybrid P2P overlay
multicast tree based on topological distances. The essential idea of these algorithms is to build a multicast
tree by choosing neighbours close to each other. The topological distances can be easily obtained by the
browser using the geolocation API. Thus the implementation of algorithms can be done web-based in a
distributed manner.
We present proofs of our algorithms as well as practical results and evaluations.

KEYWORDS
Distributed algorithms, peer-to-peer (P2P), hybrid, overlay multicast tree, live streaming

1. INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) streaming has become more and more popular nowadays again after interest
in general P2P has generally decreased after the initial enthusiasm in the late 90 – partially due to
the ubiquitous and quick availability of high speed, high bandwidth and low latency networks
which has supported the traditional client-server paradigm in the last decade. The central strength
of P2P streaming systems is the capability of sharing resources so that larger (and more costly)
servers can be replaced by smaller (and cheaper) computers. The P2P networks are build usually
as a logical overlay network. The contribution of this paper is the construction and management
of a P2P multicast tree streaming overlay where the nodes are physically close to each other in
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the underlying network. In this paper we present two algorithms. The first is the joining algorithm
that each node runs when it enters the system. The essential idea of the algorithm is to construct a
multicast tree structure by finding a suitable neighbour in the overlay multicast tree and
considering resources of peers. The second algorithm handles a host leaving that occurs
gracefully or accidentally. For both algorithms we provide full mathematical proofs of minimality
features. In addition, we present some experimental results and evaluations. And finally we
conclude our paper with remarks on possible future work.

2. RELATED WORKS
In recent years a number of P2P-based applications for stream delivery have been developed –
e.g. Zattoo (http://zattoo.com), PPTP (http://www.pptv.com) and Octoshape (https: // octoshape.
com).
To improve the scalability and to optimise the usage of resources in the P2P network, several
approaches have been proposed. In [1] various problems that arise due to the fact of P2P systems
being highly dynamic and heterogenous are examined. It focuses especially on resilience
mechanisms. In [2] and [6] an overview of application and network layer mechanisms are
presented and the Mesh and Multiple-Tree P2P overlays are compared.
Several applications have been developed for various categories of mesh based P2P streaming.
The authors of [8] and [7] present a hybrid approach for overlay construction and data delivery in
an application-layer multicast. The HyPO approach in [7] optimizes the overlay by organizing
peers with similar bandwidth ranges in a geographical area into a mesh overlay. The ToMo
approach in [7] combines the strong points of a tree-based structure and a mesh-based data
delivery to a two-layer hybrid overlay. The mTreebone of [9] is a collaborative tree-mesh design
that leverages both mesh and tree structures. The key idea is to identify a set of stable nodes to
construct a tree-based backbone with most of the data being pushed over this backbone. AnySee
[5] is a mesh based P2P system in which resources are assigned based on their locality and delay.
In the present work we propose algorithms to construct a tree based multicast overlay based on
topological distances. Similar approaches are described in [12], [3] and [14]. Already in [20] an
architecture has been proposed for designing a global internet host distance estimation service.
However, only relatively recently geographical information has become practically available
from freely available geolocation databases [16], and therefore ideas which have been of
theoretical value only have now become practical, see also [19]. The approach used in [12] and
[3] organizes the peers into a hierarchy of clusters such that the neighboring peers are grouped
into the same cluster. The overlay network is build from the cluster leaders to the other members
recursively. In [14] a locality-aware P2P overlay construction method, called Nearcast, is
proposed which builds an efficient overlay multicast tree by letting each peer node choose
physically closer nodes as its logical children. Whereas there is rather comprehensive coverage of
theoretical P2P algorithms and mathematical theorems on some of them like e.g. the T-Man
protocol, see [4], up to our best knowledge, no minimality results have been proven for the
overlay networks like the one described above but rather simulation results have been computed.
In our work we propose algorithms which minimise the routing costs, usage of peer resources and
end-to-end delay based on the topological location of peers. We provide a proof for the
minimality of routing costs and provide evidence for keeping end-to-end delay low.
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3. PROPOSED APPROACH
The concept of P2P multicasting [11], [12] is often applied to reduce the costs needed to deploy
and to maintain services related to streaming of various content to many users, e.g. VoD, IPTV,
radio, news channels, etc. In this paper, we propose an approach to the construction of a P2P
overlay multicast tree with the goal to solve the following important problems:
– Optimal routing between peers: Transmission at an overlay P2P-network might be
inefficient, especially when the P2P-network is randomly constructed. This stems from the fact
that the distance between peers physically or topologically is not considered by constructing the
P2P-network.
– Optimal usage of peer resources: Peer resources include available bandwidth, processing
power and storage space.
– End-to-End delay: The end-to-end delay is the latency, accumulated peer by peer, for the
delivery of a data packet along the overlay path from the source host to an end host. To reduce
this delay the height of the multicast tree should be kept small.
– Handling of peer connections: In practice the P2P-network need to deal with peers joining the
network and peers that leave voluntarily or due to failure.

Figure 1. Topological search tree and p2p multicast tree structure.

To overcome these problems, we propose algorithms for the construction and the management of
an overlay P2P-network. Our algorithms use the topological distances between peers to guarantee
the optimal routing costs. We define two data structures, a topological search tree and a P2P
multicast tree (fig. 1). The search tree is used to find the nearest peer to be attached to the
multicast overlay. This a special case of the Nearest Neighbour Search (NNS) or closest point
search problem. Donald Knuth named this problem the post office problem [10]. The problem
relates to an application of the assignment to the next post office. In our case the problem is
reduced to the search in the tree and adapted for the search of an optimal usage of peer resources.
The P2P multicast tree is used for the actual data transfer.
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4. P2P OVERLAY MULTICAST TREE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
4.1. Definitions and Preliminaries
To identify the topological position of hosts in a network, a unique H-dimensional coordinate C
is assigned to each host. The idea to use the network coordinates is based on considerations from
[13], [14] and [15]. In contrast to the algorithms presented therein, we use in our approach two
data structures: the search tree Ts for searching the nearest neighbour according the topological
position in the network and the multicast tree T to connect hosts to a P2P overlay multicast
network.
The multicast overlay tree is defined as T = (V, E), where V is a set of vertices, which represent
the end hosts, and E is a set of directed edges, which represent data delivery streams between the
end hosts.
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4.2. Joining algorithm
To construct a multicast overlay tree the joining algorithm connects the hosts to an overlay
network by analysing the geolocation information provided by the end hosts. The algorithm can
be implemented in a centralized or a distributed manner. The pseudocode of the joining algorithm
is shown in fig. 2.

Figure 2. The pseudocode of the JOIN algorithm

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the joining nodes to an existing overlay network. Initially the
overlay multicast tree contains only a source host S and the search tree Ts includes the
coordinates C(S) (fig. 3a). To attach the new node v1 the joining algorithm extends the search tree
Ts by the adding the coordinates C(v1) and determines the nearest host by traversing the search
tree Ts. The nearest neighbour can be easily found by a simple tree traversing in O(log n) time.
The new host v1 is attached to the host S (fig. 3b). The fig. 3c illustrates the attaching of the host
v2 to the multicast overlay tree.
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Figure 3. An example of the algorithm JOIN execution.

Figure 4. Proof by induction
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Figure 5. Topological distances
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4.3 Management of peer-resources

Figure 6. The pseudocode of the JOINR algorithm
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Figure 7. An example of the algorithm JOINR execution
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Figure 8. Proof of the second loop.
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4.4 End-to-End Delay
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Figure 9. The pseudocode of the JOINRE algorithm

4.5 Reconstruction algorithm

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
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Figure 10. The pseudocode of the reconstruction algorithm
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Figure 11. Comparison of results: JOIN - proposed algorithm, BBT - Balanced Binary Tree

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a novel multicast tree construction and maintenance approach based on
the topological network coordinates of the end hosts. The algorithms presented in this paper were
developed to achieve the following desirable properties:
– Minimal routing overhead in the underlying network
– Optimal resource management of the hosts
– Short end-to-end delay
We evaluated our approach theoretically and by using simulations. Compared to the randomly
generated trees our approach improves significantly the performance metrics of a multicast
overlay tree. Our future work will concentrate on implementing this approach in a real
environment, collecting and analysing the performance data.
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ABSTRACT
The incremental evaluation of tabled Prolog programs allows to maintain the correctness and
completeness of the tabled answers under the dynamic state. This paper presents JPL
implementation details. JPL is an approach to support incremental tabulation for logic
programs under non-monotonic logic. The main idea is to cache the proof generated by the
deductive inference engine rather than the end results. In order to be able to efficiently maintain
the proof to be updated, the proof structure is converted into a justification-based truthmaintenance (JTMS) network.

KEYWORDS
Applications of justification-based truth maintenance systems, Belief revision systems, Truth
maintenance systems, Justification-based truth maintenance systems, Incremental evaluation of
tabled Prolog, Incremental tabulation for Prolog queries, Tabulation for logic programs,
Memoing for logic programs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Prolog is a logic programming language associated with artificial intelligence and computational
linguistics [1, 2, 3]. Tabled extension for Logic Programming (TLP) [4, 5, 6] evaluation enhances
the performance of the Prolog query engine and allows the termination of certain computations
that do not terminate under the normal Prolog query evaluation. The incremental evaluation [7, 8]
of tabled Prolog programs allows to maintain the correctness (soundness) and completeness of
the tabled answers under the dynamic state. This evaluation strategy allows the system to update
the tabled answers when the set of facts and/or rules participated in generating the answers of a
certain query are either retracted from or asserted to the Prolog program. JPL [7, 9] presented an
approach of maintaining one consolidate system to cache the query answers under the nonmonotonic logic. It uses the justification-based truth-maintenance system to support the
incremental evaluation of tabled Prolog Programs. In this paper we will focus on the system
Jan Zizka et al. (Eds) : CCSIT, SIPP, AISC, CMCA, SEAS, CSITEC, DaKM, PDCTA, NeCoM - 2016
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implementation. The system implementation must take into consideration the following
performance factors:
1. Minimizing the overhead of caching the query proof structure.
2. Minimizing the time and space needed to maintain soundness and completeness of the
cached proof structure.

Figure 1: An overview of JPL

Another factor that we have to take into consideration regarding the system implementation is the
portability of integrating JPL with more than one PROLOG inference engine.

2. RELATED WORK
Tabling is an implementation technique where answers for subcomputations are stored and then
reused when a repeated computation appears. There are two approaches to integrate tabling
support into existing PROLOG systems. The first approach is to modify and extend the low-level
engine. This is the common approach used by most of systems to support tabled evaluation. The
approach modifies and extends the low-level engine [10]. The advantage is the run-time
efficiency, however, the drawback is that it is not efficiently portable [11] to other Prolog systems
because the engine level modifications are slightly more complex and time consuming. The
second approach to incorporate tabled evaluation into existing Prolog systems is to apply the
source level transformations to a tabled program, and then use external tabling primitives to
provide direct control over the search strategy. This idea was first explored by Fan and Dietrich
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[12] and later used by Rocha, Silva and Lopes [13] to implement tabled PROLOG systems. The
main advantage of this approach is the portability to apply the approach to different PROLOG
systems. The drawback of course is the efficiency, since the implementation is not at a low level.

3. JPL IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
JPL implementation is based on applying the source level transformations to a tabled program.
This will allow to incorporate the idea of incremental tabulation into different PROLOG systems
using the same general framework. In order to integrate JPL with PROLOG inference engine we
are using INTERPROLOG. INTERPROLOG [14] is an PROLOG-JAVA application programming
interface that supports multiple PROLOG systems through the same API. The current version
(2.1.2a at the time of implementing this approach) of INTERPROLOG supports three PROLOG
implementations (XSB [15], SWI-PROLOG [16] and YAP-PROLOG [17]) on different platforms
(Windows, Linux and Mac OS X). It promotes coarse-grained integration between logic and
object-oriented layers, by providing the ability to bidirectionally map any class data structure to a
PROLOG term. This basic idea of INTERPROLOG is allowing PROLOG to call any JAVA method,
and for JAVA to invoke PROLOG goals. This is achieved by using a communication layer to pass
object/term data among both processes. INTERPROLOG is used in the implementation of JPL to
provide an interface from JPL to all PROLOG inference engines supported by INTERPROLOG.

4. PROGRAM TRANSFORMATION
PROLOG rules are written in a standard form known as Horn clauses. A Horn clause statement
has the form:
H : -B1, B2,...,Bn.
where H is a first-order atom and each Bi is a first-order literal. H is called the head of the clause
and B1, B2,...,Bn is the body of the clause. The semantic of this statement is that when Bi all are
true, we can deduce that H is true as well. The above clause can be read “H, if B1, B2,…,Bn”.
This basic concept of logic programming is used by JPL to do the program transformation. When
a PROLOG programmer executes the command consult/1 to read a PROLOG source file through
the JPL's top level interface, JPL executes the program transformation method to convert the
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PROLOG predicates (rules) into a format that allows the system later to table the query answers as
a JTMS network according to the mechanisms described in the previous chapter.
JPL applies program transformation only on clauses that are selected by the PROLOG programmer to be as incremental tabled predicates. Algorithm 1 illustrates the program transformation
process. The process starts with assigning each rule in the original program a unique ID.

Figure 2: Original tabled and transformed Predicates by JPL for the translative closure program of the
directed edge relationship.

For example, The first rule in the translative closure program of Figure 2 is uniquely identified as
r1, while the other rule is defined as r2. The next step in the algorithm is to convert each rule in
the original program into a format that allows the query engine later to link the facts which are
participated as antecedents to produce the consequence (answer) of the query. This is achieved by
applying two major changes in each program rule:
1. Add an extra unique var argument to the rule head, this var points to a list which contains
all the necessary information needed by JPL to build the JTMS network of any query
answer generated from this rule. The list is to be composed of the following items:
(a) The rule ID.
(b) List of facts (antecedents), coming from the rule body, that must be true (IN) to
support the rule consequence.
(c) List of facts (antecedents), that must be false (OUT) to support the rule consequence.
This case is used when the body contains negated terms.
(d) The consequence of the rule, which is basically the head of the rule.
2. Add an extra term to the rule body that generates the above list and stores it in the extra
var added to rule head.
Once the rule is in its final format using the above conversion method, a TMS node is created for
the rule and it is linked to the TMS node of the original rule head. This will help the query engine
later to identify all rules related to a certain query entered by the user. Figure 2 shows how a
connected/2 tabled predicate that defines the translative closure program of the directed edge
relationship is transformed to support JPL's tabulation strategy. Each rule head, in Figure 2, is
converted from connected(X,Y ) to connected(X,Y,J0) by adding an extra var argument J0. In the
same manner each rule body is changed by appending the required code that originates the list in
the var J0. For example the second rule body is changed from :
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edge(X,Z), connected(Z,Y)
to:
edge(X,Z); connected(Z,Y,J1); append([r2]; [[edge(X,Z), connected(Z,Y )]; []; connected(X,Y )];
J0):
Both of these two rules are linked to the TMS node of the original rules head,
i.e. connected(X,Y ).

5. QUERY ENGINE

Query engine of JPL responds to end user queries through the system top interface. The necessary
methods needed to implement the logic of the query engine are part of the JTMS class. There are
two scenarios for the query execution module that are described in Algorithm 2. The first
scenario checks if the TMS node associated with the user query already exists in the JTMS
network and is marked as fully proved. When this condition is true the query engine simply
shows all the valid(IN) answers of the query from the JTMS network linked to the query's TMS
node. The second scenario deals with the case when the query is executed for the first time. JPL
deals with this case as a three step process:
1. The system locates the general TMS node associated with the query. The desired TMS
node is used to locate the set of PROLOG rules associated with the query. If the set is not
empty, the query engine requests the PROLOG abstract engine attached to it to execute the
right hand side of each rule. The answers (justifications) coming from the PROLOG
abstract engine execution are installed as justifications in the JTMS network.
2. The query engine tries to find more solutions for the query that might come from the
database of facts which were not discovered in the first step. If such answers exist, then
justifications related to these answers are also installed in the JTMS network.
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3. After the previous two steps, the query answers are ready. The query engine simply shows
all the answers of the query from the JTMS network linked to the query's TMS node.

5.1 Installing the Justifications
As seen in Section 5, the PROLOG abstract engine, attached to JPL, executes PROLOG queries
requested by the query engine. The results of these queries must be installed as justifications in
the JTMS network associated with the query. Figure 3 represents the list of answers (b) returned
by the PROLOG abstract engine for the query connected(X,Y) with respect to the translative
closure PROLOG program (a). The list of results are in a format that allows the system to convert
them easily into justifications. The list item contains the rule participated as antecedent in
generating the deduction. The set of facts participated as antecedents in generating the deduction.

Figure 3 : List of answers(b) returned by the PROLOG abstract engine for the query connected(X,Y ) with
respect to the translative closure PROLOG program(a).

The answer itself which represents the consequence of the deduction. Below are the details of
each list item:
1. The rule ID that is behind the generation of this result.
2. Set of PROLOG items that must be IN to support the consequence of the result. This case
is related to non-negated subgoals in the right hand side of the rule.
3. Set of PROLOG items that must be OUT to support the consequence of the result. This
case is related to negated subgoals in the right hand side of the rule.
4. The consequence of this result.
These four items are one to one mappings to the data attributes for the Justification class. The
class contains five attributes. The first attribute is used as a flag to indicate whether the
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justification is active or not. The rest of the attributes are used to store the above information for
the justification.
Going back to the example of Figure 3(b), the first answer:
[r2; [edge(a,b); connected(b,d)]; []; connected(a,d)]
for the query connected(X,Y ) states the following:
1. The rule r2 is in the antecedent list of the answer connected(a,d).
2. The atoms edge(a,b) and connected(b,d) must be IN to support the consequence of the the
answer connected(a,d).
3. None of the atoms must be OUT to support the consequence of the answer since there are
no negated subgoals in the program of Figure 3(a).
4. The consequence of this answer is the Prolog atom connected(a,d).
For each of the answers of Figure 3(b), JPL installs a justification for it and makes the
justification active. When the data related to any justification is changed, the system maintains
the consistency of the justification according to the changes in the set of rules/-facts related to the
justification. An important point that must be highlighted is that each justification element is
stored as a TMS node. The details of the TMS node data structure is given in next section.

6. TMS NODES
A TMS node is the basic data structure used in JPL to cache the proof structure of a PROLOG
query. The set of TMS nodes linked together through justifications represents the JTMS network
for the query. The TMS node is a complicated data structure, it must store all the information that
allows the system to maintain the consistency and completeness of the cached proof structure for
a previously proven query. The following subsections describe the main most important attributes
and operations for this crucial data structure.

6.1 Attributes
Label
The label attribute stores the current status of the node. At any time, the TMS node is labeled one
of the following:
1. IN or OUT
One of these two labels are used to represent the status of the TMS node when the TMS node that
is pointing to a PROLOG predicate, i.e. a fact or a rule. When the system believes that the
PROLOG predicate is true or active, then the label of the TMS node is IN. The TMS node label is
OUT when the predicate is false or inactive.
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2. Full, Partial or New
One of these three labels are used when the TMS node is pointing to a PROLOG query. The label
Full indicates that the query associated with the TMS node is fully proved and when the user reevaluates the query no additional work would be required from the PROLOG inference engine
attached to JPL in generating the answers of the query. The label Partial means that the query
attached to the TMS node is partially proved. If a partially proven query is going to be evaluated
then the system must complete the query evaluation before returning its answers. The New label
is used when the query is proved for the first time and a new TMS node is created for the query.
Type
This attribute stores the type of the TMS node. JPL uses three types of TMS nodes. The type of
the TMS node is either a PROLOG fact, rule or a query.
Node
The Node attribute points to the actual PROLOG term.
Support
This object represents the set of justifications that support the PROLOG fact attached to this TMS
node.

In-List
The set of justifications where the PROLOG predicate, associated with this TMS node, is
participating as an IN(true) antecedent in the justification.
Out-List
The set of justifications where the PROLOG atom, associated with the this TMS node, is
participating as an OUT(false) antecedent in the justification.
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Related Queries
This set points to the list of other cached queries, in the system, which are effected whenever
there is a change in the proof structure of the PROLOG query attached to this TMS node.
Rules
If the TMS node is associated with a PROLOG query where the query term matches the head of
certain rules in the PROLOG program, then this attribute points to the query related rules from the
program. Note that some of the above attributes might have a Null value depending on the type of
the TMS node. For example, if the TMS node is associated with a PROLOG query, then the values
of support, in-list and out-list is Null since they are used with TMS nodes that point to a PROLOG
fact.

6.2 Operations
Set Label
The "Set Label" is the most critical operation of JPL. The operation is maintaining the
consistency and the completeness for the queries cached proof structure. Algorithm 3 describes
the set label process for a TMS node. The algorithm starts with checking if the new label is
different from the current label of the TMS node. This check is required to avoid any redundant
computations when there is no change in the label. The next step in the algorithm is to check if
the label of the TMS node is being changed from IN to OUT and if that particular node is
pointing to a PROLOG fact. If this is true, then the system tries to find an active justification that
can support this fact, and hence, avoid changing its label from IN to OUT. If no such active
justification is found, or the TMS node type is not a fact, or the new label is being changed from
OUT to IN, then the system changes the label of the TMS node to its new value. Once the label
value is changed, JPL propagates the effect of this change throughout the JTMS network by
calling the propagateInnessOutness method.
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Propagate Inness/Outness of Existing Facts/Rules
The objective of this operation is to maintain the consistency of the JTMS network whenever
there is a change in the label of a TMS node. The algorithm for propagating the change of a TMS
node label throughout the JTMS network is explicated in Algorithm 4. The logic of the algorithm
is straightforward. For each justification in the in-list of the current TMS node, the system tries to
set the justification active when the label of TMS node is IN; otherwise the justification is set as
inactive. Also, for each justification in the out-list of the current TMS node, the system tries to set
the justification active when the label of the TMS node is OUT, otherwise the justification is set
as inactive.
•

Activating a justification
To activate a justification, the system must ensure that all antecedents of the In-List are
labeled as IN, and all antecedents of the Out-List are labeled as OUT. If these two
conditions are satisfied, then the justification's consequent TMS node label is changed to
IN, and the justification is marked as active.

•

Inactivating a justification
To mark a justification as inactive, the system changes the justification's consequent TMS
node label to OUT. Then the justification is marked as inactive.

Propagate the Asserting of a New Fact
This method is called when a new PROLOG fact is asserted through the JPL interface. Figure 5
outlines the algorithm for propagating the effect of inserting a new PROLOG fact. The system
locates the TMS query nodes that might get affected from the insertion of the new fact. For each
such query, if the query has been fully proved previously, the algorithm locates the set of rules
attached to the query's TMS node. Every rule is unified with the new fact, then the system
executes the partial PROLOG query (which is coming from the right hand side of the rule) to
update the cached proof structure.
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Propagate the Asserting of a New Rule
This method is called when a new PROLOG rule is asserted through the JPL interface. Figure 6
outlines the algorithm for propagating the effect of inserting a new PROLOG rule. The process
starts with locating the TMS query node that matches the new rule head. If such query node exists
and it is marked as fully proved, then the system requests the PROLOG inference engine attached
to JPL to execute the right hand side of the new rule to update the cached proof structure. This is
achieved by invoking the JTMS method executePrologRule.

7. The JTMS CLASS
The JTMS class is the main component of JPL. It interacts with the system's top interface (JPL
class) to provide the desired functionality (see Figure 2). The main data component and
operations of this class are described briefly below.

7.1 Attributes
PROLOG Engine
The PROLOG engine points to the PROLOG inference engine. The integration between the
PROLOG inference engine and JPL is done by using InterProlog package. See Section 3 for more
details about InterProlog.
TMS Object
The object points to an instance of the TMS class. See Section 8 for more details about this
component.
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Justifications Table
The justification object of JTMS class points to the list of all current justifications in the system.
Justifications are maintained as a hash table to allow fast retrieval of information related to them.
See Section 5.1 for more details about how the justifications are installed and maintained by JPL.

7.2 Operations
Executing PROLOG Queries
This method allows the JTMS class to execute the Prolog queries with the help of the Prolog
inference engine object. Usually this method is called by the query engine when JPL's end user
requests to execute the query for the first time. Later, the method is invoked by the TMS node
objects to maintain the correctness and completeness of the cached proof structure for the same
query. Algorithm 7 outlines the execution of a Prolog query. This is a two step process. First the
incoming query is executed by invoking the method deterministicGoal which returns the set of
solutions for this particular query. In the next step, the algorithm takes each solution returned by
the Prolog inference engine and calls the method installJustifications to install the justification in
the JTMS network of JPL.
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jAssert
The method jAssert is invoked when the end user initiates the PROLOG command assert/1,
through JPL's user interface to insert a fact/rule into a PROLOG program. Algorithm 8 describes
the steps to handle the assertion of a fact/rule to the PROLOG program. The first step in the
algorithm is to inform the PROLOG engine about this change in the set of facts/rules related to the
associated program. This is achieved by executing the assert command by the PROLOG engine.
In the next step, the algorithm tries to locate the TMS node associated with the asserted fact/rule.
If the TMS node already exists in the database of TMS nodes then the method setLabel (See
Section 6.2) is invoked to propagate the effect of this assertion through out the JTMS network.
If the TMS node, associated with the asserted fact/rule, does not exist in the database of TMS
nodes, then this case is related to the insertion of a new PROLOG fact/rule to the PROLOG
program which was not presented at the program consult time. The system handles the insertion
of new PROLOG predicates according to the following scenarios:
1. Asserting a new fact
A new TMS node is created for the new fact. The algorithm 8 then invokes the method
propagateNewAtom (See Section 6.2) to update the JTMS network in response to this
change in data.
2. Asserting a new rule
A new TMS node is created for the new rule. The rule is converted according to the format
described in Section 4. Then the algorithm invokes the method propagateNewRule (See
Section 6.2) to update the JTMS network in response to this change in the set of rules.
jRetract
The inverse logic of jAssert. This method is invoked when the end-user initiates the Prolog
command retract=1, through JPL's user interface, to remove a fact/rule from the Prolog program.
Algorithm 9 shows the three required steps to handle the retraction of a fact/rule from the Prolog
program. In the first step, the system informs the Prolog engine about this change in the database
of facts/rules by executing the retract command on the Prolog engine. Then the algorithm tries to
locate the TMS node associated with the asserted fact/rule. If the TMS node already exist in the
database of TMS nodes, then the algorithm invokes the setLabel method to propagate the effect of
this retraction throughout the JTMS network. If the TMS node associated with the retracted
fact/rule does not exist in the database of TMS nodes, then no action is required because the
retracted fact/rule is not part of the current JTMS network.

8. TMS CLASS
The TMS class is used in JPL to link all TMS nodes together in a parent/child relationship.
Basically, the TMS class stores and links the TMS Nodes using the Graph data structure.
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In the rest of this section, a brief description is given about the main components of the TMS
class.
Attributes
There are two main attributes in this class. The first attribute is the hashTable that keeps the track
of Prolog terms (facts, rules, and queries) with their associated TMS nodes in the HashTable data
structure to allow fast retrieval of the terms whenever required by other system components. The
other attribute of the TMS class is the adjhash which represents the adjacency list of each TMS
node. The adjacency list of each TMS node links it to other TMS nodes in the JTMS network of
JPL.
Operations
The operations of the TMS node are the typical ones of any Graph or HashTable abstract data
type. Mainly the most important operations are:
Add a TMS node
The algorithm for adding a PROLOG term to the TMS Network is presented in 10. The algorithm
starts with creating a new TMS node for the Prolog term. The newly created TMS node is added
to the Graph as a vertex. Then the algorithm links the TMS node to its most general term. Once
this setup is done, the algorithm propagates the effect of this new Prolog term throughout the
JTMS network.
Find a TMS Node
Given a Prolog term (fact, rule, or query), the find operation returns a pointer to the TMS node
object associated with the Prolog Term. If such TMS node does not exist in the HashTable, then
the method returns null.
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9. CONCLUSION
This paper presented JPL implementation details. The main aim of this research is to develop a
tabled Prolog system that is capable of caching and maintaining the correct answers of the query
under the non-monotonic logic in an efficient way. The design try to avoid, as mush as possible,
the limitations and disadvantages in the existing approaches to support incremental evaluation of
tabled PROLOG programs. To judge that our design meets it's objectives, a comprehensive
performance analysis of JPL is required. This will be the target of future work.
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